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ABSTRACT

The

relationship between historiography and the public in the V century Greece is

debate.
were

The evidence available supports

read aloud before

works

during the Hellenistic and Roman periods, but when

mainstream modern criticism
be addressed to

to

that the

a

objectives

Kxfj|J.a

eq octet

appear to support

of oral culture at that time and the

historians, such

a

generally

are

and differs from earlier authors, my

own

time. That

First, I have tried to
a

History of the Peloponnesian War

was meant

and his critical attitude towards his predecessors'

this idea. On the other hand if we look at the state

practice followed by other contemporary and later

concerned with the

way

in which Thucydides innovates

thesis is concerned rather with what he has in

common

assess

inquiry is conducted at two different levels.

the extent to which Thucydides may have been influenced

variety of literary works belonging to different

different

Thucydides,

My intention is to highlight the interrelationship between the work of Thucydides

and the culture of his

by

we come to

hypothesis would make Thucydides a striking exception.

While scholars

with them.

performances of historical

reading public and circulated in writing. Thucydides' declaration that his

a

work is intended to be

methods and

assumes

of

the hypothesis that parts of the work of Herodotus

audience. We also have information of

an

a matter

possible

source

genres.

Each chapter focuses

on a

of influence: earlier historiography, in particular Herodotus; didactic

poetry; tragedy; contemporary rhetoric; and medical and technical treatises. There emerges a

variegated picture:

a

historian who is able to

arrange

his narrative

so as to create

different

stylistic effects appropriate to the subject matter.
At the

same

time, I have tried to verify whether the

the text of Thucydides
the way

of cross-links between

and orally delivered works of literature might give

the History of the Peloponnesian War

My attention is focused
tried to

presence

on

was

us any

indication of

intended to be transmitted to the public.

the question of the performability of Thucydides' work, and I have

identify self-contained separable sections that might originally have been suitable for

separate performance and might later have been integrated into the whole work. I have looked
for

signs of inconsistency that might derive from later insertion of a section into the body of

the work and for

stylistic features that might have facilitated the understanding of self-

contained sections when
In

of

presented to

brief, this research is

Thucydides and his

own

occupies in the context of
medium of communication.

an

an

audience during

after Thucydides' lifetime.

attempt to outline the interrelationship between the work

cultural background
a

or even

as

regards literary influences and the place it

culture where orality operates side by side with literacy

as a
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Introduction

Perhaps more than any other historical work, Thucydid.es' description of the
Peloponnesian War differs from a simple collection of raw facts: every single word in
it seems to imply choice and arrangement; and this gives the reader the impression
that, from beginning to end, a sure and certain hand is guiding him towards definite
conclusions. And yet, it seems unlikely that his work should have been written as a
whole from the start; and many points suggest a composition by several stages, with
possible false starts and revisions.
J. De Romillv, Thucvdides and Athenian Imperialism
Thucydides did not label his own work. It is we who have to do that, and we cannot
the question "What was Thucydides doing?" by saying "He was an historian
and so must have behaved in such and such a way
That Thucydides did not call the
Peloponnesian War by that name does not matter very much except that it reminds us
that there is no label on the work; that he did not call his work a "history" matters
very much indeed. It means that we have no easy clue as to the kind of enterprise he
thought he was engaged in.
answer

S. Hornblower, Thucvdides

There is

no

easy way to

centuries different
most

begin

an

analysis of the text of Thucydides.

interpretations have been put forward in

Over the

an attempt to

adequate explanation for different problems raised by the text.

give the

The present

attempt comes, therefore, last in the series and does not pretend to solve all the

mysteries, but just to postulate
between the two serious

an

alternative approach to Thucydides. Somewhere

points raised by De Romilly and Hornblower

beginning, lies the path of our research. What kind of enterprise
Hornblower-

was

that he set about
take part
work.

Thucydides engaged in and how could

quoted at the

using the words of

reasonably hypothesise

writing the History of the Peloponnesian War? It is not

my

aim to

in the endless discussion about the different stages of composition of the

Many eminent scholars have already fully discussed that subject. My attention

is rather directed to the concept
to the nature

of the account

The process
to

we

-

as

become

in

the

of writing the account of the Peloponnesian War and

produced.

of writing down accounts of the past has developed through time
last

few centuries

the

normal

way

of conveying historical

information. Such
that

familiarity with written works might lead

a

overlook the fact

writing has not always been the normal mode of transmission and that the habit of

committing words to

took

paper

some

time to become

contemporaries of Thucydides might have welcomed the
published work

to

imagine in

our

a

a common

appearance

practice. The

of a written and

The initial shifting from oral to written

change of habit.

as a

transmission must have had
us

us to

revolutionary character. Such

a

character is difficult for

literate society.

Another aspect our age

might underestimate is the importance of defining the

boundary between what is historical and what is not historical. Nowadays
of social

or

economic

or

political history. We

seem

we

speak

already to have solved the

problem of defining what is historical and what is not. In the time of Thucydides,
Hornblower makes clear,
absence of
the

historiography

already existing rules,

appropriate boundary lines,

a

was

still

a

literary

genre

in fieri, and in the

historian had to set down what he thought

so as to

as

were

clarify the limits within which he considered

historiography to have its place. In Book One Thucydides claims that the public will
notice the absence of the fabulous from his narrative (TO
the writer is not
who included

should be part

own

of

|JA)0oi not to be

In

an

article

only engaged in controversy with Herodotus and the predecessors

|JA)0oi in their works,

laying down his

(lf| |4A)0coS£Q, I 22.4). Here

an

has been frequently pointed

interpretation, his

own

out1; but he is also

boundary lines, in order to clarify what

historical work and what should not. Clearly he considered

a necessary

now

as

part of it.

published in

one

of his Contributi alia storia degli studi classici

Momigliano analysed the relation between the historians of the classical world and
1

(HCT I, 149) notes that to pi) puBcoSci; might be intended as 'the absence of story¬
so common in Herodotus, 'but it has nothing to do with belief or disbelief in the main
traditions of what we call the 'mythical' period of Greek history'. S.Hornblower (1991,61) translates
A.W.Gomme

telling element'
to

pi) pu9do5e!;

the

expression

as

'the unromantic character of my narrative'. A.J. Woodman (1988, 23-4) interprets

as the 'absence of fabulous', or of the puSoi present in
there guarantees that he is providing his future audience, not

Herodotus: "[Thucydides']
with the entertainment which
conventionally derived from the mythical or legendary and which they could get from Herodotus, but
with to aatjiei; of two categories of events which are linked by the notion of probability" (p.24).
S.Flory (1990, 193-209) argues that Thucydides wants to keep his distance from the patriotic and
untrustworthy histories that celebrate the glories of the Persian Wars. F. Hartog (1982, 22-30) notes
that because Thucydides points his attention towards the present as the only possible source for writing
history, the pt>9oi linked to the past cannot possibly be considered as trustworthy. A fuller discussion
on I. 22 will follow later on in this chapter.
statement

2

their audiences.

Tragedy and comedy,

performed within
the

a

he points out,

as

literary

were

genres

religious context, while oratory found its place in the court

assembly and lyric poetry

was

referred to

a

particular addressee

or

or was part

in

of

a

religious rite. The works of philosophers, sophists and medical authors, although not
so

much is known about the

had

an

have
"The

may

have been normally performed,

educational and didactic role. In contrast, ancient historians seemed

specific function

a

setting in which they

nor to

be related to

a

neither to

specific context.

peculiarity of the historians is that they neither became

a

profession,

nor

had

a

ceremonial task, nor did they have a clearly defined type of knowledge to discover or
to transmit. They arrived late on the market (in the fifth century BC) and were never
certain of finding a buyer for their products. There are stories of success (even of

prizes) for historians. Some of them ultimately found employment qua historians. But
these were exceptions. Unlike the poets, philosophers and orators, historians never
became a distinct group of entertainers or teachers. They never acquired a recognised
place in society. They had continuously to repeat their claim that their histories were
either instructive or pleasurable or both, because the word history did not by itself
suggest either instruction or pleasure".2

It is hard to

assign Greek historiography of the fifth century BC to

There

category.

are very

extended historical works known to

us

before

historical work should

Our thesis will try to
viewed
come

as a

alongside

more

as a

how

be.3

traditional forms of expression and thought.

influenced

give shape to

by other past

J

attitudes

However, in

study is intended to be

or

a

work of history, Thucydides

may

have been

contemporary literary genres, and to what extent his work

still reveal detectable signs of different influences. In doing

that in the fifth century
2

our

new

still be

retrospective than forward looking. Attention will be paid in particular to how,

in his attempt to

may

oeuvre may

innovative and illuminating

some

analysing this tension between tradition and innovation,
more

of the few

fundamental step towards the

verify in what degree Thucydides'

work in progress,

as one

Thucydides's time. The History of the

Peloponnesian War has often been regarded
a

particular

few examples preserved from the earlier period and the

History of the Persian Wars written by Herodotus stands out

definition of how

a

Greek culture

was

still in great part

an

so, we cannot

oral culture:

even

forget
when

Cf.

Momigliano (1980, 362-3).
Momigliano (1969) notes the essential role played by Thucydides in giving

follow for later historians. He convinced most of his
Herodotus

was

not

trustworthy, and that only

a

successors

political

3

or

a

precise direction to

that, measured by his criteria,

military history should gain approval.

a

literary work

was

originally written down, it

through the medium of
with his cultural

a

was

then transmitted to the public

performance. In order to study Thucydides' relationship

background

our

analysis will therefore have to take into account the

oral characteristics of these works and to consider whether any

from this side

might also be detectable in his work. Our study will be carried out

two different levels.
content

other,

and structure

we

possible influence

On the
on

one

hand,

sections of the

we

will present evidence of influences in

History from other literary

will try to work out to what extent the

indicate where

on

presence

genres.

On the

of such cross-links

may

Thucydides' work stands in relation to the practice of oral delivery. In

order to avoid any

charge of making general assumptions without evidence, I begin by

outlining the cultural context in which Thucydides wrote.

Oral

delivery and written texts

In the Greek world the written and the oral word coexisted for

writing made its first
both the

appearance.

Greek culture

was

while oral transmission is still in

use.

In this

long time after

originally pre-literate,

composition and the transmission of literary works

From the fifth till almost the end of the fourth century,

a

the

use

were at

so

that

that time oral.

of writing consolidates

phase oral and written intertwine in what

is called the aural culture

4

While

then transmitted

an

oral performance not necessarily followed by written

publication.

through

compose

It is from the Alexandrian period onwards that

like the Callimachean
written text.

writing is used to

the text, the work is

we

find literary works

(3i(3A.iov being composed precisely in order to be read

as a

Throughout the fifth century, the evidence shows that the practice of

writing is increasingly popular but not sufficiently to displace the traditional custom
of oral

delivery.

Evidence of the spread of literacy

information about oral transmission of literary

4

For the definition of aural culture in Greece

L.Porciani

see

goes

works.

L.E.Rossi (1992, 77-106),

(1994, 377-99).

4

hand in hand with

M.Fantuzzi (1980, 593ff.),

Widespread literacy in ancient Greece is attested by different sources.3 In Athens the
democratic form of government must
material.

Numerous

documents.6
expensive, it

inscriptions

Because the
may

to

be assumed that these documents

confirm such

whoever wishes

an

were

on stone was

quite

produced for the benefit of a

The sentence usually appended to public inscriptions

idea:

aK07teiv

(3oDA.ojj.evcp "For the inspection of

tcp

[to inspect it]".

In the Athenian courts the

consolidate.

used to publish Athenian decrees and

were

practice of inscribing something

large part of the population.
seems

have stimulated the production of written

It is not until 380

change in favour of writing took
BC

that written

pleadings

were

many years to

required by law.

However, Harvey argues against the idea that a written deposition might be
considered
action

against

task.
courts

as a

sign of widespread literacy: after all,

someone

in order to

carry out

an

this

throughout the fifth century. The situation must have slightly changed by the
Hippodamus of Miletus (c. 450 BC), who advanced the proposal that jurymen

should write down the
a

made the
of

a proxenus

wishing to bring

Oral witnesses and written documents must have coexisted in the Athenian

time of

if such

might always resort to

a person

proposal

penalty to be inflicted

was not

accepted, it

on

seems

the

juries

Macartatus,10

comes

The

As Harvey notes,

even

unlikely that Hippodamus would have

suggestion unless the majority of the jury

literate

offender.9
were

literate. Evidence in favour

also from the Pseudo-Demosthenic

speech Against

speaker, in order to explain the family relations of

a

certain

5

Different scholars have analysed the diffusion of literacy in the Athenian democracy. See in
particular the works ofF.D.Harvey (1966, 585-635), R.Thomas (1992), E.G.Turner (1951), W.V.Harris
(1989), G.F.Nieddu (1984a, 213-61), G.Cavallo (1989), L.E.Rossi (1992, 77-106), C.O.Pavese (1972),
F.Kenyon (1932), H.L. Pinner (1948).
6
A selection of Greek historical inscriptions is in M.N.Tod (1946). Examples of the documents
preserved are the inscriptions relating Athenian decrees: one early inscription belongs to the late sixth
century and reports the Athenian decree related to Salamis (I.G. i2A, Tod 11). Public inscriptions are
used to notify the Athenian tribute quota list (vd. I.G. i2.191, 30 Tod; I.G.i2.196,38 Tod; I.G.f.202, 46
Tod; I.G. i2. 220, 71 Tod); refer the alliance of Athens with other cities (l.G.i2. 19, 31 Tod; I.G. i2.26,
39 Tod; I.G. i2.90, 68 Tod; etc.) and the Athenian expeditions (I.G.i2.1085, 41 Tod; I.G.i2.97,76 Tod;
I.G. i2.98, 99, 77 Tod). Various documents attest military expenses (I.G.i2.293, 50 Tod; I.G. i2.295,55
Tod) and building accounts (I.G.i2.352, 52 Tod; I.G. i2.366, 53 Tod).
7
Aeschines I 83. For a discussion of this passage see Harvey (1966, 599-600).
8
Cf.F.D.Harvey (1966, 590ff.).
9
Cf. Aristotle (Politics, II. 5. 1268a). Hippodamus was an architect. Aristotle (Politics, II. 5. 1267b f.)
notes that he was the first man not engaged in politics, who attempted to speak on the subject of the
best form of constitution.
10

Ps.Demosthenes, Against Macartatus 43.18 ff.

to

|iev cuv

Ttpcdxov 5iEvofi0r|v, do avSpEq biKotcnxxt, ypd\|/aq ev ttivaKi attavxaq xouq
Ayvioo, ouxooi; etuSeikvuew uptv kocB' ekccctov ejteiSti 5' eSokei ouk

cuyyeveiq xouq

5

Hagnias,

says

that he thought, at first, of writing them down

the document to the court.

He then

would be able to

properly. He

see

the text

tablet and showing

on a

changed his mind, thinking that not all the jurors
seems to

take it for granted that they would

all have been able to read it. However, it is reasonable to suppose
the

-with Harvey- that

jurors represented the well-to-do in Athenian society, and therefore possibly also

the best

educated.11

Ostracism, which
some

institution of the democracy, might also provide

indications of the diffusion of

citizen
name

was an

by securing

a

of that person.

literacy in Athens.

It

was

sufficient number of votes in the form of

possible to exile

an

However, evidence of this kind is not always

Harvey notes that the 190 ostraka found in the acropolis

by only fourteen different

hands.12

seem to

a

ostrakon with the
easy to

interpret.

have been inscribed

Moreover, Plutarch tells how

a man

unable to

write asked the person

sitting next to him, who happened to be Aristides, to write

down for him the

of Aristides

shows that the

name

on an

ostrakonP Harvey

argues

that this story

practice of ostracism is not necessarily evidence of widespread

literacy, but not all scholars share that

view.14

In the Athenian theatre written documents often make their appearance.

opening of Aristophanes' Clouds
worriedly reading off his son's
av Eivat

eH,

icrou

f| Becopia

ccTtoke'iTcecrBca, avayicalov

we

find

one

from

expenses

At the

of the main characters, Strepsiades,
a wax

tablet.1'

Sucaaxaiq, aAA.' oi
Aoycp SiScxctkeiv bpdq'

Harvey

argues

this

Ka0f|p.Evoi

ajtaci xotq

Jtoppoo

ictcoq xcp

xouxo yap anaai koivov

ectxiv

"At the first, men of the jury, it was my intention to write on a board all the kinsfolk of Hagnias, and
thus to exhibit them to you one by one; but when I saw plainly that not all the jurymen would have an

equally good view, but that those sitting at a distance would be at a disadvantage, it is perhaps
of mouth, for thus all will be on the same footing".

necessary to instruct you by word
"
Cf. F. D. Harvey (1966, 597).
12

See also O. Broneer (1938,228-43, esp. 228-32). These ostraka are inscribed with the name of
Themistocles; Broneer supposes they were prepared for the ostracism of 483 BC and then thrown into

the well found in the
13
14

Akropolis shortly after.

Plutarch, Aristides, 7. 323.5ff.
Cf. W. Harris

(1989, 73ff.), who believes that ostracism may be taken as a proof in favour of the
widespread Athenian literacy from 480 BC onward, and E.G.Turner (1951, Iff.), for whom
widespread literacy is a basic assumption for the Athenian democracy.
15
Aristophanes Clouds, vv. 18-24
aitxE, real, A/o^vov,
idea of

a

...

KctK(f>EpE xo ypappaxEtov, tv' avayvco kapcbv
bttoaoiq o(()£ikco Kai koytcjcopat xouq xoKouq.
<t>ep' t5oo, xt bbEtkco; ScbSEKa pvaq flaaia.
xcrb ScbdEKa pvaq nacta; xt E^ppaappv;

6

scene

evidences

high degree of literacy

a

among country

disagrees and stresses the fact that Strepsiades is not
who
the
a

is

might be supposed to have had

impression that

a

better

a

a

was

direction.

Knights also gives

and avoids

was

us

expected of

attesting the

presence

silently reads the

a text

landowner

From Aristophanes

can

anyone

hardly read

we get

or

write

examples of silent reading. A slave reads

of the Andromeda of

l7, this

with actual ambitions in that

replying to the questions his companion asks about

Dionysus silently reads

a

expected of anyone aspiring to be

politician. When the Sausage-Seller objects that he

surely evidence that literacy

simple farmer but

education.16

certain degree of literacy

people, while Harris

an

oracle

it18 and in

Frogs

Euripides.19 Another

passage

of silent reading is in the Hippolytus of Euripides: here Theseus

wax

tablet written by Phaedra before she committed

suicide.20

Kormaxiav. Oipoi xdXaq,
e^ekotitiv npoxepov xov 6(j)0akp6v Aa0cp.

ox' eitpuxpriv xov

e\0'

"Light

a

lamp, and bring out

my accounts, so

1

may

take it and read how

many

creditors I have and

calculate the interest. Now, let me see, what do I owe? "Twelve minas to Pasias". Twelve minas to
Pasias? What for? Why did I borrow it? Oh yes, when 1 bought the horse with the koppa brand. My

god! I wish I'd had

my eye

knocked out first with

a

stone". (Translation by A.H. Sommerstein (1982,

13), adapted). The word ypagpaxEtov used by Strepsiades is translated by T.Mitchell (1838,
"borrower's memorandum book". K.J.Dover (1968, 95) notes that we cannot be sure about the

5)

as

material used for the ypappaxEiov :

surfaces; [...]

a more

"but it was probably a number of wooden tablets with waxed
durable object than a sheet or roll of papyrus, and more economical in that it

could be used afresh if all the debts
16
17

were ever paid off'.
F.D.Harvey (1966, 613),W.Harris (1989, 60ff.).
Aristophanes Knights, vv. 188-9 (Sausage-Seller)

Cf.

ocAA'

c5ya0', ouSe potxriKfiv Etticjxap.at

nXi\v

ypappaxcov, kat xoeuxcx pEvxca Kaica KotKcog.
"But, my good man, I've not even had any education, except for reading and writing,

and I'm

proper

bad at

that".(Translation from A.H.Sommerstein (1981, 175)). Referring to pouatKi) Sommerstein
(1981, 153) comments: "that is, the knowledge and the skills the imparting of which formed the mental
and cultural component of the Greek liberal education- principally music in our sense and the study of

poetry". T.Mitchell (1836,48) notes that ypappaxa

is

one

of the four constituent parts of liberal

education

according to Aristotle Polit. VIII 3 a ( ypocppaxa, ypa<|>iKfi, yu|J.vacxiKf|, pooaiKTi).
Aristoph. Knights, vv.l 18 ff: The slave who is reading the document, generally identified with the
general Demosthenes, is not reading the text aloud. The other servant, probably representing Nikias,
keeps asking him for information about what the document says.
19
Cf. Aristophanes Frogs v.52 ff.
20
Euripides Hippolytus, v. 877 ff. A tablet is found next to Phaedra's body. Theseus reads it silently
18

and then exclaims:

Poa |3oq SeA.xo<; aXacxa. ITa ^-uyco
fkxpoq kockoov ; Atto yap blopevoq otyoqai,
oiov oiov

eiSov

ev

ypatjxxiq pekoq

<|)0Eyy6gEvov xAxxpcov.
"it shrieketh,-ah, horrors the tablet outshrieketh! How

can

I flee

my burden of woes! I am utterly ruin-sped!
What incantation of curses is this I have

graved

on

the

wax-

woe's me!"

(Text and translation from A.S.Way (1922, 232-3)). W.S.Barrett (1964, 328) notes: " The tablet
consisted of two pieces of wood coated on one side with wax (which took the writing) and hinged so as

7

Other passages
Vinctus the

use

in tragedy imply that literacy
of

was

highly esteemed. In the Prometheus

writing (Ypa|Tp.dcTCOV cruv0£G£i<;) is listed

the blessings

among

91

M.Griffith, in his commentary, notes that writing

granted to mortals by Prometheus.
is here named

|TO\)GO|Tfjx£p ("mother of the muses"), the

as

traditional identification of
was

"natural

enough for oral poets"

author writing

Palamedes

Mnemosyne, Memory,
as

is memory's source".

as

term replaces the

mother of the Muses: the latter

Griffith points out, "whereas to
22

In

one

G.

fifth century

of the fragments of Euripides'

(N 578) vowels, consonants and syllables

against forgetfulness" (A/n0r|<; (j)dpp.a,Ka).

a

are

Nieddu2j

considered

as

"remedies

notes that in the fifth

century the metaphor which represents memory as a written record is widely attested.
It is found in Pindar

(Olympian X,

(v.273)26 where

Eumenides

1-3)24, in Aescylus' Suppliants (v. 179)25 and

Hades' Memory is qualified

as

SEA,xo(/Ypd(|)oq.

In

Sophocles' Triptolemus (frag. 597 Radt) Demeter advises the hero to keep in mind
her words

:

0of) 8'

that the traditional
else's

advice:

ev

(jipEVoq SeXtoicti

epic formula used to

dAXo, 8e

xoi

xcuq

Efaofiq Xoyovc,.

encourage a

EpEco,

ox>

Nieddu

argues

character to treasure somebody

8' eiA (j>Pe<Jl PdAAfio cjfjai, is

to fold

together with the wax on the inside. When folded, the tablet was tied with thread or the like and
by a wax seal affixed to the thread." And also: " Theseus picks up the image of Poar the
tablet's message is a song, a gE^oq and the voice it sings with is the letters on it" (p.332). For a
general discussion on the practice of silent reading in antiquity see B.W.Knox (1968, 421-435).
21
Aeschylus Prometheus V. vv. 459 ff.
secured

gl)v dpiBgOV, g^OXOV CTOplCgCXTOOV
E^EUpov abToiq, ypaggaxcov te cxuvBecteu;,
pvfigpv andvTcov, gcruaogrycop' £pydvr|v
KOCl

"Aye, and numbers too, chiefest of sciences, 1 invented for them, and the combining of letters, creative
mother of the Muses' arts, wherewith to hold all things in memory"(Text and translation from
H.W.Smyth (1922, 256-7)). D.J.Conacher (1980, 22-3) accepts a late date for the Prometheus Bound
(458-456/5 BC) and gives an overview of various attempts at dating the play (22-23, note 3). Some
doubts have also been raised as regards the authorship of the play. For a critical analysis of these views
see M.P.Pattoni (1987, 15-32).
22
Cf. M.Griffith (1983, 169).
23
Cf. G. Nieddu (1984b, 213-19).
24

Pindar, Olympian X 1-3 : xov

(JipEVoq
me
25

OlugTtiovtKav

Egaq yEypattxai, "Read me
where it is written in my heart!"

the

name

avayvooxE got

Apxecrxpdxou Jtai8a, ttoBi

of the Olympian victor, the

son

of Archestratus! Tell

Aeschylus, Suppliants (vv. 178-9): Kod xdjd XEpcrou vvv 7tpogp0iav Xa,pcbv a'tvoo btAd^ca

xag'Ettp SE^xougEVoa. " And now, having taken forethought as to what may happen on shore, 1
advise you to write my words carefully on the tablet of your minds". (Text and translation from
H.F.Johansen (1970, 66-7)).
26

Aeschylus, Eumenides, vv.273-75: gEyaq yap AiSpq Ecrctv EbBuvoq Ppoxoov EVEp0£ xBovoq,
SEXToypdbcp 5e ttavx' E7tco7ta (ppEvi. "For Hades is a mighty corrector of men beneath the earth,
and supervises all things with his recording mind"(Text and translation from A.J.Podlecki (1989, 78-9,
see also comment at p. 152).

8

progressively replaced with the image of the "tablet of the soul" (ev (fjpevoq

Se^xoior), a change that

attests the increasing diffusion of a written culture.

It should be noted that all these different

Athens.

Although education

offered many

was not

to

seem

of evidence

from

come

compulsory by law, living in this city must have

opportunities for learning

hand, various scholars

sources

as

well

as

making

use

of letters. On the other

that in Sparta literacy must have been

agree

97

comparatively less developed than in Athens.

Women in Athens, at

any rate, are

normally believed to be literate. Vase paintings from the V and IV century represent
women

in the act of writing or

reading and tragic characters like Phaedra in Euripides'

play

Deianira in Sophocles

seem to presuppose a

old

or

saying

seems to

member of

civil

a

STtfaxoovxai
??

swim".

29

different

98

confirm that

society: av Kod

"even if

-as

the

basic degree of literacy
to

saying

tragic

passages

comic poet

composed

a

where

word.

a

every

^eyopLevov (if]xe Ypd|4.|4.axa p.fixe

veiv

goes-

character

Athenaeaus

they

are not

able either to read

speech in his Theseus

letters that form the

name

of Theseus.

and Theodectes of Phaleris did the

on

the stage gives

a

brought to

or to
us

by

description of the

(Deipnosophistae X. 454a f.) notes that the

Callias is the first to describe
a

An

expected of

was

Evidence in favour of literate Athenian audiences is also

letters that form

27

a

certain degree of literacy.

a

letter in iambic

in which

an

verse,

and that Euripides

illiterate herdsman describes the

Athenaeus adds that

Agathon in his Telephus

91

same.

Cf.

F.D.Harvey (1966, 623-27, esp. p.627) and W.Harris (1989, 108 ff.).
paintings are often a controversial source of evidence. In the case of females shown writing
S.G.Cole (1981, 219-45) and Pomeroy (1977, 51-68) argue in favour of their literate competence, while
F.D.Harvey (1966, 622) notes that many of these pictures represent Muses or poetesses, although some
of the scenes are drawn from everyday life.
29
Plato Leges, 689 D and the discussion in F.D.Harvey (1966, 628). Nieddu (1984b, 217-8, note 10)
cites another passage from Plato Lysis 209 a b as confirmation of the high rate of alphabetisation of the
members of wealthy Athenian families at the end of the fifth century. Lysis' parents rely on this young
28

Vase

son

"when

they want

avaYva0CT0fjvoti
J°

p

some

reading

or

writing done for them"(oxav yap poukoovxoa odrcotq

tivot

Ypatjjfjvat).

Euripides Theseus 382 Nauck : " Though I am not skilled in letters, yet will I tell the clear witness of
their shapes. There is a circle, as it were measured off by compasses; this has in its centre a plain mark.
The second letter has first two strokes, and these are kept asunder by another in their middle. The third
is like a curl turned hither and thither, while the fourth, again, has one rising stroke, and three crosslines are propped against it. The fifth is not easy to describe; for there are two lines standing apart, and
these run together into one support. The last letter is like the third." (Translation from Ch. Burton
Gulick (1957, 561)).
j1
Cf. Agathon Telephus frag. 4 Nauck and Theodectes of Phaleris frag. 6 Nauck.

9

This evidence supports

However,
all its

was

quite widespread in classical Athens.

discussion would not be complete if we did not consider the matter in

bearings and verify to what extent oral culture

with the
the

our

the idea that literacy

increasing

was

still practised in parallel

of writing. Pupils in schools had to learn by heart along with

use

alphabet the basic literary works and, although cheap material must have been

used for

practising writing, the

books for teachers.
papyrus,

of books

seems to

have been limited to reference

Literary works had to be written

expensive material like

on

which was imported from Egypt, and the cost of the final product might have

prevented

many

production

was

It is not

use

from being able to afford to buy books.
limited and book-trading

was

by chance that the little information

sixth century concerns

following century

a

important

personages

famous tragedian like

by

similar to the modern

a

a consequence

book-

often directed towards wealthy people.
we

have about private libraries in the

like Polycrates and Pisistratus, and in the

Euripides.33 When a book is published, it is

normally the author himself who superintends
work is often ordered

As

the

process

of publication, and the

client. Evidence for the existence of a professional figure

publisher is scanty: G. Nieddu cites

as

evidence Cratinus

>2

On the production and diffusion of books in antiquity see F.Kenyon (1932, 1-37), H.L.Pinner
(1948, 46-9), G.Cavallo (1989,1 ff.). But see Xenophon (Anab. VII 5.14.), who speaks of written
books found in Thrace among

Ttokkod qev
noXXa boa

the materials washed ashore after a shipwreck: bvxocuGa kupiaKOVio
Kkivai, noXXa Se ki(3o6tioc, Ttokkai 5e |3i|3ktoi ygypaqqevai, Kod zaXXa
ev ^ukivou; xeuxeai vauKktpoi aycruatv.
"Here there were found great numbers

of beds and boxes,

quantities of written books, and

abundance of all the other articles that
(1922, 321)). Here the
might also compare the
beginning of Pindar's V Nemean Ode (v. 1 ff.) where the poet affirms that his song will be carried in
every ship and every boat sailing from Aigina. Aigina was a busy commercial harbour and it is
feasible that the poet alludes here to the great diffusion of his poem (cf. also A. Puech 1952, 64). For a
different interpretation see Christ (1896, comment ad.loc.) and C.A.M.Fennel (1883, 49), who takes the
poet to mean that "travellers from Aigina will mention or even recite his ode". Cf. also our discussion
later in this chapter on a passage in Aristophanes' Frogs v. 1114 ff. where allusion is made to the
diffusion of written copies of books in the market.
an

shipowners

carry in wooden chests." (Text and translation from O.J.Todd
context leads us to suppose that books were a common item of trade. We

3j

Cf. Herodotus VII.6 where it is said that

a

certain Onomacritus set in order the oracles of Musaeus:

OvopaKprcov avSpot AGqvociov, xpqcpokoyov
MoucrodoiJ... "Onomacritus,

an

ze

Kai| 5ta0kxr|v xpp^pobv xcbv

Athenian oracle monger, one that had set in order the oracles of

Musaeus..." This

might be considered as an early reference to the job of an editor. From Hdt. (V.90.2)
possessed a collection of these oracles. How and Wells (1950, v. II, 127)
write : "(Onomacritus) is said to have been commissioned by Pisistratus along with three colleagues to
collect and arrange the scattered lays of Homer (Cramer, Anec. I. 6); if so, he must by now (485 BC)
have been quite an old man". As regards Euripides, Aristophanes (Frogs, v. 943), attests his passion
for books. See also K. Dover (1997, 20). Euripides is mentioned as an early collector of books in
Athenaeus (3a), along with Polycrates of Samos, Eucleides, Nicocrates of Cyprus, the kings of
Pergamum, Aristotle and Theophrastus among those Greeks who were celebrated for their large
we

also learn that Pisistratus

libraries (Ath. 3a).

10

{Xeipcoueg, 436-31
Aristomenes

frag. 249) who mentions the figure of bibliographos and

BC,

(frag. 9 K) who refers to

A second factor that

bibliopoles

a

34

might have hindered the circulation of written works

practice of oral delivery continued long after the first books made their
Many of the major literary works and whole
to

be

performed, not silently read.

dependent

on

rather than

genres were

of readers.

on one

"

Moreover, the value of the text

Such

a

that the

appearance.

composed primarily in order

the impression that the oral presentation had
35

was

was

directly

on a

public of listeners

consideration is of great

importance for the

understanding of the Greek attitude towards the written word. All the literary
were

genres

traditionally linked to performance and they retained this link long after the

introduction and diffusion of books.

At first poetry was

the medium for expressing everything worthy of preservation. The

Homeric poems were

composed in hexameters and performed.

Odyssey belong most probably to

oral, though the delivery of the text, at
to

a new

an

when composition

a stage

any rate,

was.

was no

longer purely

Milman Parry led the

way

interpretation of these works when he first spoke of them being composed in

oral-formulaic

style.

36

Many

more

works and discussions

followed since. The transmission of the text

rhapsodoi.

was

entrusted to

on

the subject have

professional singers, the

These figures used to travel extensively and to recite parts from the

Homeric poems,

which

were

especially selected according to the demands and the

characteristics of different audiences.
Cf.G.F.Nieddu (1984a, 246
J3

still

The Iliad and the

Cf. the discussion

ff.), but

see

also

->7

our

In time

performances from the Homeric

discussion in the previous note.

the

importance of UTtOKptCTiq in Aristotle Rhet III 12.2 ff. where the author
distinguishes between the style of written composition
ypcx(J)iK:fi) and that of debate
on

&YCOiucmKf|). See also the article of F. De Martino
M. Vetta

on

on the voice of the actors and the contribution of
the voice of the author in F.De Martino- A.H.Sommerstein (1995, 17-59 and 61-78

respectively).
j6
,7

The collected essays of M.Parry as published by A.Parry (1971).
See A.Lesky (1966, 73): "The (Homeric) text was for a long time

in the hands of rhapsodes, who
organised into guilds.[...] The basis of all these recitations must have been a written copy, which
we may suppose to have been the valued possession of such a guild". On the likely characteristics of
the Homeric performance De Martino (1995,49) writes: "It is impossible to believe that an epic
performance, a performance capable of keeping its public holding their breath and not uttering a sound
for a whole night, was little more than a monotonous chant and did not draw on that great natural
source of theatrical effects, namely changes from one voice to another - as well as some use of gesture
whether that variation in sound underlined the narrative sequence, that is, the sequence of episodes in
the Iliad, or the dramatic sequence, that is, the sequence of speeches in direct form, for the latter of
which it is not by accident that Homer regularly provided stage-directions on the character's facial
were

-

11

poems were

held at public festivals, and

a

large audience

was

thus able to hear epic

-50

Monodic

texts.

delivered before
audience: the

festival.

lyric
a

was

often performed at symposia where poetic texts

restricted

audience/9

performance being occasioned by

Although in

many cases a

client who had commissioned it, the
effect of the

Choral

performance, than

on

Tragic and comic texts
performance. The
festivals also

process

seems

to

written text

lyric

was

a sports
was

competition

or a

a

large

religious

also published and sent to the

everlasting fame of the

the written diffusion of the
were

addressed to

were

poem

relied

more on

the

text.40

diffused almost exclusively through the

of selecting the texts to be performed during public

imply

a

live performance by the author in front of the

archons.41 However, the general public learnt to appreciate the text listening to the
play performed
tragedies

were

on

the stage during the festivals.

also re-performed in subsequent

We have evidence that popular

years.42

As for comedy, it is natural

expression and voice". (" Non e" credibile che una performance epica, in grado di tenere col fiato
in silenzio il suo pubblico anche per una notte intera, fosse poco piu che una monotona
cantilena e non facesse invece ricorso a quella naturale grande risorsa spettacolare che e'
I 'alternanza di voci diverse, oltre che ad una qualche gestualita, sia che questa alternanza sonora
assecondasse la successione narrativa, la successione cioe degli episodi iliadici, sia che assecondasse
la successione drammatica, ossia la serie di discorsi diretti, per i quali non a caso Omero dava
ordinariamente didascalieprosopiche e vocali"). Cf. also M.Vetta (1995, 73 and n.33).
j8
From Plato (Hipparchus, 228b), we learn that Pisistratus' son, Hipparchus, compelled the raphsodoi
to recite the poems of Homer at the Panatheneae and that those used to recite in rely, one man
following on another (e(; \mcAf]V|/8C0Q
Similarly Diogenes Laertius (I. 57) speaks of public
recitations of Homer that: "shall follow in fixed order: thus the second reciter must begin from the
place where the first left off' xoc xe Oiufpou
bjtofkArjq yeypabe pa\j/cp5cla9ca, oiov ottoo
o ttpcotoq iAe^ev, ekeIBev apxccrGou xov £x6p.evov.(Text and translation from R.D.Hicks
(1925, 58-9)). Here, however, Solon is made responsible for the beginning of this practice of recitation.
Further references are found in A.J.B.Wace and F.H.Stubbings (1962,255).
j9
For the relationship between monodic lyric and symposia see M. Vetta (1983) and B.Gentili (1984,
3-49). See also M. Vetta (1995, 62) who notes that in the fifth century the lyric genres were all still
closely related to singing and declamation. A detailed analysis of different poetical genres in archaic
Greece can be found in C.Odo Pavese (1972). See also R.Thomas (1992, 106) for the anonymous
character of many of these poems. Speaking of the diffusion of archaic poetry F.Kenyon (1932, 16)
writes: " I imagine, therefore, that written copies of poems, though they existed, were rare, and were
the property of professional reciters, from whom alone the general public derived their knowledge of
sospeso e

them".
40

C.O.Pavese (1998, 63-90) considers the Homeric and Hesiodic poems together with the Homeric
Hymns as rhapsodic epic poems meant to be orally performed.
41
Cf. A.Pickard-Cambridge (1968, 84): " The choice of the poets to be allowed to compete at the
Dionysia and the Lenaia rested with the relevant archon. To him the poets 'applied for a chorus'

(Xopov a'tXEiv);

5i5ovoa)

on

what principles

or

evidence he made his choice and assigned the chorus (xopov

told; but Cratylus (BovkoAoi fr. 15 K) (who had himself been refused a
comic chorus) attacks an archon for preferring the dissolute poet Gnesippus to Sophocles. A passage of
Plato's Laws VII 817 D suggests that each poet read specimens of his work to the archon". Cf. also
R.Osborne (1993, 21-38).
42
On the posthumous performances of Aeschylus see D.Del Corno (1956, 277-91) and R.Cantarella
(1970,227-55).
we are never
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to infer that most of the

the
that

the

interpreter in giving
some

evidence

market43,

success

a

because the

playing

on

as

the

communicate

study
to the

was

on

the mimetic ability of

with Turner that the Greeks' familiarity

from their custom of listening to the plays performed

oral

texts.44

genres not

performance presupposed

Arnott

says

only because they

an

on

that both comedy and
performed, but also

were

interaction between audience and actors

stage.45

From this brief survey we

Oratory

suppose

than from reading these

considered

are

on

suggest that written copies of tragic texts were sold in

to

seems

but it is reasonable to

the stage more

especially

comic twist to particular situations and characters. It is true

with dramatic poetry came

tragedy

of the text relied

verse

might infer that oral delivery

works, poetry

as

well

as

was

the medium employed to

theatrical texts. What about

by definition orally performed either in the assembly

or

prose

works?

in the court. In

a

the structure of judiciary Greek eloquence, M. Lavency directed his attention

speeches written by the logographers and noted that these orations usually

employed regular syntactical structures and
the client to memorise the

formulae.46 This form, he argued, helped

speech and improved the quality of the performance.

According to Lavency oral delivery must actually have increased the intelligibility of
many passages

that

one

of

that would have been hard to follow in

Lysias' customers

claimed that when

Lysias' rejoinder
4j

to

In

one

was

read it

was not
more

that nobody

a

written text. Plutarch reports

satisfied with the quality of the speech: he

than once, it seemed to lose

was

expected to recite the

its

same

effectiveness.47
speech twice in

Aristophanes' Frogs Dionysus says that everyone in the audience has a copy of the text and is able
performance (Aristophanes Frogs, v. 1114: PifAAov x' ex.cov EKOccrcot; pavGctvei xa

follow the

Septet). W.B.Stanford (1958,168) advances three possible interpretations: a) the (fifA'toy is
the first edition of Frogs;

a copy

of

b) it is some current manual of military tactics; c) "his book" is a gibe at a
growing bookishness of the Athenian public in the late fifth century. Stanford favours the third
hypothesis and translates "each one had his text book". Harris (1989, 86 ff.) argues that this reference
to books in Aristophanes is only a comic exaggeration and that the line cannot be considered as
evidence for the diffusion of books. Harvey (1966, 602) advances the idea that this sentence only
appeared in one of the published copies of the text. A more interesting interpretation has been proposed
by E. A. Havelock (1982,284), who points out that in Frogs the issue of oral reception of drama is
raised at several points. At v. 866 Aeschylus alludes to the re-performance of his plays after his death
and at v. 797 ff. it is the weight of the verses composed by Aeschylus and Euripides to be put on a scale
and not that of books. Havelock concludes that: "the Greek poetry referred to in this way comes
through as though it were a performance rather than a body of literature" (p.282).
44
Cf. E.G.Turner (1951,22).
45
Cf. P.D.Arnott (1989, 1-43).
46
Cf. M.Lavency (1958, 225-234).
47

Plutarch, De Garrulitate, 5.504.
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front of

a

jury. Because

the value of the text

a

speech

was

was

judged by how favourably they responded to it.

effective the text seemed when it

apparently not

a

composed in order to win the favour of jurors,

were

primary matter of

silently read

concern.

as a

Moreover, it

written document
was

composed in

advance.48

was

important that the

speech sounded like something generated at the moment of delivery,
been

How

even

if it had

R. Thomas explains that if the speech had given the

impression of being carefully written down, the listeners would have been afraid of
being deceived by the
followed oral

speaker.49 Written publication of the speech

delivery. J. Worthington

to determine the effectiveness of the
as

to

supposes

that the performance

was

have

considered

text.?0 Only after being polished and modified

eliminate the deficiencies revealed at the time of

have been committed to written

seems to

so

delivery, would the oration

publication.

Philosophical and medical treatises make their

appearance at

the end of the VI

century. Anaximander is said to have been the first to collect and publish his thoughts
around 547

BC.31

"(Heraclitus)
audience".

As Havelock

never

In

points out, the style of Heraclitus is also

refers to readers

or

by his contemporaries. Empedocles wrote in

oral

oral style:

books; his world is that of the listening

Fg. D-K 22 B Heraclitus speaks of his

critical of the work of Homer and Hesiod,

an

verse, as

own

logos

as

being listened to

did Xenophanes who, although

employs like them

many

devices

proper to

delivery. Parmenides speaks of himself as itinerant. His work is composed in the

Homeric

style, and, like the rhapsodoi he must have travelled and presented his

thought to different audiences in different parts of Greece.
"We conclude that

Parmenides, like his two predecessors,
oral culture: that the world view of that culture

composed within the
was still furnished by
Homer and Hesiod; that the philosopher's task was of necessity to revise this world
view and the language in which it was expressed; and yet that at the same time he can
context of

48

an

Poets often resort to similar devices.

Compare the epinicia of Pindar, which were written and thought
closely, but sometimes contain elements meant to reflect the excitement of improvisation: e.g.
Olympian 9.35 where the poet suddenly rejects and abandons one topic and moves to a new one. A
further touch of improvisation is in Pythian 11. 57 ff. where the poet pretends to have been carried off

to

his intended
49

R.Thomas

course.

a sign of the prejudice shown against written speeches is given by
published by Demosthenes are said "to smell of the lamp wick". We
might relate this idea with a general prejudice against the written text, a motif that we will consider
later on in the course of our exposition.
50
Cf.I.Worthington (1991,64).

the fact that

51
52

(1992, 124) notes that

some

of the orations

Cf.G.F.Nieddu (1984a, 217-8).
E.Havelock (1982, 243).
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argue

for change only within

frame of reference supplied by his traditional

a

prototypes."53
Nevertheless, the
sort

of

more

changes

widespread literacy of the fifth century did not usher in the

might have expected in the

we

communicated. One of the main

way

in which philosophy

was

representatives of Greek philosophical thought in this

century, Socrates, did not leave any written work and his technique of teaching
focuses

on

oral discussion. Some

impression of these discussions has reached

us

through the works of Plato and Xenophon, which recreate the kind of dialectic
approach developed between Socrates and his disciples. Plato himself exemplifies the
strong interrelationship that the world of writing and orality still had in his own time.
It is still

through discussion and not through reading that knowledge

and transmitted. In Phaedrus Socrates expresses

books."4

of

It is

while the wise
comes

to the

Even when

listened to

would

use

his distrust of getting knowledge out

writing: "to treasure

forgetfulness of older

philosophical books

a

reading from

a

a man

age,

are

readings before

much that he decided to

buy his

not

written

as

good

as

he expected.

up

spoken of

as

being read,

at

54

55
"6

57

evidence speaks in

(3t(3A.'tov of Anaxagoras and enjoyed the work
own copy

of the

It

appears

came to

be disappointed: the book

that although it

was

possible to buy

a

on

good oral presentation would
or a man

of sufficient

ability might have been able to disguise the lack of original ideas through

manner

of

presentation.67 The latter might explain why Socrates' first enthusiasm

the time of the oral

E.Havelock

presentation of Anaxagoras' work

text.68

It is

possible that

was

then succeeded by utter

on some

occasions the author

(1982, 256).

Plato Phaedrus, 274 d- 276 e.
Plato Phaedrus, 276 d.

Plato, Phaedo, 97 b
On the

so

book/6 However, after having

helped to improve the understanding of difficult thoughts

dissatisfaction with the written

53

path".66

copies of philosophical works at that time, the author still relied

histrionic
his

our

same

limited audience. In Phaedo it is said that Socrates

performance to attract his public. It is possible that
have

reminders for himself, when he

and for others who follow the

bought and carefully read the work by himself, he
was

be achieved

through the dialectic method of enquiry that it is possible to learn,

man

favour of public

may

c.

important role played by the actor in order to

M.Vetta( 1995, 61-78).
58
Plato, Phaedo, 98 C.
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secure

the

success

of the performance

see

used the

before

performance in order to

how

a

public would have reacted to the work,

submitting it for publication. From the Pcirmenides
public lectures from

some

assess

one

form/9

He

written

script stolen from him,

know that Zeno

gave

of his works without intending to publish it in that

therefore very upset at

was

we

were

the

already

that copies of the text, based

news
on

The medical works collected in the

the market without his

own

on a

approval.

Hippocratic Corpus represent

a

further

example of prose written texts. Because writing is used for reporting information, the
content

is very

often quite technical and the style not elaborate. The subject matter

and structure do not

suggested that the
composition
audience in

are

seem

very

therefore to call for oral performance. However,

few works in the

detectable,

public

were most

When

was

persisting predominance of the spoken
a stage

artistic
an

when books

were

over

the

produced and

a

of the population must have been able to read and write,

still obtained through listening

reading does

occur, most

small audience rather than
Greek

a more

probably intended to be delivered before

during the fifth century. At

reasonable percentage

knowledge

in which attempts at

readings.60

These observations suggest a
written word

corpus

it has been

a

often it is

silent

than through private reading.

public reading from the text in front of a

reading in private.

language is basically focused

view to the sound effect

a

more

on

As Stanford points out, the

sound effect: the words

they produce when read aloud

more

are

chosen with

a

than to their graphic

characteristics.61 Through their familiarity with the spoken word Greek audiences
should also be

imagined

as

quick to notice and appraise

is not to be denied that silent
that both

seen

from

a

considered

and

as

The

the normal

in speech-sound. It

reading might occasionally have occurred.

tragedy and comedy present

written text.

nuances

on

We have

the stage characters silently reading

point is that reading aloud rather than silently should be

approach to the text for

a

Greek speaker. Private reading

8ij Baupaaxiji; eAmSoq, c5 exaipe, d>xo|ir|v (j)epbp£r'oq, ejtei8fi Jtpotobv leal
avSpcc xcio pev vcp obSev xpd>P£vov

avayiYvcoCTKcov opto

my friend, was quickly snatched away from me. As I went on with my reading I
made no use of intelligence".(Text and translation from H.N.Fowler (1923, 338-9)).

"My glorious hope,
saw
39
60

that the

man

Plato Parmenides 127 C and 128 E.
Cf. B.A.Van

Groningen (1958, 254) on the style of the De Arte and De Flatibus. For the hypothesis
were composed for oral presentation see J.Jouanna (1984, 26-44) and R.Thomas
(1993, 225-44). On Hippocratic writing in general J. Longrigg (1993). Moreover, Hippocrates
(Praecepts, XII) speaks of doctors who resort to an ocKpoccaiq.
61
W.B.Stanford (1967, 1-26).
that these works
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presupposed the availability of books,
genres were

linked to the performance.

Dionysus is reading

on a

most ancient

as

Even the text of the Andromeda, which

boat in Frogs, must have been originally known through

public performance in the theatre and
usually identified

of the literary

moreover, as we saw, most

we

a

know that the oracles that the character

the general Demosthenes reads in Knights belong to

one

of the

f~)

categories of material to be orally transmitted.

aim at written

When

an

author did

publication, public reading must have been used at first to test and to

promote the product and to make it known to potential purchasers.

Socrates

probably not the only member of the audience who rushed off to buy
Anaxagoras' book after hearing the public reading.

was

a copy

It is noteworthy that

of

a recent

study of the diffusion of written texts in ancient Greece that favours the idea of

a

widespread circulation of books, concludes with these words:
'"What has been said is not intended to suggest any idea that writing was the only way
was transmitted. There is no doubt, in fact, that reading in front of an audience

culture

(which became a more and more qualified one in the process of time) was still (in
general throughout antiquity, even in the more literate periods) the primary mode of
publication. This was in fact the way of presenting the text in the environments
viewed as most suitable, where the work could have obtained an immediate effect".63

Reading aloud is not

an

Christian era, when book

implied reading
that he

was

a text

exclusive peculiarity of ancient Greek society. In the

production and trade is widely attested, private reading still

aloud. Saint Augustine (ad 354-430) in his Confessions

astonished to find that Ambrose read

Finally,

we

a

book

"only with his

eyes".64

should consider another element, which might have had its role in

slowing down the diffusion of written works. Traditional oral societies
a common

says

seem to

prejudice against writing. The written document is often looked

share

upon

with

suspicion and when issues of interest for the whole community require to be reported,
an

oral report

giving

an

is normally preferred. The &YYeA.oq, the

man

who is responsible for

oral report of important notices to the community, will continue to have

an

62

L.E.Rossi (1981, 203 and ff.) believes that the oracular responses are a clear example of a genre
involving improvisation.
6jG.F.Nieddu (1984a, 250): "Quanto detto non vuole certo suggerire una visione delta circolazione
della cu/tura attuata esclusivamente

la

parola scritta. Non vi e dubbio infatti che la lettura
qualificato) continui ad essere (in definitiva per
tutta I 'antichita, anche per eta piii letterate) la forma primaria di pubblicazione dell' opera.
Essa ne costituiva di fatto la presenlazione negli ambienti ritenuti piii idonei, nei quali potesse avere

davanti ad

un
64

tin

attraverso

uditorio (che tende ad essere sempre piii

'immediata risonanza."

St.Augustine, Confessions, 6.3.
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important function long after written documents and inscriptions
This
a

prejudice against the written document

written text, because it is not a

seems to

are

introduced.6~

be associated with the idea that

product of improvisation but has been carefully

prepared in advance, might be cunningly arranged to mislead the addressee. We have

already

seen

that the public's dislike of written speeches by orators

kind of attitude.

often contain
them and

a

message

originally used to

progressive

Oral

of a negative

call to rebel

communicated.
use

Greece,

or

or

of writing for different

we

now

on

reach

Longo

and read

the bearer in

some

that written texts

were

even

argues

can open

negative matters that could not be openly

purposes

would

only time and the

overcome.67

works
wrote

a

the diffusion of writing and oral performance in classical
the

point of considering what the relation between

was

before Thucydides. The first examples of historical

from Asia Minor.

using the Ionic dialect.

For

Only the addressee

This created distrust towards written material that

rapid review

come

Greece

commit treason.

convey secret

historiography and writing

65

nature.66

Delivery and Written Historiography

After this

work

this

Longo has pointed out that the letters in Herodotus and Thucydides,

they often contain instruction to kill somebody,

cases, or a

presupposes

Different authors wrote prose

They composed logoi

mythology and historical facts

Genealogiae and
discussion
see

a

were

on

works of different kinds

different subjects; and in these

often intertwined.

Hecateus of Miletus

Periegesis.69 The latter might be described

as a

handbook

the

important role of the ayyeA.o<; long after writing made its appearance in
O.Longo (1978b, 63-92, esp. p. 73).
on

66

O.Longo (1978a, 527 ff.) where reference is made to the oftl-iotTCC A.vypa in Iliad VI. 157 ff. and
Sophocles' Trachiniae (vv. 46-48 and 156-60). For the negative character of the letters reported in the
Pausanias' excursus in Thucydides' Book One see O. Longo (1978a, 526) and my discussion in
Chapter One.
67
Another possible example of negative use of writing is Herodotus' mention of the use of inscriptions
for purposes of propaganda and the fomenting of distrust by Themistocles in order to dissuade the
Ionians from fighting against Greece (Hdt. VIII 22).
68
On the early Greek historians see R.Drews (1973) and L.Pearson (1939).
69
A fragment from the Genealogiae preserved by Athenaeus (II 35 AB) in FGrHist. 1 F 15, narrates
the mythical episode linked to the discovery of the vine in Aetolia. In another fragment (FGrHist. 1 F
27 and 27b) he refers to the story of the terrible serpent who was bred at Tainaron and called the Hound
of Hades and how Heracles took this serpent to Eurystheus. According to G.Howie (1983) these
fragments represent an example of myth revision: Hecataeus was claiming that the name Hound of
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of

geography and ethnography, in which the author reported events that he had

or

heard in the

course

Hellanicus of Lesbos
the

Persika,70

of his various travels in Asia Minor,

seems

to have written 28

The Persian Wars also

figure

early historian, Charon of

Lampsacus.71 The

Charon is

argues

disputed, Drews

books, including

among

seen

Egypt and Asia.

a

history of Persia,

the topics covered by another

date of these works of Hellanicus and

that both should be imagined

as

written before the

79

publication of Herodotus' work.
of the

Lydians and apparently included

topographical
Xanthus
we are

a

traditions.7j

able to

see

in the few

Hades had

some

information

on

on

the history

mythical and

Dionysius of Halicarnassus (De Thac. 5) considers

contemporary of Thucydides.

influence of poets was

term

Xanthus of Lydia wrote the Lydiaca

The style of these

fragments preserved,

was very

prose

much unadorned and the

evident in the choice of subjects and

originally been intended metaphorically by

in Poetics. The hound is the associate of man

as

works, from what

arrangement.74 Jacoby

a proportionate metaphor, to use Aristotle's
the deadly snake is the associate of the death

god,

so that the snake can be called metaphorically Hound ofHades. In Fr. 27b, we have part of
Hecataeus' text, from which it emerges that he also treated the story as an example of exaggeration so
that he there also uses the language of reductive rationalisation. An example of myth revision is also

found

by G.Howie (1983) in FGrHist 1 F 26 (Geryon). Geographical descriptions were often
expounded: Cf. FGrHist 1 F 217 where the setting of the river Odrysses is explained. A Genealogiae
has been also written by Acusilaus of Argos. In FGrHist. 2 F1 Acusilaus recounts the myth of the birth
of the river Achelous from the marriage of Oceanus and Tethys.
70
Some fragments from the Aegyptica have been preserved. Cf. the description of the ever-growing
wreaths of Egypt in FGrHist 4 F 53,54.
71
Unfortunately not much of Charon's work has come down to us. One fragment quoted by Athenaeus
{FGrHist.262 F 1) recounts how the Bisaltae defeated the Cardians through the cunning ofNaris who
had heard of an oracle known to the Cardians and in an amusing stratagem exploited his knowledge of
their practice of making their horses dance to the flute on their hind legs and had flautists play the right
tunes to make them do it during the battle. Compare the episode of the camels in Hdt. 1,80f. In
FGrHist.262 F 9, Charon talks about the flight of Pactyas from Mytilene to Chios, a figure we also find
in Herodotus' Histories (I. 157-70). This parallel is also noted by Plutarch {De Her. Mai. 20. 859).
72
Cf.R.Drews (1973, 24 and 31). Among other authors see also Pherecydes of Athens (cf. FGrHist. 3 F
2, FGrHist. 3 F 18 and 3 F 105) and Hippias of Elis {FGrHist 6 F 4).
7j
See FGrHist. 765 F 12 describing a great drought that occurred under the reign of Artaxerxes which
caused rivers and lakes in Armenia, Matiene and Lower Phrygia to dry up. The mythical migration of
the Phrygians from Europe into Asia after the Trojan War is mentioned in FGrHist 765 F 14, and in
FGrHist 765 F 15 the origin of the name of the Mysians is explained.
74
Dionysius of Halicarnassus {On Thuc. c. 5) mentions in passing many of the Greek historians who
preceded Herodotus and as regards their subject matter and style writes:
oi (j.ev xaq

Ekkr|viKcx<; avaypd(|>ovxE<; iaxopiaq, di 5e xaq fkxpPapiKdq, [Kcd] abxaq xe
ob avvdnxovxEq aXXr\Xaiq, aXXa teat' E0vr| Kai Kcxxd jtokeiq StatpobvxEC kcci
Xcopiq aAAijkcov eK^epovxei;, eva Kai xov avxov (JnAaxxovxEC ctkotiov, ocai Siectco^ovxo
itapa xoic; etux^piotq (ivfpai Kaxa E0vr| xe Kai Kaxa Jtokeiq, ex x' ev iepoic; si x' ev
PEpfikotQ attoKeipevai ypa(|xxi, xabxag e'tq xijv Koivijv araxvxcov yvcntTiv e^eveykeiv,
oiaq JtapeAa|3ov, pf|Te ttpoaxt0Evx£q abxaiq xi pnyxe aclxxipoavxEq- ev aiq Kai p.b9oi
xivEq Evfjcrav and xob ttoXkob JtEJuaxExpEVoi xpdvoo Kai ©EaxptKai xtvEq JtEputEXEiai
ttokb xo f|ki0tov exeiv xoiq vvv SoKobcrar Xktqiv xe cbq ETti xo ttokb xf|V abxijv ajtavxEq
£7a.xr|5Ei)aavx£<;, dam xobq abxobq JtpoEikovxo xcov SuxAekxcov xccpaKXTpag, xf)v aa<))fj
xamag
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believed that the

logographoi

were

itinerant performers who, like the Homeric bard,

used to travel and narrate their tales to different audiences.

Although such

a

hypothesis has not found unanimous agreement, the prevailing oral culture of that
time supports

Jacoby's

from these historians
the

idea.7'

comes

Moreover, evidence in favour of possible readings

from Plato.

In the

Hippias Major (285 d) it is said that

Spartans enjoyed hearing about: "the genealogies of heroes and

foundations of cities in ancient times and in short, about
In the fifth century

Plutarch says
ten talents

was

oral delivery of historical works is attested for Herodotus.

made to Herodotus

Lucian reports a

forthwith

was

by the

conferred

as a

Athenians.77 Eusebius also
result of

recitation at Olympia, which

given the

names

of the nine

was

a

an

award of

mentions this

public reading from his

such

a success

work.78

that the nine books

Muses.79 In the Suda it is also said that

Kod Koivpv

ttpaypaai

OKeixopuxv

pevxoi xiq copa

Kai KaBocpav Kcd abvxopov Kod to
eju<|)aivo'uaav xexviKpv ettixpexet
Xdcpiq, xoiq pev rckeicov, xoiq S'ekaxxcov, 5i' pv
"

the

general".76

that according to the early third century BC historian Diyllos

award and adds that it

were

antiquity in

men,

exi pevouaiv

Ttpoa(f>vp

kou

ppSepiav

xoiq epyotq abxcov Kai
abxaiv ai ypapai.

Some wrote Greek

history, others that of foreign lands, without any connection but divided up by
single tribes and cities and published separately. They all had the same aim: to make generally known
the traditions of the past as they found them preserved in local monuments and religious and secular
records in the various tribal and urban centres, without adding to or subtracting from them. These
accounts contained some stories which had been believed from remote antiquity, and many dramatic
tales of changing fortunes which men of today would think quite silly. Those who wrote in the same
dialect also tended to employ the same sort of diction- clear, ordinary, pure, concise, suited to the
events and exhibiting no artificial trappings. And yet their writings are tinged with a certain freshness
and charm, some more than others, and this has ensured their survival". (Text and Translation from
S.Usher (1974)). As regards Hecataeus of Miletus Demetrius (On Style, c. 12) characterises his writing

example of "disjointed" style (Sippppevp epppveia): "inasmuch as the members into which it
are not closely united". Demetrius contrasts this style to the "compact style"
(Kaxeaxpappevp epppveia) used by later writers and considered far superior. Earlier historians
did, however, use some particular stylistic effects. Longinus (On Subl. 27) observes that Hecataeus,
like Homer, creates a sudden burst of emotion by initially reporting a speech in indirect form and then
suddenly without any warning breaking into direct speech with the character's own words.
75
Cf.L.Pearson (1939, 6 ff.).
as an

is divided

76

Plato

Hipp.Ma. 285 d: ttepi xcov yevcov [...] xcov xe ppcbcov Kai xcov avBpcmtcov, Kai xcov
KaxotKiaeoov, cbq to apxaxov EKxiaBpaav a'l rcokeiq, Kai cruAAppSpv tidapq xpq

dpxatoXoyiaq pSiaxa, aKpod>vxai...(Text and translation from Fowler (1953, 352-3)). Note that
Hippias adds that the Spartans are so fond of these stories that for their sake, in order to gain applause,
obliged to "learn all that sort of thing by heart and practise it thoroughly" coax' eycoye, 5i'

he is

abxobq

Plutarch

78

79

eKpepaBpKevai xe Kai eKpepekexpKevai ttavxa xa xoiabxa. This
reading aloud but a performance carried out without relying on a written text.
De Malignitate Herodoti, 26 and FGrHist. 73 F 3.

pvayKaapai

implies not
77

a
,

Eusebius, Chronicle, at the entry for 445-444 BC.
Lucian, Herodotus or Action I.
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Thucydides

as a

child heard Herodotus reading the Histories at Olympia and

was so

on

moved that he burst into tears.
Indirect support

from

for the reports that the Histories

analysis of the style of

Herodotus.81

were

orally delivered

Oral delivery requires

a

comes

particular

arrangement of the text, as it has been shown in various studies. Van Groningen and

S.Trenker82

have shown how different tales

are

linked

together through the

juxtapositions, connecting links, intercalation and repetitions of words
Single units

use

or sentences.

marked by the introductory exordium, not necessarily followed by

are

epilogus. The great

use

of

an

of parataxis and kai style is said by S.Trenker to be: "tw style
OT

typique et tres usuel du recit oral".
Homeric

These characteristics

are

found not only in

epic and poetry, but also in the first examples of Greek

prose,

including

Hippocratic writings and the earlier philosophic treaties. The Histories of Herodotus
share many

of these stylistic features. Although Herodotus must at

have committed his
structures
more

were

space

account

of the Persian War to

used in order to facilitate the

later

on

ultimately

writing, it is possible that oral

performance of the text. We shall devote

in this work in order to highlight the

features in Herodotus" work.

any rate

For the moment I confine

presence

of such oral

myself to citing the view of

Hartog, that the Histories of Herodotus contain all the indicators that, in view of the
composition procedures of archaic literature, lead
than

reader is

a

being

addressed.84

Herodotus often echoes the

us to

Woodman

rhythm of poetry and

conclude that

goes even
some

of the

a

listener rather

farther and notes that
passages

from his work

oc

could be turned into

Evidence
Herodotus.

verse.

for the

oral

delivery of historical works does not end with

Momigliano pointed out that good and reliable information about public

reading from works of history is still available to
Roman

80

Suda

81

us

throughout the Hellenistic and

Of.

period.

s. v.

He notes that in the second century BC the historian Mnesiptolemus

"Thucydides".

Among the studies published on Herodotus' style see H.Wood (1972), T.S.Brown (1954, 829-843),
R.Lattimore (1958, 539f.), H.R.lmmerwahr (1966).
82
B.A.Van Groningen (1958) and S.Trenker (1960).
8j
S.Trenker (1960, 5). Although the style of the early Ionian historians cannot be judged by the few
fragments preserved similar uses of paratactic constructions are often detectable. Cf. Hecataeus
FGrHist 1 F 15 and Hellanicus 4 F 54 for the
Elis 6 F 4 show the
84
85
86

use

use

of Kai

of asyndeton.

Cf. F.

Hartog (1988, 275).
3).
A.Momigliano (1980, 364).
Cf. A.J.Woodman (1988,
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style. Acusilaus FGrHist 2 F 1, Hippias of

87

used to read his work to Anthiocus III,
his

pro-Roman work at Delphi

king of Syria.

practice of recitationes

flourished under Augustus.
and in the

course

of

a

Pliny in

r*

several days in succession and the work

over

favourably accepted that the author was awarded honours.

In Roman times the

•

Aristotheus of Troezen read

one

was

initiated by Asinius Pollio

of his letters to Celer, has left

vivid defence of his

was so

88

us a

89

testimony

practice, he attests the widespread

own

j

and

use

of recitationes from works of history:

Quo magis miror, quod scribis fuisse quosdam qui rcprehenderent quod orationes
omnino recitarem; nisi vero has solas non putant emendandas. A quibus libenter
requisierim, cur concedant (si concedant tamen) historiam debere recitari, quae non
ostentationi sed fidei
sed

veritatique componitur; cur tragoediam, quae non auditorium
lectorem sed chorum et lyram poscunt.

actores; cur lyrica, quae non
At horum recitatio usu iam recepta est.
scaenam

"So I

et

all the

surprised to read in your letter that there were people who
giving any reading of my speeches at all: unless they think that this is
the only kind of writing which never needs correction. I should like to ask them why
they allow (if they do allow) readings of history, whose authors aim at truth and
accuracy rather than at displaying their talents, and tragedy, which needs a stage and
actors rather than a lecture-room, and lyric poetry, which calls for a chorus and a lyre
am

criticised

me

more

for

instead of a reader. They

say

that such readings

Readings from works of history
"While the emperor

Carthaginian history
some

own

87
88

Claudius
were

compensation for

What is the
time?

seem

was

still to be

are an

very

established

custom."90

popular. Momigliano notes that:

alive, his books in Greek

Etruscan and

on

read at stated dates in the two Museums of Alexandria:

a man

whose

own

performances had been such

a

fiasco".91

place of Thucydides in the context of the practice of historiography in his
Looking at the evidence offered

up to

this point,

one

would naturally

Athenaeus, Deipnosophists, 10.432.B

Dittenberger, Sylloge lnscriptionum Graecarum, 3 ed. 702.
Sen. Controv. 4 praef. 2.
90
Pliny, Ep. VII XVII, esp.par.7. Later in the same letter Pliny explains the method he uses:
Ac primum quae scripsi mecum ipse pertracto; deinde duobus ant tribus lego; mox aliis trado
adnotanda, notasque eorum, si dubito, cum uno rursus aut aitero pensito; novissime pluribus recito, ac
si quid mihi credis tunc acerrime emendo... "First of all, I go through my work myself; next, I read it to
two or three friends and send it to others for comment. If I have any doubts about their criticisms, I go
over them again with one or two people, and finally I read the work to a larger audience; and that is the
moment, believe me, when I make my severest corrections, for my anxiety make me concentrate all the
more carefully" (Text and translation are from B.Radice (1969, 516-19)).
91
Cf. A.Momigliano (1980, 365).
89
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suppose

that parts of the History of the Peloponnesian War could also be read aloud

in front of

a

selected audience.

think that the whole
seems

ouevre

The considerable size of the work makes difficult to

could have been

reasonable to suppose

more

published and distributed

as a

unit and it

written and separate publications of excerpts

perhaps following public lectures before

a

selected audience.

Against this

supposition, however, there remains the opinion of ancient critics of Thucydides
together with

dispute

a passage

among

in the History itself, which has been the subject of endless

Thucydidean scholars. Dionysius of Halicarnassus citing

Thucydides' introduction (1.1)

as

a passage

in

example of austere composition comments:

Amr| T)
oxi p.ev oi)K e%ei X,eiaQ oi)5e awe^eajieva^ aKpi(3oaq xa<;
apiuoviac; ot>8' ecmv e-beTcfiq kai p.aA,aKfi kcci A.£A.r|0bxco<; bA.ia0dvoaaa
8ia xfj<; aKof|<; aAAa noXi) xo avxixtmov Kai xpaxfi Kai axpac))v6v
ep,(j)aivei, Kai oxi TravriyupiKfic; p.ev f\ 0eaxpiKriQ ab§e Kaxa piKpov
£(j)d7t:x8xai xdpixoq, apxa'iKov Se xi Kai a\)0aS£q £7uS£iKvuxai k&xxoq,
cbq Jipbq EiSbxaq biroiooq xodt; £i)7uai8£i)xou)(; anavxaq coSev 5£op.ai
xejeiv, axx.<x>q xe Kai afixoi) xodxo y£ xod aaYYpot^eoot; bjioX.OY'naavxoQ,
oxi e'k; p.£v aKpoaaiv Tjxxov £7tiX£p7tf)Q r| Ypa^fi £axi, uKxfip.a 8' Eiaadi
p.aA.lov f] aYodviap.a £iq xo Ttapaax'iKa aKO\)£iv afiYKeT-^ot1""There is

need for

when all educated people know it as well as I that
is not smooth or nicely finished in its verbal arrangement, and is not
euphonious and soft, and does not glide imperceptibly through the ear, but shows
many features that are discordant and rough and harsh; that it does not make the
slightest approach to attaining the grace appropriate to an oration delivered at a public
festival or to a speech on the stage, but is marked by a sort of antique and self-willed
beauty. Indeed the historian himself admits that his narrative is but little calculated to
give pleasure when heard: " it has been composed as a possession for all time rather
than as an essay to be recited at some particular competition"92.
no

me

to say,

this passage

Yet the fact that

Dionysius views the style of Thucydides

that the

history

austere

style cited by Dionysius is

intended to be

was not

as austere

does not imply

suitable for performance. After all, the preceding example of

performed before

an

a

dithyramb of Pindar

93, which

was

clearly

audience.

92

Dionysus of Halicarnassus, On literary Composition, XXII 4ff.(Text and translation from R.Roberts
(19]0)).
93
Pindar Fgr. 75 Snell-Maehler. J. Sandys (1946, 552-3) writes: " This dithyramb - which was sung in
the central part of Athens was probably composed for the Great Dionysia celebrated at the beginning
of the spring. The festival included dithyrambic contests between choruses of fifty members each".
,
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The discussed passage

Kai

e<;

|tev

of Thucydides at I 22 reads:

aKpoaaiv

ictcdq

ja.fi jiDBcoSec; amcdv

to

at8p7teatepov

Se (3oT>A.f]GovTai tcdv te y£vop.£vcov to gol^ec, gkotteiv
(teAAovtcov 7tote avBiq xaToc to avBpcbjtivov toioutcdv Kai
7tapa7tA,r|aicov ECEcrBai, cb<))£A.ipa kp'iveiv ama apKofivTcoc; e£ei. KTruia
te eq a'lei paA,A,ov f] ayobviap.a £<; to Ttapaxpf|(j.a a,ko\)£iv ^fiyKEiTai.
(j)aveiTaiKai

oaoi

toov

"And it

might well be that the absence of fabulous from my narrative will seem less
pleasing to the ear; but whoever shall wish to have a clear view both of the events
which have happened and of those which will some day, in all human probability,
happen again in the same or a similar way- for these to adjudge my history profitable
will be enough for me. And, indeed, it has been composed, not as a prize-essay to be
heard for the moment, but as a possession for all time."94

According to

scholars these words

many

distance himself from his

pleasure but is

a

KTf|jj.a e'iq

one

from the passage an

knows

possession

<xei, a
as a

forever.9?

material element,

generation to the next

book that

a

Although it

one.

Gentili, Cerri and

seems

passes

without

reasonable to infer

opposition between oral and written culture, Thucydides does not

expressly declare that his work

L.Canfora97,

evidence that Thucydides wishes to

predecessors, and his work is not intended to excite instant

Immerwahr96 interpret KTf||ia
alterations from

are

was not

intended for public readings.

I

agree

with

who points out that Thucydides mentions akroasis precisely because he

that, quite apart from his intention to entrust his work to written publication

and transmission, it is
in the first instance.

through public readings that

It also

himself in advance for

experienced in the past

seems

possible to

possible failures that
or

a text

suppose
a

normally reaches its public

that the historian here

excuses

recital from the History might have

that might happen in the

future.98

94

Throughout this work text and translation from Thucydides' History, unless otherwise stated, are
an English translation by Ch. Forster-Smith (1919-1923) in four volumes,
reprinted.
95
Many studies have been published on this subject: see in particular St.Flory (1990, 193-209),
E.Badian (1992, 187-90), R.Nicolai (1995, 5-27).
96
Cf. B.Gentili and G.Cerri (1975, note at p.25), H.R.Immerwahr (1960, 277ff.).
97
L.Canfora (1971, 657). Canfora has also published many other works on Thucydides, see also
L.Canfora (1970, 121-35) and (1982, 77-84) in which other aspects related to the composition of the
from the Loeb edition with

work
98

are

studied.

Cf. Also S.Hornblower

(1991, 60) who in

a comment

of Thuc. 1 22 writes: " This sentence does not

actually exclude the possibility that Thucydides' own work will be recited; it merely says that
might find such a recitation a joyless occasion". Hornblower interprets Kxfipa e'tq ot'iei as
"everlasting possession", "having permanent value".
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some

Viewed

against the cultural background

we

have outlined in these

pages,

the idea that

Thucydides might have patiently composed eight books of history and waited for
them to be

published in its final form in order to be diffused

hard to believe, to say
historical

as

written copies,

the least. Literary works intended for performance did include

works, both before and after Thucydides' time.

undoubtedly represents

forget that

an

Thucydides' work

innovative approach to history, but

we

should also not

innovative attitude must be considered against the cultural setting in

any

which it is

seems

generated.

A scholarly historian, such

as

Thucydides is generally

considered, must have been schooled in the works of earlier poets as were those of his

contemporaries whom he would consider his most suitable and likely audience

or

readership.

of

historical

Like them, Thucydides regarded Homer

information." Presumably, also, like

many

as a

fundamental

source

other Athenians of that time,

Thucydides had been impressed by public readings from the work of Herodotus.
Woodman has
favour of the
the

rightly observed that the

reasons

expounded by Thucydides at I 1-3 in

superiority of his work compared with those of his predecessors reveal

adoption of the

same

criteria of evaluation

as are

with his fellow-citizen, when still in Athens,

found in

Herodotus.100 Together

Thucydides must have listened to

sophistic disputations, the debates in the assembly and the plays performed during the
public festivals. Later, he might have chosen to read in public parts of the work he
was

composing both for assessing the reception of single excerpts and to gain

income while in
Our

an extra

exile.101

enquiry focuses

on

this interrelationship between Thucydides and his

cultural context in the attempt to see to

what extent earlier and contemporary authors

might have influenced his work and where substantial traces of different influences
are

still detectable.

seems

Because most Greek literature

designed for performance, it

appropriate to examine the oral features attested in different literary

verify if the text of Thucydides satisfies in
thesis I offer
for various

99

was

a

number of separate

reasons

any way

genres

similar requirements. In this

discussions of sections of Thucydides' work, which

seemed to be candidates for

possible separate performance

Cf. Thuc. II 9-11.

100

Cf. A. J. Woodman (1988, 6):

and

"Thucydides wishes his

own

work to be

seen

in terms of that of

Herodotus".
101

Thucydides refers to his own exile in V 26. Note that L. Canfora (1999) does not believe that
Thucydides was ever exiled.
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or

publication.102
which

a

In each discussion I try to isolate self-contained parts of the History in

prominent

source

of influence

that various sections have
Herodotean flavour is

a

seems to

the most

or

emerge,

in fact,

peculiar character. Together with parts in which the

recognisable,

we

find others where the historian

competing with the orators, the tragedians
epinician odes,

be detectable. It will

medical treatises. In

my

or

seems to

be

the authors of wisdom literature,

concluding chapter I shall gather together

important aspects of the question of performance and publication that I have

raised in these

chapters and offer

Thucydides' work

were

presented to

a

tentative view of the likelihood that parts of

a

Greek speaking world during his lifetime.

102

The disposition of the chapters will follow the order in which these different sections figure in
Thucydides' work.
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CHAPTER ONE

The

Pausanias and Themistocles:

excursus on

analysis of some digressions in Book One

The aim of the present

Pausanias

as

narrated

chapter is to analyse the

excursus on

Themistocles and

by Thucydides in Book One, chapters 128-138.1

This book

presents more digressions than the other parts of the History, the Pausanias and
Themistocles' excursus, the
all

Archaeology (I 1-23) and the Pentacontaetia (I 89-118)

interrupt the chronological progression of the facts reported.2 This chapter will

analyse the structure and the content of the

excursus on

and its relation to other sections of the book.

digression

appears

like

a

Pausanias and Themistocles

The aim is to determine

why this

self-contained account and whether that quality

explained by hypothesising that this section

was

composed earlier and

was

may

be

originally

independent of the context of Book One.

The Histories of Herodotus

are

the

only surviving example of ancient historical

where self-contained accounts have been inserted and
narrative
our

study

on

the Persian War, and so

on

the

excursuses

they constitute

in Thucydides.3

To

a

organised into

In the

case

of the present excursus,

overall

perfect point of comparison for

say

that parts of the first book of

Thucydides share characteristics of Herodotus' writings does not
idea.

an

prose

appear to

be

a new

in particular, Gomme and Westlake have

already pointed out its Herodotean flavour.4 A study by Hornblower has recently
1

The word

excursus in reference to the digression on Pausanias and Themistocles in Book One is the
normally used in the standard commentaries on Thucydides, cf. A. W. Gomme (HCT I, 431), S.
Homblower (1991, 211), L. Canfora (1996, 1207).
2
On the digressions in the first book of Thucydides see N.G.L.Hammond (1940, 149-51) who believes

term

that the mention of the 'Curse of the Goddess' and the
essential to the main structure of thought on

excursus on

Pausanias and Themistocles "do not

which Book I is based" (p. 149). K.Ziegler (1929,
58-67) argues that these different excurses in the first book might be explained as first attempts to
compose a work of history in accordance with Herodotean criteria, a plan that was later abandoned.
The Herodotean characteristic of the book has been also noted by L.Canfora (1996, 1203-1210). But
cf. S.Hornblower (1991, 202-3), who draws attention to the skillful organisation of the final sections of
Book One and to the balanced arrangement of the different stories introduced. A.Momigliano (1992,
89) considers this excursus to be one of the sections of Thucydides with an Herodotean character.
3
On the excursuses in Herodotus see J.Cobet (1971), G.De Sanctis (1951, 23-45). For the structure of
the History of Herodotus see H.R.Immerwahr (1966) and S.Cagnazzi (1975, 385-423).
4
See A.W.Gomme (HCT, I, 431 ff.) and H.D. Westlake (1969, 138ff.) and (1977, 95-110).
seem
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shown that parts

of the historical information given in the account of Pausanias and

Themistocles, together with other parts of Thucydides,
reader with
other

thorough knowledge of the historical events

a

words,

the

text

of Thucydides

presupposes

that of his predecessor.3

further analysis aiming to discover other Herodotean features in the

a

first book of

Thucydides could still be attempted. It is the

A»oyoi in Herodotus

common

a

after the written

publication made its

written text suitable for

features that have been

appearance.

being read aloud

or

judgement

a

But oral transmission implies

performance.6 Different A.oyoi deal with different self-

Initial and final statements allow the

development.7 Also, those
or to

practice

performed. Some particular structural

beginning and the end of a story, and repeated sentences
follow its

a common

singled out in the narrative of Herodotus have been thought to

satisfy the requirements for
contained accounts.

opinion that the

originally independent accounts suitable to be

were

orally delivered. The oral transmission of a written text remained
even

a

related by Herodotus. In

as

Nonetheless,

different

only be understood by

can

anticipate

a

passages

are

public to recognise the

used to help the audience

in which Herodotus

question have been interpreted

seems to pass a

as traces

of techniques

developed by oral narratives for dealing with anticipated reactions by audiences.8
While

narrating historical facts, Herodotus often

accordance with topoi

some

5

occurrence

sections of the first book of

of these

or

Thucydides.

aim is to ascertain to what extent the oral character ascribed to the work

of Herodotus is still detectable in parts

6

develop his narrative in

found in earlier oral traditions.9 The

similar features will be examined in
The present

seems to

See S.Hornblower

of the History of Thucydides.10

(1992, 141-154)

On the oral transmission

see R. Thomas (1992
102 ff.), on the oral character of the Histories of
Fehling (1989), H.R.Immerwahr (1966), J.A.S. Evans (1991), B.Hemmerdinger
(1981), J.A.K. Thomson (1935) and F. Hartog (1988). G.Nagy (1987, 175-84) discusses the role of
Herodotus as a koyioc;, a master of oral tradition in prose. S.Cagnazzi (1975, 385-423) advances a

Herodotus

see

,

D.

possible identification of the different koyot included in Herodotus' work.
7
On the different types of final statements see the categorisation made by H.R.Immerwahr (1966,
52ff).
8

On audiences' reactions in Herodotus

9

On the connection between

see

J. A. S. Evans

(1991, 100 ff.).

of the themes dealt in the Histories and earlier

popular traditions see
Regenbogen (1962, 57-109).
10
L.Canfora (1982, 77-84) and (1996, 1203-10) notes the possibility that some sections of the first
book of the History are suitable for performance, but he does not offer any analysis of the text by way
some

O.

of support.
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The

logos

on

recounting

Pausanias is introduced at chapter 128, with the apparent intention of

an

act of sacrilege in which the Spartan Pausanias was involved.

Thucydides, in fact, explains the charges made by the Spartans against the Athenians
during the

between the declaration of

year

The Lacedaemonians, in search of some
their opponents

war

and the beginning of the hostilities.

good pretexts for making

persons

perpetrated by the archons

once

near a

sacred

area,

became

Canfora has

no exact

without any

them to

taking part in the act,

again

in which Thucydides narrates this episode reminds

of Herodotus."

on

The unsuccessful attempt of Cylon to seize the

acropolis of Athens and the subsequent killing of the

practice,

laid against

old charges of involvement in sacrilegious acts and called

drive out the consequent curse.

The way

war,

us

a matter

of dispute.

of the narrative style

pointed out that, contrary to Thucydides'

chronological indication is given.

common

The account is introduced

connective particle linking it to the preceding sentence. This technique,

according to Canfora is found in orally delivered texts when the author wants to draw
the attention of an audience

on a new

story which is due to

start.12

Kod Ttpooxov p.ev

7tpea(3ei(; 7tep.vpavxe(; o'l AaKeSaip.6vt.oi eKeXevov tout;
ayoq eXaweiv tt|q 0eo\r to 5e ayot; fjv xoiovSe. KSA-oov

A9r|vaio\)<; to
fjv A0r|vaio<; avfp....

"And first the Lacaedemonian envoys

goddess. The

curse was as

bade the Athenians drive out the curse of the
follows. Cylon was an Athenian..."(Thuc. 1.126. 2).

Moreover, Thucydides recounts how Cylon misinterpreted the oracle and chose to
seize the

acropolis during the

unusual interest shown

wrong

by Thucydides in the interpretation of oracles, contribute to

the Herodotean flavour of the whole

"

In reference to I 126 the Scholia ad

oa({ifiveuxv

Ttveq

festival. The character of this account and the

GaupdaavTeq,

episode.13 The Athenian counter-demand that the
to 5vf|yr||ac(, to kcctcx tov KfAcovot tt]v
ATcnv eyekaasv kvTocuGa, ATyovTeQ ttepi.

Thucydidem wrote:
etttov, oti

0oukt)518ou. Note that Dionysius of Halicarnassus (On Thuc. c.5) recognises that the earlier

preceded Thucydides used to write accounts whose style of exposition was aoc(|)f]<;. A
style should not therefore be considered as exclusive to Herodotus' writing. The story
of Cylon also appears in Herodotus V 70-72. E.C.Marchant (1964, XV-XV1) notes that: "the account
of Cylon's conspiracy in c.126.7 is an amplified and corrected version of Herodotus V. 71, the conduct
of the Alcmaeonidae being put in a less favourable light by Thucydides".
12
Cf. L.Canfora (1996, 1250-51). See also L. Canfora (1982, 81).
13
Cf. L.Canfora (1996, 1250) comments that here Thucydides seems to side with those who believed
in oracles in saying that Cylon had chosen 'the wrong festival' when he decided to engage in such an
enterprise. Gomme's comment (HCT, I, 425) is more generic in tone: "Thucydides, when he does
historians who
clear narrative
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Spartans drive out the pollution issuing from another sacrilege, in which the Spartan
Pausanias

was

involved, is then reported.

EKelevov 8e Kai

xfj<; XaX.Kioi.Kox)

to

eXafiyeiy a-bxoxx;-

ayoc;

eyeyexo

5e

xoiov8e...
"And the Athenians also bade them drive out the
House. And this is the way

As Kai

it

was

incurred." (Thuc. I. 128.2)

is used to connect the present account

Cylon affair.14 The introductory sentence
that

a

new

of Athena of the Brazen

curse

seems

with the preceding report

again to

preannounce to

on

the

the public

story is going to be recounted. Both at chapter 126 and at 128 the

introductory words

are

main character in the

followed by mention of the

person

who plays the role of the

following story: respectively Cylon and Pausanias. But the

precise correspondence between these two accounts is confined to these first
The account of the

sentences.

the

sacrilege and occupies

reader

through

one

Cylon affair is, strictly speaking, concerned only with
chapter. In contrast, the story that follows it takes the

full account of the events connected with the final stages of

a

Pausanias' life before it reaches the actual act of

sacrilege at chapter 134. There is

nothing in the initial statement to suggest that Thucydides is going to recount
of the life of Pausanias.

he

was

involved,

feature in

so

The

so

much

public only expects to hear about the sacrilege in which

that the narrative develops contrary to expectation,

an

unusual

Thucydides.

Anyone reading the
would also wonder

sequence

of events

as

narrated from the beginning of the History

why at chapter 128 Thucydides relates certain episodes of the life

of Pausanias which he has

erteiSf] ITaxiaaviaQ
Errapxiaxcoy ano xrjq

already mentioned earlier in chapters 94 and 95.

AaKe5ai(j.ovio<; to Trpcbxov p.£xa7te|j.(j)0£iq vno
apX'H'; xfiq ey EXXrjOTtbyxcp Kai KpiBeiq m' a-bxclby
o

digress (and this whole digression is irrelevant to his main narrative), allows himself to mention
matters
14

which he felt

were

of interest for their

own

sake".

study on the structure of ancient aivoi by E.Fraenkel (1920, 237-9) has shown that the use of a
Se Kai connection, a common characteristic of the paratactic style, functions in the sphere of ancient
A

oral literature

as a

fixed formula. We will

see

temporal connection being used to introduce
contemporary orally delivered texts.

in the

a new

following chapters other similar examples of a
exposition present in Thucydides and in
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&7teA.\)0r| pij aSiKEtv, 5r|pooTa p£v ookexi £^£Jt£p(})6r|, i5ia 5e ainoq
tpiripri
>.a(3a)v Epptovt5a avsi) AaKESaipovicov oc^iKVEixai kq
WCkr\<5Koviov, xcp p,£v A.6ycp kni xdv EAApviKov ttoXepov, xcp §e Lpyco xa
7tpd<; Paai^ea Jipaypaxa Ttpaaasiv, cdcttep kai xo ttpcoxov £7t£x£tpr]ct£v,
£(|)i£p£vo<; x-rji^ EXA,r|viKfiQ apxfk"After Pausanias the Lacaedaemonian had been recalled by the Spartans,

occasion, from his command
wrong-doing, he
his

he

Lacaedaemonians and
Persian war, but in

took
came

reality to

a

the first

the Hellespont, and on trial had been acquitted of
again in

was never sent out

account

own

on

on

a

public capacity, but privately and on

of Hermione

trireme

without

authority of the
Hellespont, to take part as he pretended in the
on an intrigue with the Great King - an enterprise to

to the

carry

which he had set his hand in the first instance also, his aim being to become master of
all Hellas.'YThuc. I. 128. 3

These words in

)

chapter 128 devoted to the early stage of the

career

of Pausanias

repeat what Thucydides has already said at chapter 94 where Pausanias, son of
Cleombrotus is introduced.

from

The Lacedaemonians, it is said there, recalled

Byzantium, where he held the governorship of the city: he

Pausanias

accused of

was

wrongdoing (dSttcia 7toA,A/f|, I. 95.3) by the Greeks, and his behaviour seemed
aping of despotic

power

rather than the conduct of

£(J>aiv£xo pipricrtq f\ axpaxriyia, I. 95.3).
Pausanias goes on

5£

trial, yet

on

a

general (xupavviSoq paAAov

On his return to Laceadaemon,

the principal charges he is acquitted of misconduct (xdc

pLyiaxa a,7toAA)£xat pt) ccStKEtv, I. 95.5), for he

was

accused most of all of

treasonable relations with the Persians, and it seemed to be a very

(KaxriyopEixo 5e oebxcu ot>x fiKtaxa
Etvat,
to

I. 95.5). As

a consequence

send him back out

as

an

clear

case

ppStapoq Kai eSokei aac|)Eaxaxov

of the indictment, the Lacedaemonians decide not

commander

(Kai

ekeivov psv ot)K£Xt EKTCEpTtouoxv

apxpvxa, I. 95 .6).
As the

comparison between the two

clearly shows, four major points

regarding the

career

acquittal

the principal charges, his supposedly certain collaboration with the

on

Persian government
outside the
mentioned
accounts

of Pausanias

passages

on

few

recalled in both sections: the trial at Sparta, his

and the fact that he is then banned from holding

Peloponnese.
a

are

command

This extensive repetition at chapter 128 of data already

chapters earlier

Pausanias is

a

quite

seems

narrow

unjustified.

and

a

The

reader of

a

gap

between the two

continuous text at the

beginning of our logos should still be able to remember these events. These
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repetitions should therefore be considered

as a

sign of inconsistency within the overall

structure of Book One.

Further consideration of the two sections
One

might

argue

Pausanias at

that Thucydides included

chapter 128

so

as

on

Pausanias raises other difficulties.

a summary

of the first part of the

case,

the

use

of

to enable readers to understand the following

development of the story: the second mission to Hellespont carried

"privately". In that

career

on

by Pausanias

of repetition might be said to be for the sake of

clarity. However, chapter 95 also mentions this second expedition, which takes place
after Pausanias has been

acquitted in the first trial in Sparta, when he is said to have

embarked and sailed to the

Hellespont without the Ephors' consent. The reader would

expect an account of this second expedition at this point. However, that expectation is
fulfilled.

not

After

mentioning the second

voyage to

the Hellespont, Thucydides

goes

back

again to narrate the earlier mission of Pausanias to Byzantium and tells of the

ocpx,fl of the relations between the Spartan general and the king of Persia.
Efiepyea'tav 5e atto xof>8e ttpcoxov
7tpdYp.axoq apx,Tlf £7totfiaaxo"He

eq

paatXea KaxeBexo Kai xof>

navxoc,

(Pausanias) had namely first laid up for himself with the King a store of gratitude
following circumstances, and thus the whole affair had begun" (Thuc. 128.4)

in the

The

use

of flashbacks is

rare

in

Thucydides.

These stylistic devices interrupt the

chronological flow of the narrative and in this example they create
within

a

digression. Both these features

are

a sort

of digression

normally avoided in Thucydides, but

are

quite commonly found in Herodotus.13
In the present case a

further difficulty arises.

If the account of the first

campaign of Pausanias against Byzantium is reported in chapters 94 and 95, why does
Thucydides not include the report
the

on

the relations that occurred at that time between

general and the Persian King at that point in the narrative? A reference to these

events made at

chapters 94-95 would have been perfectly at

would not have

interrupted the chronological account of events.

A look at the
15

in that context and

syntactical structure employed at the beginning of our digression

Cf. the discussion in Gomme (1954, 91 ff.) on the

another used

ease

technique of inserting
by Herodotus and before him by Homer in the Iliad.
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one

digression within

again reminds
often
that

us

of Herodotus. We have already briefly mentioned that Herodotus

employs introductory statements. Whenever the audience receives information

anticipates the content of the following narrative,

we

have what is called

an

anticipatory statement. The sentence used by Thucydides to introduce the report of
Pausanias' contacts with the Persians sounds

precisely like such

an

introductory and

anticipatory statement. Atto xo\)Se anticipates the account to follow and,
Herodotus,
it is the
at

a

eitepYECJia, which Pausanias claimed
following story. It

can

to have done the

case

king and that will be

hardly be accidental that the

same

word

again in the letter sent in reply by the King to Pausanias at chapter 129. After

taking Byzantium, Pausanias sends Persian prisoners back to the King. By
an

often in

key word for the understanding of the events is introduced. In this

the centre of the

appears

as

means

of

interpolated clause the explanation is given that Byzantium had been held by the

Medes and

kinsmen of the

some

the letter written

Se

King

were

captured when the city fell. The text of

by Pausanias to the king then follows.

eTuaxoA/qv xov royyaAov <])epovxa abxqf
pernio Se
xaSe 8v amfi, cbq baxepov avTropeGrp 'TlaxiaaviaQ o f|Yep.cbv
Eraipxriq xobaSe xe aca xaPlCeaQai PouA6p.evoq a7to7te|T7tei Sopi eAcbv,
Kai Yvcbp.r|v Ttoto-opat, e't Kai aoi SoKei, 0UYaxepa xe xijv af]v YBM^1 Kai
aoi Strapxriv xe Kai xijv aAAr|v EAAaSa
imo%eipiov 7toif|aat. AvvaxoQ
Se Sokgo eivai xabxa trpa^ai p.exa aob (3o\)A.et)6p.evo(;. E't oav xi ae
xobxcov apeaKei, Trepxte avSpa 7riaxov 87ti 0aA,aaaav Si' oil xo A.oi7tov
xoix; A-oyodq 7ioir|a6p.80a'\
87te|a\|/e

kou

"And he also sent

letter

by Gongylus to the King, in which the following was
'Pausanias, the Spartan commander, wishing
to do you a favour, sends you back these men whom he took with the spear. And I
make the proposal, if it seems good to you also, to marry your daughter and to make
Sparta and the rest of Hellas subject to you. And I am able, I think, to accomplish
these things with the help of your counsel. If any of these things pleases you, send a
trusty man to the sea, and through him we shall in future confer'."(Thuc. I. 128. 7)
written,

as was

a

afterwards discovered:

Many scholars have questioned the authenticity of the document and argued that this
is the kind of material
rather than

16

On

one

would expect

Thucydides.16 Westlake17

Herodotus to offer

argues

as

historical evidence

that the specific term xa8e used to

problems related to the authenticity and the possible source from whom the text of the letter
Thucydides, besides the main comments to the texts, see M.Lang (1967-68, 79-85),

reached

A.S.Schieber

(1980, 396-405).
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introduce the letter, instead of a more
the letter written

document,

generic xoiaSe (used by Thucydides, to present

by Nicias in Book Seven, 11-15), might attest the authenticity of the

which

Thucydides had possibly discovered in the work of

some

predecessor.18
Further

comparison with Herodotus highlights

Pausanias' letter to Xerxes.
Pausanias:
return

In that letter there

are

some

three

other aspects of

major points, raised by

(a) the edepyeaia (favour) performed for the king, which consists in the

of the

prisoners, (b) the promise to make Sparta and the rest of Hellas subject to

Xerxes, and (c) the request to approve and act on the proposal, made in a very polite
way

(e'l

ow

xi

There is

ae xomoov
a

very

apecncei....).

similar setting in Herodotus for the letter sent by Harpagus to

Cyrus (I. 124). Harpagus sends

writing said thus (xd5e).
reminds him that

a

letter to Cyrus, concealed inside

a

hare, and the

Wishing to persuade Cyrus to kill Astyages, Harpagus

Astyages had already tried to kill him in the past and that he is only

alive thanks to the Gods and to

suffered for his sake. He

Harpagus himself. He then reminds him of all he has

promises him that he will rule

over

"all the land that

Astyages ruled" and concludes the letter by inviting his addressee to be persuaded by
his words and carry out

promise ofpower
also present
it

appeal for the fulfilment of the plan that

likely to be

indication of

an

Thucydides is copying from

Herodotus, but rather that

we are

letter

of themes

an

a

are

a report

issue that is beyond the

an

Returning to the analysis of the

Cf. H.D.Westlake
Gomme

128.

a

letter which he found in
written text where motifs
presence

excursus on

on

in

very

the authenticity of the letter

scope

of the present chapter.

Pausanias in Thucydides, another

(1977, 102 ff.).

presence of tocSe. He also argues that the vocabulary used in
poetic expressions (see for example Sopi kkcov referring to the captives at Thuc. I

(HCT I, 432) also notes the

the letter includes
19

be accidental, but

already typical that makes this text sound

reported by Thucydides, is

18

in Thucydides is

developed.'9 It is precisely the

relates to the inquiry

17

a

of

Herodotean. How this argument
as

may

7).

On the survivals of topoi

in the Histories of Herodotus,
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-

link between the two texts. My idea is

example of

looking at

typically found in ancient writings
Pausanias'

we saw

in the letter quoted by Herodotus. This similarity

seems more

not that

-

his proposal. It is clear that the tripartite scheme offavour

see

D. Fehling (1989, 48 and 180 ff.).

Herodotean touch may

be

seen

in the sentence attached to the letter: Toaama

|xev r\

ypa(|)f] e8f]A.ou "so much the letter disclosed" (Thuc. I. 128.7).
The sentence has

a

summary

character (tooatita) and marks the end of the

present report about the correspondence.
...."Xerxes

Eep^riq Se f|G0r|

delighted for the letter", Thucydides

was

says,

xe

again,

xf| ertiaxoXfi
a

Herodotean

expression according to Gomme.20 The king's written reply follows, also introduced
by xdSe (Thuc.1.129.3), and both Gomme and Hornblower have already noticed
considerable

a

density of expressions belonging to oriental traditions and inscriptions in

this text.2'
As

a

consequence

of his favourable

response:

Tama

A,a(3cov o nauaaviaq xa Ypdftfiaxa, cbv Kai rtpoxepov ev p.eYocA,co
a^icbpaxi imo xodv EA,A/rjvcov 5ia xfjv ITX,axaidaiv f|Y^|-toviav, 7to>Acp
xoxe p.aX,X.ov rjpxo
"When Pausanias received this letter,

although even before this he had been held in
high consideration by the Hellenes because he had led them at Plataea, he was then far
more elated ,.."22 (Thuc. I. 130 .1 )

Because

Thucydides

Hellenes,

we

says

that at that time Pausanias

was

should consider this part of the narrative

held in high esteem by the
as

still concerned with the

events referred in

chapter 94, at the time when Pausanias

Greeks. After the

siege of Byzantium, in fact, the violent behaviour of the general

(Piaiou

ovxoq,

was

in command of the

Thuc. I 94.2) had caused discontent and "the Hellenes, especially the

Ionians, became disaffected" towards him (oi xe aAAoi EAA/r|V£Q f]%0ovxo Kai

abx, f|Kiaxa o'l Icoveq ...,Thuc. I. 95.1). No further explanation about the
this violence had been
substantial

20

reason

appended at chapter 94, where

for the

we

nature of

might have expected that

hostility to Pausanias would have been given.

a

Instead,

See A. W. Gomme

(HCT I, 432 ) and S. Hornblower (1991, 215) who also refers to the article
subject by D.Lateiner, 'No laughing Matter: A literary tactic in Herodotus' TAPA,
107,(1977)201 ff.
21
Cf. A. W.Gomme (HCT I, 432) and S.Hornblower (1991, 216).
22
Pausanias' role at Plataea will be recalled again in the second book when the Plateans will remind
the Spartans of the kindness shown by Pausanias towards them after the battle of Plataea (Thuc. II. 71
and III. 54. 4; 58. 5). As we will argue in the chapter on the Plataean trial, the information that the
historian gives on the Plataean campaign seems to be in large part dependent on his knowledge of the
text of Herodotus. Cf. also S.Hornblower (1992, 145) who notes the relationship between the narrative
on the escape from Plataea in Thucydides' Book Three and the account of the battle of Plataea in
written

on

the

,

Herodotus' Book Nine.
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Thucydides' account of his misconduct and of the various acts, which caused the
anger

in

of the Greeks and motivated his subsequent expulsion from Byzantium is given

chapter 130. Here it is said that Pausanias could

the usual

manner

of his

no

longer bring himself to live in

people, but:

ZKeudc; xe Mr|5iKd<; 8vSu6|aevo<; ek xof> Bu^avxiau e^fiet Kai 5ta xf|q
©paKrn; TtopeDojaevov awov MpSoi Kai Aiyxmxioi e5op"U(j)6pow,
xparte^av xe riepaiKfiv TtapexiGexo Kai Kaxe^eiv xfiv 8iavoiav ot>K
eSfivaxo,
"clad himself in Persian

apparel whenever he went forth from Byzanthium, and when
through Thrace a body-guard of Medes and Egyptians attended him; he
had his table served in Persian style, and indeed could not conceal his real purpose"
(Thuc. I. 130 .1)
he travelled

Even

more

interesting for

us are

the sentences that follow:

ppotxEcri 7tpo"o8fiA,oD a xfj yvooja.Tq (xei^ovoot; e<; erteixa ejieAAe
Ttpa^eiv. A\)a7tp6ao56v xe atixov 7tapeix£ Kai xrj bpyfj oijxco xa^e7cfi
expr|xo eq rtavxac; ojaoiooq coaxe p.r|5eva SbvaaGai rtpoaievai- Si' OTtep
Kai 7tpoQ xoix; AGrivaioxx; ox>% f]Kicrxa r| ^x>p.p,axia p.exeaxr|.
epyoic;

"...by such trifling acts (Pausanias) showed plainly what greater designs he purposed
in his heart to accomplish thereafter. And so he made himself difficult of access, and
indulged in such a violent temper towards everybody that no one could come near
him; and this

was

one

of the chief

reasons

why the allies went

over

to the

Athenians"(Thuc. I. 130. 2)

As

we can

see,

recalled in this
referred to at

all the main actions making up the Persian attitude of Pausanias are

chapter. There

seems no

chapter 94, is explicable

as

doubt that the (3iaio<; attitude of Pausanias
the bpyf| and the kind of behaviour shown

by him and described at chapter 130. Moreover, the
alliance

as

reasons

for the allies' shift of

reported at chapter 94, only become clear in the light of the fuller

explanation of his behaviour given at chapter 130. Similarly
that in this first report at

we

have already noted

chapter 95 Thucydides takes for granted the Medism of

Pausanias, but does not provide any proof as his correspondence with the king is first

reported in the

excursus.
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There

are

When at

other anomalies between the first and the second account of Pausanias.

chapter 94 it is said that Pausanias is acquitted of the charges brought against

him, the

why he is discharged is not given.

reason

Thucydides comments that there
Such

doubt that Pausanias

was no

unqualified comment would surely have puzzled

an

Pausanias'

guilt

question finds

was more or

an

exhaustive

of Pausanias' first
second recall to

Persian

Moreover,

king

answer

in the

of the

course

was

an

less taken for granted, why

we

guilt of |4.r|5i^£iv.

he acquitted?

This

There, the account

excursus.
a

that

seen

uninformed reader. If

was

expedition to Byzantium is followed by

have

complete report of his

Sparta; the Spartans suspect that the plots between him and the

are

still being carried

In spite of different kinds of evidence

on.

discovered, the Ephors hesitate to convict Pausanias. The

given is that they

are

normally reluctant to

pass

indisputable proofs.

Then, the second part of the story of Pausanias in Thucydides

describes the slow but
offences.

judgement against

reason

steady

a

member of the royal family without

by which the Spartans obtain proof of his

process

Only the words said by him in the hearing of witnesses finally provide

sufficient evidence for

unwilling to convict

a

taking action. The statement that the Ephors

are

normally

member of a royal family unless solid evidence against him is

brought forward, is the explanation missing at chapter 94, where the reader cannot
understand

why, if the charge of medismos against Pausanias

founded, he

Spartans

on

was

acquitted at the first trial.

that occasion stuck to the

Pausanias' second recall to

same

Sparta: they

was

thought to be well-

We should in fact

suppose

that the

attitude shown by them at the time of

were

unwilling to

accuse a

member of the

royal family without solid proof.23

What do these

parallels between different chapters tell us?

omissions of information in the text

might be considered

light of the evidence

far collected, it

different
at

we

Byzantium

For

an

so

hypothesis. The whole account
as

on

alternative historical

same

seems

us more

or

inconsistencies, but in the

as

legitimate to advance

the first stage of the

presented in chapter 128 ff. gives

the earlier mention of the

23

have

These repetitions

career

a

of Pausanias

details of information than

campaign in chapter 94 ff. of Book One. Chapters 94

interpretation

on

the

career

of Pausanias

see

J.Wolski (1954, 75-94). For

problem of pr|Si.£eiv at the beginning of the Peloponnesian War
97-105), D.F.Graf (1984, 15-30) and J. Wolski (1973, 3-15).

the historical
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see

J.L.Myres (1936,

ff., in fact, introduce
form

a

few

a

bare

chapters later.

summary

In

a

of the events that will be narrated in extensive

first reference the main issues

Medism of Pausanias, the first trial, his "unusual" behaviour in
defection of the allies to the Persian
It could be

argued that the

reason

side, but

no

on

given at chapter 94 would therefore have been
case:

contained that fuller account,
author had

events

excursus on

might have been

That would also be the

during the

as

unnecessary.

for the first

space

any

additional detail

But

could also

we

Pausanias and Themistocles, which
self-contained piece of work that the

excursus

reason

why the first campaign at Byzantium is

in spite of breaking the chronological

incomplete, but should rather be considered

be recounted later

on

If the account

sequence

of the

on

existed in the form of
Pausanias.

We have

the first part

as

preliminary to what will

in the book.

Pausanias,

as appears

independent of the context of Book One, it
a

self-contained

from chapter 128 ff.,

seems

feasible to

exposition, let

us say a

was an account

suppose

Xoyoq

of the account, it is therefore time to verify whether the

Pausanias after the

that it

on

once

the life of

already pointed out the Herodotean characteristics traceable in

might be singled out in its second part.

features

same

Here it is described what happened to

Ephors recalled him to Sparta

a

second time (Thuc. 1.131 ff.).

compressed and complex syntactical constructions often used by Thucydides

replaced here by
from

in his book;

that

reported. On this hypothesis, the information given in chapter 94 ff. should not

be viewed

The

a

larger

a

was

already composed and later decided to insert inside the overall structure of

Book One.
mentioned

the

the

Byzantium and the

for these omissions in the earlier chapters

expedition of Pausanias against Byzantium later

on:

exhaustive explanation is appended.

Thucydides had already conceived the idea of reserving

hypothesise the opposite

touched

are

one

a

simple, discursive style. Sentences of transition mark the

are

passage

stage of the report of the events to the following one and make it easy to

follow the

course

of the events recounted.

It is worth

considering

some

of these

stylistic features.
We have

already said that Thucydides' narrative marks out all the different

steps taken by the Ephors before proceeding to the final indictment of Pausanias. In
fact, the different elements that could be held in favour of

a

conviction

are

recalled.

First, the elegiac couplet inscribed by Pausanias on the tripod at Delphi at the
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time of

the Persian Wars, where the

general claims for himself the credit for having destroyed

the Persian host, is taken as evidence of

wrongdoing and

as a

prelude to his present

design. Thucydides includes the text of the inscription in his account and it has been
argued that such
viewed

as

a use

of epigraphic evidence is unusual in the History and

another Herodotean touch.24

inscription is taken

up as a

be

Besides, this evidence is not contemporary

with the second recall of Pausanias and the text does not
the

may

give

a

full explanation why

proof against the general only at this stage of the

events.

Further elements of evidence

are

then collected

by the Ephors:

intriguing with the Helots (£<; xovc, EiA,coxa<;
Ttpaaaeiv xt ocbxov, ...); and it was even so, for he was promising them freedom
and citizenship if they would join him in a revolt and help him accomplish his whole
plan. But not even then (otAA.' ot>5' dx;
), not relying on certain Helots who had
turned informers, did they think it best to take harsh measures against him; they
adhered to their usual method in dealing with men of their own class - not to be hasty,
in the case of a Spartan, in adopting an irrevocable decision unless they had
indisputable proofs (xpcbpevot xcp xpottcp cprtep e'icb0aatv
ofyac, ocbxoix;,
pf] xax,etc; eivat Ttepi avSpoq ZTtapxtaxot) aveu avap(j)tGf3r|T'nxcov
xeKpriptcov PottA-edaat xt avfiKeaxov)" (Thuc. I. 132. 5 )
"They

were

informed also that he

was

...

Some historians have

argued that if Pausanias had really plotted with the Helots, this

fact could have been taken
reason

the
to

to

as

the basis for

an

indictment.2"1 The

text gives

support this historical interpretation. "Not even then", Thucydides says, did

Spartans take

any

follow in these

the

seriously

action against Pausanias, the

cases.

This

reason

being the attitude they used

explanation repeats what Thucydides had already said at

beginning of chapter 132 when he states that the Ephors did not want to make

charges against

a

The story

proof needed.

member of the royal family without

of a

man

a

(fxxvepov

GT|p£tov.

from Argilus, which then follows, is presented

It begins: "but at last,

as

it is said,..." (ttpiv

ye

as

the final

8f] ai>xot<;, dx;

X.£Y8xai..., Thuc. I. 132. 5 ). Nonetheless this proof (the discovery of the content of
the letter sent

24

by Pausanias to the Persians and reported to the Ephors) still does not

See S. Hornblower

(1991, 218) and for the use of inscriptions as a category of conventional proof in
Fehling (1989, 133-40). Note, however, the report of the words inscribed on the altar
in Thuc. VI.54.7 and on a gravestone in Thuc. VI.59.3. These inscriptions figure in the context of the
excursus on Harmodius and Aristogitones, another episode sharing an Herodotean flavour.
Herodotus

25

see

D.

See G.L.Cawkwell

(1970, 51).
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satisfy the need for conclusive evidence. When the Argilian showed the Ephors the
letter

they, Thucydides

says,

"were at last

more

nearly convinced (jadAAov |iev

eniaxe-ocav), but they wished besides to hear with their own ears..."(Thuc. 1.133.1).
While the account

the

on

Argilian is introduced

progressive quest for conclusive evidence,
Spartans demand

a

of the hut divided by

listen to the words said inside

a

A

new account

ca^coc; (Thuc. I. 133. 1)

partition, built to allow the Ephors to

on

Thucydides

that occasion and at the beginning of the next

fl5r| e'lSoTEQ (Thuc. I. 134 .1). These repetitions mark

emphasis

on

public for

a

the Ephors fiafiovxo

says

chapter it is repeated that they dKofiaavieq 5e dKpi(3coq

investigation.

is therefore

by Pausanias to the Argilian. Thanks to this stratagem

the conclusive evidence is at last found.

of

the final stage of the

expectation is frustrated when the

further proof: to be eyewitnesses.

introduced: the story

Ttdvxoc

our

as

While not strictly

necessary

and (3e|3aicoq Se

tots...

out the

ending of the

process

for understanding the account, the

the result obtained is justified precisely because the expectation of the

final result has already been frustrated several times.

The whole narrative

on

the second stage

of the

career

of Pausanias

seems to

be

organised through the progressive report of proofs, which, in spite of their expected
value,

never

satisfy the Ephors. The expected conclusion of the investigation, which

has been awaited since the first
time

a

new

kind of evidence is put

expectation of

an

dramatic feature
towards the

proof has been introduced, is therefore deferred each
forward.

audience with continuous postponements

excursus a new

proof provides

spoken by Pausanias.

Here again,

we

an

Herodotean

have

26

a

digression

Thucydides.

flavour6, however, it is worth asking why this is

a message to

(1977, 95-110) and W.R.M. Lamb (1914).
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so.

Some of the

similarities with the work of Herodotus.

discovery of correspondence containing

See H.D.Westlake

hear the words

already pointed it out, these short stories exhibit

themes found in these brief accounts present
The

up to

find the technique of including

within another, attested in oral literature before
commentators

opportunity to

an

short story: the topic of the tripod at Delphi, the

correspondence disclosed by the Argilian and the hut built

some

a

Moreover, except for the mention of the supposed

collaboration of Pausanias with the Helots, each

As

be considered

may

whose function is to raise the tension and the attention of the public

expected ending.

bring into the

The technique of frustrating the

kill somebody recalls

Herodotus III 128. 3-5 where
written to

Bagaeus gives to the scribe the letter wherein it is

slay Oroetes.27 Also, the motif of a

in order to spy on

person

who hides himself behind

a

wall

the actions of another reminds the story of Gyges hidden inside

bedroom in order to spy on

a

the wife of Candaules (Hdt. I. 7 ff.). The mention of the

tripod obviously calls for the

many

epigraphic

sources

collected by Herodotus and the

tripod at Delphi mentioned at Hdt. VIII 81-82.
Looking at the style, these short stories have been composed in
narrative structure.

We have

As well

sentences.

already singled out the

having

as

use

a

clear,

in this section of repeated

dramatic function, in the present context these

a

repetitions also perform their normal function of helping the audience to follow the
course

of events in the narrative.

summary statements

of the letter made

A\)£i xcxq

that

are

The

same

found in these

could be said of the

pages.

anticipatory

or

Thucydides reports the disclosure

by the Argilian with these words:

£7tiaxoX,dq,

imovoficraq

ev aiq

xi xoiomov

7tpoa£7t£axdX.0ai

Kai afixov rjupev £yy£ypap.p.£vov kxeiveiv
"He

opened the letter and in fact found written therein, as he suspected he should find
something of the sort to have been directed, an order for his own death" (Thuc. I.
132.5)

What the actual content of the letter was, the order to kill the
the end of the sentence

Argilian, is only stated at

(here also note the emphatic position of ocbxov), but at that

point the unfavourable result of the investigation has been already pre-announced to
the audience because in the

previous clause it is said that the Argilian found his

suspicions confirmed. A similar method of exposition follows for the report of the
next

episode.
When

to

Thucydides refers for the first time to the information obtained thanks

the device of the hut with

a

double wall,

before

even

saying what

were

the

arguments used by Pausanias on that occasion, he points out that this time the Ephors

f|G0ovxo
meet

with

Ttocvxa

aacfxoc; (Thuc. I, 133). The public knows that the stratagem will

success

before the proper

narrative reaches that point. Again, later

27

on

it is

O.Longo (1978a, 516 ff.) argues that the importance ascribed in Herodotus to the written text of the
a symptom of the passage from orality to literacy: the written text itself is taken as a
"medium depntato alia comimicazione della verita "
letter is

.
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said that Pausanias had understood he

carrying the bad
public able to

news came

see

was

going to be arrested, before the ephor

forward to speak (Thuc. I, 134). Thucydides makes his

in outline the development of the events in advance and then

presents the detailed exposition.
The account of Pausanias concludes at

from starvation inside

a

temple; and

as soon as

Spartans want to bury him somewhere
5e

O

Beot;

near

he is taken outside he dies and the

the city. Mention of the sacrilege follows:

toc^ov fiaxEpov expects xotp
AaKESaijaovioic; (texeveykeiv ovutEp a,7t£0avE [...] kai dot; ayo<; abxoiq ov
xo TCE7cpayp.£vov dvo acbpaxa av0' evoq xt) Xa^KioiKcp attoSo-bvai. O't Se
7toir|adp.£voi ya^-KO-ug avSpiavxaQ 5fio ooq avxi nauaaviox) dv£0£aav.
"

o

ev

AeA.())oi<;

chapter 134. The general is suffering

xov

xe

The

god at Delphi afterwards warned the Lacedaemonians by oracle to transfer him
place where he died [...] and because their act had brought a curse upon them
they should recompense Athena of the Brazen House with two bodies in place of one.
So they had two bronze statues made and dedicated them to Athena to be a substitute
for Pausanias" (Thuc. I .134).
to the

When

attentive reader remembers that the

an

narrated in the first
he

place

appears to

known that
a

related,

rjv...(this

on

the sacrilege

as we

against the god, instead of being

...

an

overall

excursus on

the life of

itself.28 Moreover, since chapter 128 the reader has
temple of Athena of the Brazen House and that

had to be driven out.

When, finally, at chapter 134 the sacrilege is

would expect to find a declarative clause, something like

was

the act...),

a summary

xocbxoc / xofixo

expression to inform the audience that at this

28

reported.29 Instead the notion makes its
xo

On the

The

appearance

in

a

excursus

causal construction (d)Q

TU£Jtpay(i£vov), which, literally, has the function of explaining,

as

if it

were

biographical character of the narrative in the excursus on Pausanias and Themistocles see
(HCTl, 447), G.Meautis (1951, 297-304) and A. Momigliano (1971, 34 ).
presence of a summary clause at the end of a description is common: cf. for example Thuc. i.

A.W.Gomme
29

central

would expect, is only briefly mentioned and

point the events pre-announced few chapters earlier at the beginning of the
are

a

so

is linked to the

a curse

curse

we

narrative

had been

excursus

actually devoted to the sacrilege itself is

be the last element needed to complete

Pausanias, not

such

space

The account of the actual offence

motif in the present

why the

inform him about the expiation of a sacrilegious act,

was to

might wonder why then, the

narrow.

reason

93.8 and I. 124. 3.
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something

that

new,

a

driven out. The way
presupposes an
presume

sacrilege

was

committed and the consequent pollution had to be

in which the offence against Athena is presented at chapter 134,

audience unacquainted with the event itself, contrary to what

from the beginning of the

The further

excursus.

sacrilege is not the main issue to be developed in the digression.

involved in any

Tot)

Se

as

could

of the narrative confirms the idea that the nature of the

course

Themistocles follows

we

An account of

part of the context of the present excursus, although he

is not

sacrilegious act.

|ir|5ic7|a.ot)

AaKe5aip.ovioi 7rpea[3ei<;
7te|i\)/avxeq raxpa xouq A0r|vaioD<; ^t)ve7tr|xicpvxo xai xov 0ep.iaxoKA.ea,
&>£ paptakov ek xcov Ttept Ilatiaaviav eAeyxoov, f|£iodv xe xoiq afixcaq
KoAa^eaBai aaxov.
"But when Pausanias

xou

riattaavtot)

oT

thus convicted of treasonable

dealings with Persia, the
the Athenians and accused Themistocles also of
complicity in the plot, in accordance with discoveries they had made in connection
with their investigation about Pausanias; and they demanded that he be punished in
the same way". (Thuc. I. 135)
was

Lacedaemonians sent envoys to

The final

career

of Themistocles is thus

sacrilege ascribed to him.30 There

with the life of Pausanias, not with the
main motifs narrated: the

going to be related because it is connected
are

three

flight of Themistocles to Corcyra and then to Admetus, the

king of the Molossians, the

voyage on a

merchant vessel which is driven by

Naxos and the letter of Themistocles to

a storm to

Artaxerses, initiating the relations between

Themistocles and the Persians which continued till his death.
H. Konishi has shown that the motifs in Themistocles' life

these pages, are

as

presented in

comparable with those introduced in the previous chapters

Pausanias.31 The similarity between the various stages of their careers would
to

30

be very

on

appear

close. Konishi has identified eight categories of events placed in mutual

A.W.Gomme

(HCT I, 447) has argued that the excursus on Themistocles is irrelevant to the
narrative, E.M.Carawan (1989, 144-61) that it is awkwardly joined to the succeeding narrative.
E.C.Marchant (1964, XXXV) writes: "If the account of Pausanias' end is

lengthened out until it
practically independent of the main narrative, what are we to say of the appendix about
Themistocles ? This is wholly irrelevant [...]".
31
Cf. H. Konishi (1970, 52-69), on the parallels between the stories on Pausanias and Themistocles in
Thucydides; see also A.J.Podlecki (1976, 293-311). H.R.Rawlings III (1981, 90-117) argues that
Pausanias and Themistocles represent respectively a paradigm for the careers of Lysander and
Alcibiades as described by Thucydides.
becomes
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comparison in the

and he also believes that Thucydides has deliberately

excursus

disregarded all the information that did not fit these categories. According to Konishi,
the author's intention is to create the

nothing bad about Themistocles is written."32 In spite of the mechanical

is told, and

look that any attempt to
thesis may
life.

categorise the elements of

help to explain why the

We encountered him in

the walls of Athens.
entrusted with
mentioned

impression that: "nothing good about Pausanias

excursus

chapters 94-96

At that time he

as

the

again in the present

ostracism is almost

a

just

excursus,
a

he is already

triumphant

But the actual

over

as

he also

we are

benefactor of these

people since

no

we are

lodging with Admetus: "who

we

benefactor of

left with the question why he

was not

been treated

the

practice usually followed by Thucydides.

informed about the

impression that the story of
some parts or at

least has

consequentially in accordance with the order of events, contrary to

of Themistocles'

Moreover, the picture drawn in the

falling out of favour, contrasts with the picture of the

few chapters earlier and the text does not provide all the

32

H.Konishi (1970, 66).
an historical interpretation

For

A.J.Podlecki

of the fall of Themistocles see E.M.Carawan (1989, 144-61),
(1975), G.L.Cawkwell (1970, 39-58), R.J.Lenardon (1961, 28-40).
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man

necessary

background historical explanations needed to motivate this change.

33

Later

friendly to him" (ovxa

we are not

gather from Thucydides in Book One lacks

not

a

was a

was

hostility with the king of the Molossians.

Themistocles

presented

by other information in

further explanation is given.

These omissions of information create the

excursus

passes

informed that Themistocles

afixcp ot> (jhAov KaxaA.i3aai,Thuc. I 136.2). Again,
of the

for Themistocles'

reason

Peloponnesus to Corcyra: "since he

Corcyraeans" (cbv aixcobv efiepyexriq). But

cause

exile: being involved in the

the Spartans at chapter 96, has subsequently

In chapter 136

forewarned and fled from the

Themistocles took

an

further sign of that decline he has suffered by the

change of fortune, just

the present excursus.

a

was

ignored by Thucydides. The historian does not explain for what

the leader who is

encountered such

was

in charge of the building of

man

enjoyed the favour of the Athenians and

time of his ostracism from Athens.33

the

ignores important facts of Themistocles'

organising the defensive strategy of the city. When Themistocles is

indictment of Pausanias is

reasons

inevitably has, Konishi's

a text

Herodotean features

are

also found in this second part

of our

excursus.

Themistocles at the court of Admetus recalls the motif of the
attested in Herodotus and present
in reference to
towards him

in Euripides' Telephusf The expression of) (j)iTov

(I. 136.2) is also found in Herodotus where Themistocles is said to be not

(Hdt. VIII 79). The text of the letter sent by Themistocles to

Artaxerses is reminiscent of the Herodotean scheme

the

to

king. Themistocles claims to have been

do him

a

a

already found in Pausanias' letter

benefactor of the king, promises to

great service and asks for a meeting with Artaxerses after one year.

themes of benefaction, promise
If we consider the
not

supplication often

Themistocles, used by Thucydides to refer to the hostility of Admetus

friend of Aristides

a

The story of

described

The

and request follow in similar order.

style of the narrative, however, the flight of Themistocles is

through the slow narrative technique already used for narrating the final

stage of Pausanias' career. Thucydides makes use of indirect speech to indicate the
words said

by the fugitive to Admetus and then to the captain, and

summary statements are

the

the

court

anticipatory

employed. The report of the events is thus speeded

rhythm of the narrative

the different actions.

no

Not

seems to

up

by chance, the various stages of the flight, the
with the ship, do not

appear as

recovery at

separate and self-

contained accounts, as it was for the events linked to the life of Pausanias.
are

journey taken in

a

fastened

and

communicate the speed with which the hero takes

of Admetus and the voyage

various incidents

or

together, in such

hurry, in order to

a way as to create

escape

The

the impression of a

from the enemies.

Only when

Themistocles has reached his final destination, Persia, is the use of indirect discourse
left aside and the text of the letter
The letter is followed
with
and

34

an

account

by

a

reported in full creates

a pause

in the narrative.35

concluding laudatory appraisal of Themistocles, together

about his death and burial.

Here, the

use

of introductory ^eyexat

ikeyouai and the choice to refer to two different traditions

Cf. Hdt. I 158 ff. for the story

on

the death

of Paktyes' supplication at Cumae (the episode of the flight of Paktyes
Mytilene and Chios is also in Charon of Lampsacus FGrHist 262 F 9) and the account
of Aristagoras' supplication at the house of Cleomedes in Hdt. V 51. G.Meautis (1951, 297-304) does
not accept the parallel with Euripides, arguing that the character of the story of Telephus as presented
in Euripides' play, is different from the episode in Thucydides.
35
A corpus of letters ascribed to Themistocles has been recently discovered, but the majority of
scholars seems to incline towards the idea that these epistles are not originally written by Themistocles
but composed in the second century AD as a rhetorical exercise. See G.Cortassa - E.Culasso Gastaldi
from Sardis to

(1990), R.J.Lenardon (1961, 28-40), A.J.Podlecki (1976, 293-3 1 I).
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of the Athenian remind

us

again of Herodotus.36 The

Tot |U8V Korea

riaaaaviav
A0r|vaiov, Aaprtpoxaxoxx;
auxocx; exeAefixr|aev.
"Such

concludes

as

follows:

AaKe5aip.6vi.ov Kai 0ep.iaxoKA.ea xov
Yevop,evovQ xoov Ka0" eauxoix; EAAfivcov,
xov

end of Pausanias the Lacedaemonian and of Themistocles

the

was

excursus

the

Athenian, the most distinguished of the Athenians of their time" (Thuc. I. 138.6.)

This

impressive sentence is surely

a

conclusion of a Xoyoc,

and Themistocles, not of an account of the circumstances
acts

of

sacrilege. It summarises, in the

proved to be the main themes of the
the two most
last clause
the

distinguished

on

the account

excursus was

men

on

manner

excursus,

of their

own

on

the lives of Pausanias

surrounding certain alleged

familiar in Herodotus, what have

namely, the final stages of the lives of

time.37 Moreover,

as

in the

case

of the

Pausanias, this ending contrasts with the way in which

introduced at

chapter 128, when the reader

main theme to be dealt with will be the

was

led to expect that the

purification of the sacrilege committed by the

Spartans.

After the excursus, the historical report

of the events is resumed in chapter 139 with

these words:

AaKe5aip.ovioi 5e em p.ev xfjq npcoxriQ 7tpea|3eia<; xoiama ertexa^dv
Kai avxeKeAefiafiriaav 7tepi xoov evayoov xfj<; eAaaeocx;
"The Lacedaemonians then had

xe

the occasion of their first

embassy directed the
Athenians, and received a counter demand from them, to take such measures about the
expulsion of the accursed." (Thuc. I. 139)

This is another
of the

previous

considered

as

on

concluding sentence, another
excursus.

the

summary

statement regarding the content

A further concluding clause follows after what should be

original end of the AoyoQ, where the sacrilege is not

36

even

On the use of these expressions made by Thucydides see H.D.Westlake (1977, 95-110) and for their
frequency in Herodotus see D.Fehling (1989, 157 ff).
37
Cf. also E.C.Marchant (1964, XXXIII) who notes that: "having arrived at the death of Pausanias,
Thucydides wanted to round off the passage by relating the last events in the life of his great
contemporary". S.Hornblower (1991, 212) comments: " The Pausanias-Themistocles excursus shows
that Thucydides had an interest in biography; but he was prepared to indulge it only when, as here,
there was a non-Greek, specifically a Graeco-Persian angle".
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mentioned

the

precisely because the fact does not receive

than

a

marginal

space

he has already done in chapter 128, in order to connect the

as

excursus

within the context of Book One and to

justify its

presence.

be taken

as a

Xoyoq

Pausanias and Themistocles

account

originally independent of the context of Book One and

inserted

by Thucydides at this point of his work.

The

further indication that the

excursus on

have brought to

our

on

narrative

oral performance. It

style suitable for

an

Pausanias and Themistocles

excursus

whether similar themes and features

Spartans send

reached

an

an

my

attention.

embassy to Athens, urging the Athenians not to rebuild
any

city

city until the walls have reached the

for defence. This stratagem succeeds and Themistocles

Spartans of the Athenians' plan

adequate height (I. 90.3).

similar to that in the
situation and in

38

of the book.

join with them in razing those still standing in

necessary

construction of the wall

escape

examining

Peloponnesus. Themistocles advises the Athenians to send him to Sparta

height

informs the

a

worth considering the

also detectable in other parts

are

and to detain the ambassadors from that
minimum

seems now

in the context of Book One and

chapters 90-93 caught

their walls, but rather to
outside the

self-contained exposition composed in

a

studying the book for such features, the section describing the building of

the Athenian walls in
The

subsequently

attention considerable elements in support of the

have been

was

was an

Pausanias and Themistocles in Book

view that this account may

While I

was

may

History

analysis of Thucydides' digression

One appears to

on

Such inconsistencies

Pausanias and Themistocles in the context

of the first book of the

The above

in

Here, Thucydides connects the preceding account with the issue of the

excursus.

sacrilege,

more

a

he has learnt that the wall had

A digression then follows, describing the

(III. 93).38 The image of Themistocles in this account is

excursus.

very

once

He is able to

short time. It is the

come

to the

same presence

right decision in

on

the process

of construction of the Athenian walls
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difficult

of mind that enables him to

from his enemies during the flight from Greece (I. 136-38). Here,

For information

a

very

see

as

in the

E.Harrison (1912, 247-9).

of the

course

that emerges
of our

digression, Themistocles is presented

from chapters 90 ff. is

much the

very

as a new

Odysseus. The picture

same man as

described at the end

excursus:

fjv yap o 0£|iiaTOK?vn<; Pe(3ai6xaxa Sp (jrbaEcoQ 'tax.'bv 5r|X.coaa(; Kai
SiacjiEpovxcoq xi eq at>xo paA.A.ov Exspou a^toQ 0a\)p.daar oiKsia yap
^uvegei Kal o\)x£ 7tpop.a0cov kq abxpy obSsv oftx' £7tip.a0cov, xcov xe
7tapaypf)p.a 5i' E^ax'taxriQ (3ox)A,f|q KpaxiaxoQ yvcop.cov Kai xoav
P-eAAovxcov ETti 7tX,Eiaxov xab ysvpaop-Evot) apiaxoQ EiKaaxfiQ*

"For indeed Themistocles

who had most

convincingly demonstrated the
strength of his natural sagacity, and was in the very highest degree worthy of
admiration in that respect. For by native insight, not reinforced by earlier or later
study, he was beyond other men, with the briefest deliberation, both a shrewd judge of
the immediate present and wise in forecasting what would happen in the most distant
future" (Thuc. I. 138)

It is

a

up to

fuller

picture of Themistocles

such praise; not

Persian court but

interests of his
93 and in the
We have
the

The

one

one

as

he

was

after the Persian Wars that should lead

confined to the fugitive, ending his days in exile at the

that includes the

politician who had the ability to defend the best

city in its dealings with the Spartans. Moreover, both in chapters 90excursus

Thucydides reports Themistocles' words in indirect speech.

already hypothesised that the adoption of indirect speech in the account

flight could function
same

walls is

was a man

as a

could be said of

completed in

narrative device to stress the speediness of the

chapters 90-93, in which the whole

a very

construction of the walls that the whole story
a

escape.

of building the

short time under Themistocles' direction.

Thucydides makes Themistocles play such

the life of

process

on

political figure, rather than

a

a

central role in the

looks like

an

episode from

narrative centred

on

process

of the

an account

of

the defensive strategy

adopted by the Athenians in the early stages of their rivalry with the Peloponnesians.
Only at chapter 93 do the people of Athens become the main character in the building
of the wall.

Here, the style is Herodotean and the text echoes the words devoted by

Herodotus to the

building of the walls of Babylon (Hdt. I. 179). However, the parallel

with Herodotus is not the
article

in

which

he

saw

only possible
a

one.

In 1977, Mastromarco published

an

correspondence between Thucydides I 89-93 and

Aristophanes' Birds, where the construction of the walls of Cloudcuckooville is
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described (vv.

1137 ff.).39 In both texts the size of the structure is conveyed by saying

that two wagons

could meet and

pass

each other

1.93.5). The walls of the city of the Birds
described in

Thucydides I .93. 2.

involved in the process
as

well, just

as

are

on

laid

the top (Birds

on stone

Moreover, Peisthetaerus invites

everyone to

as

be

of construction and both hens and chicks take part in the work

yovatKet;

and 7tat8ec; helping to

was

carried out

building materials

carry

{Birds v.l 148-51, Thuc. 1.90.3). The walls of Cloudcuckooville
short time.

ff., Thuc.

foundations (v. 1137),

in Thucydides it is stressed that the work

7tocv5f||~t£i, with both

v. 1127

are

built in

a very

Similarly in Thucydides it is said that the structure is raised Kaxd

CT7TOu5f|V {Birds, v.l 165, Thuc. I, 93.1-2).
The conclusion Mastromarco draws from these

parallels

runs as

follows:

"Through the

report of the messenger on the building of the walls of
Cloudcuckooville, Aristophanes parodies the account of Thucydides on the building
of the Themistoclean walls. Three significant points are made the object of parody:
a) the breadth of the walls (image of the two wagons)
b) the general participation of the citizens (of both sexes and of all the ages) in the
building of the walls
c) the extraordinarily short time required for the raising of the walls.
The walls of Cloudcuckooville built in order to assert the hegemony of the birds' city
over the sky are, in short, the celestial equivalent of the Themistoclean walls raised in
order to assert the Athenians' hegemony over the sea."40

If Mastromarco is

speculate

on

right in seeing

and

39

a

a

central role

building of the walls of Cloudcuckooville just

presented by Thucydides

process

parallel between these two texts,

another possible link. Peistheterus has

the works for the

Athens.

a

as

as

also

co-ordinator of

Themistocles is

responsible for the idea and the direction of the works in

What Mastromarco does not

seem

to consider is the

of building defensive walls might be considered

symbol of the

as

we can

power

achieved by

a

city-state.

as a

possibility that the

typical act of defence

A similar situation is also

G. Mastromarco

(1977, 41-50).
(1977, 45), my translation. "Aristofane, nel resoconto del messaggero sulla
costruzione delle mura di Nubicuculia, fa la parodia del racconto tucidideo della costruzione delle

40

G.Mastromarco

di Temistocle. E fa la parodia di tre dati significativi:
larghezza delle mura (immagine dei due carri)
partecipazione collettiva dei cittadini (di ambo i sessi e di tutte le eta) alia costruzione delle mura
tempi eccezionalmente brevi in cui le mura furono erette.
Le mura di Nubucuculia, erette col fine di affermare l'egemonia della citta degli uccelli sul cielo, sono,
insomma, la proiezione celeste delle mura temistoclee erette con il fine di affermare l'egemonia degli

mura

a)
b)
c)

Ateniesi sul mare".
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described in
in the

Thucydides' Book Five, where haste and ingenuity

are

involved

as

well

building of the walls surrounding the city of Argos, and there, too, the building

is carried

on

by the whole population (Thuc. V, 82. 5-6).

Aristophanes' Birds and Thucydides' Book One

The parallel between

therefore be considered

may

as an

interesting hypothesis, but it must also be viewed with caution. Flowever, it raises the
question whether chapters 90-93 of Book One

already known by the time of

were

composition of Birds in 414 BC, that is, before the date normally assumed for the
publication of Thucydides' work after 404 BC.41 Because the Herodotean aspect of
this section

might
Birds

suppose
were

a

composed.

But

we can go

studies conducted

imagine that

a

on

some

point before

further than that. It is also reasonable to
was

indeed performed, then

Themistocles and

longer

Book One

a

A.oyoi have suggested.42 It is difficult

the Herodotean

Thucydidean account of the building of the walls of Athens would

have been sufficient in itself for

in the

to be clear, we

specific length and dealt with the development of a self-contained exposition,

as some

to

seems

that chapters 90-93 had been orally delivered at

that if a piece of historical narrative of that kind

suppose

it had

(both in the style and in the arguments introduced)

some

a

separate performance. The central role ascribed to

Herodotean characteristics present

excursus on

both in chapters 90-93 and

Themistocles and Pausanias, give these two sections in

similar appearance.

It

seems

reasonable, therefore, to envisage the

account of the construction of the Athenian walls under the direction of Themistocles
as

originally forming part of a larger A,oyoQ,

included the material

on

him

now

in the

excursus.

inserted later into the context of Book One,

part of the original

on

the life of Themistocles, which also
This

original A,6yoq would then be

with the

necessary

reshaping. The main

Xoyoq would have formed the

excursus

that begins with the

explanation of the charge of sacrilege levelled against the Spartans, while other
sections of it may
As part

of this

have been adapted for other contexts
process,

been abandoned altogether.

the account of the building of the Athenian walls by

Themistocles would have been shifted to
account of the

or

an

earlier

point in Thucydides' general

growth of Athenian power. Some data relevant to

an account

of the life

41

Note that such a notion is rejected by N. Dunbar (1995, 596), who says that " It is unlikely,
however, that Aristophanes is parodying Thucydides himself; his History (if it already existed) can

hardly have received by 414 the public recitation
audience"
42

See

necessary to

make it familiar to

.

S.Cagnazzi (1975, 385-423) T.Long (1987), G.De Sanctis (1951).
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many

of the

of Themistocles, but not to the context

the

digression in its present form.

of the

excursus,

The association of events linked to the life of

Pausanias and Themistocles would thus create
Herodotean kind but
personages are

of

was

would have been omitted from

a

new

Xoyoq which

still innovative. For the first time the lives of two

described in parallel and the episode becomes

one

was

of

a

important

of the first examples

parallel biographies before Plutarch. The discursive style and the structure make

Pausanias' and Themistocles'

known

excursus

suitable to be

orally transmitted and perhaps

by the time of composition of Birds.43

43

A.Momigliano (1992, 89) argues that the excursus might well be imagined as written at the
beginning of the war. He argues that at the first stage of the hostilities it is obviously an appropriate
point for this story to be invoked, when the fates of the two leaders of Greece had become once again
matter of topical interest.
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a

CHAPTER TWO

The Funeral Oration of Pericles in

Thucydides

Book II 34-47.1

The aim of this

chapter is to analyse the Funeral Oration attributed to Pericles in the

second book of Thucydides'

this

History. Many commentators have already dealt with +

speech and different interpretations have been proposed.'

regarded

as a

It has often been

piece of work through which the author aims to

convey to

his

contemporary readers and future generations an "ideal" image of Athens;2 the city at
the time of Pericles

was

a

model

society and such

a

speech would attest the ideal

values, which contributed to the achievement of this position.

interpretation
more

also to lend support to the idea that the speech itself is much

the work of the author than of Pericles and

the war.3
that

seems

Less attention

seems

placed,

or

have been

to pass a

was

probably written after the end of

paid by scholars to the historical facts
a

speech along these lines, the context

the original audience at the Kerameikos.

contextualisation of this text

'

to

might have led Pericles himself to deliver

in which it is

This kind of

An historical

might avoid misunderstandings and counter the tendency

negative judgement

on

Thucydides' decision to present

The Funeral Oration in

a

funeral oration in

Thucydides has been the object of many and different interpretations. Some of
course of our analysis. Aside from the classic commentaries in
Hornblower (1991, 294-316) and Gomme (HCT, II. 94-144) I refer for a general introduction to the
subject to L.Pearson (1943, 399-407), M.F.Pagliani (1964, 65-73) and P.Walcot (1973, 111-21),
J.E.Ziolkowski (1981), and FLFlashar (1969).
2
Compare, for example, what W.Jaeger (1946, 408) says: "The Funeral Speech, more than any other
speech in Thucydides, is a free composition by the historian himself. It has been interpreted as
Thucydides' own Epitaph on the past glories of Athens - rightly, inasmuch as death alone has the
power to display the pure ideal of that which had passed away." See also Kakridis (1961). P. A. Stadter
(1973, 109-23) notes that the fact that Plutarch in the Life ofPericles ignores the Funeral Oration
reported by Thucydides might suggest that our speech was not considered authentic by him. However,
C. M. J. Sicking (1995, 420-24) argues against Stadter's view.
3
This view seems to be shared by the majority of the commentators on the text; cf. P. A.Brunt (1993,
159 ff.), A.Momigliano (1930), N.Loraux (1986), P.Treves (1941), J.De Romilly (1963), T.Eide
(1981), A. Flashar (1969), Kakridis (1961). Gomme {HCT, II. 130) argues that the arguments
expressed seem to be more consistent with the atmosphere of the early stages of war than with its
conclusion, but a clear position in favour of a date of composition near the beginning of the conflict
seems to be clearly stated only by F.E.Adcock (1963), at least among the various comments I have
them will be referred to in the

been able to examine.
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the second

book,

near

the beginning of the

when the losses sustained

war,

were as yet

inconsiderable.4

My

own

analysis of the Funeral Oration is

an attempt to

understand how this

speech might be appropriate within the historical context of the first

Peloponnesian War. Given that this speech
of my

conveys a

own

aims is to determine whether the words conveying that image

mind. This historical

Oration

considered

in

analysis will follow

its

tragedy.

as a

can

one

be viewed

as

product of Thucydides'

study of the structure of the Funeral

relationship with the surviving examples of ^oyoi

£7rvtd(|)ioi delivered in honour of
with contemporary

a

of the

particular image of Athens,

expression of Periclean policy at that time rather than

an

year

war

dead in fifth and fourth century Athens and

I will try to verify to what extent

themes and rhetorical arrangements

our text

parallels

found in orally delivered epidictic speeches and

tragedies; and, hence, whether it is possible to hypothesise that Pericles' encomium of
the

war

dead,

as

presented by Thucydides,

preserves some

of the characteristics of

oral

presentation appropriate to the actual oration pronounced at the Kerameikos in

431

BC.

is

At that time

reconstructing

about.3

a

Thucydides

was not yet

in exile. Hence it is conceivable that he

speech he had actually heard

or at

least had first hand information

However, when I speak of Pericles or his speech in this chapter, I mean,

unless I indicate otherwise, the

speaker and the speech

as

presented in the text of

Thucydides.

4

Compare, for example, Dionysius of Halicarnassus On Thuc. 18.35: o 8k 8fi 7iepi(3or|to5

8f] jioxe koyrapov kv xauxcp
fj PoxAexou xrq paAAov pf)|3A.cp f] kv
xocbxri xov ktuxatfaov pppoxxev e'lprjaGav kv xauxr] pkv yap or Kaxa ir\v jtpabxr|v xaiv
IIekojtovvr|a'icov krapokpu rtecrovxEi; A9r]vaioi KopiSrj xrvt^ r\cciv ok'ryor, [...].
87ind<|)io£,

ov

kv xrj Seuxepa (3bpkco Srekf|ko0E,

kocxcx xrva

keIxoci xcp xojtcp paAAov f] ouk kv kxspcp; [...] kv

"And

for the much talked of funeral

speech, which Thucydides recounted in the second book, for
in another?[...] any book that one might choose
than this book. For in this book, the Athenians
who fell during the first invasion of the Peloponnesians were very few in number." (Translation from
W.K.Pritchett (1975, 11-12)).
5
After this chapter had already been written, I had the chance to read a recent article published by A.
B. Bosworth (2000, 1-16) on the interrelationship between the Funeral Oration in Thucydides and its
historical context. Bosworth shows how the Funeral Speech might well be intended as Pericles'
original speech more than as Thucydides' own reconstruction and it might be imagined as delivered
during the first years of the war. I am glad to see that Bosworth agrees with some of the suggestions 1
offer in the second part of this chapter.
as

what reason, pray, is it placed in this book rather than
would be a more suitable place for the funeral oration
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The frame of the

At

speech

chapter 34 the account of the public burial at the Kerameikos of the Athenians who

had lost their lives
new

during the first

exposition is marked by

an

year

of the Peloponnesian War is introduced. The

introductory clause similar to the

ones we

already found in Herodotus and in Thucydides himself at the beginning of

have

a new

episode.
ev

5e

too

octrcco

A0r|votioi too ttaxpico vopicp XP0^!-18^01 5r||a.oaia
ev xcpSe tcp 7toA,e|icp Ttpcoxcov dTtoGavovxoov xpottcp

%£tp.a>vi

Ta(|)d<; 87totfi<iavTO

xcav

Toic58e.
"In the

course

of the

winter the Athenians,

following the custom of their fathers,
public expense the funeral rites of the first who had fallen in this war.
is as follows."(Thuc. II. 34.1)
same

celebrated at the
The ceremony

The sentence introduces the

new

subject to the public. The temporal expression with

Se in second position establishes a connection with the preceding account and

parallels the technique used by Herodotus for linking together different Xoyoi.6 Then
xpoTtcp

xoicpSe,

as

in Herodotus, anticipates the following description of the

proceedings.
A detailed account of the Athenians' way

The bones of the

departed

funeral, coffins of

cypress

are

kept in

wood

are

a tent

borne

of honouring the

for three days. Then,

on wagons, one

war

dead follows.7

on

the day of the

for each tribe, while

empty bier is carried for those whose bodies could not be recovered.
wishes may

attend the celebration and

6For further information

women

an

Anyone who

make lamentations at the burial. The

this

subject see our discussion on the introduction of the Pausanias
Thucydides. Ae is not unusual at the beginning of a new exposition. Compare the
beginning of Xenophon's The Constitution ofthe Athenians or his version of Socrates' Apology. For
further discussion see Denniston (1934, 162 ff.).
7
There are different hypotheses on when the practice of delivering Funeral Orations for the war dead
started. F. Jacoby (1944, 37-66) sets 465 BC as a possible date. J. E. Ziolkowsky (1981, 13-38) argues
that the battle of Plataea (479 BC) should be considered as a terminus post quem for dating the
beginning of the practice and A. Hauvette (1898) believes Cimon was responsible for the establishment
of the ceremony, which would thus have been instituted around 475 BC. However, the logos epitaphios
on

Excursus in

of commemorating their dead: Gprjvoi, epigrams and the epic
other common forms of commemoration practised on different
particular F. Mauvet (1975, 33-44) for a study of the Gpfjvot in the epic poems.

is only one of the Athenian ways
lamentations for the departed are
occasions. See in
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coffins
of the

are

laid in the

public sepulchre "which is situated in the most beautiful suburb

city", where all the people who died during the

who fell at Marathon.8
chosen

manner

they

them

over

carry out

an

seems

to

Herodotean in character.

indicate that this account

The detailed

an

place chosen
in

was

so

much

space

to giving detailed

general, the descriptive tone of the

Moreover, the kind of explanation given

not

specially addressed to

an

Athenian public.9

description of the practice of public burial would surely have been quite

superfluous for Athenians, who
interested

a man

the burial" (cS5e |4£V Bdjixouatv, II, 34).

information about Athenian customs and, in
seems

in the earth,

appropriate eulogy. After this, the people

Thucydides does not usually devote

section

buried except for those

When the remains have been laid away

by the state, delivers

depart. "In this

war are

were

accustomed to such funerals, but might have

audience not familiar with this custom. The remark
as a

sepulchre, which,

as

on

the

beauty of the

Hornblower has pointed out, is quite "unique"

Thucydides, might also have pleased people unfamiliar with it.10

presentation sounds like the beginning of

a

The overall

Herodotean account suitable for

performance in different parts of Greece.
After this introduction the

speaker is presented to the public:

8' o-Gv xoiq Ttpooxotq

xotaSe ilepika/riq o EavBimtoo f|p£0r| ^£yeivemiSt) Koapoq eX,ap.(3ave, 7tpoeX0oov dcTto Tob afipaxcx; em pfjp,a
-b\j/r|A,6v 7tejtoir|nevov, O7tco<; aKoboixo daq em 7tX,e1crxov xof> oniA.ou,
eXeye xotd8e.
em

Kai

"Now
to

over

these, the first victims of the

speak. And when the

proper

time

war,

came,

Pericles

son

of Xanthippus was chosen

he advanced from the sepulchre and took
high in order that his voice might
follows:.." (Thuc. II 34.8)

his stand upon a platform which had been built
reach as far as possible in the throng, and spoke as

Wiedemann has noted that: "the circumstantial information that Pericles 'was
on a

high platform'

evidence in support

may

indicate that such

of this assertion

a

comes

8

speech really

from oratory.

was

given"."

standing

Further

In the De Corona

Thucydides is often accused of a blunder here, because Marathon was not the only example of burial
on the battlefield. See Gomme (HCT, II 94 ff.) and Hornblower (1991, 294).
9
See Gomme {HCT, II 103), commenting on the use of the expression c55e pev BdittooCTtv at 34.7
writes: "a clear instance to show that Thucydides is writing for a Greek, not an exclusively or
predominantly Athenian audience".
10
Cf. S.Hornblower (1991, 294).
of Athenians

11

Cf. T.Wiedemann

(1985, 72).
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Demosthenes
the
at

uses a

speaker who

similar

expression, 7iapepxp|J,ai, to indicate the movement of

forward and addresses the audience (Dem. De Cor., 173, 285);

comes

7tapeA.06vTO<; cob is expressively referred to the orator who is going to

285

deliver the funeral oration in honour of the soldiers who fell at the battle of

Chaeroneia.12 Similarly, Thucydides' way of presenting the speaker predisposes his
audience to expect

The

something capable of being delivered in public in the

speech presented by Thucydides

as

delivered

on

open

air.

this occasion then

occupies chapters 35 to 46. The account concludes at chapter 47 with

a

rounding-off

sentence:

ToioaSe p.ev o xd(|)o<; eyevsxo ev xcio %£i|j.oovi
clvxox)

"Such

Tupooxov exoQ xov
were

which

TtoXejaov)

brought the first

war

kou

8ieA,06vco<;

exeXevxcl.

the funeral ceremonies that took
year

of this

war to an

With the end of our account, the report
of

xovxov

xofixqr

also reaches its conclusion. The

between the account of the

place during this winter, the close of
end."(Thuc. II 47.1)

of the events that occurred during the first
year's ending formula sets

a

year

demarcation line

public burial of the Athenians and the following

narrative.13

The

speech

as a

funeral oration

In this section attention will be focused

on

those features that Pericles'

speech,

as

presented by Thucydides, shares with other speeches composed for similar occasions.
If the

public encomia for the

war

dead

are, as

N.Loraux

says, a

"model of spoken

language"14, parallels between this speech and other examples of the
12

Cf. also the

expression eiti

to

genre may

yield

Pppa ave[3r|v used by Demosthenes to present the speaker {De

Cor.

66, [247]). Similar expressions are used to introduce an orator who is going to deliver a speech in
Plut. Crassus 12, Cato Minor 44, Nicias 8.3; Dionysius A.R. 8.58.
13

Cf. S.Hornblower

(1987, 116) who

Funeral Oration finishes off with the
of Patroclus
14

compares the "simple and tranquil language" with which the
ending of the Homeric narrative on the funeral games in honour

(Iliad XXIV. 1).
(1986, 10).

Cf. N.Loraux
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some

more

elements

restricted to four

pointing to the performability of the piece.

Our evidence is

e7ttxd(])ioi A,oyoi, all of them presumably composed after 431

BC:

the

speeches ascribed to Gorgias (421 BC), Lysias (392 BC), Demosthenes (338-7 BC)

and

Hyperides (322 BC).13 The earliest example, the speech attributed to Gorgias, is

too

fragmentary to let

us

see any

However, it is relevant to

preserved, it is the only
the time of Pericles'
of contemporary

one

our

overall structural parallels with Pericles' oration.
analysis because,

whose delivery

can

among

be considered to have been close to

original speech. Many commentators have noted that the works

sophists influenced the style of Thucydides.16

applies to Thucydides' work generally, and it is confirmed in
similar rhetorical
funeral

the different speeches

This consideration

our case

by the

use

of

figures employed respectively by Pericles and Gorgias in their

speeches.'7 Moreover, antithetical constructions

are

widely employed in both

texts.18 Pericles praises the ability to let rational thinking accompany action as Gorgias
does

(Thuc. II 40.3, Gorg. Frag.6. 358-9)19 and both speakers stress the opposition

created between the mortal

15

destiny of the fallen and the immortal fame achieved by

The date and

authorship of these speeches is not always secure. M.Untersteiner (1961, 78)
hypothesises that Gorgias' Funeral Oration was delivered after the Peace ofNicias (421 BC); likewise
Blass (1887, v. 1,61). Pohlenz (1913, 297, n. 1) thinks of the period between 421 and 414 BC. Not all
scholars agree in attributing to Lysias the speech preserved under his name. Discussion of the different
ideas advanced is found in L.Gernet and M.Bizos (1924, 41 -45). For the date of composition of this
speech see L.Gernet and M.Bizos (1924, 43) and W.R.M.Lamb (1930, 29). As evidence for dating the
speech of Demosthenes at the 338-7 BC N. W.DeWitt and N.J.DeWitt (1949, 4) and R.Clavand (1974,
11) accept the passage in De Corona (285) in which the author says that he was chosen to pronounce
the eulogy over those who fell at Chaeronea in 338. Our speech would then correspond to this
occasion. For the date of Flyperides' speech see G.Colin (1946, 273). Funeral orations are also
included in Plato's Menexemis and Euripides' Supplices, but these two speeches are not occasioned or
delivered in the context of specific historical events; they are literary examples of the genre. Both will
be referred to later on in this chapter.
16
See A. Parry (1989, 177-94) and for the sophistic character of the funeral oration T.Eide (1981, 3345).
17
The surviving fragment of Gorgias' Funeral Oration is cited by Dionysius the Elder in his book On
Characters (V. II) in reference to Gorgias' use of rhetorical figures. Cf. the use in both texts of
parisosis (Gorgias 359, 362, 370 ff, 373 ff., 361 ff. and Thuc. II 40.1, 40.2,40.3, 42.4) and
homoeoteleuton (Gorgias 364,373 ff. and Thuc. II 40.1,40.3,44.1).
18
Cf. Gorgias 353, 361 ff., 372 ff. and Thuc. II 37.2; 39.1, 40 1,2,4; 42.4;43 2, 5; 44.2,3,4. The
preference shown by Thucydides for antithetical arrangements is well known; here antithesis is often
associated with variatio and this association makes the sentence-structure more complicated.
L.Edmunds (1975, 44-70) hypothesises that in this case the arrangement might also be related to the
paradoxes Thucydides finds in the speech.
19
Chapter 40 has attracted the interest of many scholars. For an analysis of the meaning in the context
of (fnkoKakofiptEV and (|)ikoao(})0'U(j.ev see in particular A.E. Wardman (1959, 38-42) and J.R.
Rusten (1986). M. Hutton (1910, 11-17) observes a parallel between Thuc. II 40.4 and Arist. Nic.Ethic
IX 7.
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through their actions (Thuc. II 43. 2; Gor. Fr.6. 372 ff.).20 Another point of

them

interest is that among

examples contain
35.2; Gor. Fr. 6.
The

rhetorical
in

a

very

a

the few such orations preserved, only Gorgias' and Pericles'

wish for the speech not to be subject to mortal (j)0bvoQ (Thuc. II

352).21

frequent

use

figures has led

of antitheses complicated by the
some commentators to argue

difficult Greek22, but

have been different when it
the

same

devices

of Pericles'

is

we

was

were common

speech is the wide

use

of variatio and various

that Pericles' speech is written

should not forget that the effect of the speech must

read aloud.

We

might also remember that

many

of

in the texts of Attic orators. One of the characteristics

range

of hyperbatu, which the text displays.23 But this

comparable, for example, with its frequency in attic orators. Longinus admires

Demosthenes'

use

of this

figure:

Se AruaoaGevriq [...] 7tavxcov

5' ev xco yevei xofixcp KaxaKopeaxaxoq Kod
aycovtaxtKov sk xof> \)Jtep(3t(3d^8iv Kai exi vtj Aia xo eb,
vnoyvov Xeyetv acv8|j.(})aivcov Kai rtpoq xofixoiq etc; xov k'ivSdvov xgov
(taxpeov intepPaxoov xofiq axofiovxaq a\)V87tia7too)ievoq- TtoAAaKiq yap
xov
vaov
ov
cfoppxiaev e'ltteiv dvaKpepbtaaq Kai jiexa^b Ttcoq e'tq
aXXo^vXov xai atteoiKtiiav xa^iv aAA' era' aAAotq 5ia (recou Kai
e^coGev 7to0ev 87teiaKX)KA,cov e'tq ())b(3ov ep.(3aX,cbv xov aKpoaxijv cbq erti
7tavxe^8i xob X.oyau biaTtxooaei xai awattoKivSwebeiv brt' ayooviag xcp
leyovxi auvavayKaaag, eixa ttapaA-byooq 8ia p.aKpob xo naXai
^r|xobp.8vov ebKaipcoq etti xelet nox> npooanobovc,, abxcp xcp xaxa xaq
i)7iep(3daet(; 7tapa(3oX,cp xai axpoacjia^ei 7toX,i) p.aX,A.ov eK7iA,fixxei.
o

7toA,"6

xo

"[Demosthenes] not only employs inversions to give a great effect of vehemence, and
also, if you please, of improvisation, but even drags his audience along with him to
share the peril of his long inversions. For he often hangs up the sense which he has
begun to express, and meanwhile manages to wheel on to the empty stage one
extraneous idea after another in a strange and unlikely order, making the audience
terrified for the total collapse of the sentence and compelling them from sheer
excitement to share the speaker's risks: then unexpectedly, after a great interval, the
long lost phrase turns up pat at the end, so that he astounds them all the more by the
mere reckless audacity of his inversions." (On the Subl. 22, 3-4)24
20
21

For

an

interpretation of the word

kcxkcoctu;

in Thuc. II 43

see

B.R.Rees (1962, 369-76).

and £n7-0<; in other funeral orations appear only in relation to the valour of
the dead as subject to the envy of the living, not to the speech of praise itself: cf. Hyp. 32, Dem. 33,
Lys. 26,69, 79,81.
22
Cf. P.J.Rhodes (1988, 227).
23
For the hyperbata in Pericles' Funeral Oration cf. II 36.1,36.4,37.1,37.3,39.1,39.2,39.4, etc.
24
Text and translation from W.H.Fyfe (1927, 194-96).
The motifs of (|)96vo<;
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Here it is clear that

the text when
critic

Longinus appreciates the effect that the

use

of hyperbata creates in

performed. Interestingly enough, in the previous paragraphs the ancient

speaks about the

use

of hyperbata in Herodotus and Thucydides (On the Subl.

c.22, 2-3) without any suggestion that these were here intended for the appreciation of
a

silent reader. It is natural to infer that

between the

use

perhaps, that
The

a

of this

figure in

performance

was

Longinus did not

an orator,

see any reason to

like Demosthenes and historians, assuming

implied in both cases.25

rhythm also favours oral delivery. Clear evidence is provided, for

example, by the fact that Homeric and Archaic Lyric poetry
testimonials of oral culture in ancient Greece.

exclusively by poets, but
Pericles' Funeral Oration

modulation.
devotes
(j-sv

to

seems

In his treatise On

chapter 18 to

a

xebv yevvaicov

through rhythms which

are among

the first

However, rhythms were not employed

also occasionally exploited by

were

provide evidence for the

of

use

prose
some

writers.26

rhythmical

Literary Composition, Dionysius of Halicarnassus

discussion of the effect of various rhythms, claiming that 5ia

a^ioop.axiKobv

kou

a^icopaxiKf] yivexai cruvBeait;
that

distinguish

are

kcu

kou

(xeyeBoc;

exovxoov

puBp,obv

yevvaia kai [xeyaAcmpeTrnq, "it is

noble and dignified, and contain

an

element of greatness,

composition becomes dignified, noble and splendid" (18.1 Off.). In order to

demonstrate his

point Dionysius offers various examples of noble style in

the first passage to

Thucydides

of

xexapxoq

(Thuc.,

II.

xov 7rpooTO\)

avdnaiGxoq,

KprixiKoq, artavxat;

eaxi aepvov
fourth is

an

and

be analysed is the beginning of Pericles' Funeral Oration in
35ff).

The

(laeyaA-cmpejrcot;) because the clauses
(iev yap

prose

are

composition

here

is

"impressive"

composed in impressive rhythms.

xpeiQ

7ipor|yof)p.evoi KcbA.au cmovSeioi noSet; e'laiv,
o

Se

p.exa

xauxov

d^tcop-axiKoi. Kai

a-uBiq a7iov5eio<;,

xo p.ev rrpooxov

o

5e

etteixa

kcSAov Sia xabx'

"For the three feet which usher in the first clause

are

spondees, the

anapaest, the next a spondee once more, then a cretic, all stately feet.

25

Hyperbola were also common in poetry: see Pindar
also Rhetorica ad Alexandrian c.30 and Plato Protag.

Olympian 12 v.3 ff. and Nemean 6 v.3 ff. Cf.
343 E.
25
In a recent study B. Hemmerdinger (1981, 171 f.) has argued that the language of Herodotus still
retains poetical elements, such as the presence of dactylic, anapaestic and spondaic verses. According
to him the beginning of the History of the Persian Wars is a hexameter and it was popular enough to be
imitated by Sallust at the beginning of the Bellum Iugurthinum (5.1). The adoption of the rhythm
would help the performance of parts of Herodotus' Histories in front of a large audience, a natural
assumption when we consider that Greeks were used to listen to orally performed poetry more than to
prose.
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,

Hence the

dignity of the first clause" (On Lit. Com., 18). Similar metrical elements

found in the second and the third clauses of the

are

speech and reasonably lead

us to

think that

"[Thucydides] deserves his reputation for loftiness and beauty of language,

since he

habitually introduces noble rhythms" (coax' e'lKOXCOQ i)i|/r|A,6<; eivai

SoKBt

Kai

KaAA,i£7tfi<;

coq

sfiyeveiQ

Dionysius then arrives at similar results from
Funeral

by Demosthenes, the orator

indicate that he
oral

an

analysis of the beginning of the

Speech in Plato's Menexenus and from Demosthenes' De Corona. All three

examples of noble style cited by Dionysius
them

pv>0|j.ofic;. (On Lit.Comp.A8).21

emxycov

par

regarded all three texts

come

from

excellence.
as

prose

compositions,

Dionysius' judgement

speeches actually performed,

performance. This is highly significant. While

close the

and,

as

for Pericles' encomium in Book Two, there is

speech presented by Thucydides is to the

Moreover,

even

if

rhythms

They

are

were

use

of a silent reader? It

intended to facilitate

there because they

were

or

seems more

enhance the performance of the speeches.

originally part of

a

performance. It is interesting

funeral

speeches.

Were poetical rhythms

begin with? A positive

answer seems

a

are

both drawn from

standard feature of public encomia to

possible when

we

consider that,

public burial, the orator needed to attract the attention of

a

on

87tixd(j)l0l ^oyoi is too fragmentary to draw
With

regard to

our

any

the occasion

large audience

gathered at the Kerameikos and to be intelligible to them. Nevertheless,

matter.28

how

natural to conclude that

examples cited by Dionysius from Plato and Thucydides

of

on

actually delivered in 431 BC.

that the

of the

certainty

Thucydides inserted metrical effects at the beginning of their

speeches merely for the
these

one

was a

choose to disregard Dionysius' judgement, are we to suppose

we

that both Plato and

suitable for

literary example

a

no

of

seems to

know that Demosthenes

we

practising orator, the funeral oration included in the Menexenus is
of the genre

or

one

our

evidence

certain conclusion

on

this

original search for evidence in favour of the

performability of Pericles' speech, further comparison with the few complete
examples of funeral speeches should
useful to

now

be introduced. In the first instance, it

verify which of the arguments used by Pericles also

27

Translations from

28

Note also that the syntax

Dionysius On Literary Composition
for

in the later

from W. R. Roberts (1910, 177).

very clear: o't pev
f||ftv olSe exoucn...Plato, Men. 236 D. The audience is clearly

some

JtcAA,oL..Thuc. II 34, epycp pev

are

occur

seems

of the openings of the speeches is

given to understand that this is the beginning of a speech. If we remember that Pericles is speaking
from a raised position we should imagine an orator who loudly and clearly pronounced this opening
that his voice could be heard as far as possible and capture and command the crowd's attention.
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so

examples of the
speech.

genre

and which

One rhetorical feature

proper to

expressed by the speaker that the speech
who

to

are

be

the beginning of

may prove

praised (Thuc. II 35, Hyp. Col.l)

with earlier orations delivered

on

or

as a

1389.3). This theme is often accompanied by

Athenians'

ability to win that

power,

which

was

peculiar to this

discourse is the fear

a

as

inferior in comparison

(Thuc. 35.1, Lys. 190.2).

constant feature

(Thuc. 36.1, Lys. 192.17, Dem. 1390.1, Hyp.

as

unworthy of the exploits of those

be judged

similar occasions

Praise of the ancestors follows
Dem.

rather be considered

ones may

a

c.

(Thuc. 36.1, Lys. 190.3,

claim of Athenian autochthony
4),

an

essential factor in the

achieved by their ancestors and

was

bequeathed by them to the present generation (Thuc. 36.1, Dem. 1390.1). Because the
Funeral Oration is above all

her

illuminating book

on

a

product of democratic Athens,

as

Loraux has argued in

the subject, praise of democracy is another obligatory

theme.29 Athens is the democratic city (Thuc. 37.1, Lys. 192.18, Dem. 1396.25), selfsufficient
and the

(Thuc.36.3, Dem. 1390.5), champion of the oppressed (Thuc. 39, Hyp.c.7)

place where freedom of speech and equality before the law

elements of
Dem.

fundamental

society (7t:appr|Gia Thuc. 37.1, Dem. 1397, lariyopia Thuc. 37.1,

1397.28).

common

are

Praise of Athenian 7tai8eia and 87riTf|Set>|J.a becomes such

motif in these orations that

Hyperides explicitly omits this theme,

ground that their importance is already known to

everyone

on

a

the

(Thuc. 36.4, Dem.

1397.27; contrast Hyp.4).

Every Funeral Encomium necessarily includes words in praise of the dead:
their courage
the

common

and strength

are

worthy of praise

well

as

their spirit of sacrifice for

good (Thuc. 39-40, Lys. 192.193, Dem. 1394, Hyp. C. 7). They died for

their country,

thus winning immortal fame

among men

Hyp. C. 9 and also Thuc. 45 and Hyp. 13,42
encomium is

as

,

(Thuc. 40, Dem. 1399.32,

Gor. 373 ff.).30 The final part of the

usually occupied by consolation offered to the parents of the dead (Thuc.

44, Lys. 197.70, Dem. 1400.35-36, Hyp. C.10), assurances that the city will take on
29

30

Cf. N. Loraux (1986, 56 ff.).
Because the orator intends to celebrate the valour shown

died in defence of their

by all the members of the community who

land, praise of individuals does not normally figure in these speeches.
With the end of the fifth century, however, this attitude progressively changes and in Hyperides'
own

Funeral Speech a large space has been
who had been among the fallen. For a

devoted to the praise of a single man, Leosthenes, the general
further discussion on this subject, compare Loraux (1986, 11 1112). Loraux also refers to J.Girard (1874, 216), who believes that individual praise included in a
public encomium is a sign "of a profound modification of democracy" because it indicates a change in
"the essential character of a genre that it had created for its own satisfaction".
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the

responsibility of bringing

up

their orphans (Thuc. 45, Lys. 197.75) and

injunction that the valour shown by these
(Thuc. 45, Hyp. C. 11).

The speech

men must

be emulated by other citizens

conclude with

may

an

a

call to the audience to

depart (Thuc. 46.2, Dem. 1400.37). One difference between Pericles' Funeral Oration
and these other

speeches is that praise of Athens in the History exceeds the

space

normally devoted to the theme.31 Moreover, the traditional motif of the victory
the Persians and the

mythological background of Athens, which

by the later speakers,
see

later

on

what may

are

are

over

amply developed

only briefly and allusively mentioned by Pericles. We shall

have caused these differences.

However, in general this comparison indicates that there are similarities both in
structure and in content between Funeral Orations delivered at different times.

framework

to

seems

particular motifs

be

outlined within which each orator

among some

basic features

or

emphasises certain

omits others where he chooses. The

speech delivered by Pericles in Thucydides follows this pattern. This
themes and structure of this oration

that

were

are

not

unrelated to other

our

analysis has avoided

any

dialogue composed around 386 BC.33

examples of the

genre

The Menexenus is

a

short

Menexenus meets Socrates in the

He is returning from the Council Chamber where the Council has had to

choose the orator to

speeches

that the

comparison between Thucydides'

speech and the Funeral Oration in Plato's Menexenus,32

agora.

means

actually delivered.

Up to this point

Platonic

A

with

speak at the public funerals. Socrates admits to listening to these

fascination:

KriXobfaevoc;, r|Yo<)|j.£vo<;

Kai

ev xcp

eKaaxoxe

eaxr|Ka

7tapaxpf||~ia p.ei^cov Kai

aKpocbp.£vo<;
yevvaioxepog

koci

Kai

31

See also Rhodes (1988, 218) and his comment that the space given in this funeral oration to the
praise of Athens is "abnormal".
32
Among the numerous studies on the Menexenus see in particular P.M. Huby (1957, 104-14),
M.M.Henderson (1975, 25-46), N.Loraux (1974, 172-211). A.Croiset (1903, 59-63) detected
interesting similarities between the Funeral Oration in the Menexenus and Isocrates' Panegyricus,
G.Lattanzi (1935, 355-60) believes it is also possible to hypothesise a link with Lysias' Funeral

Oration.
33

L. Meridier

(1949, 77) notes that the authenticity of Menexenus is confirmed by Aristotle Rhet. I
points out (p. 82) that it cannot be earlier than 387 BC, as mention is made of the
Peace of Antalcidas, nor much later, as there is no mention of any later events. He therefore suggests
386 BC as a possible date of composition. A. Croiset (1903, 59) also accepts the Platonic authorship of
the dialogue. J.E.Ziolkowski (1981, 25 ff.), M.Huby (1957, 107), H.M.Henderson (1975, 46),
C.H.Kahn (1963, 229) all accept 386 BC as a possible date of composition.
1367 b. Meridier also
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kocAAicdv yeyovevou "and every time I listen fascinated, I am exalted and imagine

myself to have become all at
5e

dipm

[iovov

otnc

once

taller and nobler and

more

handsome." [...]

vfjaoic; diKeiv ofixcot; r||iiv

ev (aaKapcov

oi

xecoq

pfixopeq

8e^ioi e'taiv "I almost imagine myself to be living in the Islands of the Blessed

-

so

expert are our orators."(2.235.c). Menexenus spots the polemical undertone of these
words and

accuses

that these

speeches

Athenians is not
such occasions
of

a

a

Socrates of
are

always deriding the orators (3. 235.c). Socrates replies

ready made and that eulogising the Athenians in front of

difficult task, so that it is easy to

win credit

as a

fine speaker

(3.236.d). When Menexenus challenges him to demonstrate the

funeral oration

himself, Socrates offers to deliver

forthcoming occasion by Aspasia.

a

87ttxcx(j)iov Aoyov,

The oration, Socrates adds, is only in part

nepiKArj<;

ov

the Funeral Oration that Pericles

a

of traditional

set

oration

topics.

he also delivered the
While

a

we

"at the time when she

funeral

a

were

was

O"uvsxi0£i
composing

appears to assume

speech draws the subject matter from

Moreover, these suitable topics

pronounced by Pericles. There

Pericles who delivered such

eirte

delivered"(4.236.b). Socrates thus

that the orator who is chosen to deliver

power

speech composed for the

extemporaneous; most of it is made of sections previously prepared: oxe
xov

on

are

found in

in fact two occasions

on

a

funeral

which it

was

speech. Besides the speech pronounced in the 431 BC,

one over

those who died in the Samian War in 440-439 BC.34

do not know for certain whether Plato is

imitating either

one

of those

speeches, it is reasonable to explore the possibility of links with Pericles' speech of
431 BC, at

similar
seems

use

least in the form in which it is presented by
of

rhythms, already noted,

to reveal clear and

a

Thucydides.35 Apart from the

comparative study of these two texts, in fact,

significant similarities. Not only does the speech reported

by Socrates in the Menexenus touch

upon

addition, the order in which these motifs

are

themes present in Thucydides, but, in

placed in the text

appears to

be almost the

same.

At the

between

opening of the speech in Thucydides, Pericles introduces the opposition

AoyoQ and

epya.

The speech which has to be delivered by the orator

(Aoyoq), is in fact related to the actions of the
34

men

who

are to

be praised and the

Cf. P.J.Rhodes (1988, 217). Evidence for the Samian speech pronounced by Pericles comes from
Plutarch, Per. 8.9 and 28.5; Aristotle Rhet. I 7.1365 a 31-33 and III 10.1411 a 1-4.
35
Cf. also P.J.Rhodes (1988, 219) who argues that the speech in Plato's Menexenus is a parody of the
one

in

Thucydides.
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ceremonial burial of the dead, both part

of the epya. This is accompanied by the

statement that this funeral encomium is

being delivered in accordance with the law

(vopot;) and the wishes of the city.

Thuc II 35.1

Oi pev

TtoXXoi xcov ev0a5e fiSr| eipriKOxaov ercaivortGi xov 7cpocy0evxa xcp
vopco xov Xoyov xov5e, cb<; KaXov eni xoi<; bk xgov 7toX.8p.cov 0a7txopevoi<;
ayopeaeo0ai aircov. epoi 8e apKauv &v eSoKei eivai ocvSpcov aya0cibv
epyco yevopevcov epyco Kai 5r|Xo{ja0ai xocq xipa<;. oia Kai vav 7tepi xov
xd(j)ov xovSe 8r|poaia 7tapaaKex>aa0evxa opaxe, Kai pf] ev evi av5pi
TtoXXcov apexdQ KivSavebeaOai eft xe Kai xe^P0V eirtovxi 7tiaxea0f|vai.
"

Most of those who have

spoken here in the past have commended the law-giver who
feeling that it is meet and right that is should be
spoken at their burial over those who have fallen in war. To me, however, it would
have seemed sufficient, when men have proved themselves brave by valiant acts, by
act also to make manifest the honours we render them, such honours as today you
have witnessed in connection with these funeral ceremonies solemnised by the state,
and not that the valour of many men should be hazarded on one man to be believed or
not according as he spoke well or ill."
added this oration to

All these motifs

are

our

ceremony,

recalled

by Socrates in his exordium.

Plato, Men 236 D
.

f|piv oi5e

7tpoafiKovxa ac|)iaiv a-uxoiq, cov xaxovxeq
Ttopeaovxai xpv eipappevriv Ttopeiav, 7tpo7repcj)0evxe(; KOivfi pev vno xfj<;
TtoXeooQ, 'iSia 5e imo xcov oiKetcov Xoycp Se Sp xov XeiTtopevov Koapov o
xe vopog 7tpoaxdxxei aTioSodvai xoi<; avSpaai Kai %pr\- epycov yap ed
7tpax0evxcov Xoycp KaXcoQ pr]0evxi pvppri Kai Koapo<; xoiq Tipa^aai
yiyvexai Tiapa xcov aKoaaavxcov.
epyco pev

exp-ucri xa

"In respect of deeds, these men
endowed wherewith they travel

have received at our hands what is due unto them,
their predestined road; for they have been escorted
forth in solemn procession publicly by the City and privately by their kinsfolk. But in
respect of words, the honour that remains still due to these heroes the law enjoins us,
and it is right, to pay in full. For it is by means of speech finely spoken that deeds
nobly done gain for their doers from the hearers the meed of memory and renown."36

36

Translations from the Menexemts

are

from

R.G.Bury (1929).
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After the

preamble, Pericles

expresses

praise he is going to make. Such

an

the desire not to be subject to (|)96voq for the

appeal is not present in Plato.37 The intention to

speak about the ancestors follows in both texts and in both

cases

it is accompanied by

reference to the autochthonous character of the Athenians.

Thuc II 36

dp^ofaai Se and tciav Ttpoyovcov 7tpooxov- SiKatov yap ocuxoiq Kai nptnov
§e apa ev too xoicpSe xijv xipxiv xabxr|v xt)q (j.vfip.riq 5i8oa0ai. Tr]v yap
Xcbpav oi al)xot aiei qikoovxeq...
"

I shall

speak first of our ancestors, for it is right and at the same time fitting, on an
give them this place of honour in recalling what they did. For
land of ours, in which the same people have never ceased to dwell ...."

occasion like this, to

this

Plato, Men 237 B
.

6

c.

Tfjs 5' e-byeveiaq Ttpcoxov imfjp^e xoicrSe iy xoov Jtpoyovoov yeveaic, ouk
87tr|A,x)(; ovoa, oi)5e xovq eKyovoxx; xouxouq ot7to(t)r|vap.evr| p.exoiKof>vxa^
ev xf| x^PP6 ocX.Xo0ev a(j)Gov f|Kovxoov, dX,A.' abxoxQovat; Kal xcp ovxi ev
7taxpi5i o'lKofivxat; Kai ^oovxat;...
"

Now

regards nobility of birth, their first claim thereto is this, that the forefathers
not of immigrant stock, nor were these their sons declared by their
origin to be strangers in the land sprung from immigrants, but natives sprung form the
soil living and dwelling in their own true fatherland..."
as

of these

men were

While Pericles says

that the Athenians' ancestors

are

worthy of praise (Thuc. 36.2

8K8ivoi...d^ioi erraivou) Plato transfers such praise directly
their forefathers

(Plato Men. 237.7 a^ia f|

land is said to possess a

x®Pot-e7raive^<J0ai )■ In Plato this

suitable supply of nourishment for its offspring (Plato Men.

237. E jaovri yap ev xcp xoxe

while in

to the land that raised

Kai Ttpobxr) xpoc|)f|v av0pco7teiav ijveyKe...),

Thucydides, Athens became aircapKecxdxri thanks to its naval expansion

(Thuc. II 36.3). Moreover, in II 38. 2 it is said that: "Athens is

products of all the earth flow in
good fruits of our

own

those of other lands"

yfj<;

xa

soil with

upon us,
no more

and

ours

so

great that all the

is the happy lot to gather in the

home-felt security of enjoyment than

we

do

(etteaepxexai 5e Sia p.eye0o<; xrj<; 7r6A,eco<; 8K Ttaarit;

raivxa, Kai £ap.paivei f|p.iv p.r|Sev o'lKeioxepa xfj artoAaixjei

37

The motif of pBovoq and Ipfkoq are mentioned in the Menexenus (242 A), but not
speech, but the jealously and envy shown against Athens after the Persian Wars.
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as

regards the

xa

airccro

ayaSa

We have

seen

yiyvojaEva

that the

KapTtabaBat f] Kai

praise for the land is

a

xa

xcibv aA.A,cov avBpcoTroov).

traditional topic in the Funeral Orations

preserved, but because of the special circumstances created by the Peloponnesian
invasion of Attica, Athens was
Pericles is thus

adapting

a

particularly dependent

on

food imported from abroad.

traditional motif to the necessities imposed by the actual

situation and this presupposes

that his audience

was

itself

a

part of that historical

context.

Mention of the education the Athenians' ancestors had had and of their

7toAtX£ia
state is

a

similarly follows in both texts (Thuc. II 36. 4, Plato Men. 238 B). Such

democratic government,

where 'i(70Vop.ia and 'taoyovia

may

a

be equally

celebrated.

Thuc. II 37.1

Kai

8ia to p.f] eq oA-iyouq aA,A.' eq 7tA£iovaq otKEtv
SrnaoKpaxia K£ka,rp;ar (ieteoti 5e Kaxa p.£v to\x;_v6|j.od<; 7tp6i; xa tSia
Sid(()opa Ttaai to igov, Kaxa 5e xfiv a^icoaiv, cbq EKaaxoq ev too
eLSokijiei, oi)k ajto p-Epouq xo 7iA,eov £q xa Kotva f] axe' apExfjt;
Ttpoxipdxat, ol>5' aft Kaxa 7t£viav, excov ye xi ayaBov Spaaai xpy 7toA.iv,
a^icoiaaxoi; a(j)av£ia K£KcbA,mai. EA,£\)8£poo<;...
ovopa

"It is true that

|_iev

government is called a democracy, because its administration is in
hands, not of the few, but of the many; yet while as regards the law all men are on
an equality for the settlement of their private disputes, as regards the value set on them
it is as each man is in any way distinguished that he is preferred to public honours, not
because he belongs to a particular class, but because of personal merits; nor, again, on
the ground of poverty is a man barred from public career by obscurity of rank if he but
our

the

has it in him to do the state

a

service. Liberal...."

Plato Men. 238 D-E

KaA.£i 5e

abxriv SrnaoKpaxiav, o 5e aAAo, c5 av xaiPTI'
tfi
aA.r|8Eia p.£x' E-bSo^iac; TtA.fiBauq aptaxoKpaxia. paorA-Etq p,£v yap asi
r|(a.iv Eiaiv omot be tote jiev ek ysvauq, tote 5e dipExor EyKpaxEt; 8e
xfjq 7t6A,£coq xa 7toA.A.a xo 7tA.f|8oc;, xaq be apxaq SiScoat Kai Kpaxoq xotq
a'lEi So^aaiv apiaxotq Eivai, Kai otjxe daBsvEia oLxe TtEvia out'
ayvcoaia txaxEpcov a7t£A,f]A,axai cuSe'ii; ovbe xoiq Evavxiotq x£xip.r|xai
[...]r|(i£i(; 8e Kai oi rpEXEpot, p.taq p-pxpoQ 7tavx£q a8£A.(|)oi (jruvxEt;, oLk
a^to'bp.ev SobAoi oL>8e SECTidxai aAA/qAcov Etvat, a AA,' r| 'taoyovia f||id<;
f| Kaxa c()i)atv \cjovo|j.iav avayKa^Et ^r|X£tv Kaxa vofiov,...
o

p.£v
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"One

calls it

'democracy', another man, according to his fancy, gives it some
truth, an 'aristocracy' backed by popular approbation.
Kings we always have; but these are at one time hereditary, at another selected by
vote. And while the most part of civic affairs are in control of the populace, they hand
over the post of government and the power to those who from time to time are deemed
to be the best men; and no man is debarred by his weakness or poverty or by the
obscurity of his parentage, or promoted because of the opposite qualities, [...] we and
our people on the contrary, being all born of one mother, claim to be neither the slaves
of one another not the masters; rather does our natural birth equality drive us to seek
lawfully legal equality, ..."
man

other name; but it is, in very

A similar

opposition between public and private is also presented here, but with the

difference

that, in Plato, this concept is applied to the behaviour of the citizens during

the Persian Wars, while in
II 37. 2

toc

\Sia ...id

At this

Athenians

Thucydides it is applied to the obedience to the laws (Thuc

Sruioaia / Plato Men. 239.B 'iSia Kai Sr||j.oaia).

point Socrates begins

a

lengthy

excursus on

the valour shown by the

during military campaigns. Pericles, however, in accordance with the

opening of his speech in Thucydides, omits to speak of such matters. When attention
returns to

the dead, the

the traditional motif of

parallel structure of the speeches
praise for

men

comes out

again. As well

as

who preferred to die nobly rather than to live

ignobly (Thuc. 42.4, Plato Men. 246. D. 19), the consolation for the relatives is also
expressed in similar words.38 The parents of the
their

misfortune

TEapaiauBeicrGai )
oi)K
the

cheerfully

as

Plato,

Men.

247.

20

possible and not join in lamentations (Thuc. 44.1

oA.o(|)i)pop.ai, Plato, Men. 247.20

pir|

^uvoSiopeaGai). The city will undertake

duty of raising the children of the fallen (Thuc. II 46.1, Plato, Men. 249).
Both

by the city,
II

who lost their lives must endure

7tapa|iL)0f|Gop.ai

(Thuc.44.1
as

men

speeches end with

a

theme that

we

a

reference to the customary rites of burial performed

have already found at the beginning of the speech (Thuc.

46.1, Plato, Men. 249).

Some of these motifs

these other

to go

also found in other funeral orations, as we

surviving examples do not reveal such

similar ideas
seems

are

as

in the Platonic and

a

have noted, but

consistency in the disposition of

Thucydidean texts.

In their

case,

the parallel

far beyond similar but independent developments of conventional topics.

38

On chapter 42
327-30).

see

also J.S.Rusten (1986, 49-76), L.Edmunds (1975b, 217-25), and J.H.Oliver (1951,
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The main parts
and

of the two speeches correspond, with parallel themes being included

being presented in

differences:

we

both at the
these two

similar order of exposition.'9

a

have noted that the

concern

to avoid

speeches devote

the historical

later

a

on

in this

chapter.

External evidence in favour of

In his Demosthenes

dialogue, but not

as

Many commentators

proposes to

saw even

analyse

a

Platonic

the threshold of a law court

rhetorical exercise

panegyrics

ever

that Socrates' speech in the Menexenus must be considered

conforming to the rules of the genre.40 But, in spite of its

composition is judged by Hermogenes

very

popular and "it

was

delivered

(1975, 29), who

as one

of the best

According to Cicero this

every

in honour of those fallen in battle.41 This

Contra M.M.Henderson

a

opinion"(23).

composed (Herm. TJepi Idedov 403).

speech had become
ceremony

my

or

Soke!, ©03)Ku8i8r|v 7uapa|Ti|iof)|i£VO<;,

|aev £|TOi

his model, in

say

fictitious nature, this

39

connection between

assembly" (23). His choice is the Menexenus, in which Socrates reports

"taking Thucydides

public

a

will

as we

might also be found in Dionysius of

(23) Dionysius

of those which "never

one

complete funeral speech, cbc,

as a

divergence might be connected with

backgrounds of the two works and their different artistic aims,

Halicarnassus.

open

(|)06vo<; present in Thucydides

different degree of attention to the subjects of the Persian

Menexenus' and Pericles' Funeral Orations

an

are

beginning of the oration and at the end is missing in Plato. Moreover,

Wars and the Athenian TtoA-ixeia. However, that

see

It is true that there

year" at the customary

means

that the oration

was

that there is "a vast difference in content" between
the
of a
parallel between Plato's Menexenus and Pericles' speech in Thucydides. He notes that the antithesis
between Xoyoq and bpyot and the reference to TtouSeia and rtoA-ixeia is present in both speeches.
As for the reason why Plato should have chosen to echo Thucydides' speech Kahn advances an
interesting hypothesis: "In 386 BC, when the publication of Thucydides' work was perhaps an event of
the recent past, the History in general and the Funeral oration in particular would immediately be
recognised by Plato for what they are: the most effective possible presentation of a view of the
Periclean empire directly opposed to his own. Plato is not interested in parodying the Thucydidean
oration but in answering it. He would certainly have realised that a work of this magnitude cannot be
undermined by caricature, and in any case the question was too weighty to be treated by simple
mockery. He had stated his own view of fifth century Athens negatively and at great length in the
Gorgias. In the Menexenus he sets out to do it more briefly and in positive fashion: by praising Athens
as she should be praised"
(p.224). Cf. also L.Meridier (1949, 80).
40
Meridier (1949, 66) notes that the speech of Socrates is a pastiche of the traditional epitaphios.
41
Cicero Orator, 44.151. Cicero notes that in his Funeral Oration, which became so popular, Plato
made a large use of hiatus. As regards this passage from the Orator P.M.Huby (1957, 107) comments
argues

these two orations; G.M.Lattanzi (1935, 355-60) suggests a parallel between the Funeral Oration in
Menexenus and Lysias' Funeral Oration. C.H.Kahn (1963, 232), however, seems to favour the idea
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actually performed
similarities

this

speech,

could also

characteristics proper to
drawn

before

success

conclude that Plato had Thucydides

us to

we

various occasions and with

an

audience. If the

have found between the Menexenus and Pericles'

we

History, lead

on

argue

as

speech in the

his model when composing

that Pericles' speech must therefore have

many

of the

orally delivered encomia. This conclusion parallels the

one

by the comparison between Pericles' speech and the other surviving examples

of the genre, as we

discussed above.

The Funeral Oration in its context

Let

us

suppose

for

a moment

that the speech presented by Thucydides reflects the

actually delivered by Pericles in 431 BC and
occasion.

Does the literature of that time

was

give

written at

us any

of the oration and the themes chosen for inclusion

atmosphere of Athens in the first
end?

We have

turn now to

a

years

clue
are

a

one

time close to the original

as to

whether the structure

consistent with the cultural

of the Peloponnesian War rather than with its

already considered the sophistic elements in the speech. I therefore

comparison with the tragic poets.

Among Euripides' plays the Suppliants and the remains of the Erectheus show
some

similarities with the funeral oration in

Thucydides.42

precise date of composition of the Suppliants, but most critics
BC as a

terminus post quern.

seem to agree on

appears to

424

be inspired by the

following the battle of Delium and the refusal of the Thebans to give back the

events

Athenian dead.4'
delivered
Thebes

that the

The situation of the play

We do not know the

The

by Adrastus

play itself contains
on

a

funeral oration in the form of

the warriors who died fighting before the

a

speech

seven gates

of

(vv.857-917).44 But it is the aycbv between Theseus and the Theban herald

beginning of the custom could be

as

early

as

the fourth century when the Menexenus

was

written.
42

For the similarities between Euripides and Thucydides see in particular J. De Romilly (1984) and
(1963, 130-140), N.Loraux (1986, 192), J.Finley (1967, 1-54), C.W. Macleod (1983, 140-58).
43
For the nature of this play and its date of composition see: D.J. Conacher (1967), L.G.H.Greenwood
(1953), E.Delebecque (1951), G.Zuntz (1955). For a different view see G.Norwood (1954), who
believes that the play has been interpolated and sections of it have been written several generations

later.
44

For other

aspects linked to funeral rites in the play see M.D.Mirto (1984, 55-88).
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(vv.381-584) that is particularly interesting. There
difference between tyranny

laws, in this
levelled
under

is

a

a

case

are two

main points of dispute: the

and democracy and the value to be ascribed to Panhellenic

that concerning the burial of the dead. Theseus replies to criticism

against democratic government by the Herald who defends the institutions
tyranny. The king attributes three main characteristics to democracy: Athens

free

polls, in which the citizens

rotation and where poor

are

able to participate in the administration in

and rich share the

same

rights thanks to equality under the

law.

Supp. 403 ff. (Theseus):

npodxov (lev tjp^co xod Xoyot) v[/e\)8coq, £eve,
i^rixcov xbpotvvov ev0d5'- ov yap ap%exai
evoq Ttpoq avSpoq, aXA/e^evGepa tc6A.iq.
Srjpoq 5'dvdaaei 5ia5ox,ouatv ev p,epei
eviauaiacriv, obxi xcp 7tA,obxcp 5i5ob<;
xo JtXelaxov, aA.A,d x<*> Ttevriq excov taov.
"To

begin with, stranger, you started your speech on a false note by asking for the
here. The city is not ruled by a single man but is free. The people rule, and
offices are held by yearly turns: they do not assign the highest honours to the rich, but
the poor man also has an equal share".
master

Supp. 429 ff. (Theseus)

:

ObSev

xxpdvvou 5x>ap.8veaxepov troA-ei,
p.ev Ttpcbxiaxov oi)K e'taiv vop.oi
Koivoi, Kpaxei S'eii; xov vop.ov K8Kxr|p.evoc;
abxoq reap' abxcp- Kai x65'ox)K8x' eax' taov.
yeypap.p.evoov 8e xclov vopicov o x' da0evf]<;
o Tt/Vodaioq xe xf)v 5tKT|v iar|v ex£l>
[eaxtv 5' evicnteiv xolaiv aaGeveaxepotq
xov edx-uxowxa xocu0', oxav kX\)T| kcckgcx;,]
viKa 5' o peicov xov peyav SiKat'exoov.
xot>A,eb0epov 5'8K8ivo.
otico xo

"There is

hostile to a city than a tyrant. In the first place, there are no
city, and one man, keeping the law in his own hands, holds
sway. This is unjust. When the laws are written, both the powerless and the rich have
equal access to justice, (and it is possible for the weaker man to address the same
common

nothing

more

laws in such

a
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words to the fortunate

has

right

on

man

whenever he is

his side, defeats the big

These concepts

have

only does Pericles

a

badly spoken of), and the little
Freedom consists in this."45

man.

man,

if he

close link with Pericles' words in the Funeral Oration. Not

cover

the

same

topics in his speech,

as many

scholars have already

pointed out, but also the basic concepts of v6p.oq, laovojaia, eX.8D0epia, and the
fixed-term

exercise of power

different classes

are

awarded by lot to citizens of Athens belonging to

closely associated in both texts.

Thuc. II 37

Xpcb(ie0a yap noA-rcela ob £r|A.obcjr| xobq xcov 7reA.a<; voixaoq,
TtapdSetyiaa 8e p.aA,A.ov abxoi ovxeq xiaiv f] p.tp.o\)p,evoi exepouq. Kai
6vop.a p.ev Sia xo (11) £<; oAAyoxx; aAA,' eq rtAeiovat; o'tKeiv 5rip.0Kpaxia
KEK^rixai- jxexeaxi 8e Kaxa ytev xob<; v6p.ox)t; Ttpoq xa iSia 8id())opa trocar
xo taov, Kaxa 5e xtjv a^icoaiv, odq eKaaxoq ev xop eb5oKip.8i, ook atto
laepoxx; xo 7tX,eov e<; xa Koiva f\ art' apexriq 7tpoxip.dxat., ab5' ab Kaxa
Tteviav, excov ye xt aya0ov Spaaai xf]v 7toA.iv, d^ioop.axo<; a^aveia
KeKcoXtrxai. EA-eaOepco*; 5e
...

It

might be objected that these elements

make up a

democratic government, but the

counter the

naturally mentioned because they
way

they

position in defence of tyranny taken

seems

to

are

are

what

combined in both these short

least worthy of attention. Moreover, Theseus' speech is intended to

passages seems at

contrast

are

up

by his opponent. The

same

be intended in the Funeral Oration between the Athenian noAixeia

and other kinds of government, as we
The second part

will

see

later on.46

of the dispute in the Suppliants is formally concerned with the

right to bury the dead, but in fact, the discussion deals mainly with the question of
whether it is

right

or wrong

Theban herald urges
children and their

to lead any city into a war.

Theseus, to prefer

It is

war to peace; men

an act

should rather enjoy their

possessions avoiding the eAtiiq dmcrxoq of

(vv.479 ffi). The praise that Pericles gives to the
counterblast to such

a

view.

45

Texts and translations from

46

See also Loraux

He asserts that

men

of bppiq, the

a

who died in

mad enterprise
war

they preferred to risk their

reads like

own

lives for

Euripides' Suppliants are from D.Kovacs (1998).
(1986, 192). An alternative view is expressed by J.H.Oliver (1951, 327-30), who
considers that Pericles' intention was to praise the government of Athens as a form of mixed
constitution.
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a

the

common

good, rather than rest content in the enjoyment of their present

possessions, and they entrusted themselves to

an

a^ocvnc; kXniC, (Thuc. II 42.4).

They did exactly what the Theban herald in the Suppliants would dissuade people
from
the

doing. And this is made the

very reason

why they deserve praise: they followed,

Korvfi eAjrit; in defence of their land (Thuc. II. 43).

In similar vein, mutatis

mutandis, Theseus counters the Theban's contention. In this

case war

is said to be

legitimised when it is fought for something valued throughout the whole of Greece
(raxoT|<; EA,A,oc5oq

xo8e,. v.538), and the duty

koivov

to uphold

vopoq

a

ITaveXA.f|V00V (v.526) overrides the value of individual lives.

Euripides' play

was

composed during the Peloponnesian War and the exchange

between Theseus and the Herald

disheartened Athenians
was

many

on

which the greatness of Athens

We know that around the time when the Suppliants

had already caused

much distress

so

missing good opportunities of reaching

the Acharnians.

Even

among

was

the Athenians that

a

comic poet, we can

representative of thoughts shared by
was

only the first

year

a peace goes

back

as

far

as

425 BC

though it is always difficult to extract historical

information from the work of

what

designed to strengthen the resolve of

of them would have preferred to end hostilities. Aristophanes' criticism of the

demos for
with

war

seen as

by appealing to ideal values

supposed to rest.47

performed, the

be

can

of

many

war,

be

that these motifs

sure

were

of the audience at that time. At the end of

when Pericles delivered his actual speech, the

situation must have been different, but, as we will see later on, there were, even at that

period, various
was

causes

in progress

of discontent

among

the Athenians. It

that the appeal to defend the ideal values,

greatness rested, was called for.

was
on

thus when the

war

which the Athenian

The emphasis given to the role of Athens and the

excellence of her noXixeia finds its

complete motivation and justification when

placed in this political setting.
If we accept

that the words pronounced by Pericles in Thucydides strike

similar note to those in

47

Euripides' play,

why need

we

a very

follow the

Cf. also

J.Finley (1967, 37). Some similarity might also be drawn between the defence of
Euripides' Erechtheus frag. 362 (esp.vv.7-8 and
16-17). Giles (1890, 95-8) draws parallels between some of the tragic characters and contemporary
historical figures. A contrary view is expressed by J.W.Fitton (1961, 430-61). Other considerations
democratic institution in Pericles' Funeral Oration and

are

also found in L. H. G. Greenwood

(1953, 92 ff.) and G. Zuntz (1955, 5).
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numerous

scholars who suppose

that the Funeral Oration

war was

over?48 Is it

that the

politician wanted to impress

endure the

natural to consider the

not more

We

praise of Athens

as an

image

his audience in order to steel them to

speech and the other funeral orations,

to Athens and her constitution. That
were

only composed after the

sufferings entailed in the war? Alongside the similarities

between this

words

upon

was

one

we

difference is the

have noted

space

devoted

degree of emphasis would be justified if these

inspired by the atmosphere of the Peloponnesian War.
now

have to

explain why such

an

appeal

was

needed

so soon

after the

beginning of the conflict. Boosting the Athenians' morale at the end of the first
by

way

of stressing the greatness of Athens might be viewed

justified. But
hostilities?
favoured

were

as not yet necessary

Thucydides that the decision to

go to war

itself

was not

by all in Athens. The speech that Pericles is made to deliver from I 139 ff,
pro-war

campaign

was

needed to defeat the view of

against that policy. According to Grote, the Athenians

were not

many

who

were

brought to the

resolution of

starting

consequences,

especially destruction of property in Attica".49 Precisely this fear

fulfilled,

Cogan

and

the Athenians unanimously in favour of persevering with

We know from

that his

proves

year

as

"without much reluctance, and great fear of the

a war

destruction of land

seems to

be right when he

was one

says

was

of the first consequences of the conflict.

that:

"Though later the routine invasions of Attica would be received routinely, this first
invasion and the sudden loss of these possessions were taken badly in Athens,
especially by those whose farms and homes were destroyed. [...] In it [the Funeral
Oration] Pericles constructed a vision of Athens that existed quite apart from any
specific possessions, and to whose defence he could appeal in the face of any material
losses."50

That the loss of their land had

in

a

great impact on the population is repeatedly stressed

Thucydides. In his speech in Book Two Archidamus forecasts that the devastation

of Attic
not

territory will lead the Athenians to act impulsively precisely because they

used to these invasions

consequence

are

(Thuc. II 11). Thucydides underlines the uneasiness felt in

of these attacks: people who had been used to living in the country

48

were

The parallel with the Suppliants weakens the case for a date of composition of the Thucydidean
speech later than 404 BC, which is advocated, for example, by N. Loraux (1986, 121 ff.) and J. De
Romilly (1963, 130-40).
49
Cf. G.Grote, (1907, 147).
50
M.Cogan (1981, 40).
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forced not

only to leave their belongings, but also to take refuge inside the walls of the

city.51
Xa^87tcd<; Se ainotQ 5ia
8iaixaaGai f| avaaxaaic;
"And the removal

aiei eicoGevai
eyiyvexo -

to

xoxx;

noXXovc,

ev xotq

ocypolq

hard

thing to accept, because most of them had always been
living in the country" (Thuc. II 14.2).

used to

was a

ot>

paSicoc; tocq p-exavaaxdaeiQ ercoiauvxo [...] e|3apdvovxo Se kai
XotXettcoc; ec|)epov oiKiaq xe KaxaA,eutovxec; Kai 'tepa a 8ia raxvxot; rjv
amble; 8k xfj<; Kaxa xo apxoaov 7toA.ixeia<; 7tdxpta Siaixav xe [xe^Aovxec;
p.exa(3a?LX.eiv Kai abSev aAAo f\ noXiv xf^v aitxab dtioA-eijicov eKaaxoq.

"and

they did not find it easy to move away [...] they were dejected and aggrieved
having to leave their homes and the temples which had always been theirs, relics,
inherited from their fathers, of their original form of government, and at the prospect
of changing their mode of life, and facing what was nothing less for each of them than
forsaking his own town" (Thuc. II 16.2).
so

at

At the

time, Pericles must have been blamed for these privations. His decision not to

intervene at that stage was part
been favoured
enemy

of his defensive strategy, but this strategy cannot have

by all Athenians.

Many would probably have preferred to face the

instead of being forced to stay inside Athens and allow their

destroyed/2 The
Thucydides:

open

xov

own

land to be

discontent of the population is again witnessed by the words of

nepixXea

ev

opyfj

"They

eiyov

were

indignant at Pericles."

(Thuc. II, 21.3.)

It is worth

noting that, after this, Thucydides

assembly: he

was

says

that Pericles avoided calling

afraid that the citizens would be led by

anger

an

(opyrj) and not by

thoughtful consideration (yvcbpri) and would make mistakes (Thuc. II 22.1). Such
decision shows how difficult the situation was,
advocated the
at

51

war.

In

Thucydides' text

some

especially for the

man

a

who had

minor military events follow and then,

chapter 34, the account of the Funeral Speech at the Kerameikos begins.

Cf. also

D.Kagan (1974, 43ff.).

52

For the defensive strategy advocated by Pericles at the
G.E.De Ste. Croix (1972, 203), and Kagan (1974, 66).
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beginning of the

war see

M.Cogan (1981, 39),

I wonder whether it would be

possible to

people in Athens, Pericles actually avoided at
the

that, given the animosity of the

suppose

point making

some

a

public speech at

assembly and chose instead the customary annual gathering for the public funeral

to pronounce an

oration where the praise for the dead

directed to the present
their endurance.

same men

and

contribute to the

to

accompanied by words

view to defending his policy and strengthening

women,

gather inside Athens and whose

soon

a

One consideration that is

speech is that these
and

audience, with

was

normally omitted in discussions of this

who had been forced to leave their houses

emergency

accommodation within the city

spread of the plague, must have formed

the audience of the Funeral Oration

actually delivered.

a

was

significant part of

The insistence

on

the

greatness of Athens may have sounded ironic to some of them, but the intention of the

speaker
such

was

probably to remind them of the country for which they

sufferings. The

given to this theme thus

space

strengthening the Athenians' spirits,

In line with this

as

seems to

in a paraenesis before

interpretation I will attempt to give

an

a

were

enduring

have the function of

battle.33

explanation for certain other

peculiarities of this speech. I have already pointed out that at the beginning Pericles
attempts to guard against (f)06voq. People are normally envious when somebody

praises

someone

else for noble deeds:

"For the hearer who is

cognisant of the facts and partial to the dead will perhaps think
justice has been done in comparison with his own wishes and his own
knowledge, while he who is not so informed, whenever he hears of an exploit which

that scant

goes
some

each

beyond his own capacity, will be led by envy (5id (|)06vov) to think there is
exaggeration. And indeed eulogies of other men are tolerable only in so far as
hearer thinks that he too has the ability to perform any of the exploits of which

he hears; but whatever goes
disbelief' (Thuc. II 35.3).

As

a

theme of exordium the

among

once

excites

averting of (f)06voc; is found in

envy

(())0ovo'bvx8Q) and

many

public speeches, but

the Funeral Speeches preserved it is found only in the concluding fragment of

Gorgias' speech.
History fulfils
53

beyond that, at

a

It

seems to me

that its inclusion of this theme in Thucydides'

particular need. One of the basic concepts singled out by Loraux in

It is worth

noting that according to H.R.Rawlings III (1981, 129) there is a parallel between the
Thucydides. According to this theory the Funeral Oration pronounced
by Pericles would correspond to a military paraenesis, namely, the speech of Nicias to his troops
before the battle in the harbour of Syracuse at VII 61-64, together with his final exhortations at 69.2.
second and the seventh book of

75

her book

the Funeral Orations in Athens is that such

on

the democratic institutions: the
the valour of the
the

individual; such anonymity is connected with the egalitarian spirit of

like

It

It is

me to

examine the relationship between the funeral

Thucydides and the epinician odes. Motifs like the appeal to avoid

find in this funeral

we

celebration of Athenian valour,

epinician ode.34

important to

seems

encomium in
that

an

a

features with the 0pfjvoi for the dead; it functions

its nature does not share many
more

speech is closely related to

praise is for the Athenians who died in battle, not for

polis. Moreover, precisely because the speech is

much

a

speech could, for example, be related to this poetic

precisely in the epinicia of Pindar

or

Bacchylides that

envy

envy

genre.

is mentioned

as a

dangerous attitude.53 O0ovoq undermines the praise of the champion whose victory
the poet

5e

song.

Pindar

Xoyoi (|)0ovepolaiv, drtxexat 5' eqA,oov del, xeiPoveaat 8'

"Words
not

is about to celebrate: it diminishes the value of the

says: o\|/ov

ovk

ept^ei

sharpen the appetite of envy which clings always to the noble, and struggles

against the base." (N. 8. 21-2) The wish to avoid such

envy at

the beginning of

epinicia has the function of protecting the praise itself.
But what is its function in

dead

men.

It is

Pericles says
their

Funeral Oration?

possible for the living to try to achieve

objects of this praise

an

are

equal share of fame,

as

(II 45.1 to avxircaXov), but such praise cannot detract from their glory:

causing

change of fortune for its living victim.36 It

a

appeal is much

more

damage that
whose

envy

could

cause to

"But his

own

of P. 11. 29-30, where Pindar speaks of the

wealth, notes that such

a

Or, to be

more

that such

explicit, the

the praise of the warriors would damage the

glory they had defended at the cost of their

passage

seems to me

appropriate for the greatness of Athens which the orator is

going to celebrate than for the praise of the dead.37

a

The

destiny has already found its fulfilment, while the (j)0ovoq normally had the

effect of
an

a

remark is made in

a very

very

city

lives. Bowra in his analysis of
envy

general

caused by Clytemnestra's

way:

(Pindar's) audience is free to apply it to existing circumstances and to see
and delight in it, is unaware of the forces gathering in

that Athens, in all her power
54

55

Cf. N.Loraux (1986, 49

ff.).
in Pindar

For the theme of (|)96vo<;

Isth. VI 39

,

Isth. V 24

56

Cf. Hdt. I 32 ff. and III 41 ff.

57

Cf. the alternative view of H.Flashar

as a

see

in particular Ol. VIII 55, Pyth. I 85 Pyth. VII 19, Pyth. I 29,
,

.

(1969, 14 f.) who

piece of public oratory.
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argues

that it is

envy

against the speech itself

against her. The universal character of Pindar's myths, and his skill at
embodying it in a dramatic form, make it difficult at times to decide whether he
directs his message to an individual or a city."58
secret

It

to

seems

Oration.

me

that

a

similar

It is the greatness

necessity imposed by the
subject to
the

interpretation could be applied to this point of the Funeral

same

the

envy:

envy

of Athens, expressed through praise, that exceeds the

genre

and probably

provoked by such

an

even

by the occasion, that

be

may

ideal picture in those who did not share

patriotic feelings advocated by the orator,

envy

for the greatness of Athens

itself.
It should be noted that what Pericles says

regarded
Mexa

as

reflecting

a

about his city at chapter 41 might be

hybristic attitude:

(ieydA.Gov 5e aruieioov Kai ot> 5tj

xijv Sfivaptv
ttapaaxofievoi xoiq xe vvv kou xoiq e7tetxa 0aD(iaa6ria6(ie9a, Kai abSev
Ttpoa5e6|ievot obxe Opfpoi) etraivexau otixe oaxtq etteat (iev xo adxiKa
xepvpei, xoov 5' epycov xpv imovoiav r\ dA.tj0eia pAdxpet, aAA,a nacav |iev
0aAaaaav Kai yrjv eaPaxov xfj f|(iexepa xoA|ir| KaxavayKaaavxeq
yevea0ai, ttavxaxoto 5e jivrnieia KaKodv xe Kai aya0odv aiSta
xot ajiapxiopov ye

^DyKaxotKiaavxeq.
"

Many

are

the proofs which

we

have given of

our power

and assuredly it does not

lack witnesses, and therefore we shall be the wonder not only of the men of today but
of after times; we shall need no Homer to sing our praise nor any other poet whose

perhaps delight for the moment but whose presentation of the facts will be
by the truth. Nay, we have compelled every sea and every land to grant
access to our daring, and have everywhere planted everlasting memorials both of evils
to foes and of good to friends". (Thuc. II. 41)
verses

may

discredited

The insistence

on

the

positive and negative
If we

are

justified. Such
and for this

glory of Athens here is extreme: with its great and far reaching
powers,

facing

an

an

the city

have the

power

of a god."9

example of X)PpiQ, the wish to avoid (|)06vo<; is

attitude implies going beyond the limits imposed

reason

is

one

of the favoured targets

correspondence between these
58

seems to

verses

on

for envy.60 There

and Isthmian IV

vv.

human beings
seems to

37 noted,

C.M.Bowra

even more

among

be

the

(1964, 269). Bowra's interpretation is, of course, just one among many. For a survey of
readings of Pindar's text see D.C. Young (1968, 1-26, esp. 6-9).
positive and negative power exercised by gods see J.G.Howie (1989, 51-76, esp. 55ff.).

the various
59

For the

60

See C.M.Bowra

(1964, 187), but also Aesch. Pers. V. 821 ff. and Hdt. I 32
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,

III 41.

a

various commentators

him.61 Isthmian IV is

Thucydides, only by Poppo, and not fully developed by

on

an

epinician delivered probably in 476 BC in celebration of the

victory of the Theban Melissus in the pancratium. Pindar recalls the immortal glory
conferred upon
song

Ajax by the praise of Homer and hopes for the

same

effect with his

for Melissus:

&>A'0|ar|p6<; tot xexip.a,Kev 5i' av0pcb7tcov, oq odno-b
Ttaaav bp0dxjatq apexav Kaxa pa(35ov e^paaev
0ea7tecTcov ettecov XotTtoiq a0bpeiv.
Tomo yap a0avaxov ^covaev eprtet,
si xtq ei) ei7tri xi- Kai 7tayKaprtov 87ii x,0ova Kai Sia ttovxov (3e(3aKev
epypxxxcov aKXiq KaXcibv da(3exo<; a'tei.
"But Homer, to be sure, has made him honoured
among mankind, who set straight
his entire achievement and declared it with his staff

of divine

for future

enjoy.
thing goes forth with immortal voice
if someone says it well, and over the all-fruitful
earth and through the sea has gone
the radiance of noble deeds forever undimmed"(vv. 3 7-43).62
verses

men

to

For that

Pericles not

capacity to
physical
be

only mentions the praise conferred by Homer, but also transfers the

cross

sense.

land and

He

seems

sea

attributed in Pindar to the

song, to

almost to reply to the poet's words: not

Athens itself in

even

a

Homer would

adequate to celebrate the greatness of Athens: her greatness overwhelms that of the

song

of praise itself.
But is this the

only possible comparison with Pindar? It

appears to me

that

a

reading of Isthmian Four reveals other possible points of contact with Thucydides.
Four members of the
in

Cleomynidae, whose family Pindar celebrates in that

battle; and praise of them is included in the ode:

occa

8' 87t' av0pcb7toix; ar|xai

(f)0i|ievcov ^coobv
so^aq, knk\\r(xv-

p.apx\)pia

&7ta,8xoi>

xe

(j)coxcov

61

See

62

Text and translation from Pindar's Odes from W.H.Race

Poppo (1834, 204).

78

(1997).

poem,

died

oav Korea %av

ikXoq-

8' saxaxatatv
HpaKAEiatt;arceioSeiv apexdv.

avopeaiq

oikoBev axaA.at.aiv atrxovG'

Kai p,r)K8xi jxaKpoxEpav

for all the testimonials wafted among
of endless fame won by men living or dead,
..

and

as

mankind

they have obtained them in all fullness,
and by their unexcelled manly deeds
have grasped from their home the pillars of Herakles;
let no one strive for yet more distant achievement."(vv. 9-13)

They achieved fame for glorious deeds (4>dp.av exikAecov epyoov) and
will raise up

now

the

song

their fame again. The poet will celebrate the victories obtained by the

members of the

family at the

games.

ab8e

rravayxipicov ^uvav atreixov
KapxruAov 5t(J)pov, TlavEAAdvsaat

8'

epi^op,evot Sarrava

xatpov t7t7tcov

xobv a7teipdxcov ydp ayvcoxot atoo7tai.
eaxtv 8' d(j)dveta xijxcxq Kai p.apvap.evcov,

Ttpiu xeA,o<;
"

aKpov

iKsaBat

Nor did

they hold back their curved chariot
competing with all Hellenes
they rejoiced to spend wealth on horses,
from national festivals, but

since to those who do not take part belongs oblivious silence.
But

even

when

men

strive, fortune remains hidden

before they reach the final goal ..."

(

vv.

29-32)

Praise, it is implied, follows for them now,
to

be

praise for Melissus, too, for his

Pindar

as

it did for Ajax in Homer's epic. There is

courage,

in which he is compared to Heracles.

proceeds further and tells how Heracles explored land and

sea,

and made

seafaring safer. Thus what he has already said of-praise of great deeds performed by
epic heroes and patrons of later poets, that it
now

transfers

ranges over

directly to the Theban hero's labours.

AXKp-Tjvat;- oq OvXvfj.7tov5' s(3a, yaiat; xs nacaq
Kai (3a0i)Kpr|p.vov 7toA,iac; aA.o<; E^Eupcbv 0svap,
vauxtXtaiat xe 7top0p.ov r|p,£pcoaai<;.
mot;
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land and

sea

(37 b ff.), he

"[He was] Alkmene's son, who went to Olympus,
exploring all the lands

after

and the cliff-walled hollow of the grey sea,
and making safe the route for shipping."(vv.

Let

hypothesise for

us

while he

moment that Pericles in Thucydides had this ode in mind

delivering his oration. In that

was

parallel of the lines
chapter 41

a

are

on

55 ff.)

Homer,

we

could

case, over

say

and above the relatively certain

that the words immediately preceding in

reminiscent of Pindar Isth. IV.9 ff.

Moreover, the earlier phrase

describing the achievements of the previous generation of the victor's family,
in the

papxttpta
the

same poem,

is similar to the terms employed by Pericles referring to

proofs given by Athens of her power in Thucydides:

Mexd

peydXoov Se crripeicov Kai oi) 5r]
xe vov Kat

Ttapaaxppevoi

xoIq

apdpxvpov ye xpv Sibvap.iv
0aupaa0r|a6p£0a

xot.

ettetxa

"Many are the proofs we have given of our power and assuredly it does not lack
witnesses, and therefore we shall be the wonder not only of the men of today but of
after times" (Thuc. II 41.4)
These dead, Pindar says,
the warriors
II.

passed

away at

and

sea

cover

(v.32)

as

well

as

in Thucydides

the crowning moment of glory (di<pf| xf|Q So^fi^, Thuc.

therefore try to

us

fit Pericles' boast of Athens' extensive

into this whole cultural context. We have

such

a

huge

Heracles. The
find it

space

is related both to the

image of covering land and

again in Nemean I

slay all the lawless beasts

on

vv.

sea

oaaaoq

Se

ttovxco

land and

sea:

Kxavcbv,
0f|pa<; aiSpoSiKac;

all the lawless beasts he would

seen

song

power on

that in Pindar the

land

capacity to

of Homer and to the labours of

in connection with Heracles is not

rare:

62 ff. where Tiresias prophesies that Heracles will

oacraoc; pev ev X£PacP

"

aKpov

42.4).
Let

we

reached the xeA,o<;

slay

on

land,

and all those in the sea"
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Nemecm III

(vv.22-26)

expresses

the

same

hero who traced the limits for human

idea and Heracles is also acclaimed

expansion: beyond the

journeys further exploration is impossible: the
term

occurs

way

space

as

the

covered in his

is dpaxov (v. 22).63 The

in association with Heracles in Ol. 3. 43. Heracles appears as

same

the extreme

example of great labours and great rewards. In spite of his incredible achievements, he
did not commit
the

an

act of

Tj(3piQ, and became the only human hero admitted

gods.64 All these elements generally

and all of them

ode,

as

are

recur

among

in association with Heracles in Pindar

present in Isthmian IV. Moreover, the symmetrical structure of the

it has been noted by some commentators, makes it possible to trace parallels

between the different sections.65
the hero in his

The power

of praise will traverse land and

labours; the poet will give immortality to the achievements of the

comparable with the divine immortality enjoyed by the hero.66 The
valour of the

sea

man

song

like

man,

of praise, the

being celebrated, and the immortal value of both

are

closely

associated in Pindar's ode.
Let

us

turn

our

attention to

that the funeral oration is like
that lies its

a

Thucydides again. We have already pointed out

song

of praise; it is the encomium for the dead and in

affinity with the epinicia.

Pericles himself speaks of his speech

as an

£7tcavo<;

(Thuc. II 35.2, 36.2 and 4) and £i>A,oyia (Thuc. II 42.1). Such praise has

indeed

immortal value

an

these dead will be

63

(dyfpcov

ETtatvov,

Thuc. II 43.2)

as

well

as

the glory of

unforgettable (ai£i|4.vr|CTToq Thuc. II, 43.2).67
,

Here the limits of expansion are

witnesses"
41.4 oh

does

not

the pillars of Hercules (Straits of Gibraltar) seen as "famous
(papTopocq dmai;, N. Ill v.24) of Heracles' furthermost voyage. Cf. Thucydides II

5i) tot apdpxupov ye %r\v
lack witnesses.

64

Cf.

65

Cf. G.A.Privitera

56votptv

irapaayopcvoi

referred to the

power

of Athens that

C.Carey (1981, 119).
(1982, 53-59).
66
The intention of conferring immortality on the person praised in a funeral oration seems a motif also
noted by Plutarch in the speech delivered by Pericles for the men who died during the Samian War:
"Again Stesimbrotos says that, in his funeral oration, over those who had fallen in the Samian War, he
(Pericles) declared that they had become immortal, like the gods: 'the gods themselves - he said - we
cannot see, but from the honours which they receive, and the blessings which they bestow, we
conclude that they are immortal'. So it was, he said, with those who had given their lives for their
country."(Per. VIII 6)
67
In the Periclean speech in Thucydides the threnodic element is absent. The fact has been noted even
by ancient critics. In an Arts Rhetorica, ascribed to Dionysius of Halicarnassus, in the section On the
figurative expressions (9) it is said : "Of the three main parts of funeral speeches: praise (epainos),
lament (threnos) and consolation (paramythia) [Thucydides] omits the threnos. For lamentation would
not contribute to advice (symbouleutic) or exhortation (protrope) as Thucydides himself says:
'Therefore I do not lament the parents who are present more than I exhort you'."
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This

means

that the

connection valour

same

found in Pindar, is also present

we

that in the Funeral Oration
in this

a

of certain

in Pericles' speech. But

a

bpvoq in honour of Athens (a

yap

42.2). To complete the parallel with Isthmian Four
will

men.

as

well

the

as

xf|v 7to?av

we

should

But Pericles rejects the equation

immortality, the city, he
words

men

who died for

\)p,vr|aa,

say

Thuc. II

that the city itself

land and

sea

of Athens

= song

—

own

conquests

sufficiently attest her glory. Pericles is actually saying that the

won

immortality: Athens like Heracles will display her
human beings allow, just

actually to be assimilated to

who reached

it

in its greatness exceeds the immortal value that poets'

as

Heracles will

yf|v eafkxxov (Thuc. II, 41.4) without committing

seems

as

will

the limits proper to

Kai

says,

power

might confer. Athens does not need the praise of Homer; her

city has already
as

have already noted

gain immortality for its achievement through the words of the speaker

happens for the

on

we

immortality that

special emphasis has been given to the praise of Athens:

particular speech Pericles aims to exalt the city

it; his speech is

men = song =

Olympus and who

a

was

cover

an act

power as

far

all BaAaaaav

of \)(3piq. The city

divinity, probably Heracles, the only human hero
regarded

as a

symbol of civilisation and defender

ofthe oppressedf

Summing

up

the main topics covered in

could say

that Pericles' speech in Thucydides

genre as

well

the

time, it appears to

same

the situation. As
go

a

analysis of the oration up to this point,
seems to

we

satisfy the requirements of the

Funeral Oration it conforms to certain rules. At

beyond the

common

motifs when the speaker needs to

particular themes whose inclusion is relevant to the historical situation much

cover

more

as

our

than to the occasion. The result is that

we

have both

a

funeral encomium, and

an

epinician ode in praise of Athens.

I have

argued that this form of 8i)Aoyia has the

its actual historical

required these words
will

68

help to clarify

of being occasioned by

setting: the distress of the Athenian population at that time
as an encouragement.

some

A further look at this historical context

other characteristics of this speech.

It should be noted that the call to follow the

contains

appearance

example of those who risked their lives for their country

element of wisdom

literature, a motif linked elsewhere to the Epinician Odes. Cf. Pindar
Pythian I vv. 85 ff. and M.L.West (1978, 3-25). Thucydides' interrelationship with authors of wisdom
literature will be studied later on in the course of our chapter on the Corcyrean stasis.
an
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One element, which appears to

herself and her

policy might have had for

consideration may appear
were

be commonly underestimated is the appeal that Sparta

the enemy,

Athens

some

defending her

was

struggle for survival. Nevertheless, there
Athens of the time.69

Sparta

actually helped to prevent the
be considered

as one

years.

Such

a

totally out of place at first sight. The Lacaedaemonians
power

fight undertaken in order to assert her

was a

Athenians during these

also

was

own

were

predominance and then became

indeed admirers of Sparta

a great power

occurrence

of the most

fighting against Sparta. At first it

even

a

in the

and its form of constitution

of internal strife,

a

feature that later

on

will

damaging characteristics of the Athenian politeia

(see especially Thucydides' account of the Corcyrean stasis in Book Three, 70-84).
The

pamphlet known under the

attributed to

name

of the Athenian Constitution and

Ps.Xenophon, apparently written around the- 430 BC, is clearly

an

expression of this view.70 Without looking too far afield

we

might also remember the

supposed charges made against Socrates

or

the jokes in Aristophanes

as a

about the Athenians who used to dress and
While

Laconizer

keep their hair in the Spartan fashion.71

probably most of the Athenians simply regarded Sparta

should not underestimate the
should be related to

411

BC

pass

from
to

seems

I

have many
am

not

the

enemy, we

opposite tendency. After all, the oligarchic revolution of
a

cultural

side to the other. Later

one

as

atmosphere;

on,

men

like Alcibiades could easily

the ideal state pictured by Plato in the Laws

points of contact with the constitution of Sparta.72

forgetting the

many

things said by Euripides against the Spartans and

their character, but I wonder how much of these words should be understood not

simply

as statements

school of
was

of his

70

useful to stress the

See A. Powell
For

a

views, but much

thought within Athens. If there

-

was

more as a

disagreement

counterblast to another

on

the image of Sparta it

point, to make clear that not Sparta but Athens represented the

best form of government.

69

own

Gomme has already pointed out that the praise of Athens in

D. Hodkinson

discussion of the

(1994), E.Rawson (1969, 12-32) and L.Prandi (1976, 72-83).
possible date of composition of the Athenian Constitution see H.Frisch (1942,

47-62).
71

See Plato, Prot. 342

and D.Harvey (in A.Powell-D.Hodkinson, 1994, 35-59) who analyses the
Spartans in Aristophanes' plays. Although Aristophanes writes during the
Peloponnesian War, Harvey notes the presence ofjokes about people who sided with Sparta (the use of
lakedaimonizo first appears in 426 in the Babylonians). One of the conclusions Harvey draws from his
analysis is that Aristophanes himself: "even in wartime, was a good deal more sympathetic (towards
Sparta), than has generally been suspected"(p.53)
72
See A. Powell (1994, 273-323).
various references to

83

the Funeral Oration contains
that contrast to
40

a

small

an

implicit contrast with Sparta, but he

seems to

portion of the speech.73 It is perfectly true that chapters 39 and

explicitly devoted to stressing the difference between the Athenian

are

and that of

Pericles'
Athens

restrict

Sparta, but the contrast

seems to me to

speech. In the circumstances of

a war

way

of life

be implicit throughout most of

with Sparta the

very

emphasis

on

inevitably has the effect of underlining the differences between the two states.

The discourse
others but

begins with praise of the Athenian politeia

serving instead

as an

us

from Herodotus

an

yap

iovc,

allusion by

(I. 65.4) that the Spartan

copied by Lycurgus from the undoubtedly similar

TcoXixeia ox> ^r^ofiari
TrapdSeiypa Se p.aAAov afixol ovxec; xiaiv

Xpoo|ae0a

imitating the laws of

example to them. There is surely

contrast here to the tradition known to

Constitution had been

as not

xcSv

in Crete:

one

niXac,

vopxnx;,

p p.tp.o\)p.8vot sxspovx;

(Thuc. II

37.1)

After

Sparta's defeat of Athens,

more

admirers

may

well have

come

forward.

We

might therefore ask whether the introductory words of the pro-Spartan pamphlet by
Xenophon himself, the Constitution of the Lacedaemonians, written
Athens' defeat,

might be intended

as an

a

good time after

intentional rejoinder to Pericles' expression:

ab p.ip,r|crdp.£vo<; xa<; affocQ nofeiq, aXXcx Kai evavxia
Tt^eiaxatq 7tpoexovaav £t>5ai|xovia xpv naxpiSa £7ce5ei£ev

ekeivoi; yap

yvodt;

xaiQ

"For it

was

by imitating other states, but by devising a system utterly different
(Lycurgus) made his country pre-eminently
prosperous" (Xen. Lac.Const. I .2.)74
not

from that of most others, that he

We should not

forget that the claim of superiority made by Athens

was

countered

by similar claims by the opposite side. As at the beginning of

the battle

was

that

words of Pericles recall the

73

to

some

fought not only

on

the field, but also at

an

probably

every war,

ideological level. The fact

speech of Archidamus in Book Two

assumes a

See Gomme

(HCT, ii. 117 ff.) who understands the parallel between Athens and Sparta as restricted
chapters 39-40, where the contrast is explicit (cf. also the mention of the Spartan practice of

^evplaata in Aristoph. Birds v. 1012 and Plato Leges 12. 950 b, Protag. 342 ), but in

my view the
speech is intended to stress the difference between the two politeiai.
74
Note that Gomme (HCT, ii. 107) also refers to this passage from Xenophon in his comment at ii
37.1, but he rejects the idea that Thucydides had any intention to refer to the story that Sparta borrowed
its Constitution from Crete at this point of the speech. Contra E.C.Marchant (1927, 170).
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considerable

significance if considered from this perspective. Archidamus' words

the greatness

of the Spartans' ancestors and his call to them not to be inferior to their

fame recall Pericles' words in the Funeral Oration

on

(r||a.odv aLxodv xfj<; So^tlQ

evSeeaxepotx; Thuc. II. 11.2 (compare Thuc. II 36 ff.)). Likewise in both
,

texts an

appeal to be cbtj/uxoxaxoi and aa^aXeaxaxoi is made (Thuc. II 11.5 and Thuc.
II 39

ff.).
In Book One the

emphasis given to the Lacaedaemonian politeia is also

similar to the words of Pericles.

5i' airxo eimpayiatc; xe oL>k e^t)(3pt^op.ev Kat ^t>p.(|)opat.(;
fjaaov exepcov ei.Kop.ev [...] 7toX.ep.iKot xe Kai eLpouXot 5ta xo eijKoapov
ytyvopeBa, xo pev oxt aiScbt; acocjtpoaDvrn; TtXetaxov pexe^et, ataxwry;
5e einj/uxioL £tJ(3auXoi 8e apaBeaxepov xoov vopcov xfjc; tmepon/iaQ
TtatSettopevoi Kai £,vv xaXenoxiyzi crco<|)povecrxepov f] cbaxe aLxobv
dvriKOttaxeiv, Kai pry xa axpeia ^avexoi ayav ovxeQ, xa<; xcov TtoXepioov
TtapaaKetxxQ Xoyco KaXco<; pepcj)6pevoi
(aovot yap

...

"We" Archidamus says

"alone do not become insolent in prosperity or succumb to
adversity as much as others do [...]. Indeed, it is because our orderly temper that we
are brave in war, because self-control is the chief element in self respect, and respect
of self, in turn, is the chief element in courage and wise in counsel because we are
educated too rudely to despise the rules and with too much severity of discipline to
disobey them, and not to be so ultraclever in useless accomplishments as to disparage
our enemy's military preparations in brave words ..."(Thuc. I, 84 3).73

It is difficult to believe that the

praise of Athens in the Funeral Speech in its context

does not have the function of

Pericles

seems

from that in
conduct in
If
space

war

we

is

no

we

courage.

Our system of education is different

do not let ourselves be softened by

our

that in

culture, and

our

less courageous.

accept this line of interpretation we have another justification for the

spirits, but also

oligarchic
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Sparta, but

able to show

devoted in the encomium to the praise of Athens: not only

raise the
seen

to say, are

counteracting such Spartan propaganda. We too,

an answer to

a

theme suitable to

the adversary's claims to excellence. We have

Euripides' Suppliants the opposition between democratic institutions and

ones

is explicit: Theseus defends the value of democracy against the

Gomme

(HCT, II. Ill ff.) notes the parallel with Archidamus' speech, but does not point out
specific points of contact with Pericles' speech.
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any

accusations made

by the Theban herald.

Such

an

ctyobv,

develop the contrast that is implicit in Thucydides. But if
between the two authors,

why do

we

have said,

we accept a

many commentators say

seems to

relationship

that the

in

aycov

Euripides' play is anachronistic, precisely because of the fear expressed in relation to
an

oligarchic movement?76
At that

been

so

seems

to

time, the fear of an oligarchic government in Athens may well not have

great as towards the end of the war, but the discussion on the constitutions
take too

be ruled out

as

deep

a root

in the atmosphere in Athens during those

unimportant. Euripides' debate is indeed

a

years

of war to

defence of a policy and of a

constitution, that of Athens, but this defence is being made in opposition to an

We should set Pericles' words in Thucydides and the dyoov in

opponent, Sparta.

Euripides' play in this context when accounting for their similarity.
The

same

consideration could also

help

us to

explain why in Menexenus Plato

does not insist

on

intended

as

rhetorical exercise, not once set in a real historical occasion, and

dwelling

on

different

point in history: the necessity of defending the policy of Athens against

a

such

a

the

praise of Athens. The oration Socrates is going to deliver is

theme would have been inappropriate. Moreover, Plato lives at

adversary does not have the

same

particular aspects of the Spartan

importance for Plato, who

way

defeat, and neither Plato's

work would have favoured
Pericles'

emphasis

rather to like

an

some

of life.77 Although the Menexenus is set during

the life time of Pericles, the actual date of
after Athens'

seems

on

composition must clearly have been well

own

attitude,

nor

the time when he wrote this

the greatness of Athens of the kind

we

find in

speech in Thucydides.

76

Cf. for this

77

Cf. Plato Laws.

a

position C.Collard (1972, 39-53) and L.G.H. Greenwood (1953, 112-3).
My interpretation of the text of Plato agrees with the judgement expressed by A. J.
Toynbee (1934, 90-92) who interprets Laws 704-707c as an example of the repudiation of everything
that had made Athens great. The passage seems "almost like a deliberate rejoinder, point for point, to
the eulogy of Athens in Pericles' Funeral speech, as reported in Thucydides' Book II c. 35-46"
(p.92,n.2). An opposite view is expressed by C.Macdonald (1959, 108-9).
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CHAPTER THREE

The

description of the plague in the History of the
Peloponnesian War : Thucydides II 47-54

Throughout this exposition I have been trying to discuss whether inside the History of

Thucydides
having

a

whole, it is possible to identify self-contained sections, each

as a

distinctive structure and character.

structure and the content of the

as

a

narrative section in which

giving his

own

as a

paid to the different influences that the text

Herodotean motifs and

treatises in

verify to what extent the account should be

digression and what its relationship is with the work

Particular attention will be
reflect.

In the present chapter I analyse the

Thucydidean description of the Plague that struck

Athens in 430 BC, in an attempt to
considered

one

whole.

seems to

tragic features will be found to be framed inside

Thucydides

seems to

a

seek to rival authors of medical

scientific account of an epidemic.

The structure of the narrative and the influence of Herodotus

The first

plague

question

may

we

should consider is to what extent Thucydides' description of the

be viewed

as an autonomous

piece of narrative. For it to be considered

such, this section might be required to fulfil two requirements.

possible to take it
have

a

First, it should be

whole outside the context of the History of the

war

and still

story perfectly understandable to a prospective public unacquainted with the

overall narrative.
of

as a

as

thought.

Second, its structure should evidence

a

self-contained organization

A further aspect worth examining is whether there

peculiar to this section that look
understanding

or

as

are any

features

if they have been included in order to facilitate the

raise the expectations of a potential audience.

The account of the

plague follows the Funeral Oration delivered by Pericles in the

second book of the

History. The image of a powerful Athens outlined in the speech is
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immediately followed by

one

of the most moving descriptions of misery in the whole

of the work.

The

plague

completely unexpected when the account of the second

comes

year

of war

begins. The only previous reference to the event is at 1.23 where the epidemic
numbered among
23 does not

the great disasters occurring during the Peloponnesian War. But I.

give the reader

struck Athens, and
any

was

any

information

as to

nothing in the Funeral Oration

hint of the impending calamity.

or

the time when this disease had
the narrative surrounding it gives

Some commentators have argued that the

description of the plague has been juxtaposed with Pericles' encomium of Athens
precisely in order to create

a

dramatic contrast.1

Yet that valuable insight into the

literary effects of the juxtaposition does not invalidate the observation that the
abruptness with which the picture of Athens devastated by the disease is introduced
makes the whole
is

a

description stand out from the overall context. Moreover, the plague

non-military event neither planned

within the

history of a

affect the

resources

war

nor

foreseen by the belligerents. Its inclusion

is justified by the fact that its

available to the two sides at this

early stage of the conflict.

However, precisely because the story of an infectious disease is not

itself,
the

a

a

military event in

briefer reference to it would probably not have impaired the understanding of

war

itself.

Thus, though

expected, the

same cannot

some

mention of the plague might reasonably have been

be said for the

space

Thucydides devotes to

description of the symptoms and of the moral effects it had
Athens.2

The

large

space

devoted to the account of

abruptness with which the story
chapter 47 to 54 and to look for
a

will dramatically

occurrence

comes, prompt me to

any

self-contained account framed in

a

detailed

the population of

non-military event and the

examine the narrative from

evidence that this section could be considered

as

particular structure.

Overall, the account of the plague
sections: the

a

among

a

seems to

be divided into three separate

description of the physical symptoms of the disease (II. 49-50), the

1

Cf.J.F.Finley (1947, 150) and P.J.Rhodes (1988, 228).
S.Hornblower (1991,316) argues that the space given to the account is "wholly unexpected" and
Rhodes (1988, 233) says that: "it is remarkable that Thucydides, whose criteria of relevance are for
most of the time so narrow, should have included this detailed account of the plague in his History of
the Peloponnesian War."
2
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unusual

the

complaints suffered (II. 51-52) and, finally, the moral degeneration caused by

spread of the epidemic (II 53). These parts

subject at chapters 47-48 and followed by
introduction and conclusion present

are
a

preceded by

an

introduction to the

conclusion at chapter 54.

the author speaking in the first

Both

person to

the

public. A close examination of these different parts will reveal their structure.

At the

beginning of the

summer

the command of Archidamus

Kai

afixcov

of 430 BC the Peloponnesians invaded Attica under

:

7toA.A.d<; tcco ruaepaq ev xfj Axxikt) f| voaoq trpcioxov
fip^axo yevea0ai xotq A0r|vaioic;, ^eyojaevov p,ev Kai ttpoxepov
noXXa^oaE eyKaxa<JKfi\|/ai Kai 7tepi Af|p.vov Kai ev aXXoig x(Dpi°iQ, ofi
(tevxoi xoao'oxoq ye A,otp.6<; ofiSe (|)0opd abxcoc; av0pdmcov ofiSap-au
ep.vr|p.ovei)exo yevea0ai.
Ofixe yap 'taxpoi -ppKaov xo rtpooxov
©epattefiovxeq ayvoia, aXX' afixoi (iaA.iaxa e0vr|aKov oaco Kai p.a>ac7xa
ttpoafiaav, abxe aAAr| av0pcojteia xexvri ab5e(tia- baa xe Ttpoq lepoiq
iKexeaaav f] (tavxeioiQ Kai xoit; xoiofixotq expljaavxo, rtavxa avco(j)eA.f|
rjv, xeXemcovxeq xe afixcbv aneair\aav vno xau KaKau vtKoop.evot.
ovxcov

ov

"Before

they had been many days in Attica the plague began for the first time to show
the Athenians. It is said, indeed, to have broken out before in many
places, both in Lemnos and elsewhere, though no pestilence of such extent nor any
scourge so destructive of human lives is on record anywhere. For neither were
physicians able to cope with the disease, since they at first had to treat it without
knowing its nature, the mortality among them being greatest because they were most
exposed to it, nor did any other human art avail. And the supplication made at
sanctuaries, or appeals to oracles and the like, were all futile, and at last men desisted
from them, overcome by the calamity." (Thuc. II 47.3)
itself among

With these words

importance and
the next

Thucydides presents the subject to the public, emphasises its

sums up

what will be the content of the following exposition. In fact,

chapter will take

up

again the theme of the origin of the disease and

Thucydides will speak all through chapters 49 and 50 about the high mortality caused
by the infection. Chapter 51 will centre
with its consequences
to

which the

on

the inability of the doctors to

cure

the sick

and chapter 52 will deal with the contempt for religion and law,

opening reference to the abandonment of appeals at temples should be

linked. In the last part

of the account, at chapter 54, the historian will explain why the

enquiries at the oracles made by his contemporaries
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can

be said to be "futile". As

a

presentation and at the
structured

are

A

new

Ttpcoxov, OOQ
it is

a summary

of the exposition to follow, these lines

explanation of the origin of the disease follows. fip^axo Se to iaev

Xeyexai, e£ A'lBiottiac; xfj<;

Aiyfmxou.. "The disease began

tmep

said, in Ethiopia beyond Egypt ..."(Thuc. II 48.1). As

introduced this
the

time

perfect introduction.

as a

extended

same

subject using

an

expression analogous to the

we see,
one

Thucydides has

already employed at

beginning of the preceding chapter when referring to the origin of the epidemic: T|

voctoq

fip^axo yeveaEai toTq A0r|vaioi<;, A,ey6p.evov

Ttpooxov

7tpoxepov...,Thuc. II 47.3.

It is arguable that such

a

in the

Kai

repetition had the function of

recalling the attention of the public back to the first point touched
introduction. The second argument,

p,ev

upon

in the

the story of the disease, should follow and in fact

subsequent lines Thucydides declares how he is going to describe the epidemic.

This is

a

signal that the author will

cover

the various topics following the order of

exposition presented in the introductory chapter 47.
The story

of the disease begins at chapter 49:

To p.ev yap exoq,

cbq dop.oA,oyelxo ek tcocvxcov paTaaxa 81) eiceivo ocvoaov
eq xdq aXXcxc, aaBevetaq exfiyxotvev ov ei Se xiq Kai 7tpoi)Kap.ve xi, eq
xoaxo ttdvxa d7t£Kpt0r|...
"That year, as was

agreed by all, happened to be unusually free from disease so far as
regards the other maladies; but if anyone was already ill of any disease all terminated
in this ..."(Thuc. II 49.1)

The

initially healthy conditions prevailing in the

contrast with the

year

in which the plague

unhealthy conditions that will follow; these lines set the dramatic

atmosphere which will characterise the whole of the following exposition.
same

time

as

own

adds

3

account.

an

consensus

Herodotus

audience's agreement.

He therefore invites the public to trust

Eising the expression ooq cbjio^oyeixo 8K ttavxcov the historian

credibility to his

call for

At the

introducing the account of the disease to his public, Thucydides needs to

create the basis for

his

occurs

the

own

words specifying that other people shared his view. As

a

expression is often found in Herodotus.1

employs the verb bpokoyeco on many occasions when clarifying whether there is or there
his sources. At 1 5.2 ,1 17.1, VI 52.1 the verb indicates people who do not

is not agreement among
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The

description that follows is centred

human

on

the various symptoms experienced by

beings and how the plague also affected animals. A

the end of this narrative section and
intended to deal with the

ot3v

To |uev

voornia,

gives

us

summary

further information

on

clause marks

how the author

subject:

nofka. Kai aXXa TtapaA-iTiovxi axcmiag,

cog eKaaxcp

5ia(|)ep6vxcog exepcp Ttpog exepov yiyvojievov, xoiauxov rjv
xf]v 'iSeav. Kai. aXXo napeA-forei Kax' eKeivov xov %povov ot>Sev

exay^ave xi
etti rcav

xcov

eicoBoxcov

o

8e

Kai

yevoixo, eg xaoxo

exelevxa.

"Such, then, was the general nature of the disease; for I pass over many of the
unusual symptoms, since it chanced to affect one man differently as compared with
another. And while the plague lasted there were none of the usual complaints, though
if it any

did

occur

With these words

further

on

the

it ended in this." (Thuc. II 51.1)

Thucydides informs the public that he has

xov

xP°vov

oi)5ev

xcov

exeXeina, echoes the words used

Kai 7tpoi)Kap.ve

xi

eicoBoxcov

at the

o

oiXXo

5e Kai

7tapeA,f)7iei Kax'

yevoixo, eg xauxo

beginning of the previous section

a

e'l Se

similar syntactical structure must be

poetic device used to help the public to recognise the

theme to the other.

:

(voaov) eg xoixo ttavxa oaieKpiBri (Thuc.II.49.1). The

parallel is hardly fortuitous: the adoption of
as a

time he also

description of the extraordinarily social

It should be noticed that the sentence Kai

intended

same

provoked by the epidemic.

consequences

xig

intention of speaking

physical symptoms of the disease, and at the

introduces the next section of his account: the

eKeivov

no

Oral literature is often characterized

passage

from

one

by recurrent parallel

expressions. Refrains in poetry help the singer to display his tale and the audience to
follow the

course

considered the

the Homeric

agree

use

of events.

One

example of recurrent syntactical structures

can

be

offormulae in the epic texts probably related to the oral delivery of

poems.4

with the version of the event chosen by the historian. At I 23, II 147.1, IV 103, IV 154.1

bpcAoyeco expresses the consensus given to the story by at least two sources, while at II 4.1 it refers
to the general consensus with the report written by Herodotus.
The oral-formulaic theory and the Homeric question have been matters of discussions, especially in
4

years. It would exceed the scope of the present exposition to expatiate upon the subject, but
reader may find it useful to refer to A.B. Lord (1960), M.S.Jensen (1980), and R.Finnegan (1988).
recent
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the

In the

following chapters, 51 and 52, Thucydides describes the unusual behaviour

manifested at the time of the disease, while
this aspect,

starting at chapter 53 he generalises

and tries to identify its origin. The third section

Ttpooxov xe

fjp^e

"In other respects

koci eq

an

with these words:

xaAAa xfj noXei eni 7cA.eov avo|iia<; xo voarip.a

also the plague introduced into the city

(Thuc. II 53.1). As in the previous section the transition to
by

opens

on

a greater

lawlessness"

a new argument

is marked

introductory sentence. Syntax and vocabulary recall introductory expressions

already found in the present account: in fact,
Ttpcoxov

the similar

use

of

fjp^e in chapter 47 and 48. We notice again how Thucydides helps his

public to follow the
similar

we can compare

of events:

sequence

a new argument

is each time introduced by

introductory statements easily recognised by the audience, underlining the

unique character of the plague.
The
what
the

description of the moral degeneration ends the harrowing picture of

happened in Athens during the epidemic of 430 bc. With the closing words

subject at chapter 54 the author,

the first person,

as at

the beginning, raises his voice and speaks in

this time with the intention to relate the story of the misinterpretation

of the oracles which occurred
the introduction, the vain

during the spreading of the epidemic. The last motif in

appeal to oracles (47), is echoed here.

enclosing the narrative inside

a

frame where the

beginning and at the end of the exposition (in this
a

circular character to the narrative
The

Tama

on

closing words

p,ev xa Kaxa

xf]v

plague" (Thuc. II 54.5).

on

as a

same

case

theme figures both at the

the reference to oracles), gives

whole.

the Athenian plague work

voaov

This practice of

yev6|j.£va

as a summary

expression:

"So much for the history of the

A concluding statement which sounds like a Herodotean

touch.5

5

For the

use

of

introductory and

summary statements
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in Herodotus

see

H.R. Immerwahr (1966, 51 ff.).

Tragic character and influence

The

preceding analysis attempted to study the structure of the Plague section

in the second book of the

been identified, a

History. As

it

as

and the first

As

we

have

result,

digression framed inside

features have the function of
narrative

a

a

a

self contained-account

as

found

seems to

have

self-contained structure in which stylistic

guiding the public towards

an

understanding of the

proceeds. The next task is to evaluate the character of this digression

help in this direction

comes

from Thucydides himself.

already said, the epidemic is first mentioned in the History at I 23:

Tclov Se rtpoxepov epycov p.eytaxov eTtpocxSri xo Mt|Sik6v, kou xotjxo op.co<;
Sucav vocop,ax,taiv Kai Tte^opax'tatv xa^etav x-pv Kpiaiv eaxev. xoftxou
Se xau 7toA,e|uox) jafjicoq xe p.eya 7tpoft|3r|, 7ra0fip.axa xe ^uvpvexQ'n

adxcp xf| EAAaSt ota abx exepa ev taco XP°VCP- oftxe yap
TtoAetQ xoaatSe Ar|(|)0eiaai f|pr|p,cb0r|aav, at p.ev vno fkxpPdpcov, at 8'
vno
ac[)c6v atixcbv avxtTtolep-otivxcov [...] xa xe 7tpoxepov aicofi p.ev
A.eyop.eva, epyco Se artavtooxepov (3e(3atobp.eva o8k atttaxa xaxeaxri,
aetap.Gov xe rtept, ot ettt ttXetaxov ap.a p.epoQ ypq [...] riXtau xe
eKA-ettj/ett;, [...] adxfto't xe eaxt reap' otQ p.eyaAot Kat att" adxoov Kai
Atp.ot xat f| ov% f]Ktaxa pAa\)/aaa Kat p.epot; xt (j)0etpaaa r\ Aotp.cbSr|<;
yevea0ai

ev

voaoq"The greatest

achievement of the former times was the Persian War, and yet this was
quickly decided in two sea-fights and two land-battles. But the Peloponnesian War
was protracted to a great length, and in the course of it disasters befell Hellas the like
of which had never occurred in any equal space of time. Never had so many cities
been taken and left desolate, some by the Barbarians and other by Hellenes
themselves warring against one another [...] And so the stories of former times,
handed down by oral tradition, but very rarely confirmed by fact, ceased to be
incredible: about earthquakes, for instance, for they prevailed over a very large part of
the earth [...]; eclipses of the sun [...]: great droughts also in some quarters with
resultant famines; and lastly, the disaster which wrought most harm to Hellas and
destroyed a considerable part of the people, the noisome pestilence ."(Thuc. I. 23)

With these words the historian introduces the
he also stresses the
intention of

subject of the history to his public, but

importance of the historical events he is going to narrate.

The

competing with Herodotus is clear: during the Peloponnesian War
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"disasters befell Hellas the like of which had
War

was

resolved in

never

occurred", whereas the Persian

just two sea-fights and two land battles.6 Moreover, the whole

setting of this introduction is Herodotean in character: in introducing his subject
Thucydides responds to the introductory statement made by Herodotus at the
beginning of his work, where he reveals his intention to record the "works great and
marvellous"

(epya (J.eYOt^a xe Kai 0co|iaaxd) produced by Hellenes and

some

by the Barbarians (Hdt.I.l).7 The greatness of the Peloponnesian War is attested both
by the great military events and by the great marvels occurring at this time: the plague
is

presented

as one

of the greatest examples of the incredible events and of the

7ia0f|(iaxa occurring during this conflict.8 This introduction is important in helping
us

to understand the

general intention of Thucydides when choosing to narrate the

history of the Plague. Over and above the historical importance of the epidemic, there
is its

importance

as a

dreadful event and both these elements contribute to making the

story worthy of narration.

The importance and perhaps the

space

given to the

description of the plague in the Second Book should be measured in accordance with
the Herodotean

perspective in which the story itself is set.

perspective might also explain the Herodotean structure

we

The adoption of this

have been analysing in the

previous section.

If the

plague is considered

occurred
if any,

during the

war,

has been laid

the narrative. I have

6

on

as one

of the greatest unpredictable phenomena that

the next question

the incredible

or

we

should address is how much emphasis,

astounding aspect of the disease throughout

already argued in the previous section that the words devoted by

Gomme

the

(HCT, I. 150 ff.) notes that Herodotus had already said that the Persian War was greater than
Trojan War and A.J.Woodman (1988, 28-32) argues that Thucydides is here competing with

Homer.
7

Boopa often introduces an incredible account in Herodotus. Cf. I 23 where the story of Arion and the
dolphin is a Bcopot peytcrxov, I 93 where Bcbpaxa are the marvellous things present in Lybia, and
also III 12, VIII 37, VIII 135 etc.. Note, however, that marvellous stories were also included in the
works of early Ionian historians and that Herodotus himself acknowledges this fact. At II 21
Herodotus refers to Hecataeus'

theory on the source of Nile (probably FGrHist. 1 F 18) and says that
opinion is not well grounded on knowledge, but it is marvellous to hear (9aupaatooxepr|).
8
It is interesting to quote what Hornblower (1991, 62) writes in his commentary to Thuc. I 23:
"[...] These two chapters prepare us for a very different kind of narrative from what, for the most part,
we will actually get. They suggest a sensational and rhetorical narrative with plenty of natural disasters,
vividly described human suffering, and portents in the manner of Livy. But in fact die phenomena
here listed by Thucydides are rarely, sporadically, and very briefly recorded in his narrative, except for
the Great Plague".
his
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Thucydides at II 47.3 function

as an

be noticed is the character of this

introduction to the subject, but what has still to

exposition.

The various arguments

mentioned here

only is the audience informed that such
by human beings before, but also that
able to

cure

ultimate

the sick, rather

resource

ineffective.

disaster

All the

a

which human

possible

single

disposed in crescendo. Not

calamity has

no cure was

they themselves

were

never

been experienced

available. The doctors
the first to die. At last,

no use

before the account of the disease

vocabulary contributes

that the disease broke out

the

a

a great

begins. In
are

long sentence in which six negative propositions follow

the other. In addition, the

even

of help sought by people affected by

distressing situation described, all these different motifs

very

were not

beings make appeal, the Gods, is said to be

sources

considered to be of

are

order to stress the
within

to

a great

are

framed

one

after

definitely tragic flavour. It is said

(8YKaxaGKf)\|Tai, Thuc. II 47.3)

8YKataCTKf|\)/ai is verb often found in tragedy in reference

on

the Athenians:

to grievous events.

In

Aeschylus' Persians the Messenger ends his account of the misfortunes suffered by
the Persian army

nkpaaiQ

telling Atossa that: 7UoAAd 5' eicAeiTUCo ATycov KaKcidv a

8YKai;8c7Krp|/ev

Bsoq. "Yet much remains untold of the ills launched by

Heaven upon

the Persians" (Aesch. Pers. 514). It is again the thunder of Zeus which

is described

as

Trachiniae
Rex.

8YKaxaGKf|\|/ov

(Soph., Track,

v.

1087).

on

Heracles consumed by the disease in the

More interesting for

us

is Sophocles' Oedipus

Here, it is the plague, as in Thucydides, which "broke out" in the city of

Thebes:9

[...] ev 5' o 7rop(t)6po<; Beoi;

eAafivei, Aoip.6<; 8x,0igxo<;, tu6A.iv,
fx))' ov Kevomai 5odp.a Ka5p.eiov, p.eAa<; 5'
AiSri<; axevaYftoiQ Kai Yooiq TcAcoxi^exai.
gkti\j/a<;

"

[...] And withal,
blazing torch the God of Plague
had swooped upon our city emptying
the house of Cadmus, and the murky realm
of Pluto is full, fed with groans and tears"
(Oed.Rexv. 27 ff.)10
armed with his

9

A.Parry (1989, 177-94) has also noted the parallel
Thucydides.
10
Text and translation from F. Storr (1912).

use
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of 8yKaxaaKij\|/cxi in Sophocles and

All these different

elements, when taken together, lead us to conclude that the

vocabulary and linguistic structure of the introduction create
which the abnormal character of the disease is
The
said to have

Without

originated in

a year

unusually free from

prevailing at the time, placing

dramatic contrast."
normal kinds

"

emphasised.

heightened tone continues throughout the account. The epidemic is

broke out in Greece in the

health.

dramatic atmosphere in

any

disease (Thuc. II 49.1).

questioning the good faith of Thucydides in portraying the weather

conditions

overlaid

a

were

one

of the most terrible diseases that

setting of an unusually healthy

The contrast is further stressed
not

much in evidence that year

by the plague and that such

a

year

ever

undoubtedly creates

a

by saying that the diseases of

and when they did

occur

they

were

terrible sickness attacked people in perfect

Thucydides emphasises the abnormal character of the epidemic by adopting

We should notice that in his account of the

plague of Athens, Diodorus of Sicily does not refer at ail
healthy condition obtaining that year; on the contrary he seems to insist that the abundant rain
during the winter would have been cause of the spread of the infection:
TtpoyeYevruaevcov ev xq> xetpcovt peyakcov opPpcov cruve[3r| xiyv ypv evuSpov yeveaGai,
TtoXkoht; Se Kai tcov koiAcov Toncov Se^aqevooq 7tA/rj6°q TSaxoq ktpvdaat kod CTyetv
to any

bScop TtapaTtA-pa'tcoi; xoiq ekooSecn. tcov xortcov, GsppatvopEvcov 5' ev tcp Gepei
awicrxaaGai Ttayeiaq Kai SoacbSeiq axpiSaq, xabxaq 5'
avaGupicogEvag SiabGeipeiv xov tikpaiov aepa- oitep Si) Kai em tcov e?.a>v tcov voacbbp
SuxGeciv kyovxcov opaxai yi.v6p.evov.
axaxov

xobxcov Kai apitopevcov

"As

result of the

heavy rains in the previous winter the ground had become soaked with water, and
low-lying regions, having received a vast amount of water, turned into shallow pools and held
stagnant water, very much as marshy regions do, and when these waters became warm in the summer
and grew putrid, thick foul vapours were formed, which, raising up in fumes, corrupted the
surrounding air, the very thing which may be seen taking place in marshy grounds which are by nature
pestilential." (Diod.Sic. XII 58.3, text and translation from C.H. Oldfather (1950)). It is a matter of
discussion whether these words refer to the first occurrence of the plague in Athens in 430 BC or to its
recurrence in 427 BC. At chapter 45, where this epidemic is first mentioned, Diodorus does not
consider the weather among the causes that contributed to spread the disease. The general character of
the introductory sentence at chapter 58 does not help to establish the time to which the following
description ought to be referred to: "And since history seeks to ascertain the cause of the malignancy of
this disease, it is our duty to explain these matters." The reference at 58.5 to people, who threw
themselves into the cisterns and springs in the attempt to cool their bodies, is clearly reminiscent of
Thucydides II 49. If the passage quoted refers to the first occurrence of the plague, the same narrated
by Thucydides from II 47 ffi, we should at least doubt that the weather as described by Diodorus,
would favour the healthy year mentioned in our account. According to Grote (1945,v. VI, 188.n.l)
Diod. XII 58 should be referred to the revival of the epidemic in the fifth year of the war and can
hardly be true of its first appearance: "since Thucydides states that the year in other respects was
unusually healthy". Rhodes (1988, 230) ascribes Diod. 58 ff. to the year 430 BC without giving any
further explanation.
a

many
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the
a

technique of inversion. The

sequence

of statements creates

a peripeteia

worthy of

tragic stage. 12

Other elements also contribute to the

harrowing character of the description. The rapid

spread of the infection is stressed: people felt sick suddenly, ££ai(t)vr|Q, and the

plague descended immediately, eitGibq, to the chest (Thuc. II 49). Any improvement
for the

patient is unthinkable.

themselves into cold water.

If

People vainly sought relief from pain by throwing
anybody survived the acute phases of the disease, the

epidemic went down into the bowels producing
over even

friends

this

complication,

(Thuc. II 49).

The
account

as
an

having had

sources

no

of relief

an

astounding and moving

Tpv

^6yox> to eiSoq xrjq vooou toc ts dAAoc
dvBpcojteiav (fnocjiv TcpoCT£7ti7tT£v kicdcnxp...

"Indeed the character of the disease
violence of the attack

mentioned only to be

are

by the opening words at chapter 50.

Kpeicraov

XOtX,£7TCOTepcoq f\ Kocxd

their

effect. This alternation between hope and

impression that Thucydides is composing

yotp

or

intensely dramatic effect.'3

is further confirmed

revojaevov

violent ulceration. People who got

likely to fail to recognise either themselves

Thus plausible

immediately dismissed
disaster creates overall

were

a

being in each

proved such that it baffles description, the
for human nature to endure [...]"

case too great

(Thuc., II 50.1)

The

expression

Kp£looov

Aoyou is paralleled in tragedy, where it is used to

emphasise the indescribable nature of

a

story that is to be related.

Poppo in his

commentary points to the similar language employed for the same purpose in

Euripides' Bacchae and Supplices.14 In Bacchae it is the
relate the incredible actions
and the whole

performed by the

women.

city: doc, 8£iva Spcbai 0a\i[idTOOV

messenger

He has

who hesitates to

come to

T£ KpEtaaov,

tell Pentheus

"what amazing

things they perform, things greater than miracles" (Eur. Bac. v.664). Closer to
12

The value of peripeteia

our

in tragedy is expounded by Aristotle in the Poetics (1452a 23). There are
of reversal of fortune on the tragic stage. The sudden ruin that struck the Sophoclean hero
Oedipus in the Oedipus Rex, or Heracles in Trachiniae may be taken as examples.
13
The Oedipus Rex gives us one of the best tragic examples of hope that ends in disaster: the
information expected by Oedipus to bring salvation to the city affected by the plague will be the first
cause of disaster for the king himself.
14
Poppo (1834, L.III ad c.50).
many cases
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passage

that the

is that in Supplices, where Theseus asks Adrastus to explain how it happened
men

who

fought at the

bravery. Adrastus
dkotte

Sp

answers

Kai

vdv

seven gates

of Thebes

were so

superior to other

men

in

with these words:

oL>k aKovxi
syooys (3oi)Aopai
yap

p.01

SiScot; 87tatvov cov
(jfiAcov aAr)0f| Kai SiKai' e'lTteiv Tiepi.
ei5ov yap aExcov Kpeiaaov' f] Ae^at Aoycp
xoAp.fipa0', oiq tjATtt^ov a'tppaeiy 7toA.iv.
"Listen then. In fact the task you
since I want to say what is just
than

words

(Eur. Sup.

In both

v.

describe

can

857 ff.)15

cases a

striking introduction signals the marvellous and incredible nature of

the account to follow.

of the
that

his

Thucydides, however, the expression is appended to the end

words

of the wider

of any

can

on

tell.16

the symptoms stresses

the lack of any possible

problems caused by the epidemic

on

or

infection,

not

no

physically strong

or

was

II.51.6).
nature

anyway,

able to resist it, it made

weak (II 51.2-3).

sheep (II 51.4). Because

few who survived started to believe that
disease"

the description

whether

proper

nursing

(Thuc. II 51.2). No treatment could be found to stop the spread

organism

another and died like

cure,

the Athenians emphasises the lack

solution. People affected by the disease died

available

of the

and

up to

point is not all: other unpredictable and incredible events occurred, greater than

If the section

was

In

description of the symptoms. The author stresses that what has been said

own

was

assign me of praising these friends is not unwelcome
and true about them. I saw their bold deeds greater
by which they expected to take the city"

(II 51.6) and

were

difference whether

one

People became infected nursing

one

almost impossible, the

very

escape was

"they would

never

no

be carried off by

any

other

considered blessed by the others (ep.aKapi^ovxo,

The whole section revolves around the

of the disease and the absence of any

repeated all through chapter 51:

15

Text and translation from D. Kovacs

16

Worth

same concepts:

possible

escape.

as a consequence

the irremediable

These ideas

are

varied

the whole picture is informed

(1998).
mentioning in this connection also are two passages in Aeschylus' Persians (vv. 290-292 and
429-432), one by Atossa and the other by the Messenger, commenting on the Persians' sufferings in
the Battle of Salamis.
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with

movement and

a

context, the

atmosphere that is somehow reminiscent of drama.

description of the sacrilegious disposal of the dead which closes the

second section of the account also makes

one

think of

a

tragic finale in the

as an

appropriate climax for the various horrors described.17

Thus

one

in the

has the

impression that, within the logos marked off in the

the various themes
a

some

of its language.

throughout the whole account

manner

it acts

described

may

Indeed the disposition of

also reflect the structure

proper

tragic play. The play I should like to consider is Sophocles' Trachiniae, in which

the theme of disease is

prominent, and

see

whether it offers

any

comparison with the description of the plague in Thucydides.
hero, faces
his

way

opening section of this Chapter, the account of the Plague is reminiscent of

tragedy in its emotional effect and in

to

In this

a

The vocoq (disease) which affects the hero is powerfully

described in v.749 ff. and
power

means

of

Heracles, the great

terrible and powerful death because of the poisoned mantle sent him by

wife, Deianira.

deadly

relevant point of

v.

1000 ff.

It is

impossible for Heracles to

of the coat and all his rash movements bring him

saving the patient's life

are

available;

even

no

escape

from the

relief. No medical

the appeals made to the Gods

are

useless

(v.993 ff.). The Chorus interprets the present disaster

ancient

prophecies (v.821) and the hero himself recognises that his disease had been

as

already foretold by two oracles which had been misinterpreted for

ff.).

The plague leaves the

himself. In
to

man

who had achieved

spite of these sufferings Heracles shows

so

a

the fulfilment of

long time (v.l 157

much, unable

even to

help

firmness and asks his

son

the vicissitudes suffered by the hero of this tragedy

are

a great

put him over a burning pyre (v. 1208 ff.).
As

we

see,

comparable with those suffered by Athens because of the plague. As for Heracles'
disease, the Athenian epidemic is incurable, recourse to medicine and to the Gods
alike is without effect

(Thuc. II 47). The Athenians discuss at the time whether such

plague should be considered
this

as

a

being in fulfilment of ancient oracles (Thuc. II 54) and

religious motif is also found in the Trachiniae.

Moreover, Athens is, like

17

Similar situation are found in tragedy. Trachiniae ends with a scene of burial and Medea with the
debate between Medea and Jason about the burial of the dead children. Medea was produced in the

spring of 431 BC (cf. D.L.Page, 1952, p. VI), one year before the plague struck Athens. The date of
composition of Trachiniae is unattested, but see the different hypothesises advanced by Jebb and
Davies (1955, p.XVII), A.Lesky (1957, 283) and E.R.Schwinge (1962, 63).
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Heracles,

great and powerful entity destroyed by an unpredictable calamity, but still

a

able to show firm and merciful conduct, as
sick

exemplified by those who cared for the

(Thuc. II 51.5). The description of the plague given by Thucydides terminates,

like Trachiniae, with the dramatic
dead Athenians

At this

point

thrown

we are

presented

any way

affirmative:
nature

are

on

able to
as a

picture of mournful burning

top of one another

answer to our

pyres,

confusedly.18

original problem: whether the plague is in

Bocbpa by Thucydides

or not.

The

throughout the account of the epidemic emphasis is laid

of the disease and the

those where the

answer
on

is in the

the incredible

atmosphere that prevails in the whole account,

atmosphere comparable to what might be felt in

a

an

tragedy, emphasises its catastrophic

aspect.

Our

analysis of the character of Thucydides' account of the plague would not be

complete without

a

reference to

the close of the narrative, at

a

dispute

on

chapter 54.

the interpretation of oracles introduced at
Here the historian reports the different

interpretations of an oracular verse advanced at the time of the disease:
8e

e'tKOQ avepvpaBriCTav xat xodSe xov knovc,,
ddcKOvxeq o't Ttpecrfkuxepot 7tdX,at aSeaBat ' fi^ei AcoptaKoq 7t6A,epo(;
kou ^otpoq a p.' aircco'. Eyevexo pev odv eptc; xotq dvBpooTtotQ pp A,otpov
dovopdaBat ev too ettet tm6 xoov ttaXatcov, aXXa Axpov, eviicriae 5e em
xof) rcapovxoq e'tKoxcoq lotpov e'tpriaBaf o't yap dvBpcottot 7up6q a
ettaaxov xpv pvfipriv e7totot)vxo.
ev

too

KotKcp

ota

"And in their distress
older

men

with it'. A
used in the

they recalled, as was natural, the following verse which their
long ago been uttered : 'A Dorian war shall come and pestilence
dispute arose, however, among the people, some contending that the word

said had

by the ancients was not XotpoQ, 'pestilence', but A.tpo<;, 'famine',
but19 the view prevailed at that time that 'pestilence' was the original word; and quite
naturally, for men's recollections conformed to their sufferings." (Thuc. II 54)

18

The

aware

verse

only reference to the Trachiniae in relation to Thucydides' description of the plague that I am
as quoted by Gomme (HCT, II. 147), but the comparison he makes is restricted to

of is in Grote

the mention of oracles made in both texts.
19

Here I

depart from the Loeb translator, who writes "and".
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At first

sight the section has

that characterises the whole

Thucydides outlines
event

a

technical character and lies outside the tragic flavour

picture of the plague.

If

we are

right in arguing that

tragic description of the disease and presents the epidemic

a

competing with the A,sy6|J.eva amaxa narrated in the past,

understand what is the

epidemic. Woodman

we

as an

then have to

relationship between this section and the overall account of the

seems

already to have provided

an answer to our

question when

he states that:
"the

prophecy, in one of his versions, recalls the words of Achilles in Iliad I. [...] By
means Thucydides directs his readers' attention towards Homer and invites them
see his own account of the Athenian plague and its sequel in Homeric terms."20

these
to

This

explanation fits in with Wooodman's

own

theory that the picture of the plague

given by Thucydides is directly influenced by the Homeric description of the
pestilence in the first book of the Iliad. The reference to animals killed by the plague
at

chapter 50 would also be meant to recall Homer where dogs and mules

to

be infected

and

are

the first

by the disease.21 Woodman notes that the association between A,oijJ.6q

is found in Hesiod, while
Here it is relevant to go

plague and

war are

associated in tragedy.

beyond Woodman's point and examine

closely these related concepts. In the Works and Days plague and famine
the calamities sent

by the Gods against the

men

more

are two

of

who committed wrongdoing:

noAWotKi Kai

^\)|j.7taaa noXxq KaKao avSpoq eTtaupel,
oq xtq a,A,txpaivri Kai aiac&aXa p.rixavaaxat.
xoiatv 8' ot>pavo0ev p.ey' eTxqyaye 7rrj|ia Kpovicov
A,i|adv bjj.au Kai Xoijj,6v atro^BivfiGaocji Se Xaoi.
"Often has

whole

city reaped the evil fruit of a bad man. Who sins and puts in
practice deeds of infatuation. Of them then from heaven the son of Cronus is want to
bring great calamity, famine and pestilence at the same time: so the people waste
away". (Hesiod W. D. vv.240 ff.)
even a

The

familiarity with these words must have been widespread if Aeschines

the

wrong-doing of the

Demosthenes and

assume

20

Cf. A.J.Woodman (1988,

21

Cf. A.J.Woodman

man

described by Hesiod

that the

as a

can

still

use

comparison for that of

parallel would be easily grasped by his audience

35).
(1988, 38).
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{Against Ctesiphon, 3.135). Likewise, the sin of Oedipus

commonly noticed is the association of

plague in the Old Testament,23
pestilence" often
Ezek. 6:11

occur

together

three

as

famine and

punishments sent by the Lord (Jer. 14:12;24:10;

etc.). In the book of Numbers God punishes the Israelites with pestilence

in their

own

hearths

one

or

famine

are

struck by

(8.37) while in Samuel (24:10) the Lord is said to have

things in store for the people: famine,

choose

war,

In the book of Prophets "sword, famine and

(14:12). In Kings the people of Israel when facing plague
remorse

disease that afflicts

Oedipus Rex {Oed. v.28 ff).22

the whole of Thebes in the
What is less

causes a

of them. Because the

war

and pestilence, and asks them to

people preferred plague: "the Lord sent

a

pestilence

throughout Israel from morning till the hour of dinner, and from Dan to Beersheba
seventy thousand of the people died." The story also appears in Chronicles 1.21.
These passages

punishment
texts may
as

was

confirm that the idea of

widespread in the Mediterranean

have exercised

the various parts

any

influence

on

of the Old Testament

an

area.

epidemic disease

the Greeks is hard to ascertain, especially
are

difficult to date. What

examples is rather that

texts

by the time of Thucydides attributes epidemic disease and

the time when the

chapter 54
old

5e

prophecies:
em

becomes

22

may

tov

as

from

war to

divine

punishments for human wrongdoing.

Thucydides himself subscribe to that view? He

himself from the different

emerges

well established tradition both in Hebrew and in Greek

responsibility and considers them
Does

divine

The extent to which these

these

a

as a

appears to

distance

interpretations of oracles advanced by his contemporaries at

plague struck Athens. The reiteration of the concept of e'lKOt; at

involve
ev

5e

an

implicit polemic against how the Athenians approached

top kcckcd ota

napovxoq

e'tkot; dv8|avna0r|aav (11.54.1),.. evikt|ae

e'lKOxax; ^otjaov e\pf|a0ai (II.54.3). Such polemic

explicit in the following lines:

The idea of disease in

general as a punishment sent by the Gods is also attested in Herodotus. See
(VI 75-84) and Pheretime (IV 205). Some Scythians who plundered a temple
by the goddess with the "female sickness "(1 105).
23
There is no reference to this association in the commentaries on Thucydides. For an analysis of the
plague-descriptions in the Bible see R.Crawford (1914, pp.1-21), who points out that in the Old
Testament the plague is regarded as a direct consequence of God's anger. He also notes that all the
Hebrew words for plague indicate a "blow" just as an arrow is the instrument used by Apollo to send
pestilence in the Iliad (1.44).
the story of Cleomenes
are said to be punished
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aXXoc, tu6A.8(j.0(; KaxaA,d|3r| Acopncoq xcruSe
^t>p.(3fi yeveaBai X.ip.6v, Kaxd xo e'ikoq choxcoc; aaovxai

xxrxepoq

"But if

and a famine
in that way" (II

Oi(j,ai

Tioxe

ever

happen to
54.3)

another Dorian

come

should visit them after the present war

war

with it, they would probably, I fancy, recite the

These words have often been taken
historian towards matters of
to

over

the

estimate such

a

Kai

common

scientific

as

sign of

a

verse

rational attitude shown by the

a

religious belief, but

we must

be

very

careful not

approach. Thucydides does not criticise the value of

prophecy, but the behaviour of the Athenians in trying to interpret oracular

responses to

fit their actual circumstances.24 In the quest for evidence for Thucydides'

religious attitude

we may

Here, Thucydides reports

a

also find it useful to look at the last part of chapter 54.
view shared by

many persons at

the time of the epidemic:

before the

beginning of the

and now,

the fact that the plague did not actually spread into the Peloponnese

war,

the Delphic oracle had lent its support to the Spartans

corroborated the idea that in the present

conflict the Gods

were on

the Spartan side

(II.54.4-5). Thucydides had already spoken of this oracular

response

in the first book

and

on

both occasions

no

critical evaluation is

polemical tone struck by Thucydides

as

appended to the report.25

regards popular interpretations of an ancient

prophecy, doubtless only orally preserved, does

seem

necessarily not to extend to all

prophecy and oracles themselves.26 Following these considerations,
be able to

provide

an

answer to

Thucydides does not take

up

any

our

original question and

explicit position

responsibility for the epidemic, precisely this silence
least

24

The

on

may

say

we

should

now

that although

the question of divine

imply his acceptance (or at

non-denial) of traditional views.

Here, I share the view expressed by Nanno Marinatos in her book on Thucydides and religion (1981,
ff.) and Oost (1975, 193-4). Marinatos' introductory chapter (1-16) is a useful survey of different

47

interpretations as regards the relationship between Thucydides and religion in general. Marinatos
disagrees with the widespread idea that Thucydides was an atheist. On the contrary, her considerations
fully support her view that the historian respected the traditional religious beliefs of his own age in
spite of his rational attitude: "The mutual exclusion of science and religion is a modern idea. Both in
antiquity and in later times there are examples of the peaceful coexistence of the two because science
asks 'how' whereas theology asks 'why'".
25

Cf. Thuc. I. 118.3.

26

In the

of a discussion

on the subject Mr. G.Howie suggested that Thucydides does not dismiss
in fact responsible for the plague that struck the Athenians. On the contrary,
this non-critical report could be intended to remind the public of Apollo as the God who sent the
plague during the Trojan War. This interpretation would accord with Nanno Marinatos' idea that
Thucydides shared the traditional views of his own time in matters of religion.

course

the idea that

Apollo

was
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But what of the argument
In this case, our text

that the plague

does not provide

view of fault and retribution.
human

any

punishment for human wrongdoing?

evidence that the historian favoured the

On the contrary,

instead of the traditional idea that

wrong-doing is followed by consequent punishment, Thucydides describes

how the
idea

was a

plague itself led human beings into wrongdoing and moral degeneration. An

traditionally accepted is simply left aside and

a new one

attempt to give a rational interpretation of the events.

according to which moral degeneration follows
time the traditional concept

new

rational approach

catastrophic event, will replace in

of fault and retribution. These words of Plato attest the

distance that had been travelled

A©.

a

This

is introduced in the

by his time from the ancient

ep-eAAov Xsysiv cbq oTSeiq

way

of thinking:

avBpdmcov ouSbv vop.o0£xei, xv^ai
5b Kai 2,\)p.(j)opai Ttavxoiai TUTixovaai Ttavxoicoq vop.o08Tot3ai xa 7tdvxa
r||j.iv. f| yap 7i6^ep.6q xtq Ptaaap-evoq avexpe\|/£ TtoAxxeiaq Kai p.exe(3aA,e
v6p.ot>q, f\ neviaq xa^87l% attopia- TtoAAa 8e Kai voaoi avayKa^ouat
Kaivoxop-siv ^oip.cov xb b(j.7ti7tx6vxcov, Kai xpovov
ttoA,i)v svtaaxcov
7toA.A,cqv tco^Aockk; aKaipiaq.
"

(Athen.) I

ttoxe

the point of saying that no man ever makes laws, but chances and
kinds, occurring in all sorts of ways, make all our laws for us. For
either it is a war that violently upsets politics and changes laws, or it is the distress
due to grievous poverty. Diseases, too, often force on revolutions, owing to the
inroads of pestilences and recurring bad seasons prolonged over many years [...]"
(Plato, Laws IV 709, A)27
was on

accidents of all

Such

an

argument may appear inconsistent with the previous considerations about the

traditional attitude revealed

trying to show is that

a

by the historian towards oracles. In fact, what I have been

scientific and rational attitude

exist and is verifiable in the account of the

as

regards religious beliefs does

plague, but it does also coexist with

respect for a more traditional approach to religion.

The problem of divine

responsibility in connection with the epidemic must have been
debated at the time and

would

come

Thucydides' public

into consideration in

an

account

may
on

the

a

an argument

have expected that such

widely

an

issue

plague. The historian does take it

into consideration, but he does this in the closure not in the course of the main
account.

27

Outside the

tragic context created by the picture of Athens thrown into

Text and translation from R.G.

Bury (1942).
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upheaval by the epidemic, Thucydides

can

discuss critically matters of

religious belief, presenting to his public his rational approach,
had

developed from

a

Hippocratic influence

The evidence collected in the

a

course

consideration till
on

of our

analysis has led

now

is the

certain medical

expertise, but the

use

on

the medical competence

are

have

of them with

some

Hippocratic treatises, it is also true that he

terms or to excuse

himself for not

KapSiav

a

as we

a

have tried

striking affinity to

many

words otherwise

avoid misusing technical

seems to

mentioning further medical data. Speaking of the

produced by the plague in the stomach, Thucydides

xijv
&7ioKa0dpaeiq

shown by

skilfully described, showing

tragedy. Besides, while it is evident that Thucydides employs

ec;

under

exposition of the symptoms of the

of such technicalities coexists,

show, with the inclusion of poetic features,

Orcoxe

may

as

Thucydides' writing. Many scholars have already dealt with this subject

epidemic.28 The physical effects of the plague

disorders

come

degree of influence that medical treatises

the historian and the scientific character of his

found in

consider the account

tragic character. One issue that has not

and valuable considerations have been advanced

to

us to

plague in the second book of the History of the Peloponnesian War

self-contained narrative with

exercised

rational approach that

traditional religious attitude.

Scientific value and

of the Athenian

a

common

says

that:

axrpi^etev,

ttaaai

oaat

aveaxpecjie xe atrcfiv Kai
ko Taxpcov _cbvop.aap.evai e'taiv

eTtfiaav...
"And when it settled in the stomach, that was upset,
named by physicians ensued ..." (Thuc. II 49 .3)

and vomits of bile of every kind

28

See D.L.Page (1953, 97-119), A.Parry (1989), J.De Romilly (1947, 46 ff.), J.H.Finley (1947, 70, 150
ff.), M.Marshall (1990, 163-70), M.C.Mittelstadt (1968, 145-54). Many articles deal with the problem
of identifying the disease Thucydides describes: W.P.MacArthur (1954, 171-4), E. Watson Williams
(1957, 98-103), J.R.Pinault (1986, 52-75), J.C.F.Poole and A.J.Holladay (1979, 282-300), J.Solomon
(1985, 121 ff.). Because of the great number of articles and works published on the subject, these
indications do not claim to be exhaustive and should rather be taken
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as a

first reference for the reader.

We understand that the historian knows all these different names, but he does not
want to alienate the reader with such medical

whose strongest

claim to authority

on

vocabulary. At the

the matter is not

experience of treating patients but experience of the disease
free to pass over many

same

time,

as one

medical training

a

as a

or

patient himself, he is

of the unusual symptoms of the disease.

To jtev ow vooruaa,

noXXa, xai aXXa napaXmovxi axoniac,, &>q EKdaxco

'exvyxavk xi 5iacj)£p6vTcoq
xf]v 'iSecxv.

exepcp itpot; exepov yvyvoiievov, xotcoxov

fjv

£7tt ttav

"Such, then

was

the general nature of the disease; for I pass over many of the unusual

symptoms, since it chanced to affect one man differently as compared with another"

(Thuc. II 51.1)

A

more

technical account is avoided:

Thucydides will confine himself to give

a

picture of the "general nature" of the disease.

It is

interesting to

compare

one

of the works

belonging to the Hippocratic

disease.
the

Although

some

the Thucydidean account

distress caused
without any

of the disease

no

an

infectious

are

clear evidence in support of this view.29
outlined without

sign of rhetorical elaboration.

any

emphasis

on

the

upon

Contrary to the practice adopted by

the individual manifestations of the plague.

importantly, both at the beginning and at the end of this treatise the verb

ypdcc))oo is used with reference
consumptives in due

course

y£Ypap.p,£VCOV, XVI)

contrary, employs

According to
or

which describes

by the sickness. The description has the structure of a medical report

Thucydides, the author expatiates
More

corpus,

the plague with Epidemics III,

scholars have thought that the unknown author is describing

plague of Athens of 430 BC, there is

The different symptoms

on

X.EYOO

a recent

may

(II) and he hopes that "what has been written" (7t£pi xcov

will be of

Xkyw

to the work: the author will write about the

some

use

for the future.

Thucydides,

on

the

at chapter 48, to refer to his own account on the plague.

study

on

the Hippocratic writings the alternative

use

distinguish the medical treatises meant to be published

29

of Ypot(()CO

as a

written

Poppo's commentary on Thucydides (1834, vol.111, 254ff.) cites Epidemics III as one example of a
where a description of the plague is found and S.Hornblower (1991,321) also compares the
beginning of chapter 49 in Thucydides with Epidemics III 2

text

.
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work from the
in the

Hippocratic

works

his

ones

are

intended to be delivered/0

corpus as

characterised

Jouanna

singles out two compositions

intended for oral delivery: the Art and the Winds. These

by the

presence

of the author speaking in the first

public: he adopts rhetorical devices to make his arguments

more

person to

effective

especially at the beginning and at the end of the exposition. The time required for
delivering these pieces would be around 28-30 minutes, whereas the works intended
to

be

published would take

R.Thomas accepts

a

time of one hour

hour and

a

half to be read aloud.

the existence of medical compositions intended for oral delivery

and writes that in these texts the author

opponent.31

or one

gives the impression of contending with

What both Jouanna and Thomas have in effect recognised in these

works, is the

presence

of elements supporting the performance of the account: short

length, rhetorical devices, clear demarcation of beginning and end, and
voice

medical

authorial

being employed in medicine in Greece is supported by good evidence that

practitioners often had to convince patients of the reliability of the

of their

deliver
may

an

seeking to catch and hold the attention and the favour of the audience. The idea

of rhetoric

even

an

a

own

effectiveness.32

There is also evidence that

cure or

physicians had to

public oration in order to win acceptance and be permitted to practice.33 We

also mention that in Herodotus the doctor Demokedes reveals his oratorical skill

convincing the
for oral

queen

Atossa to follow his advice.34 Thus medical treatises intended

delivery naturally share

some common

characteristics with other compositions

of rhetorical nature.35

At this

point

we

should take

between the account of the
use

not

again

our

original question: what is the relationship

plague in Thucydides and Hippocratic works? Excessive

language is avoided in

all the different symptoms.

to

30

of technical

up

our account as

well

as

the scientific references

The Hippocratic style of cool scientific expression is

adopted, and tragic features give to the account

a

dramatic flavour. On the other

See J.Jouanna

(1984, 26-44).
(1993, 225-44).
32
See L.Bourgey (1953, 90n.3).
33
According to Xenophon (Mem. IV,2.5) the candidates for the office of public physicians used to
pronounce a speech. Plato (Gorgias, 456.B) also refers to physicians who had to contend in speech
before the Assembly when entering a city. Cf. also L.Cohn-Haft (1956).
31

See R.Thomas

34

Cf.Hdt. Ill

35

Medical treatises reveal also

see

c.

129 ff.
an

association between ancient medicine and

J.Longrigg (1963, 147-76) and (1993).
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pre-Socratic philosophy:

hand, the influence of medical works is clear in the medical competence exhibited by
the

historian, and words like X8K|J.f]piov and 7tp6(f)aGi<;

exposition

as

in the Hippocratic corpus.36 If we

self-contained

Herodotean

logos,

of

process

right to ascribe to the account

elements

a

support

the

performance of the text, the relationship with orally delivered medical works

may

Medical notions

including

are

mark the

meant

to

be considered.

very

modest length in which the author himself states his authority in dealing with the

are

in fact here enclosed within

of

now

an

account

subject.

rtepl amot) doc, eKaaxoq ytyvcbaKei tcaf'taxpoc; Kai
\5icbxr|<;, &<)>' oxou e'lKoq fjv yeveaBat ocbxo, Kai xa<; a'txiaq aaxtvat;
vop.'t^8t xoaaflxrit; p.exapoX,f|Q iKavotQ eivai 5"6vap.iv eq xo p.exaaxf|aai
GXe^v' £Y<*> Se olov xe eyiyvexo As^co, Kai occj)' cov av xiq ctkoticov, si noxe
Kai a-GGtq btcitcegoi, paAicn;' av &xoi xt xcpoeiScoQ ptfi ayvoeiv, xaioxa
SriAxbcco ahxot; xe voGljaat; Kai atoxog 'iScov aXXox>q rraaxovxaQ.
Aeyexco

psv ow

"Now any one,

whether physician or layman, may, each according to his personal
opinion, speak about his probable origin and state the causes which, in his view, were
sufficient to have produced so great a departure from normal conditions; but I shall
describe its actual course, explaining the symptoms, from the study of which a person
should be best able, having knowledge of it beforehand, to recognise it if it should
ever break out again. For I had the disease myself and saw others sick of it".
(Thuc. II 48.3)

Very seldom in the whole of his work does Thucydides speak in his
declaration

seems

also

physicians. At the

same

delivered medical texts.

devoted

to

counteract

time, the

use

of Asyco

a

As
very

a

some

confirm the link with orally

comparable with the preliminary words

proposes

knowledge is better than

work of doctors is also defended at the

seems to

defence of the value of his

against possible detractors: the speaker
discoveries because

voice.37 This

possible objections coming from

This introduction is

by the author of the Art to

own

a state

to

own

exposition

tell (Asyco Art\.\)

his

of ignorance. The utility of the

beginning of Breaths (1.1).

whole, then, Thucydides' account of the plague has proved to be a

rich narrative section in which different literary features intertwine. Therefore,

36

Both Gomme (HCT, II. 156) and S.Hornblower (1991, 321 -3) comment on the use made by
Thucydides of these words.
37
J.H.Finley (1947, 8) notes that this is one of the only four occasions in which Thucydides speaks of
himself in the History. Cf. also A.W. Gomme (1951, 70-80) and D. Gribble (1998, 41-67).
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in order to

gain

better view of the story it is hardly

a

take into account

only Herodotean,

fact to contribute in different
we

or

tragic

or

proper to

study in isolation and

medical features. All of these

seem

in

degrees in order to form the self-contained account that

have described.
Some final remarks should be added to

study of this subject. If

our

we

accept the idea that the account of the plague was originally intended for an
autonomous

offer
J. De

delivery outside the overall context of the history,

reasonable

a

explanation for

some

name

year

of

war

mention is made of the

(ov 0ouKt>5iSr|<; £uv£Ypocv|/ev), ami only twice is the

at II 47 and IV

for the late

would be able to

inconsistencies occurring within the context.

Romilly noted that at the end of each

author's

we

name

116.38 De Romilly considers the omission in Book Two

as

omitted:
evidence

composition and inclusion of the Funeral Oration inside the work, but it

could also be accounted for

by the late insertion of the account of the plague, which

follows the Funeral Oration, into the context of the second book.
47 marks the transition between two accounts

which in their different ways may

(the funeral speech and the plague)

both be considered

the accidental omission of this technical feature

Moreover, chapter

as

originally autonomous, and

during the

narratives inside the context of the book, may seem at

least

process
a

of unifying the two

feasible hypothesis.

Second, when in Book Three Thucydides again mentions the plague, he
informs

us

that the first time this

epidemic had

run

than four thousand four hundred of those enrolled

hundred

87).

cavalry and of the populace

These data

account

no

come out

than two years

information had been
would have been
to function

as a

Cf.J.De

fewer

number that could not be ascertained (Thuc. Ill

long the plague lasted

or

about the number of
was

written

after the outbreak of the disease. It is true that if this piece of

supplied in the second book, the chronological report of events

digression, such

an

intrusion would not have created

seems
so

otherwise

much damage.

that information could have enhanced the

very

effect

be aiming at in his account of the Plague. Moreover, the possible

criticisms that the story
38

no

hoplites died and also three

interrupted, but because the account of the plague

seems to

and

possible conclusions is that the plague account

If inserted in that context,

Thucydides

as

years

unexpectedly in the third book because in the previous

mention is made of how

deaths caused. One of the
no more

a

for two full

might raise, mentioned by Thucydides at chapter 48,

Romilly (1947, 46).
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are more

understandable in

a

period

near to

the outbreak of the disease when different

physicians must have tried to study the phenomenon and provide possible

explanations for it.39 Thucydides
his

own

as a

witness and victim himself of the disease writes

version of the event.

39

Examples of polemic among doctors are referred by L.Bourgey (1953, 100) who cites the criticism
by Diocles against Hippocrates' opinion, as stated in Epidemic I, on the different kinds of fevers
(Galenus, XVII A 222-23, XVII B 530 K and Diocles frag. 34).
made
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CHAPTER FOUR

The debate
a

In this

chapter I

Mytilene in Thucydides' Book III:
hypothesis on its composition

am

on

going to analyse the Mytilenaean debate

Thucydides in Book Three. My aim is to

see

as

whether this episode could have been

presented to the public in isolation from the rest of the work. For this

analyse the account
and the two

as a

compatible with delivery

on

by

I shall

even

have been

the actual occasion. Overall, I shall be trying to

whether this account contains artistic motifs that

be followed

purpose

whole for characteristics compatible with oral performance

speeches within it for characteristics that would

delivered genres

presented by

see

might be shared with other orally

that would heighten the attention of a potential audience. This will

an

analysis of the general context in which the Mytilenaean debate is

situated in the attempt to

discover

any

sign of inconsistencies arising from later

integration of the episode into the surrounding narrative. Finally, I shall consider the
possible

reasons

why

of this debate could have been of independent

an account

interest and what sorts of audiences

might have been drawn to it.

The structure

From

took

chapter 35 to 50 of Book Three, Thucydides presents
place during

a

punishment the Athenians should inflict

Mytilene for their revolt. During
men

and enslave the

an

women

earlier meeting

a

second time.

says

on

the people of

proposal by Cleon to kill all the

and children had been

Athenians had decided to reconsider the matter and the
a

debate which he

second meeting of the Athenian assembly convened in order to

discuss what sort of

adult

a

approved. Subsequently, the

assembly had been summoned

Among the speeches delivered in that occasion Thucydides singles out

those of Cleon and

Diodotus, presumably

as
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representative of the two opposing views

the issue.1 In view of the

on

that his

proposal had already

to include

the

popularity of Cleon

a

won

as a

politician at the time and the fact

favour in the first session, it

seems a

natural choice

report of his speech. On the other hand, the opposing speech delivered at

assembly by Diodotus introduces into the History

a

political figure not otherwise

known, who here makes his only appearance in Thucydides' work. The perennial

question of whether the speeches and exchanges in Thucydides correspond to original
reports or are a literary construct, has often been raised in connection to the

Mytilenaean debate.
orations do not
Athenian

Some commentators think that the topics covered in both

satisfy the requirements to be met by real speeches delivered in the

assembly.2 But

an

analysis of the debate

may

reveal that such

an

idea is not

supported by real evidence and that it is not implausible to hypothesise that speeches
along those lines could have been delivered

Cleon's

opening has

a

the actual occasion.

polemical tone. His attack focuses

democratic government to

rule

who do not hesitate to grant

do not pay

on

attention to what

over

others and

on

on

the gullibility of the Athenians,

their approval to the most skilful
are

the inability of the

the orators and

among

the best interests of their city. Cleon begins his speech

by attacking the demos: 7toXX.dKtQ p.ev f]5r| eyooye Kod ocAAoxe eyvcov

SriiaoKpaxiav
and

again that

must have

of
for

an

a

aSuvaxov

eaxiv exepcov ap%eiv...

democracy cannot

manage an

"I have remarked again

empire..." (Ill 37.1).

These words

captured the attention of the audience. f]5r| is often used at the beginning

oration.

According to Tausberg iam (f|Sr|) represents: "an insinuatory device

encouraging the audience to feel

attentiveness

1

oxi

[...]. It

moves

a

need for information and motivating their

the audience to fear they have missed

an

important piece

On the process

of selecting the material to be included in the History in general see S. Hornblower
(1987, 34-44 and 45-72) and L. Canfora (1972).
2
Cf.A.Andrewes (1962,62-63) who argues that the debate as a whole "does not read much like an
authentic report" (p.73) and concludes that it represents "at best an incomplete picture of the actual
proceedings, and one can feel no strong confidence that Thucydides tried to confine himself here to
arguments which he knew to have been used at the time" (p.79). Similarly Gomme (HCT, II. 315)
writes: "The quarrel between Diodotus and Cleon is as much about how to conduct debate in the
as about the fate of Mytilene [...] the real debate has been
simpler and less sophistical". J.De
Romilly (1963, 160) stresses how the systematic contrast between the two speeches "was rather
improbable in an actual debate". An opposite view is expressed by D.Kagan (1975, 70-94). He believes
that there is no reason to argue that the debate as reported by Thucydides is fictitious. H.D.Westlake
(1973, 90-108) in a study of the setting of the Thucydidean speeches, notes that: "the tone of the
preamble (3.36) and postscript (3.49) [of the Mytilenean debate] contrasts with that of the speeches,
which is intellectual" (p.97).
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of information,

thereby inducing them to follow the thread of the narrative

attentively".3 A

more

strong polemical preamble is justified in the context of the present

situation: Cleon, whose

proposal had already been accepted by the Athenian assembly

during the earlier session, found himself forced by the Athenians' sudden change of
mind to return to the issue and defend his

that Cleon
cannot

was

accustomed to resort to

consider Cleon's

elements of proems,

as

violent kind of

sources

oratory.4 Nevertheless,

unusual. Topics of praise

or

blame

are

we

constituent

according to the later classification of oratorical constructions

by Aristotle in the Rhetoric,5 Finley also notes that

made
the

opening

a

policy. We also know from other

a

similar complaint about

gullibility of the people towards orators is found in speeches in tragedy (Eur.

Suppl. 415-6) and comedy (Aristoph. Acharn. 380/502, Equ. 710).6 Throughout his
speech Cleon employs
own

person

a

defensive tone. A comparable emphasis

On the murder

opening of Antiphon's defence speech

of Herodes. The parallel is particularly interesting in view of the fact

that

Antiphon's speech mentions the revolt at Mytilene and

was

one

of the

a

summer

months of the year

Mytilenaean debate.7

It

may

424 BC, and hence at

therefore be taken

probably delivered in

time close to the setting

as an

example of oratory

contemporary with Cleon's own speech as reported by Thucydides.
Cleon

the Athenians of

accuses

their value instead of
the

In

our

oration

claiming the right to change the laws and question

upholding the decree already passed. This is comparable with

position of the speaker at the beginning of Antiphon's On the choreutes where he

urges
are

the speaker's

(eyoo), together with criticism of the "clever speakers" and the attitude of

the audience towards them, is also found in the

of the

on

the jury not to be induced by the previous speech to question whether the laws

good

or

bad but to enforce them.

Parallel

introduction.
too fond of

and

Cleon

antithetical

constructions

are

complains that when speeches

using their

eyes,

but where actions

are

displayed

are to

throughout

be heard the Athenians

concerned, they trust their

38.4). The audience despises what is familiar, but worships

ears

the
are

(III

every new extravagance

3

Cf.H.Lausberg (1998, 128).
Cf. Aristophanes, Knights v. 627 ff.. Further discussion
found later on in this chapter.

4

5

on

the Aristophanic picture of Cleon will be

Cf. Aristotle, Rhet. 1414 b, II 14.1.

6

Cf. J.Finley (1967, 29). See also Lysias' Speech 25. Polemic against the orators who persuade the
public not with what is true, but with what "seems to be true" is found in Plato Phaedrus (260 A).
7
For a discussion leading to hypothesise a possible date of delivery of Anthiphon's fifth oration see
P.S.Breuning (1937, 67-70).
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(Ill 38.5). Antitheses

are

consistently employed by Gorgias of Leontini, the Sicilian

rhetorician who arrived in Athens

sources.8 But there

are

earlier

has

rightly pointed out that

the

use

of such

a

precisely in the

some

tragic dialogues

as

early

as

442 BC already evidence

technique.9 In chapter 39 the 7tp60eatq (or "narratio") begins.

proved".10 In the present case it is

a

a

"brief

contention that

of the matter to be

summary

no

city has

injured Athens

ever

to

Athens and

is

clearly based

core

of the

chapter Cleon explains what the Mytileneans did

why they deserve to be punished effectively. Cleon's political attitude
on a

defence of raison d'etat: the Mytilenaeans had

Because Athens had treated them with

no

good

Forgiveness is

dangerous for Athens than punishment because other subjects would be

encouraged to revolt and Athens would then have to fight against her
Cleon insists
with the

on

the

principle of justice: the punishment he

wrongdoing of the Mytilenaeans and will

from the choice between S'tKatov and aStKOV

own

allies.

is commensurate

deterrent for the future.

genres, assessments

belong to the forensic

more

derived
than to

symbouleutic genre}2 We might therefore consider it surprising that this topic

should have been

assembly.

developed at such length in

Nevertheless,

himself and his

we cannot

a

speech delivered before the Athenian

forget that Cleon is speaking in defence of

policy against the attacks already mounted against them. His task at

this stage

is not only to

had been

already accepted and

The

proposes

serve as a

According to the Aristotelian classification of oratorical

the

reason to

indulgence, they became insolent; and

they must all be considered equally responsible for the secession.
more

so

Mytilene. At this point proofs (tt'taxetq 1') have to be given in support of

as

this statement and in the

revolt.

our

examples of antithetical structures in speeches. Finley

According to Aristotle the ttp60eatq is

deeply

427 BC according to

year

propose a course
was

of action, but also to defend

a

proposal, that

then brought back into question by the Athenians.

polemical opening along with the similarities with topics

proper to

defensive

speeches and court speeches in general provide further evidence of the defensive tone
of the

speech.

8

F.M.Wassermann (1956, 27-41) draws attention to the fact that Gorgias
during the year in which this debate took place.
9Cf. J.Finley (1967,78).
10
'1
12

Cf. Aristotle, Rhet. 3.13, 1414 b, 9.

Cf.Aristotle, Rhet. 3.17.1, 1418 a ff.
Cf.Aristotle, Rhet., 1.3,1358 b, 22 ff.
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came to

Athens

There then follows
charm of words

or

a

by

call to banish
a too

pity (eA.eao eK(3oA.f|) and not be misled by the

forgiving temper (III 40.2-3). Mercy, Cleon

be reserved for the merciful, clever orators
such great

ought not to try their skills

says,

should
of

on matters

importance for the city, and forgiveness must be shown towards friends

rather than enemies.

eyed p.ev o8v Kai xoxe 7tpobxov Kai v8v Siapaxopai p,fi p.exayv(8vai 8p.a<;
xa 7tpoSeSoyp.eva, p.r|8e xptai xoiq a^ap^opcoxaxott; xrj apxfb oikxco Kai
f|5ovf| Xoycov Kai eirieiKeia, ap.apxaveiv. sXeog xe yap ttpoq xoftq
oiioiouq SiKatoq avxi8i8oa0ai, Kai pir| Ttpoq xoftq oftx' avxoiKxio8vxaq
e£ avayKty; xe Kafieaxcoxaq a'tei 7ioA,ep,iouQ- 01 xe xeptiovxeq Xoyco
ptjxopeq e^ovcri Kai ev aAAoiq eX,aaaoaiv aycova, Kai p.1) ev cp f| (lev
TtoXtQ (3paxea f|a0eiaa p.eya>„a ^rip.icbaexai, adxoi Se eK xo8 e8 e'lTteiv
xo 7ta0etv e{) avxtA.fi\j/ovxaiKai f| ertieiKeta TtpoQ xoaq p.eA.X.ovxa<;
e7itxr|Seio\)(; Kai xo A-oittov eaea0ai p.aA.A.ov Si8oxai f] npoc, xovq bp.oicoQ
xe Kai abSev fjaaov 7toA,ep.ioxx; ■bTtoA.etTtop.evoxx;.
"Therefore, I still protest,

I have from the first, that you should not reverse your
error by pity, delight in eloquence, or clemency, the
three influences most prejudicial to a ruling state. For compassion may rightly be
bestowed upon those who are likewise compassionate and not upon those who will
show no pity in return but of necessity are always enemies. As to the orators who
charm by their eloquence, they will have other opportunities of display in matters of
less importance, and not where the city for a brief pleasure will pay an heavy penalty
while they themselves get a fine fee for their fine speaking. And clemency would
former decision

or

as

be led into

better be reserved for those who will afterwards be faithful allies than be shown to
those who remain

just what they

were

before and

no

whit the less

our

enemies."

(Thuc. Ill 40, 2-3)

According to MacLeod, Cleon here adopts the rhetorical technique of amplificatio
it is

explained by Aristotle (Rhet1365al0) and exemplified by Antiphon (Tetral. I

11):

a

phenomenon is divided into parts

In his conclusion Cleon

so as to

lend it greater rhetorical weight.|J

they will be doing what is just to the

Mytilenaeans, otherwise they will be condemning themselves out of their
mouths. A bold declaration follows: e't yap

08x01 op0coq

08

right to revolt, then

13

apX°txe,

Cf. C.W.MacLeod (1983,

g

again resorts to the antithetical style in order to re-state his

advice: if the Athenians follow his advice

XP8C^V

as

"If these people

were

96)
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own

8p.eiq
your

av

rule cannot be

rightful" (III 40.4).

A polemical overtone characterises the end

as

much

as

the

opening of this speech. Some scholars have spoken of the paradoxical character of this
last sentence.14

However, the paradox might be explained as an extreme example of

defensive argument:
was

wrong, your

if the punishment

empire is

wrong as

that is to

was wrong,

well. If the empire

as

say,

if Cleon's advice

such is

a

heritage worth

defending, then the decree proposed by Cleon must be upheld; in other words, Cleon
uses

the idea of the very

legitimacy of the Athenian empire in order to defend his

own

policy.'5

Diodotus'

speech has to counter these arguments.

Its structure accordingly

runs

parallel to the preceding speech by Cleon.16 In his opening Diodotus replies to the
accusations

made

the

sentences:

by Cleon. Two negative propositions figure

introductory

speaker declares that he does not blame those who call for

reconsideration of the sentence
of the

as

aspersions cast

on

passed

on

the Mytilenaeans and he does not

the practice of deliberating

more

than

once on

a

approve

critical issues:

rtpoBevTCXQ xt)v 5iayvcbpr)v ocGGiq Ttepl MuxiA,r|vaicov aixioopai
xovc, pepcfiopevoxx; pi) TcoAAdKic; Ttepi xoov peyiaxcov PooA-efieaGai
ettaivco, vopi^co 5e 5fio xa evavxicbxaxa efipotAia eivai xdyoi; xs Kai
6pyf)V, cov xo pev pexa dvoia; (faXel yiyveaBai, xo 5e pexa &7toa5ex>cn.a,Q
Kai Ppaxfixrixoq yvcbp.r|(;.
emxe

xovc,

oi)X8

"I have

fault to find with those who have

proposed a reconsideration of the
question of the Mytilenaeans, nor do I commend those who object to repeated
deliberation on matters of the greatest moment; on the contrary I believe the two
things most opposed to good counsel are haste and passion, of which the one is wont
to keep company with folly, the other with an undisciplined and shallow mind."
(Thuc. Ill 42.1)
no

This is

a

direct response to

follows

(III. 42-43) which is devoted to defending the figure of the honest advocate,

Cleon's invective in chapter 37.

Then

a

long section

again in reply to the charges moved by Cleon against the "clever speakers" (III. 37,

14

Cf.C.W.MacLeod (1983, 96), who

speaks of self-contradiction. Gomme (HCT, II. 310) also notes
just said about the Athenian empire considered as a tyranny at
37.2. We will discuss later on to what extent these affirmations may look like echoes of Pericles' ideas.
15
P. E. Arnold (1992, 44 57) notes that the arguments used by Cleon are fallacious, but also
persuasive. Arnold finds a reference to this kind of rhetoric in Demetrius, De Eloc. II 222.
16
L.Bodin (1940, 36-52) notes the parallelisms detectable in Cleon's and Diodotus' speeches.
that here Cleon contradicts what he has
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38). Diodotus' real 7tp69eo"tq starts at chapter 44. He focuses

on

the idea of future

expediency (^o|J.c|)epov), and invites the Athenians not to be misled by the apparent
justice of Cleon's proposal into rejecting the solid advantages that imposing
punishment

may

a

milder

bring for Athens.

ot7to(j)f|VGO 7tdv"o aSiKCUvxac; abxovq, of) 5ia xauxo Kai
p,f] ^M-^epov, tjv xe Kai exovxac; xt ^DYYVCOjirit;,
eav, ei if\ TtoXei {if] a,Ya0ov (Jiaivoixo. vop/L^co 5e irepi xau [leXXovxoc,
t)|li6cq p.aA,A,ov pooA,e"6ea0ai f] xau rtapovxoq.

f|v

xe

yctp

dnoKxeivai KeXefiaco, ei

"For

matter how

guilty I show them to be, I shall not on that account bid you to put
advantage; and if I show that they have some claim
for forgiveness, I shall not on that account advise you to spare their lives, if this
should prove clearly not to be for the good of the state". (Thuc. Ill 44. 2)
no

them to death, unless it is to our

The tone of Diodotus'

The

speech is noticeably different from that of Cleon.

aggressive character is replaced by
Thus Cleon's defensive

rational and calm approach to the subject.

a more

speech is countered by

According to Aristotle's Rhetoric, while

one

a

"real" symbouleutic oration.

of the main characteristics of the

SiKOtviKOV ykvoc, involves passing judgement on a matter belonging to the past, the

crop.po'uA.e'OXiKOV ykvoq "is the political speech given before the assembly of the
people gathered for
recommends

a

or warns

intended assessment
between

deliberation and requested to frame
against

an

action belonging to the future."'7 Here, the speaker's

(necessary)

and

(3X.a(3ep6v

Mytilenaean debate is, in spite of Cleon's attitude,

Diodotus

a

(unnecessary). Because the

symbouleutic debate held before

assembly, the emphasis given to the consideration of expediency by

seems

Diodotus insists
used

decision and the speaker

(xeA.oq18) of the action derives chiefly from the alternative

aop.(j)epov

the Athenian

a

quite justified in this context. Moreover, the most likely
on

reason

expediency is that this is the only convincing argument that

against the apparent defence

on

why

can

be

grounds ofjustice made by Cleon. In chapter 45

the argument

of expediency is linked to considerations relating to human nature. Like

Cleon in the

preceding speech, Diodotus makes

will prove to

be ineffective because human nature cannot be restrained either by the

power
17

Cf.

18

Cf.

of law

or

by

any

use

of niaxeiQ: harsh punishments

other deterrent. In fact, the death penalty did not prevent the

Aristotle, Rhet. 1.3,1358 b 7-8. and H.Lausberg (1998, 32).
Aristotle, Rhet. 1.3, 1358,b 21.
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diffusion of crimes in many states

argument from probability

where it

introduced (45.1).

was

This is

an

(e'tKOt;19) which is then supported by other considerations

relating to human nature.
H

eAtuq Kod o epox; erti rtavxi, o |tev fiyobiaevoq, f| 5'e(|)£7to(i8vr|, Kai
jj.£v xfiv kTriPoDA-fiv EK())povxi^cov, f| 5e xf)v Etmopiav xfj<; xfixfiG
-uTcoxt0£iaa, 7tX,£iaxa pAatixouat, Kai ovxa d^avfj KpEiaaco saxi xciov
opcop.£voov Seivoov.
xe

o

"Then, too, Hope and Desire are everywhere; Desire leads, Hope attends; Desire
contrives the plan, Hope suggests the facility of Fortune; the two passions are most
baneful, and being unseen phantoms prevail over seen dangers". (Thuc. Ill 45.5)
Diodotus is
an

making

unnecessary

a

generalisation here. Rhetorically, these lines

expansion of his main argument

on

are an

the ineffectiveness of

penalty. But this section that extends till the end of chapter 45 is

more

device. Diodotus is

were an

actually calling attention back to motifs that

of the traditional set of values shared
of EpooQ

amplification

than

a

a severe

stylistic

integral part

by his audience. The great and destructive

power

is recalled by Hesiod (Theog. 120). In the Agamennon of Aeschylus (341)

passion is "the negative impulse which first assailed the soldiery to ravish what they
should not" and Isocrates
left in the

vase

of Pandora

necessity.20 Pindar

case

of

may

lead to disaster:
oXka

fipaxo

employs similar terms {Helen, 52). EA/juq is the last thing
{W.D. 96), the extreme

resource

left to human beings in

comments that precisely hope in association with passion

xoi

Kai nolXox n&Qov.
egxi 5e (J)\)^ov ev avGpcoTtoiai (taxatoxaxov,
oaxtq a'taxtivcov Ettixcopia TtatrxaivEi xa ttopacp
p.£xap.covia 0r|p£ficov dKpdvxoiq e^tugiv.
xcov oauEovxcjov ota

"No! She

enamoured of

things otherwhere; that passion, which many, ere now,
For, among men, there is a foolish company of those, who putting shame
on their home, cast their glances afar, and pursue idle dreams in hopes that shall not
be fulfilled". {Pyth. III. 20 f.)
was

have felt.

19
20

Cf. Aristotle, Rhet. 2, 19. 23, 1392 a and also Antiphon's Tetralogiae A a 2
The question of the interrelationship between parts of the Histoiy of Thucydides

wisdom literature will be further studied in relation with the
Thuc. Ill 70-84. See

our

discussion in

chapter six.

1 18

and passages from
description of the stasis at Corcyra in

Diodotus' words must have had the effect of

recalling the attention of his audience

back to this traditional ideas.21

In

chapters 46 and 47 Diodotus leaves aside

any

theoretical consideration and

proceeds to support his thesis with practical evidence. If the Athenians choose
punishment to inflict
Athens will have to

on

the Mytilenaeans

fight her

many

pay

tribute to her in future.

Moreover, Athens will lose the support of the democratic party in the other
This is what Aristotle would call the demonstrative
<jK07teiv

too

TtpoxpETiovxa

kou

Ttpdxxouat Kai ^evyouaiv xocbxa

5e pif) imapXTI,

ttpaxxetv eav

drawbacks, the

for doing

reason

or

yap eaxtv a

avoiding

an

cities.22

enthymemes which consist in

dttoxpettovxa,

px) ttpaxxetv

harsh

other allies will be led to revolt:

allies and they will not

own

a

Kat

gov

eav |_iev

eveKa

Kai

imdp%r| Set

"considering the inducements and

action; for these

are

the conditions

which, according as they are present or absent, make an action desirable or

undesirable."23
advice is for the

At the

closing of the speech at chapter 48 Diodotus repeats that his

good of the Athenians and recapitulates his

reasons.

This attempt to

dispose the hearer favourably towards the speaker and the technique of recapitulating
the main
21

points covered in the

course

of the speech conforms with normal practice in

Note that F.M.Wassermann

(1956, 27-41) expressed doubts regarding the suitability for a public
human behaviour. For a contrary view see J.Finley (1967, 32-3). We
should remember, however, that references to human behaviour are elsewhere found in public
speeches. Herodotus reports that Themistocles before the battle of Salamis: TCpopyopeue eb e/ovxa
oration of this

digression

on

ptev ek JtavToov 0ep.iaxoKA.sriq, xoc 5e ettea rjv ttavxa Kpeaaco xoiai qaaoat
ccvxtxi9e|aeva, baa 5q ev avSpamoo <|>6ai Kai Kaxaaxaai eyyivexai "Themistocles made
an harangue in which he excelled all the others; the tenor of his words was to array all the good in
man's nature and estate against the evil in order to exhort them to choose the better". (Hdt. VIII 83).
22
In the course of the debate Cleon and Diodotus express contrary views regarding the involvement of
the demos in the revolt. Cleon affirms that at Mytilene nobles and commons alike should be punished
as being equally guilty (39), while Diodotus expressly says that the commons of Mytilene took no part
in the revolt (47). The problem has troubled various scholars and different interpretations have been

put forward. C.Orwin (1984, 485-94) favours the idea that Mytilene was an oligarchic government and
that

only the ruling class had effectively supported the revolt. R.P.Legon (1968, 200-225) does not find

any evidence in Thucydides that the Mytilenean demos favoured Athens; rather the demos seems not to
have been against the revolt so long as enough food was available. D.Gillis (1971, 38-47) points out
that Salaethus only took the step of giving weapons to the population when the situation had become

desperate. He believes that Diodotus' point of view might be correct, although too generous towards
T.J.Quinn (1971, 405-17) argues in favour of the idea that Mytilene in 428 bc had an
oligarchic government. H.D.Westlake (1976, 429-440) does not find any evidence in Thucydides to
support the idea that the demos wanted to revolt against Athens and establish a democracy. De

the demos.

St.Croix (1972, 40-41) believes that the lower classes were not so
interested in fighting for a freedom that would have benefited not
indeed would have been
23

keen to revolt and were not
themselves but their rulers, and
likely to result in "increased domination by the few".

Aristotle, Rhet. II 23. 20, 1399 b.
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perorations (eTuAoyoi). What is missing, is
advises the Athenians not to

yield to pity

an
or

appeal to pity. Instead, Diodotus

leniency. This approach is made

by the eA,eou eK(3oA,f| in Cleon's speech. The audience must be persuaded

necessary

that, if they decide to follow Diodotus' advice they are not being misled by a skilful
orator, but are

choosing the policy most advantageous to themselves: ogxiq yap ev

(3ot)A.8\)8xai

7tpoQ xovq

avoia

stticov

evavxiotx; Kpeiaacov ecrdv f\ p.ex'

"For wise counsel is

really

formidable to

more

epycov

'tax1^0?

an enemy

than the

severity of meaningless violence" (III. 48.2).

As

we can

the parallel structure of these two speeches creates an avxtX,oyia: two

see,

opposing speeches whose structures

go

in parallel. Contemporary evidence for

familiarity with antithetical discourses is possibly provided by the Tetralogies of

Antiphon, which,
The Aiacoi

arranged in

as we

Aoyot

an

have

are one

seen, present some

our

debate.

of the few surviving examples of opposing arguments

antithetical rhetorical structure. However, the problem of dating that

work makes it difficult for

us

to

consider it

origin of Thucydides' debating style.24
delivered

points of contact with

as a source

of information

regarding the

Better evidence for contemporary orally

dvxiX,oyiat is available in tragedy.

In Sophocles' Ajax and Antigone

Finley finds the first examples of complete opposing speeches.

The highly

symmetrical structure of these debates would have been enhanced when the speeches
were

delivered

orally and this must have

won

the favour of audiences. This would

explain why antithetical and symmetric constructions

were

further adopted and

developed by Euripides in tragedies like Medea and Hippolytus

Following these considerations let

us turn

again to the Mytilenaean debate in

Thucydides. The points of comparison raised in the

course

of this study between the

Mytilenaean debate and other examples of contemporary speeches both in oratory and
in

tragedy reveal similarities between Thucydides'

Apart from the Tetralogies in fact (which
treatise than
24

as

many

and orally delivered texts.

have considered

speeches really performed26), tragic

For considerations

prose

or

the date of

comic

more as a

passages

rhetorical

and oratorical

composition and the influences from different sources which seems
Aoyoi see T.M.Robinson (1979, 34-41).
25
Cf. J.Finley (1967, 72 ff.). In fact other examples of antithetical speeches are already present in
Homer, and for a parody of the Sophistic debates see Aristophanes' Clouds (vv.890 ff.), where there is
be detectable in the Aiaaoi

to

an
26

on

altercation between the better and the

Cf. F.Decleva Caizzi (1969,

worse

argument.

21) and M.Gagarin (1997, 32-35).
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defensive

speeches

were

intended for oral delivery. Moreover, the debate conforms to

the rules set forth for such

speeches

are

speeches almost

a century

later by Aristotle. Thus the two

correctly formed for delivery, though how far they reflect speeches

actually delivered

that occasion cannot be determined. On the other hand, the

on

contemporary taste for antilogiae suggests that they are in any case highly suitable
oral

presentation either

as a true

Narrative devices

Having demonstrated
as

some

literary constructs.

relationship between the style of the Mytilenaean debate

reported by Thucydides and speeches intended for oral delivery in live debate,
drama, I turn to their immediate narrative setting.

chapter 36, Thucydides does much to underline the haste of the Athenians' initial

decision to execute the
motivated

by

anger

Mytilenaeans (xaxPQ, III. 36.3).

(imo opyfit;)

of Diodotos later confirm

Athenians
order to
the

or as

employed within the episode

rhetorical demonstration, or

In

reflection of the occasion

for

were

a

That decision had been

disposition directly related to haste

the words

(xaxoq xe kou bpyfiv, III. 42.1). It is stressed that the

eager to carry out

the punishment and had sent the ship bearing their

Mytilene "in haste" (Kaxd xaxoQ, III. 36.2). Within

people decided to reconsider the matter and Thucydides

of haste characterised the Athenians'
their decision "at once"

as

says

a

short

space

that the

same

of time
degree

change of mind. The Athenians re-considered

(ei)Gi)Q, III. 36.4) and

a

second assembly

was

"immediately"

(again eftGix;, III. 36.6) convened. In their speeches at that assembly both Cleon and
Diodotos have

haste is
down

a

something to

good thing and he

(III. 38.1). Diodotos,

attitude

can

reporting the

urges

on

lead (III. 42.1).
new

regarding this rapid decision-process.

the Athenians not to let that initial

the other hand,

warns

For Cleon

eagerness

cool

of the dangers to which such

After the two speeches, Thucydides'

own way

an

of

decision also underlines the role of this factor. Here, in chapter 49,

the author informs

Diodotos

say

us

of the result of the second deliberation: the moderate view of

prevailed and

a

second trireme

was
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immediately (eftGix;) sent to Paches

countermanding the earlier order.

xoiafixij, III. 49.3) that the
Kcti

The

voyage was

seamen never

made in such haste (GTlouSf]

stopped rowing:

aTteaxeXXov Kaxa GTtouSryu, otcccx; [if]
(t)0acdcrr|<; xt^c; 7cpoxepa<; eupcoai 5ie(|)0app.evriv xijv 7toX.iv 7tpoei%e 5e
fifiepa Kai vukxi paXiaxa. TtapaaKSDaaavxcov 8e xcbv MmiXrivaicov
7tp8G(3ecov xfj vr|i oivov Kai aXcjiixa Kai ireyaXa \)Tiooxp\x.tv(X)V, e't
(j)0daeiav, eyevexo a^ouSf] xau TtXao xoiafixri cbcxe f]a0i6v xe ap.a
eXafivovxec; oivco Kai eXaico aX(|)ixa 7te(j)t>pp.eva, Kai 01 p,ev attvov
ripo'ovxo Kaxa p.epo<;, 01 Se pXaavov.
aXXr|v

evQvc,

xpnpr|

"They then immediately despatched a second trireme with all haste, hoping that the
first trireme, which had the start by about a day and a night, might not arrive first and
the city be found destroyed. The Mytilenaean envoys provided wine and barley for
the crew and promised a large reward if they should arrive in time; and such was their
haste on the voyage that they kept on rowing as they ate their barley-cakes, kneaded
with wine and oil, and took turns at sleeping and rowing"(Thuc. III. 49.3).

The haste

Thucydides describes must have been

Nevertheless, his account is surely framed in such
motif.

Haste characterises the entire

helps create

a

a

factor in the real events.

a way as to stress

speed

as a

literary

picture. It connects the different moments and

striking and suspenseful concentration of events inviting comparison

with drama?1

This aspect
we

In

consider

of Thucydides' presentation of these events becomes
a

whole series of what I call false

chapter 36 Thucydides introduces Cleon

"with the greatest power

27

as

expectations raised within it.

as

"most violent" ((3iaioxaxo<;) and

Thucydides. This is the only occasion

substantial judgement of his

description of Cleon

evident when

of persuasion" (7ti0avcbxaxoQ). Many scholars have noted

that this introduction is unusual in
author passes a

more

own on a

"very violent" hardly disposes

On the motif of haste in this narrative Connor

on

which the

figure about to speak.28 The

one to

follow this account in

a

(1984, 86) comments: "the reader shares in the

eagerness for it [the trireme] to arrive in time".
28
Cf. A.G.Woodhead (1960, 300) speaks of the

"unprecedented step" of a second introduction for
presentation conveys to the reader a negative impression of Cleon
in Woodhead's view, is not fully justified. H.D.Westlake (1968, 6085) notes that Cleon is the only important contemporary figure who Thucydides openly condemns.
D.Kagan (1975, 71-94, p.82) notes that Thucydides here uses "a rare instance of direct characterisation
Cleon. Moreover, the tone of the
from the start, an impression that,

of an individual".
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dispassionate spirit. Yet at the

same

time it

deliberately misleading his public. He tells
motion"

(Kod xf|V

translate

as

expression,
This

Ttpoxepav

seems to me

us

that Thucydides is also

that Cleon "had also

eveviKTiKei).29 The

use

won

the previous

of the particle kou, which I

also, and of the verb vik&co (to win) instead of some more neutral
seems

designed to create

an

expectation for

a

further victory of Cleon.

impression is also strengthened by the description of him

as a man

who has the

greatest ability to persuade. Only at the end of the whole debate will that expectation
be revealed

as

false when it is said that eyevovxo ev

"although the show of hands
The

same

in this narrative.
Paches to

was very

close" Diodotos' proposal prevailed. (Ill 49.1).

artful kind of arrangement recurs
At

announce

xf| %eipoxovia dy%cbp.aA.oi

chapter 36 the author tells

the decision of the first

in connection with another motif

us

that

a

trireme had been sent to

We have already noted that

assembly.

Thucydides stresses the haste with which the Athenians wanted the first sentence
executed and that the
about the first
to

be

imagined

reason

as

we

was on

its

realize that the ship had not sailed

being that the heralds found their job
a

low

a very

way to

Mytilene. It is

quickly

as

distasteful

one.

speed and the second had

a

as

expected,

The fact that

following wind

possible for that second ship to arrive in time to prevent the orders being

carried out. It is not just
dramatic

hurry". Nothing else has been said

being delivered while the first ship

the first trireme had travelled at
makes it

a

expedition; in the meantime the speeches of Cleon and Diodotos have

only at chapter 49 that
the

ship had been sent "in

the emphasis

on

the haste of the second

effect, therefore, but there is also the

way

voyage

Thucydides

story, as something that is not a foregone conclusion.

that creates

arranges

The author

the whole

seems to

deliberately creating false expectations of how the situation will turn out.
devices

a

be

These

give dramatic tension to the story and through the creation of internal

correspondences in the narrative setting of the speeches, the whole presentation of the
debate becomes cohesive and

29

C.Forster Smith

motion to put

a

self-sufficient unity.

(1958, 57, Loeb ed.) translates "Who had been successful in carrying the earlier

the Mytileneans to death". He recognises the idea of victory implied in eveviKtiKei,

but omits to translate

J.Voilquin (1966, 198) and F.Ferrari (1985, 515) omit to translate
Kod, H.Vretska (1966, 205) and H.G.P.Landmann (1973, 218) translate "schon" ("already"), similarly
L.Canfora (1996, 375) who translate "gia"(already). R.Crawley (1876, 37) translates "the same who"
and R.Warner (1954, 180) "it was he who had been...", in both cases Kcd is not translated literally.
Kar.
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If the presence

of such

Mytilenaean debate being

artful arrangement strengthens the possibility of the

an
an

integral narrative picture, then

well that narrative has been later
of Thucydides' account

reveals

some

integrated into the completed history. Comparison

inconsistencies.

Chapter 28 tells

koivt|

axpaxorteSov "joined in coming
they

were

some

an

us

aSncrjaai, KaxaxiBexai

eq

xe

e<; xaq

on

on

their
as

own

behalf' (III.28.1).

suppliants at the altars in

that: IIdxr|c; 8' dvaaxijaaQ amove; cbaxe p/i)

TeveSov

(xexpt- ov

xoit; A0r|vaioi<;

Tenedos, until the Athenians should reach

the outcome of the
on

his

own

Mytilenaean mission to Athens.

initiative.

xo

A0i)va<; MvxiA.r|vaiov<;

a

xi

5b£r|

no wrong,

and

decision".30 Now, when

Thucydides returns to the situation in Mytilene in chapter 35

decide

ndx,r|xa Kai

persuaded them to leave, promising that he would do them

place them

in chapter 35

that after the stasis the

npoc,

Mytilenaeans installed themselves
us

says

to terms with Paches and the attacking forces" and

embassy to Athens

Mytilene. Thucydides then tells

"Paches

bp.oA.oyiav

7ipea(3eiav Se attoaxe^Aeiv

tiepi eavxdov, "to send
Meanwhile

have to consider how

of the stasis in Mytilene with what he then

Mytilenaeans rtoiovvxat

that

we

no

mention is made of

Moreover, Paches is able to

Thucydides writes:

Se

IldxTiG dcj)iKbp.evo(; ec; xijv MvxiA/f|vr|v xiju xe rivppav Kai Epeaov
7tapeaxfiaaxo, Kai 5kxA,ai0ov Aa(3cbv ev xrj noXei xov AaKe5aip.bviov
KeKpvppievov atroTtep-Ttei et; xa<; ABfivac; Kai xoi)Q bk xriQ TeveSov
MvxiA,r|vaiaov avSpac; ap.a ov<; Kaxe0exo Kai ei xiq aXXoq avxcip aixioc;
eSoKei eivai xrj^ aTtoaxaaecoq- a7to7tep.7tei Se Kai xrjQ axpaxtat; xo
tt^eov. xbi<; Se A,oi7tbi<; vxcopevcov Ka0iaxaxo xa 7tepi xpy MvxiX,fivr|v
Kai xf]v aW.r\v Aea(3ov fj avxcp eSoKei.
o

"After

returning to Mytilene Paches reduced Pyrrha and Eresus, and having caught
hiding in the town sent him off to Athens, as also
Mytilenaean men whom he had placed for safe-keeping in Tenedos, and any

Salaethus the Lacaedaemonian in
the

others who seemed to him to blame for the revolt.
army;

He also sent back most of his

with the rest he remained, and proceeded to settle the affairs of Mytilene and of
general as seemed best to him". (Thuc. Ill 35)

Lesbos in

30

Gomme comments: " i.e. Paches had been

given no powers to conclude peace, or to guarantee any
(HCT, II 290). Hornblower (1991, 410) writes: " Meiggs {The Athenian Empire,
Oxford, 1972,p.313), followed by Westlake (Studies, 1989,p.52), suggests that Paches had in mind the
fate of the generals at Potidea (II 70), who got in trouble for making terms without reference to the

term

of peace"

assembly".
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While at

without
the

chapter 28 Paches is apparently not free to take

any

decision

previous approval by the Athenian assembly, at chapter 35 he

authority to act

on

his

own

initiative.

No

on

this matter

appears to

have

is given for this change in

reason

Paches' behaviour, and the earlier reference to a mission to Athens is

completely

forgotten.31

There is another element that

might not be considered

rate unusual: this is the conclusion of

an

inconsistency but it is at

chapter 35. When Thucydides

organised matters concerning Mytilene and the rest of Lesbos
best

(KOtGiaxaxo

eSoKEl), he

xa

that Paches

as

he thought

repeats a form of expression already employed at chapter 28. There,

kcu

xa^Aa

"and made such other

xa rtept xo

on some

military matters prior to

a

uses

the

[best] to him), in conjunction with the

same

same

army as

seemed best to him"

phrase fj ocbxcip eSoKet (it

verb KOtGiaxaxo, and

a

parallel

expression related to the situation (xf]v ocAAr|v / xaAAot ) in respect of the
character

as

in

chapter 28, and in both

narrative unit. The
of redundancy

the sentence

of a similar structure within

one

so

serves as a

short

a

space

exi

might ask why Thucydides needs to remind

yap

conclusion of a

produces

an

effect

us

in chapter 36.1 that

87toXtopKO"uvxo "were still under siege" when the account of

the situation at Plataea had been
taken up

cases

same

and it is surprising that the author has not felt the need to eliminate it.

Finally,
the Plataeans

use

naval

axpaxo7te5ov kocGigxcxxo fi ccbxco e5oK8i

dispositions with reference to the

(III 28.3). In chapter 35 Thucydides
seemed

says

7tepi xfjv MmiXfivriv Kod xfiv aAXr|i> AeaPov fj orbxcp

Thucydides reports what Paches had decided
expedition:

any

interrupted only few chapters earlier (24) and will be

again in chapter 52. A careful reader of a continuous text should still be able

to remember the

continuing siege at Plataea. This last anomaly has also been noted

by G. Mathieu, who interprets it
Mathieu's

as a

sign of imperfect revision of the work.32

theory might possibly be extended to explain the other anomalies I have

31

Gomme (HCT, II. 297) writes: "Presumably a decree has been passed by the Athenians to send them,
with Salaithos and any other presumed ringleader of the revolt, to Athens; otherwise Paches would
have been breaking his word (Classen). It is not, however, impossible that Paches did break his word"
On the historical

figure of Paches see H.D.Westlake (1975, 107-116). Westlake tries to discover what
might have happened to him after the affair of Mytilene. There is no further mention of him in
Thucydides, but Plutarch (Nic. 6.1 and Arist. 26.5) reports that he was convicted at his ebGuva and
committed suicide by falling on his sword in the law court.
32

Cf. G.Mathieu (1940, 250).
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found in the text

as

such. But,

we

have to ask, is that the only possible explanation for

them?
Taken

that
a

together, these elements

best explained by the hypothesis

Thucydides' account of the Mytilenean debate from chapter 35 to chapter 50

piece of narrative that

has

seem to me

already said in the

unconnected,

course

or at

least not well connected with what he

of his narrative about Mytilene. We might therefore

that chapter 35 marks the beginning of what

suppose

contained
If the

was

was

was

originally intended

as a

self-

independent account of the debate held at that second Athenian assembly.

episode

was

much of the

originally independent, the end of chapter 35, which

now

echoes

so

similarly concluding sentence in chapter 28, would not have been

repetitive then. While Thucydides' omission of the outcome of

an

embassy sent by

Paches to Athens at

chapter 28 might be noted by

a

would not

inconsistency if chapter 35

originally the beginning of a self-

cause

any

contained account.
Paches would
matters
now

Plataea

was

a

continuous text, it

Likewise, the considerable degree of independence ascribed to

difficulty in

not create any

contained in the sections

stands.

was

reader of

On the other

still under

now

an

independent version not including the

preceding chapters 35-50 in the full work

hand, in such

a

good

reason

it

self-contained account the reminder that

siege would not have been superfluous in the

and there would have been

as

way

it is

now,

for reminding the public about the exact

period during which these events took place. All these arguments suggest that the text
of

Thucydides from chapter 35 to chapter 50 presents

combines
at

least

passionate debate with

possible to hypothesise

a

a

a

unity of structure that

suspenseful and moving series of events; and it is

self-contained presentation.

Why the Mytilenaean Debate might have warranted individual
performance

or

publication.

However, the hypothesis that Thucydides' account of the Mytilenaean debate was

performed raises
topic for

a

many

questions. First: why should Thucydides have selected this

public reading?
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From

an

historical

point of view the decision

on

the Mytilenaeans had

an

important

political effect: it contributed to the shaping of Athenian policy towards the allies.
Cogan rightly observes that: "in this debate
which

opinion in Athens shifted from

one

we

interpretation of Athenian policy to another

[...]. From this moment all Athenian alliances
factions alone, and all captures
form of government".33
second

one.

meeting with

a

say

with great

was

we

view to reconsidering

The

should also consider that convening a
a

decision

was

in itself an extraordinary

a

defeat,

as we

have noted, for

influence in Athens at that time, Cleon. It is true that

for Cleon to suffer setbacks in historical
on

this occasion

Amphipolis.

appearance

or

common or uncommon

an event

patriotic

in the Histories.

34

35
36

We will

reasons,

on

Pylos

was not

motivated by

but by personal considerations: his main intention

was

"to

SrifTayaoYOt;

a

risky military campaign for the sake of saving himself much

more

furthering the interests of his city.36 Even the positive result he gained from

campaign is, according to Thucydides' account, the

because he took

33

popular

The picture offered there is consistent with that in Book Three, and

who proposes a

the

was a

of some note".35

dispel the resentment which he felt against himself' (IV 27). He is

than for

politician

again in connection with the military campaign at Pylos and at

develops it. Thucydides emphasises that his policy
tactical

a

do not know

we

reality, but he clearly

might be regarded "as

Mytilenaean debate is Cleon's first

encounter him

change in the

a

Finally, if we consider the speakers involved in the debate,

assembly constitutes

leader and his defeat

democratic

We have already noted the

political life in Athens well enough to be able to establish how
it

or

anything about the speeches delivered during

those of the second assembly.

action for the Athenians.34
the decision of the

with democracies

Moreover, the debate selected for extended presentation is the

dramatic character of the situation, but
second

were

of cities by the Athenians involved

Thucydides omits to

the first, and reports

find almost the precise moment at

consequence

of

advantage of the plans already formed by the general

on

and
the spot,

M.Cogan (1981a, 52-3).
Cf. A.R.W.Harrison (1955, 26-35).
Cf.M.Cogan (1981a, 52).

8r)pctycoy6c; Kcci TuGavcoxaToq (IV.21.3). Gomme (HCT,
sign of lack of final revision of the Histories. We might question if lack
of revision does not imply the possibility that single sections of Thucydides' work, originally selfstanding, were subsequently co-ordinated into a unity.
As

III.

we

have seen, Cleon is named here

461) hypothesises this be

a
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(IV 29. 2).37 Thucydides' final comment confirms this negative

Demosthenes

impression: Cleon is the
39.3).

There

were

man

whose promise had been fulfilled "mad

people at the time who,

Xoyi^oiaevoK; Suoiv
dtta^A-aynaeaBat,

ocyaBoiv

xov>

(rdAAov

o

as

exepoD

f\XniC,ov,

of two

they

were

xefi^ec^ott,
f]

f]

KALoovoq

c())aA.8iai

yvcbjrriQ

were

bound to obtain

good things: either they would get rid of Cleon, which they preferred,

or

if

disappointed in this, he would subdue the Lacedaemonians for them" (IV

28.5).38 Thucydides'
favourable

more

it was" (IV

Thucydides himself puts it,

AaKeSatjaovfoxx; G(f>iGi x,etpcoaea0ai "reflected that they
one

as

account of the later campaign at Amphipolis does not offer any

picture.

Thucydides sarcastically shows Cleon looking at the

apparently under-defended city and only regretting that he could have conquered it

easily (eA.etv

yap

battle outside the

city stresses the

is contrasted with

an

xo

courageous

epf||iov, V.7.5). His

account of the

conduct of Brasidas: the Spartan leader

Athenian commander who

hastily retreats and is killed while

(V 10,9).39 Thus the overall view of Cleon in Books Three, Four, and

running

away

Five is

clearly

War.

noX.iv 5ia

xpv

a

properly finished part of Thucydides' History of the Peloponnesian

However, Aristophanes' similarly negative picture, which was presented to the

public in the

course

of Cleon's

career,

reveals that there would have been

an

interested

public sympathetic to Thucydides' presentation of the Mytilenaean Debate and the
events

immediately connected with it at

Babylonians

were an open

Clouds and the

any

time afterwards. The Knights and the lost

satire against him and criticism is also present in the

Wasps.40 It is, after all, unlikely that everything Aristophanes

states or

implies in serious terms is his invention. It is much

more

current in the

Athens' allies and enemies. It is

thus

public mind in Athens itself and

possible to envisage

account of the

an

among

likely that most of it

was

interplay already taking place between Thucydides'

Mytilenaean episode and the Athenian and wider Greek public's

own

37

Thucydides presents the military plan as a design of Demosthenes: xoiabxp pev yvcdpp o
to te ttpcoxov xfiv ajtoPacnv etievoei Kai ev xcp fpycp etoc^ev "such was the
idea that Demosthenes had in mind when he devised the plan of landing, and such were his tactics
when he put this into effect" (IV 32.4).

Ar|poa9evr]i;

38

Cf. Gomme (HCT, III. 469).

39

Gomme notes the

negative presentation of Cleon as Strategos: "xfiv eke'ivod hyEpoviav jtpoi;
EgTUEipiav... (V,7.2). The whole sentence shows the strong bias against Cleon, a hatred and
contempt for him as does the next section and the account of his death" (HCT, III. 637).
o'iav
40

At the bottom of Aristophanes'

comedian

was

animosity towards Cleon there was probably a personal reason: the
apparently taken to court twice by the politician. Cf. A.H.Sommmerstein (1980, 2-3).
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view of Cleon at any

time after the event

as

well

as

between the completed picture,

including Pylos and Amphipolis.

In the

Knights, the earliest of the plays preserved dealing with Cleon,

observe

Some of the characteristics attributed to Cleon

sort of inversion.

a

Aristophanes, and doubtless already by
Thucydides' account, but they

we seem to

are

the

many

very

members of his audience, also

by

appear

in

accusations that Cleon himself levels at his

One of the terms used against the skilful speakers in Aristophanes is

opponents.

Se^ioxriQ (dexterity) which allows such

a

speaker to prevail

over

his rivals. When

Paphlagon41 is accused of deceiving the people, he frankly acknowledges the charge
and boasts:

5f|(i.ov £i)pf)v Kcd
make Demos
Cleon's
use

cxevov

"And what is

expand and contract at

figure takes the charge

of such rhetorical

crco(|)poG\)vr|q

in

as a

my

more,

more

Thucydides and it is used here by

cleverness is

same

one

Se^foxriq

can

p.exa

aKoZacriaq "ignorance

serviceable than dextrous cleverness combined

a person

occurrence

of the word 5e£,i6xr|q

who is associated with this quality in

ignorance (ap,a0ia) preferred by Cleon in Thucydides to

of the main

things for which Cleon himself is mocked in comedy.

Paphlagon in Knights is credited with
reason

wizardry I

compliment, Thucydides' Cleon complains of the

cb(j)eA,ip,cbx8pov f\

The

my

pleasure" (Kn.v.719-20). While in Knights

recklessness"(Thuc. Ill 37.3). This is the only

comedy.42

by Zeus, with

Ttoieiv xov

ability made by others. He proclaims that: dp.a0ia xe p.exd

combined with self-restraint is
with

5el;i6xr|XOQ xriq ep-fiQ 5f)vap.ai

vf] Ai' imo

Kcxi

a

why the Sausage-Seller triumphs

educated than the Cleon

"pig-education"(W|aoixfia, v.986) and the
over

Paphlagon is because he is

even

less

figure.43

Another, similar, kind of inversion is found in connection with the Mytilenaean

question itself.
41

In Thucydides' account of the debate Cleon twice

accuses

his

For the historical identification of Paphlagon

with Cleon see A.Sommerstein (1981, 3) and
(1996, 349). For the many references to Cleon in Aristophanes' plays see M.Croiset (1973)
and C.W.Fornara (1973, 24).
42
Gomme (HCT, II. 300) reminds that "cleverness" was the quality of Alkibiades, whom Cleon feared
J.McGlew

and hated

equally. A possible example of Se^iotriq practised by Cleon himself in the Mytilenean

debate is his

use

of \|/r|(j)ia(ioc'ca in order to confuse the audience about
being reconsidered (cf. R. P. Winnington-Ingram, 1965, 70-82).
40; II 40. 2-3 and 62.5; II 65.2 and III 38.2. These parallels have been often

of the word vopoq instead

the status of the decision
43

Cf. 62.2-3 and IV

recognised.
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opponent of having been bribed by the Mytilenaeans. At III 38.2 he speaks against a
man

who, he

says,

has been "incited by bribery" (KepSei ETtatpojievoQ) and who is

trying to deceive the people by giving the Mytilenaeans' arguments
appearance.

Cleon returns to this accusation when he

urges

respectable

a

his hearers to distrust

speeches "bought with money" (xpTpaatv cbvr|Tf]v, 40.1). These words
directed

are

openly

against Diodotos who rejects them in his reply. On the other hand, in Knights

Cleon himself is

repeatedly accused of taking bribes and

regarding the Mytilenaean affair: the Sausage-Seller

says

a

specific charge is made

Kai a'eTtiSei^co vf] xf]v

Arpr|xp', f) jif] CcPrlv' ScopoSoKfiaavx' ek MmiA.fivr|<; 7tA„eiv fj p.va<;
xexxapotKOVXa
from

"I will

prove,

by Demeter, else

may

I not live that

Mytilene of more than forty minas" (v.832).44 There is

belief that Cleon had made money out

of the affair. Lucian

bribe of no less than ten talents from Lesbian

her allies to

a tyranny

a

bribe
a

that Cleon received

a

people resident in Athens.45

Aristophanes picture of Cleon also sheds light
power over

took

later evidence for

some

says

you

on

the latter's comparison of Athens'

(III.37), which scholars have

seen as an

echo of a

point made in Pericles' last speech in Thucydides (II.63.2). I shall return to that link
below. In the

Knights the Cleon figure, Paphlagon, repeatedly invokes this idea,

which indicates that it

was

pretty certainly also invoked by the historical Cleon (cf. v.

797,965). When issuing from Cleon's lips, it

unpleasant to
In the

some

well have sounded particularly

may

members of the audiences of both Aristophanes and Thucydides.

Knights Cleon is accused of behaving like

Antileon, that is, comparing him with

I have reserved for this

one

a tyrant

himself. Demos dubs him

of the first tyrants of Chalcis (v. 1036).46

point discussion of two undoubted echoes of an earlier part of

Thucydides' work in the Mytilenaean Debate, which might at first sight
weaken the
Cleon

case

actually

for

an

Two.47 These echoes

On the accusations of

45

Cf. Lucian

46
47

,

original independent presentation. Scholars have noted that

arguments that had been employed earlier by Pericles in Book

uses

44

are

undeniable. When Cleon claims that the power

bribery made against Cleon in comedy

by

many

.

see

wielded by

E.M.Carawan (1990, 137-47).

Tim on, 30.

Fot the identification with the tyrant cf. A.
2-3 and IV 40; ii 40.2-3 and 62.5;

Cf. 63

appear to

H. Sommerstein (1981, 199-200).
These parallels have been recognised
scholars See in particular Gomme (HCT, ii. 311), M.H.B.Marshall (1984, 19-36), M. Tulli
ii 65.7 and iii 38.2

.
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.

Athens

over

63.2. The
all

her allies is

a

tyranny (III. 37) he is echoing Pericles' words in book II.

point made by Cleon about those who would practise virtue far

dangers (III. 40.4)

seems

of

same

on

Mytilene contains elements that imply

between him and Pericles.48 It is

the art of

verb avSpayaBi^oiaai is used). Within the

Thucydides' full text, this observation certainly suggests that Cleon's

speech in the second debate

echo those

from

also to refer to the kinds of arguments employed earlier

by Pericles (II. 63.2 where the
context

away

a

comparison

arguable that the fact that Cleon's words

pronounced by Pericles in the preceding book is notably

Thucydides than to the oratory of Cleon. We could thus

writer, who carefully chooses and

more
see

so

closely

related to

Thucydides

acting

as a

Cleon

explicitly articulate concepts that might be considered inconsistent with his

his material: he docs not make

instead he makes him employ arguments which

person,

character, but which

may

in the

preceding book is

Cleon.

We could thus

arranges

more

see

are

appropriate and in

be viewed unfavourably by the author's audience.

arguable that the fact that Cleon's words

so

It is

closely echo those pronounced by Pericles

related to the art of Thucydides than to the oratory of

Thucydides acting

as a

writer, who carefully chooses and

his material: he does not make Cleon explicitly articulate concepts that might

be considered inconsistent with his person,
which

arranges

are

instead he makes him employ arguments

appropriate and in character, but which

may

be viewed unfavourably by the

author's audience. It has been said that Cleon emerges
inferior copy

of Pericles and this impression

was

from the comparison

surely not lost

on

as an

Thucydides'

original public.49 On the other hand, Pericles' views would have been known to Cleon
and the

assembly,

as we can see

from the

use

of

one

of them, the comparison to

a

tyranny in the Knights (see above); and Cleon very probably used them in the actual
deliberations

on

Mytilene.

They would also be known to

many

members of

any

(1980, 249-255), A.Andrewes ( 1962, 75) and J.McGlew (1996, 339-361, p.342). J.De Romilly (1963,
171) hypothesises that the slight divergence in the arguments put forward might have been caused by
the different circumstances under which the speeches were written, the Mytilenean debate belonging to
an earlier phase of composition. But her thesis does not seem to consider the fact that, on that
interpretation, the echoes could be taken as evidence against a continuous composition of the whole
work. See also H. Yunis (1991, 179-200) who considers the instructional rhetoric of Pericles as
opposed to the non-instructional rhetoric of Cleon and Athenagoras.
48
Cf. A. Andrewes (1962, 85) and H.D.Westlake (1968, 60 ff.).
49
F.Cairns (1982, 203-4) notes a parallel between the echoes of Pericles in the speech pronounced at
the Mytilenean debate by Cleon, and the echoes of Achilles' words (//. I) by Thersites (Iliad II 22542). According to Cairns in his portrayal of historical characters Thucydides refers to Homeric
models: "Thucydides intended his readers to keep Thersites in mind when evaluating Cleon and
wanted to associate Pericles with Achilles" (p.204).
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audience of

an

earlier, independent presentation of the Mytilenaean episode. Hence

their appearance
Whether

in Cleon's speech would also have

resonances

Thucydides naturally fell into similar phrasing in his

composing his version of both speeches

composing his present full text

use

its

well

own as

for those

as

These considerations

are

only be guessed. It is arguable, however, that the

can

ironic intention in the way

hearing

or

he

composes

speech in the Mytilenaean debate. My

Mytilenaean episode

reading the fuller work.

intended to suggest

not

of these points in

deliberately brought them into line when

or

intentional echoes of Pericles would be there for audiences of the
on

for that audience.

that Thucydides had

any

heavily

the arguments attributed to Cleon in his

is rather to show that certain concepts

purpose

expressed effectively by Cleon in Thucydides' account could actually be viewed in
negative light by that part of Thucydides' intended audience that did not
his

policy. I

was

am not

of

saying that the kind of audience Aristophanes might have had

identical with the audience

however, that there

approve

a

were some

Thucydides

have aimed at. It is perfectly clear,

may

Athenians who did not

with Cleon's policy.

agree

People who held that view might have enjoyed Aristophanes' satirical picture of
Cleon and

might also have taken

negative view of the speech attributed to him by

a

Thucydides in the Mytilenaean debate.

At the

same

effectively delivered by Cleon in

recognised the force of the kinds of arguments

so

Thucydides' account, and at the

seen

of

being turned against him.

Thucydides' account,
The

man

who

seems to

some

to

a

be

The

man

who

that

of these

some

accuses

bad

education for his

were

capable

others of corruption in

have been accused himself over the Mytilenaean affair.

as open to a

well be

seen

charge of tyrannical behaviour himself. The

man

lack of education among
a

time have

speaks with approval of the tyrannical role of Athens

by Thucydides' public
who lists

same

time, they might well have

the virtues of a citizen

politician precisely because he

was

was

may

in fact considered by

lacking of sufficient culture and

public role. With further, undoubted, irony the speech Thucydides

puts into his mouth is an example of the verbal dexterity early denounced at the

beginning of his speech and exhibits that
does not make Cleon say
way

very

quality in great

measure.

anything inappropriate to the occasion

or

the

Thucydides
man,

but the

in which the speech is composed, leaves the audience free to take it in different

ways.

While doubtless

some

of the listeners accepted the kinds of arguments used by
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Cleon in it, other more attentive members of
to

Thucydides' public

spot an echo of arguments once used by Pericles.

resemblance, others may have

Hyperion to

a

seen

some

of the ideas

some

were

heard

by different

people might already have

speeches delivered by him.50
shows

a

50

a

as

like that of

negative view of Cleon

may

groups

seen a

now

as

know how the speeches of the

of people, but

one

could well imagine

certain "dramatic irony"

even

in the real

All considered, Thucydides' presentation of Cleon

variegated image suitable for

the members of a contemporary

have welcomed the

expressed by Cleon in Thucydides' version

capable of being turned against him. We cannot
historical Cleon

may

the likeness of Pericles to Cleon

Satyr. That part of the audience who had

also have considered

that

Some

have been able

may

many

different

nuances

of interpretation

among

audience.

Many different hypotheses have been advanced about the date of composition of the debate. Cf.
(1962, 76), J.De Romilly (1963, 171). Finlcy (1942, 59-60 and 172-74) has shown how

A.Andrewes
well these

speeches may be considered to be integrated into the context of the early
Peloponnesian War.

1

1

JJ

years

of the

CHAPTER FIVE

The Plataean Trial

Thucydides: III 52-68

After his account of the

Mytilenaean debate, Thucydides recounts

to decide the fate of the

population of another small city, Plataea. In

the

a

meeting convened

discussion of

my

Mytilenaean debate I have already drawn attention to the elements that

indicate

an

earlier separate

original delivery.

composition and outlined

grounds for

my

a

may

hypothesis of

In this chapter I shall try to analyse the subsequent narrative

concerning the trial of the Plataeans using the

Mytilenaean debate, I shall attempt to show that in this
self-contained narrative and that there is
trial of the Plataeans may

good

of approach.

same sort

case, too, we can

cause at any rate to

have been presented in

As for the

speak of

a

speculate that the

independent orally delivered

an

performance.
Thucydides devotes
7 he describes how

a

a

number of sections of his work to the Plataeans. At II 2-

small detachment of Thebans had succeeded in

city and had been killed by the Plataeans, who then sent
As

a

result the Athenians sent

brought in food and took
children.

away

an

herald of their

the

men

own

an

penetrating the

embassy to the Athenians.

back to Plataea, and then

unfit for combat together with the

they

women

and

Later, at chapters 71-79, Thucydides describes Archidamus' expedition

against Plataea and the reaction of the Plataeans who pleaded to be allowed to remain
autonomous.

them

They refuse to abandon their alliance with Athens,

is demanded of

by the Spartans, and Archidamus proceeds to besiege the city. In Book Three

(22 ff.) Thucydides provides
darkness

are

recounted.

their forces and there is
a

vivid account of the successful

chapter 52 onwards when the events leading

Plataeans for trial

When

a

escape

under

by 212 Plataeans who finally found refuge in Athens. The city

into focus from

The

long siege has by

on

the wall

now

comes

of

back

the surrender of the

completely weakened

by the Spartans, the Plataeans

Spartans send five judges to try them. Only

Plataean, namely, whether he had performed

the present war.

up to

cover

nothing to feed the number of people still inside Plataea.

further attack is made

resist. The
each

as

any

one

are

unable to

question is to be put to

act in favour of Sparta during

The representatives of the Plataeans obtain permission to make
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an

extended

speech in their defence;

requested would not give them
(laKpoxepa
work.

A

the ground that

as

is

chance of acquittal. They speak of their plea

as

on

any

a

simple

answer

such

(Thuc. III.52.5) and in fact it is the longest speech in Thucydides' whole

lengthy reply by the Thebans thus follows; and the account of the fall of

Plataea ends at

chapter 68.

THE SUBJECT

In order to

investigate the possible performability of the section it

seems proper

to

analyse the structure of the debate between the Plataeans and the Thebans.

The Plataeans'

speech begins with

speaking might
their

prove

long exordium (III. 53-54.1). They confess that

dangerous for them and

argue

that it is difficult to persuade

judges. They will take the opportunity to speak, although they suspect that the

judges will not

worse

anything else than the
recourse

has been

to

be impartial.

prove to

those who have the

have

a

side

case

According to Aristotle (Rhetoric III. 14.10)

employ exordia: "for it is better [for them] to dwell

on

itself'. In order to refute aspersions it is good practice to

particular arguments,

one

of them being the complaint that the matter

already decided (Ar. Rhet. III. 15.8). Also, in the Rhetorica ad Alexandrum it

is said that in the

course

of the introduction the defendant must raise

objections

against the form of the trial, saying that it is being conducted unjustly and that his
adversaries

are

appears to

be inconsistent with the requirements of

at

an

advantage {Rhet. ad Al., 1346 b). Thus, nothing the Plataeans
a

say

rhetorical opening in such

circumstances.'
The

Spartans'

core

of the

question

speech of defence, the narratio, follows. In reply to the

whether

they

have

rendered

Lacaedaemonians and their allies in the present war,
have not

1

any

good

S.Hornbower (1987, 47 ff.) notes similarities between Thucydides IV 17-20
a 36 ff.. Hornblower argues that because the Rhetoric dates

it is natural to

assume

that influence

came

to

the

the Plataeans claim that they

wronged the Spartans; it is the Spartans themselves who

Alexandrum 1425

versa

service

are at

fault in

and the Rhetorica ad
from the fourth century,
from Thucydides to the author of that treatise, and not vice

(p. 49).
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having made

war on

them. The defendants recall the valour they showed during the

Persian Wars at Artemisium and Plataea, where

Spartans and Pausanias.
Helots

They also brought aid to Sparta during the revolt of the

The active role played by the Plataeans during the Persian Wars

(III. 54).

against the barbarians and the honour conferred
Spartans at that time becomes
no

a

upon

them by Pausanias and the

leitmotif of the Plataean's speech. This point

less than four other times in the

other arguments

they stood side by side with the

course

of the narratio and it is intertwined with

of defence.2 In order to explain their conduct in the present

speakers remind the judges that, when they originally sought
the

recurs

an

war

the

alliance with Sparta,

Spartans themselves suggested to the Plataeans that they should seek help from

Athens,
now.

so

that it would not be in accordance with justice to abandon the Athenians

Moreover, the defendants make

having done the Plataeans

an

many wrongs

attack

on

the Thebans, accusing them of

in the past and of beginning the present

by attempting to seize the city of Plataea in time of

contest

festival;

so

that the Plataeans had every right to repel

make their decision in accordance with

peace

and

them.3 The judges

on a
are

day of

asked to

justice instead of favouring the Thebans for

the sake of expediency.
As

we

see,

the motif of righteous conduct is at the core of the speech: it is used

by the Plataeans both to justify their
judges. As

we

the precepts

found in the

case

own

behaviour and to make

given in later rhetorical handbooks.

oratory,

appeal to the

of the introduction, the narratio also complies with
Among the proofs originating

independently of art (axexvoi nioxeic,, Rhet. 1.15), which
forensic

an

are an

essential part of

Aristotle includes this: that if the actions in question

are

disadvantageous to the speaker, he should stress that the judge is "an arbiter of what is
just, that he ought therefore to regard not the matter of the deed, but something

partaking

2
3

more

of justice" (Rhet. 1.15.23). Praise of past actions is

Cf. Thuc. Ill 56.2, 57.3, 58.4, 58.5.
E.Badian (1993, 112 f.) notes that Thucydides

one

of the

ways

in

"nowhere mentions the fact that the attack was timed
attack on Plataea by the Thebans at II
of being there for rhetorical effect: the
Plataeans recall it before the Spartan judges in order "to heighten the heinousness of the Theban
offence". Thucydides must have known the fact from the beginning, but his freedom from the
superstition of established belief, made him by-pass the event as unimportant. However, as Badian
suggests, the fact was historically important: "for this timing gave the Thebans a good chance of
finding the city unable to defend itself at short notice and of rounding up plenty of hostages outside the
walls" (p. 112).
to take

place

on a Plataean festival day" when he describes the
22 ff. When the point is made at III 56.2 it has the appearance
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which the Plataeans "invest themselves with

a

certain kind of character"

so

as

to

dispose the hearer favourably (niaxiq xcp f]0et xov Xeyovxoq, Rhet.II, 1, 111,16).
An

analogous idea is expressed in the Rhetorica ad Alexandrian. The accused should

mention:

"any friendly feelings

between him and the members of the
state

their

own

for gratitude

or cause

compassion that already exist

assembly" (Rhet. ad Al., 1436b). The Plataeans

innocence at the outset and

order of exposition

or

subsequently confront objections. Such

is advocated by Aristotle for both judicial and deliberative oratory

{Rhet. III. 17.14). In order to structure

a

speech of defence if the adversary questions

the fact, Aristotle advises the defendant to insist that: "it did no harm
the action is not of the

Rhet.

importance supposed

that it

or

and to

urge

that

done justly" (Aristotle,

was

XVII,1). A similar statement is found in the Rhetorica ad Alexandrian (1427a).

All these elements

constituent parts

are

In the conclusion
an

an

end is the hardest

draws near" and
have made

of the Plataeans' speech.

(III. 59.3-4) the defendants point out that bringing a plea to

thing of all "seeing that with its ending their mortal peril also

recapitulate the main arguments of defence and the accusations they

against the Thebans in the

satisfies the Aristotelian criteria for
themselves and ill

a

course

therefore

Such

a summary

peroratio: "getting the hearer favourable to

disposed towards the adversary" (Aristotle, Rhet. III. 19).

According to Aristotle those who
introductions

of their speech.

are

vulnerable to accusation resort to

{Rhet. III. 14). The Thebans, however, believe they have

they do not make

a

a strong case

long appeal to the judges in the opening of their speech.

Instead, they proceed to explain the reason why they chose to speak although they
were

not asked to

them

by the Plataeans and refute the Plataeans' self-praise.

(Thuc. III. 61.1); they need to

The narratio which follows

throw discredit
caused

on

their past

the charges moved against

questions the Plataeans' arguments and aims to

actions.

Their enmity against the Plataeans has been

by the behaviour of the Plataeans themselves; the only

medize in the past was
not free to decide but

III.

answer

reason

why they did not

because the Athenians also did not, whereas the Thebans

were

forced

61.2, 62.1-2). They, too,

can

for the freedom of Boeotia and

by their rulers to
boast of

now

they

go over to

courage,

are

such

as

the Persian side (Thuc.,

they showed at Coronea

"zealously helping to liberate the other

people" (Thuc. III.62.5). In other words, unlike the Plataeans, the Thebans
give

a

positive

answer to

are

the question formulated by the Spartan judges.
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were

able to
To the

Plataeans' claim that their alliance with Athens

reply that it

accusers

"far

was

destruction all the Hellenes"

more

kept according to justice, the

dishonourable and wicked to betray to their

they had done in helping the Athenians (Thuc., III.

as

63.3). Further emphasis is laid

was

on

these accusations through amplificatio (Aristotle,

Rhet., II 26): the same concepts are in fact repeated all through the next chapter (Thuc.
III.

64). Finally, the Thebans deny having made

They claim to have been invited by

some

an

attack

on

Plataea in time of peace.

citizens of Plataea and parody the words

already used in self-defence by the Plataeans at 65.4: "it is those who lead that break
the laws rather than those who follow"

(Thuc., III. 65.3).

A brief

resume

charges moved against their adversaries is followed by the peroratio with
the

an

of the

appeal to

judges to condemn them and not to be softened by their words (Thuc. Ill 67).

Such

closure conforms to

a

that it is better not to

expectation. In

move

a

speech of accusation Aristotle advises

charges against the opponent at the beginning of the

discourse, but to wait till the end

so as

to make an

likely to last (Aristotle, Rhet. III. 14. 7).

impression

on

the judges that is

The banishment of pity counteracts the

appeal to compassion made by the previous speaker, and is another stock motif of
forensic oratory
As

we

(Aristotle, Rhet. II. 9).

see,

the Thebans' whole speech is articulated as a perfect avxtAoy'ta

in which the different accusations made

by the Plataeans

are

countered. Ill 61-62

responds to III 54, 56; III 63.3, 64 to III 56.2 and III 65 to III 56.2. Talking of the task
of the last person to

Set odv x®pav

speak, Aristotle points out that it is

for him:

dKpoaxfj xcS peXXovxi A.6ycp- ecrxat Se, &v
aveA,r)<;. 8io t) npdg Ttdvxa f] xa peytaxa i) xa edSoKipowxa ij xa
efte^eyKxa
"to

gain

ttoieiv

necessary

ev too

paxecrapevov

oioxco

xa ocvxov

tuaxd

Ttoir|xeov.

footing in the hearer's mind for the intended speech; and it will be gained if
objections. Thus a speaker, having combated either all, or the most
important, or the most approved arguments of his adversary, or those which readily
admit a contrary inference, is in this way to substantiate his own case." (Aristotle,
Rhet. Ill, 17.15).
a

you sweep away

The Rhetoric and the Rhetorica ad Alexandrum

were

rhetorical

a

speeches had been widely presented for

Athenian courts

as

well

as on

the

composed at

long time in the

tragic stage; and their authors
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were

a

time when

agora

and the

thus well placed

to

frame rules, evaluate

the Plataean debate

as

speeches, and quote examples. We have

presented by Thucydides conforms to

seen,

many

of these rules. It is

likely, however, that bodies of rules and rhetorical handbooks
existence and that these

time.4

These aspects

were

own

delivery.3

be introduced in support

can

of this hypothesis. It is well

Dionysius of Halicarnassus in his book On Thucydides does not

criticism of the
to

already in

provide support for the hypothesis that the speeches in their

Further evidence

seems

were

being used for rhetorical teaching by Thucydides'

present form were intended for oral

known that

however, that

style of the historian

be the Plataean

as too

spare any

difficult and complex. The only exception

speech:

octtdcjaq 5e tcxq ev xaiq erred (3d(3A.oiq (t)epo(j.eva<; t-qv ntaxxaiecov
ajtoA-oyiav xe0a<)p.aKa nap' odSev odxcd q exspov doq xo p.fi
(3e[3aaavia0ai p.r|8e Kaxe7uxexr|SeDG0ai, aA.r|0ei Se xivi Kai ^dctikco
KeKocjp.f|G0at xptoftaxi. xa xe yap ev0Dp.fip.axa rax0ODc; eaxi peaxa Kai
f| A-e^iq odk anoaxpe(t)ODaa xaq otKoaq- f) xe yap cdvoeatq ederrriq Kai
xa G^cfipaxa xcov rtpaypaxoov 181a. xaaxa Si) xa ©odkdSiSod ^r|A,coxd
epya, Kai and xodxcov xa ptpppaxa xotq tcxoptoypa^oDCtv imoxi0epat
Xap(3aveiv.
wrcep

"But

more

than the

seven

speeches presented in the

seven

books, I admire the defence

of the Plataeans (III 53-59) and that for nothing so much as for the absence of
distortion and excessive elaboration and the use of true and natural embellishments.
The arguments

(enthymemata) are presented with a great deal of feeling, and the
language is not repulsive to the ear. For the composition is euphonious and the figures
are appropriate to the matter. These are the works of Thucydides that are worthy of
emulation, and I advise the historians to draw their material for imitation from
these'\On Thuc, 42).6

Again in De Compositione Verborum he selects
as an

4

See

illustration

on

how the

pathos in

a sentence

a passage

(III. 57.4) from this speech

would be lost if the word order

were

G.A.Kennedy (1959,169-178).

51 have chosen

draw attention to how the two

speeches harmonise with the rules of rhetoric rather
parallels with other contemporary examples of orations. This is because this kind of
analysis seems to evidence the attention the writer paid to making this debate as a perfect specimen of
judicial oratory. For further analysis of the relationship between this debate and contemporary orations
see C. W. Macleod (1983, 103-122). On Thucydides' knowledge and use of Attic orators see
M.Nouhaud (1982, 113-118). On parallels between Thucydides and Andocides see j.De Romilly
(1956, 196). For Andocides see F.Decleva Caizzi (1969, in particular 11-83, and note at p. 17-18 for
the relationship between Thucydides and Antiphon). More parallels between the styles of Thucydides
and Antiphon are also offered by M.Gagarin (1997, 1-35, esp. pp. 16,25-26,30-33).
6
Translation from W.K..Pritchett (1975).
than to focus

to

on
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changed (De Com. Verb. 7.4).
passage

us two

important things: that the

itself is worthy of imitation and that it is suitable for akroasis. This

that in his
of the

Dionysius tells

means

opinion it could have been delivered and precisely because the exposition

subject is euphonious.
Finally, J.C.Hogan has advanced the hypothesis of

between the Plataeans'

speech

Although it is arguable that

as

some

evidence drawn from the texts, a

both texts

an

interrelationship

an

reported by Thucydides and Euripides' Hecuba,8

of Hogan's parallels

supported by sufficient

are not

certain degree of similarity might be admitted. In

attempt is made to evoke pity in the hope of swaying a decision, and

arguments based on justice and the duty to respect suppliants are used to stir

compassion. These parallels might be the result of

an

independent development of

ideas, but what really matters is that the motifs touched on in the course of the
Plataeans'
on

speech would not be out of place if delivered by

a

tragic actor performing

the stage.

The Plataean trial in context:

subject matter and influences

The fact that the Plataean trial conforms to the rules for

they

are set

forth in later rhetorical treatises does not in itself give

that the text could have been
fifth century

composing forensic oratory

Athens

were

cases

knowledge of the situation giving rise to the speech

orator

and his

of history, we
have

even

for reported

should imagine that, if they

happened at

perhaps

as

a

full

assurance

performed. The speeches delivered by Greek orators in

pronounced in front of the assembly

public. But,

us

as

or

or

was

shared by both the

reconstructed debates included in

were ever

areas;

a

work

performed separately, that would

time later than the event, perhaps quite

in different geographical

the court and in both

some

time later, and

and the historical setting in which the

speeches took place would have had to be explained to the audience. The speeches
would therefore have had to be set in the wider context of

7

a

self-explanatory section

Note that euphonia is one of the topics dear to Dionysius and is dealt with extensively in De
Compositione Verborum. See also Demetrius On Style 68-70.
8
Cf. J.C.Hogan (1972, 241-257).
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where details

the historical

on

background

were

included. Our evidence for public

readings from works of history in the fifth century almost exclusively
Herodotus, and the historian from Halicarnassus is therefore
reference for

our

study

on

are

important point of

possible performances of parts of the work of Thucydides.9

Herodotean narrative is

single events

an

concerns

organised in A-oyoi: self-standing units in which

likely to have been presented to

an

audience through

public

a

reading. Studies of the structure of these sections have revealed that various episodes
often share
frame the

a common

core

form of

of the narrative and mark off different

in the introduction is to

place.

presentation.10 Introductory and concluding

sentences

episodes. One standard feature

give information about the time at which the events take

Normally the end is marked with greater emphasis than the beginning.

Summary expressions such

as xatna or

narrative, often accompanied by

a

xoiafixa

occur at

the end of almost

every

brief recapitulation of the matter treated in the

A-oyoq. S. Cagnazzi has also noted that the rounding-off sentence frequently repeats
words

employed at the beginning of the exposition, giving the narrative

form."

On

some

occasions

a

sentence

of this kind has been used for

a

a

heightened

tragic effect.12

Assuming, then, that such features act

facilitate and,

occasion, also to enhance the oral presentation of a piece, let

turn to

the

on

as

circular

elements intended to
us now

presentation of the Plataean trial in Thucydides. The introductory words

read:

Ytco

5e

xofiq afixofiq XP1^0"0? xo^> 0epox)£ xofixoo Kai o't nA,axaifjq
ofiSe 5\)vd)j.evoi 7toX,iopKeia0ai ^t>ve(3r|aav xoiq
rieX,oTtovvr|aioiq xotcpSe xpoTtco.

oi)K8xi exovxeq cTixov

"During this

and about the same time, the Plataeans, who were now without
siege no longer, surrendered to the Peloponnesians. It
happened in the following manner". (Thuc., III. 52.1)
summer

food and could endure the

9

Evidence for

reading aloud of Herodotus is found in Dion.Chrysost. Orat. 37-103; Plut. De Her.
our discussion in the introductory chapter.
10
See in particular J.A. Evans (1991), T.Long (1987), H.R. Immerwahr (1966), G. Nagy (1987, 175184), B. Hemmerdinger (1981, 170-174), J.A.K. Thompson (1935), D. Lateiner (1989). E. Powell
(1939, 1-34) expresses the opposing view that the possibility of recitations can be left out of account.
11
Cf. S.Cagnazzi (1975, 385-423).
12
This practice dates back to Homer and presumably already followed earlier examples, now lost, of
orally performed literary works. Note also what D. Lateiner (1989, 44) says: "These formulae of
closure remind the reader of the author's presence and power, his control of what the audience can hear
or see. They appear when stories ought to end or accounts are sufficiently full in the author's opinion".
Mai.,26. Cf. also
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As

we

the

would expect at

the beginning of

a

Xoyoc,,

a

subject the author is going to present: the surrender of Plataea and the terms

agreed. A temporal expression locates the episode at
are

said to be contemporary

with in the
at

clear opening statement signals

an

successive

two

S.Cagnazzi

original exposition,

we

Kcxi which function

as

were

a new

seem

should notice that Herodotus often connects

be

appears to

exposition together with the particles 5e and

connective features between the different parts

of the work.

probably included at the time when the various accounts

finally linked together.13 We could
a

reference to previous narrative might

that reference to previously recounted episodes

employed at the beginning of

create

a

Xoyoi establishing temporal links between different episodes.

argues

These elements

certain time: these happenings

with Nikias' expedition against the isle of Minoa, dealt

preceding chapter. Although

odds with

a

argue

that

a

parallel

use

temporal connection with the preceding narrative

of 8e and kou

was

were

as to

similarly used by

Thucydides in order to incorporate the Plataean trial into the context of Book Three.
However,

application of
goes

should, of

we

a use

course,

a

specialised

of a technique of marking off and linking pieces of work which

back to Homer and is regularly used within larger units that could have been

regularly performed in toto.

xoicpSe
new

also remember that this is only

xpOTtxp, one

Finally, the introduction ends with the expression

which is frequently employed by Herodotus when presenting

a

exposition. It is also worth mentioning the closure of this narrative:

Kai

nA.dxaiav exei xpixcp Kai evevr|Koaxc5 e^eiS-p
A0r|vaicov ^(-tftaxpi eyevovxo oioxeoc, £xeA,ewr|c>ev.
xa

"Such

Kaxa

the fate of

Plataea, in the ninety-third
(Thuc. III. 68.5)

was

Athens"

jibv

The sentence

Herodotus,

clearly has

xa p,ev

a

conclusive character.

and oioxooq function

as

year

after they became allies of

Just

as xocuxoc

summarising expressions.

particular example the sentence performs another function
narrative

concerning Plataea in

that Plataea has been

13

Cf.

a

strikingly solemn

destroyed, but that such

a

way.

as

in

or xotatjxa

But in this

well: it concludes the

Thucydides does not just

destruction has been visited

say

upon a

S.Cagnazzi (1975, 387-388), see also G.De Sanctis (1951, 21-45) and G.Nagy (1987,175-184)
and subsequent integration of the Herodotean koyoi in the context of the overall

for the autonomy
work.
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city which originally

was an

ally of Athens

so as to

direct criticism at the Athenian

failure to intervene.

Having indicated the possibility that these two sentences form the beginning and the
end of
have

self-contained

a

exposition, I turn to the analysis of the exposition itself. We

already discussed the rhetorical structure of the two speeches reported, which

constitute the

of the account. We should

core

now

direct

our

attention to the

surrounding narrative and to the arguments employed by the opposing parties during
the trial. After the
unable to

introductory statement Thucydides explains that the Plataeans

repel the assault made

on

were

their wall and the Spartan commander observed

their weakness. It follows the

surprising statement that Sparta had decided not to take

Plataea

reason

by storm, and that the

for this

was

political:

rjv ccbxcp ek AaKeSaijiovot;, ottgoq, e'i cnrovSai yiyvoivxo
Jtpoq A0r|vaio'oq Kal 4'uYXC0P°^ev °aa rcoXe|j.cp x^P106 &Xau<7lv
eKaxepoi dttoSiSoaBai, pirj avaSoxot; etr| f| nXaxaia cb<; ccbxcov skovxcov
7tpoaxoopr|advxoov
Eipruievov

yap

7toT£

"[...] if

should be made with the Athenians and the
places each had taken in war should be
given back, Plataea might not have to be given up, on the ground that its inhabitants
had gone over to Sparta voluntarily" (Thuc. III. 52.2)
ever a treaty

of

peace

Lacedaemonians should consent that all the

The real

lies therefore with

reason

compassion

on

Spartan national interest, not with

any

feelings of

the part of the Spartans towards the Plataeans. This leads in turn to the

decision to send five
back to earlier

Spartan judges to Plataea. It is important at this point to look

sources

of information in order to

gain

a

clearer picture of the

complicated relationships between Plataea, Sparta and Athens. Again, most of the
evidence

comes

to

us

from Herodotus.14

In book VI 108

a case

analogous to the

present one is related. Plataea, being hard pressed by the Thebans, had asked Sparta
for

14

help. Herodotus reports that the Spartans refused to intervene in their favour, but

The

interrelationship between Herodotus and Thucydides has been considered from different points
an analysis of some topics in war debated in Homer, Herodotus and Thucydides in
K.J.Latham (1981, 54-67). Rosanelli (1930, 115-141, 151-170) accepts the idea that Thucydides
knows and completes the work of Herodotus. For a recent study of this subject see S.Hornblower
(1992, 141-154), who analyses various passages that exhibit a parallel between the works of the two
of view. There is

authors.
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the

they adduced

reason

considerations of

themselves

on

not the real

Herodotus'
way,

answer

e^eiv

plays the role of the victim (attacked

by the Thebans in the other) and the Spartans react in

We should notice that, Thucydides not only

negative view of the Spartans' motives but also

laying stress

A0r|vaiou<;

tovc,

on

the

gap

seems to

expresses

it in

a

existing between the real motivation and the formal

given by the Lacedaemonians. Scholars often

underlying the events, but in fact,

way
not

share

similar

say

that the great innovation

Thucydides brought to the idea of history is the notion of investigating the true

in this

from

by making enemies of the Boeotians" (Hdt. VI 108). Although

one case,

duplicitous fashion.

arose

Botcoxolor "they desired that the Athenians should bring

the situation is not identical, in both texts Plataea

by the Spartans in

Their decision

one.

private interest: cbq potAopevot

TCOVOut; aweaxecoxaq
trouble

was

a

mental

process

of the

same

portion of Herodotus. This information is important for

in which Sparta handles the situation. Five judges

cause

kind is already visible

an

understanding of the

come to

Plataea, but they do

put the Plataeans on a formal trial; instead, they ask each one a single question:

whether he had rendered any
the present war.

good service to the Lacaedaemonians and their allies in

A formal trial would probably have entailed the requirement of a fair

consideration of the matter, while this
Plataeans

are

unable to

answer

simple question which the Spartans know the

in the affirmative, enables them to take Plataea under a

show of correctness.
The

stands out

interrelationship between these

even more

their support to

clearly when

we

passages

in Herodotus and Thucydides

look at the words used by the Spartans to deny

Plataea in Herodotus:

Hp,etq p.ev eKaaxepco xe caiceopev, kou bptv xoti)5e xtq yivotx' av
bttikodpiri yuxptf (j)0air|Te yap av ttoAAockk; e£av5pa:n;o5iG0evxe<; f\
xiva 7t"o0ea0ai f|pecov. Zap(3o"iAebopev Se "bp.iv Sobvat bpeac; abxobq
A0T|vaioiGi, 7tXr|CTioxcbpoiGi xe avSpaat Kai xip.copeetv eobat ob
KaKotat.

"We dwell afar

off, and such aid as ours would be found but cold comfort to you; for
might be enslaved many times over ere any of us heard of it. We counsel you to
put yourselves in the protection of the Athenians, who are your neighbours, and can
defend you right well" (Hdt. VI. 108).13
you

15

Translations from Herodotus

are

from

A.D.Godley, (1982).
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In

Thucydides the Plataeans

Aeofievcov

yap

£up,p,axia<;

aTtecoaaaOe Kai Ttpoq

t>p.cSv Se
"

use very

similar words in

an argument

in their defence:

0r|Patoi f||idQ efhaaavxo, i)|4ei<;
ABrivaioaq SKeA-eaexe xparteaBai cog kyyvg ovxag,
oxe

p.aKpav artotKovvxcov.

For when the Thebans

oppressed us and we sought alliance with you,
apply to the Athenians, because they were near, whereas
away" (Thuc. Ill 55.1).
us

and bade

us

It is almost

if

as

they

were

you
you

rebuffed
lived far

paraphrasing the words spoken by Cleomenes in

Herodotus.16
Other cross-references between the Plataean trial and Herodotus' work
found. We have

the past,
Tot 5'

already observed that the defendants make

during the Persian Wars. These

ev

xfj 8ipi)vr| Kai

are

be

virtue of their conduct in

a

the words they

can

use:

Mf)5ov ayaBoi yeyevfi|j.e0a, xiqv |_tev ab
5e 4rtve7u0e|i.evoi toxs kg eXeoBepiav xf|<;

repot; xov

Amaavxet; vbv Ttpoxepot, xcp
EAAcxSoq p.6voi Boicoxcibv. Kai yap fiTteipcoxai xe ovxeg evaap.axTiaap.8v
err' Apxepiaicp, paxn xe xf\ ev xrj ripexepa yfj yevopevri 7tapeyev6pe0a
itpiv xe Kai Flaaaavia- ei xe xi a'kX.o Kax' eKeivov xov xpovov eyevexo
eniKivSavov xoiq EA,X.r|at, 7iavxoov Ttapa 5i>vapiv pexeaxopev.
"But in the

against the Persians and during the peace which followed we have
proved ourselves good and true men; we have not now been the first to break the
peace, and then we were the only Boeotians who rallied to defend the freedom of
Hellas.
For though we are an inland people, we took part in the sea-fight at
Artemisium; in the battle that was fought here in our own land we stood side by side
with you and Pausanias; and whatever perils arose to threaten the Hellenes in those
days, we bore our part in them all beyond our strength." (Thuc. III. 54.2)
war

The argument

that the Plataeans

were

the only who did not medise is repeated both in

Hdt. VII 132 and VIII 66.17 The difference is that Herodotus
both occasions

is omitted.

as

It is

well

as

the Plataeans,

names

the

Thespians

on

while in Thucydides mention of the Thespians

arguable that this is for the good

16

reason

that

a

speech of defence

Compare also S. Hornblower (1992, 148).
S.Hornblower (1992, 148-9) notes that the claim that if Plataea did not side with the Persians, that
was only because Athens did not, suggests Herodotus 8.30 on why the Phocians did not medise (hatred
of Thessaly). For the problem of people going over to the Persians during the Persian Wars see
J.Wolsky (1973, 3-15), J.L.Myres (1936, 97-105) and D.F.Graf (1984, 15-30).
17
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requires that emphasis should be laid
without

spreading

any

the arguments directly relevant to the

on

of the credit to others.

played at Artemisium without

The

the valour the Plataeans had shown

Thucydides. In the

the Plataeans

experience of seamanship is in Herodotus VIII. 1

any

(d7tetpoi xfjq vaimicfjc; eovxeq). In general terms

Herodotus and

courageous part

case

we may say

during the earlier

wars

of the trial this is the

course

that appreciation of

is present in both

core

defence, but it is also found in Hdt. VII 132, where the Plataeans

joined the Hellenes voluntarily (|af] dvayKaaGevxeq)

or

of the Plataeans'
are

said to have

Hdt. VIII. 1 where their

Ttpo0\)(a.ia is praised.18
Motifs from Herodotus' account of the Battle of Plataea
the

speech of defence:

Greece should be free
shown

that occasion

on

dedicated

or

enslaved

fighting to decide whether

(Thuc. Ill 54.2, Hdt. IX 60), mention of the valour

by the Plataeans (Thuc. Ill 56.57, Hdt. IX 71), the tripod

over

and which Herodotus

was

a new

not the

only author to reflect.

Recently,

fragment of Simonides discovered in P.Oxy

encomiastic narrative elegy in celebration of the battle of Plataea. One of the

theories is that it

was

performed during

public festival. According to D. Boedeker the text

a

composed at

a

time

soon

after the battle, perhaps to be
was

probably

re-performed and Herodotus could have been influenced by it in composing his
account

are,

belonged to the propaganda spread by the victors when the

scholars have drawn attention to
an

repeated in

bury the fallen Spartans at Plataea (Thuc. Ill 58.5, Hdt.IX 85). These

of course, motifs which

3965,

were

also

by Pausanias at Delphi after the battle (Thuc. Ill 57.3, Hdt. IX 81), and the

decision to

war was

the idea that the Greeks

are

of Plataea.'9

own

A.Aloni20 hypothesises that the poem may have been

commissioned from Simonides

by the Spartans in celebration of their victory at

Plataea, and E.Stehle21 also accepts that Sparta has

a

point is of particular interest if

new

we compare

the

prominent role in the elegy. This
Simonides with

a passage

of

Pythian I in which Pindar treats "the battle [fought] before Kithairon", that is Plataea,
as a

Spartan achievement suitable for praise in Sparta in the

win the Athenians' favour with
an

18

For the

of the word

19

Cf. D.Boedeker (1996, 223-242)
Cf. A.Aloni (1994, 9-22).

20
21

use

praise of Salamis (Pyth. I.v.77). There thus

established tradition

have been

same way as

he would
seems to

giving the Spartans the credit of defeating the

TtpoBopAct referred to the Plataeans in Thucydides cf. Ill 55.3, 56.5.
and also (1995, 217-229).

Cf. E.Stehle (1996, 205-222).
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Medes at Plataea, a tradition also shared

by Herodotus who writes: "Among the

Greeks,

bore

the

and

Tegeans

Athenians

Lacedaemonians excelled all in

considered

a

valour"(Hdt. IX 71).

Thucydides. For the accused, the

of defence, a

concealed

their

gallantly,

but

the

The fact that Plataea

was

Spartan victory could explain the prominence given to this battle and to

Pausanias in

Further

themselves

way

memory

of Plataea is

of including indirect praise of the judges'

parallels between the Plataean trial and Herodotus

concern

a

suitable topic

own

country.

the Thebans. In

speech of defence the Plataeans strongly condemn the pro-Persian attitude shown

by the Thebans during the Persian Wars.

bptv cb^eA-ipot SoKoboiv eivai, 7toA.1l) Kai fipeit; kou 01
aA.A„oi EAAriveq pa,A.A.ov xoxe oxe ev pei^ovt KivSbvcp fjxe. Nbv pev yap
exepoiq bpeiq eTtepxeaBe Seivoi, ev eiceivcp 5e xcp KaipcS, oxe rcaat
5ot)A,etav ene^epev o |3dp(3apoc;, bi5e pex' avxov tjaav.
Kocixoi

si

vvv

"And yet if the Thebans seem serviceable to you now, we and the rest of the Hellenes
were of far greater service to you when you were in greater danger.
For now you are

attacking others and are a menace to them, but in that crisis, when the barbarian
threatening us all with slavery, these men were on his side." (Thuc. III. 56.4)
Herodotus

consistently refers to the Thebans

during that

war

when he

as

those who

were

was

with the Medes

(Hdt. VII 205, IX 40, IX 67)22, and his criticism is explicitly stated

speaks of the Thermophylae:

"As for the Thebans, whose

general was Leontiades, they were for a while with the
by necessity to fight against the king's army; but as soon as
they saw the Persians gaining the upper hand, then, when the Greeks with Leonidas
were pressing towards the hillock, the Thebans separated from them and drew nigh to
the foreigners, holding out their hands and crying that they were the Persians' men
Greeks and constrained

(priSi^ouai) and had been among the first to give earth and water to the king; it was
under constraint (ko 5e avayKOtiriq) - they said - that they had come to
Thermophylae, and they

were

guiltless (avodxoi) of the harm done to the king;

spoken (bcA,r|0eaxaxov xcbv Abycov); so that by this
plea they saved their lives, the Thessalians being there to bear witness to what they
said." (Hdt. VII 233)
which

was

the truest word

ever

22

According to J. A.S.Evans (1991, 92) Herodotus makes
during the Persian Wars.
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no attempt to

palliate the medism of Thebes

The Plataeans' condemnation of the Thebans' conduct
consistent with Herodotus.

during the Persian Wars is thus

Apart from the fact that the coincidence strengthens the

interrelationship between the Plataean trial and Herodotus, it is also possible to

argue

that in the conduct of their defence the defendants themselves make accusations which
were

unsupported by external evidence.

not

Thebans

presumably equally part of the background information that Thucydides'

was

public shared. That
at

the time of the

favourable
believed

This repeated condemnation of the

means,

that the Plataeans plead

on

the basis of arguments which

Peloponnesian War might still be adduced in order to establish

ground for

a

speech of defence. The possibility that the Plataeans might be

by the judges is rather

so

strong that, for this very reason, the Thebans ask

permission to speak (Thuc. III. 61.1). In this attempt to defend themselves against the
specific charge of pr|8i^£iv at Plataea they put forward

a counter-argument:

Kai r\ ^fijuttaaa 7to^iq ouk afixoKpaxcop owa eauxrjQ xerox'
ofiS' a^tov afixfi ovetSiaai cbv pf] pexa vop.Gov ppapxev.
"The

ettpa^ev,

city

course

as a whole was not in control of its own actions when Thebes took
it did, nor is it fair to reproach it for the mistakes it made when not under

rule of law."

(Thuc. III. 62.4)

In this

the connection with what is said in Herodotus is double-sided.

case

Plataean

logos Herodotus does

say

that the Thebans favoured the Persians

the
the

In his
on

that

occasion, but he also says that when the fight was over the Greeks marched against
Thebes and demanded the surrender of "those who had taken the Persian

(ocbxcbv xofiq priS'tcavxat;, Hdt. IX 86); and that implies
Greeks' part,

view.2'

that

But

as

some

an

assumption

members of the population did not share the

regards this subject the interrelationship between

Herodotus ends here. In the

same

part"

on

the

political

our text

and

following lines of the Plataean logos, in fact, it is

explained that the Thebans refused to comply with the Greeks' demand and Thebes
was

besieged. Subsequently the Thebans agreed to hand

one

of them,

that

they would defeat the impeachment by bribery"

23

over some

of the

men,

but

Attaginus, escaped out of the town and the rest who had been "confident

S.Hornblower

were

put to death by Pausanias

(1992, 149) notes that there is no statement in Herodotus or anywhere else that Thebes
during the Persian Wars "was not governed by an isonomous oligarchy": " I wonder if it is not a
fiction" he concludes, "conditioned by the rhetorical need of the Theban speaker to say 'non sum
qualis eram'."
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(Hdt. IX 87-88). If that
Thebans
fact

was

the real outcome of the matter,

we can see

why the

might not have wanted to recall that episode in support of their defence,

they did not.24 In conclusion,

we

could

say

that

many

as

in

of the arguments related to

past history raised in the course of the trial are consistent with information provided

by Herodotus.

Certainly, it is possible that Thucydides did know of these events

independently from Herodotus' text, however he
schemes of
must

fall into Herodotean

presentation when recounting these matters.25 Moreover, historical reality

have involved

even more

with the conduct of the two

of them from
his

seems to

factors that could have been mentioned in connection

parties during the Persian Wars, but

Thucydides. The later historian does not tell

predecessor had already said

on

us

the subject and if

we

do not learn

anything
we

more

any

than what

consider how

many

problems the interpretation of historical events normally raises, this fact is in itself
astonishing.
It is natural that the two

their

own cases.

opposing parties should choose arguments supporting

However, the question arises as to who made that choice. Was it

purely and simply what had actually been said,
then how far, if at all, was he

drawing

on

his

it Thucydides; and, if the latter,

or was

record

own

or memory

of what had been

actually said?26 The question is

a

from

trial having taken place at Plataea at the end of the

Thucydides, evidence for

a

legitimate

one

here, when

we

consider that, apart

siege is quite scanty. The fall of Plataea features in the fourth century speech Against
Neaera.21

Although mention is made of the siege the Spartans laid to the city, the

double wall

they built and the successful

by climbing

over

24

the city's fortification,

escape

unseen

It is worth

that

some

by the

of the Plataeans achieved

enemy

and in

a

night with rain

remembering what Hornblower (1992, 150) says in his article on Thucydides' use of
"My concluding suggestion is that, in speeches, where Thucydides was making a huge
creative effort of a special sort, he was content to take his facts on trust from Herodotus, or to let his
"audience" do so, to an exceptional extent".
25
Remember what we have already said about the use made by Thucydides of Herodotean schemes in
the first chapter as regards the letter sent by Pausanians to Xerxes.
26
We might remember what Gomme (HCT, 11. 346) writes at the end of his commentary on the trial:
"If Thucydides asked - What did they say? The answer may have been, 'only the usual things, the
Persian Wars, the gods and the oaths, the special sanctity of Plataea, the honour of Sparta; but it was
very honourably done' and in that event he clothed it in the language that we have, and made it of such
and such a length, because he wanted it for his purpose".
27
The speech is believed to have been composed between 373 and 339 BC. See the introductory note in
A.T.Murray (1939, 349).
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and

heavy wind28, the following description of the fall of Plataea does not include

reference to

a

any

trial. The text reads:

5'

imoireivavxeq amcov aA.of>crr|<; xfj<; TtoXeoo q Kaxcx KpaxoQ
d,7tea(t)dYTiaav 7cdvxe<; 01 ppdavxeq, TtociSeq 8e Kai yuvaiKEQ
8^r|v5pa7ro8ia0r|aav,
ocoi
ptr|
aia0dp.evoi
eruovxac;
xoix;
AaKeSatp-oviotx; ime£fjA,0ov A0fiva^e.
01

"As for those who remained behind, when the
reached manhood

is,

save

to

Athens"

were

killed and the

women

city was taken by storm, all who had
and children were made slaves all, that

those who, when they saw the Lacaedaemonians advancing, got away secretly
(Against Neaera 103).

The initial intention of the

Spartans not to take the city by storm, but to induce

a

voluntary surrender of the Plataeans, the subsequent arrival of judges from Sparta and
the trial

are

not

Panathenaicus.

noted.29

Although the text,

Thucydidean influence,
Another

source

A similar consideration

no

as we

will

might be drawn from Isocrates'

see

mention is made of

a

later

trial

as

on,

might reflect

some

regards the Plataeans.

of information for the fall of Plataea is Diodorus Siculus. Diodorus

does refer to

Kocxriyopioci made against the Plataeans by the Spartans (in this

there

questions, not

a

are

two

a

single

one as

case

in Thucydides)30, but he does not mention

consequent debate where opposing speakers confront each other.
Even in

trial,

some

Thucydides, where the episode of the fall of Plataea is centred

inconsistencies

are

reference is made to arguments
as

speakers,

we

then have just

one

speech and

raised by two orators from this side. The

regards the opposing part: the

the text, but the

the

noticeable. Gomme notes that although in chapter 52.5

the author mentions two Plataean

be said

on

name

same

no

could

of the Theban speaker is not given in

only speech which is reported from this side is attributed to "the

Thebans" without further indications.31

28

All this is in

29

Such

Thucydides. See Thuc. II 20-24.
even more interesting when we consider that the text seems to be along similar
lines to Thucydides' account as regards the escape from Plataea and the tripod dedicated after the battle
of Plataea (Ps.Dem. Ag. Neaera, 95).
30
But cf. A.W.Spratt (1896, at 68) who assumes that when speaking of a twofold question Diodorus is
referring to Thuc. Ill 52.4.
31
But note that the case is not unique in Thucydides. Compare the beginning of the Melian Dialogue
and

our

an

omission is

discussion ad loc.
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One could argue

that there

change of attitude
and that is

was a

trial but that,

the judges, there

among

the speeches did not bring about

as

was no

historical

why neither the author of Against Neaera

nor

said

only consider it

that occasion but

on

in his whole

punishment

end of

even

give

an account

to make the Plataeans'

work, if whatever

was

consideration

necessary to

already decided?

Why does

our

speech the longest
any

one

might have prevailed: this arrangement creates
we

find

a

a

an

not

serve

to

debate between Polymestor and

reason

the Plataean trial and the

chapter

we saw

is detectable when

preceding debate

on

we

look at the

a

relationship between

the fate of Mytilene. In the previous

that Thucydides reports the speeches delivered in the second debate

The subject is

very

Arguments based

on

are even more

the idea of justice and utility (TO C"6|X())£pov)

on

both the issues.

straightforward. In

Connor shows that verbal
the

drastically affect the future of a city

speeches delivered. The dominant

final resolution

fall

of

Mytilene

parallels
is

An

now

are

the

cases a

helpless.

developed in

is also responsible for reaching

power

From the structural

a

point of view the similarities

one

of the appendices to his book

can

be traced between the two texts.34 At III 27.1

introduced

by

the

^T)|j.(3aiv£iv and ^ov£|3r|Gav is the verb used
surrender of Plataea.

won over

similar to that of the Plataean trial: in both

decision must be taken which will

the two

and

moving ending.33

by Cleon and Diodotos when the moderate view of the latter speaker
assembly.

sons

explanations given by Polymestor about his past behaviour do

change the situation, but their inclusion gives the play

Another artistic

artistic

tragic flavour. At the

Agamennon. At this point Hecuba has already murdered Polymestor's
blinded their father; the

included

influence and the

One possible explanation is that

Euripides' Hecuba (v. 1109 ff.)

scientific

of what both the parties had

said did not have

was

refer to them

reason to

Diodorus mention the trial.12

Why, then, does Thucydides choose not to ignore it?
historian not

a

antilogy follows in both

32

expression

Thucydides,

avayKd^ovxai

at chapter 52.1

cases

on

describing the

and the subsequent narrative

M.Cogan (1981a, 53-67) believes that the inclusion of the debate is surprising for several reason: "1)
was itself of minor military importance.!...] 2) The execution of all the Plataean
prisoners was hardly an affair of the magnitude that it might appear from Thucydides' treatment of it in
the history. 3) The political situation itself obscures the point of recording the speeches."(p.66)
33
H.Lloyd-Jones (1971, 144) writes: "Thucydides sees the history of the Empire in tragic terms, not
necessarily because he has been influenced by tragedy, but more probably because like the tragedians,
like Herodotus, like most of his contemporaries his mind was profoundly conditioned by the epic and
the whole attitude to human life which it expresses".
34
Cf. W.R.Connor (1984, 255-56).
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recording the outcome of the situation sounds

avbpaq... Si8(J)0£ipav

says

Thucydides at chapter 50.1 regarding the fate of the

Mytileneans and he subsequently adds in the
be

verb has been used to describe the

be

on

chapter: baxepov be...KAf|pO'U<;

the

disposal of the land follows in the

(3.50.3 xa p.ev Kaxd Aea(3ov

nXaxaiav...). How

are

in context and structure
It is

the

At chapter 68 the

same

killing of the Plataeans bi£(t)0eipav, and the
same way:

ynv...ct7t8(iia0ooaav (III 68. 3). Both the narratives

off sentence"

bcxepov Se...xf]v

closed by

are

/ 3.68.5 Kai

xa

"rounding

a

Kaxa

p.ev

these evident parallels to be explained? Does this similarity

serve some

particular

purpose or

is it fortuitous?

arguable that Thucydides deliberately constructs

a

parallel structure for

Mytilenean and Plataean debates and that his aim is to point out something related

to the overall idea of his work.

second Athenian

of

same

7toifiaavx8(; xfj^ Yt)<;...KAr|pobxoiJ<;...a:rc£7i;£pA|/o(,v.

decision taken

xobq b'aAAoDq

similar,

very

We have

seen

assembly Cleon repeatedly

that in the

warns

speeches delivered in the

against appeals to pity: the

persuasion is dangerous, it is said, because it leads to compassion,

a

power

virtue that

an

Because the first speaker has already

empire cannot afford to exercise (III. 40.2).

disposed the audience to disregard persuasive speeches, Diodotos' reply also avoids
making

any

appeal to the compassion of the audience.

In spite of such

a

rational

exposition his opinion gains the favour of the assembly and the people of Mytilene
saved from total destruction.

The Plataean trial introduces

citizens themselves pronounce one
oration is

so

beicravxec;

might be

60.1). But, in fact, the Spartans
at the end of the debate is

the Thebans decide at

moved by their plea

so

are not

exactly the

writes the narrative that follows the
of any

says,

Abyov abxcov hi) o't AaKebai(j.ovtoi

that the Lacaedaemonians

Plataeans

moved at all. We have
same as

it

was at

speeches in such

were

same

responsible for

some

xi

once to

The

speak:

evbcoai "fearing

yield somewhat" (III

seen

that their position

the beginning. Thucydides

a way as to convey

says

the absence

that the judges

benefit towards Sparta during the present
same

question twice in the

chapter, and it is arguable that this has been done
in this way

case.

question they had already asked at the beginning: if the

Thucydides makes the judges repeat the

stress

as to

reaction to the Plataean speech by the Spartan side. He

again put forward the

opposite

of the most moving speeches in the History, their

powerful that, Thucydides
ttpoq xov

an

are

on purpose.

how the powerful oratory of the Plataeans,
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course

of the

war.
same

The author wants to

an oratory so

appealing

that

even

the

on

the Thebans

are

forced to put

judges. The potential reader

follow the

speeches,

effective way
situation.

or

forward

reply, did not have

hearer expects that

some

any

kind of reaction will

an

exposition of this kind might have the

emphasising the different behaviour of Athens and Sparta
one

hand, after

a

are eager to

send to Mytilene

embassy to avoid the execution of the population. On the other hand,

one

powerful examples of persuasive oratory in Thucydides does not have

imperial

a

interesting if we remember that Mytilene had in fact committed

the detriment of Athens, while Plataea

is thus

of the most

any

effect

an act

on

even

of revolt

merely declared neutrality during the

war.

It

possible that Thucydides wanted his public to interpret the Plataean trial in this

and that

way

are

second

Spartans and Plataea is destined to be destroyed. The comparison becomes

more

one

of the

for the Plataeans is

reasons

case

why he actually composed such

Spartans. As

of the echoes of Pericles'

links and

a

persuasive speech

precisely to show how this kind of oratory would have been

ineffective when addressed to
the

as

calm exposition of the subject, the Athenians

brought to reconsider their first decision and

to

a most

of showing the absence of any kind of involvement by the judges in the

powers.33 On the

the

effect at all

that the simple restatement of the original question is

so

It is natural to wonder whether

function of

a

we

have

seen

in the previous chapter in

speech in Cleon's speech at Mytilene, the various

juxtapositions between two sections, the Mytilenaean Debate and the

Plataean Trial, could be related to the time when the historian worked to connect

together the single accounts. But it is also possible that public readings from the work
were

the

offered to the

same

public at different times and that would also give Thucydides

possibility to communicate to his audience, through consecutive performances, the

contrasting attitudes of the two parties involved in the
Some final considerations may
ancient Greek

that the
and

be advanced. We must remember that in the

society persuasion is often

basis of civilisation.

literary

In his book

sources

on

confirm the

war.

seen as

the opposite of violence and

presence

of

a

basic opposition between TteiGco

society. More explicitly, Xenophon in the Memorabilia (1.2.40)

35
36

of those who cultivate the intellect to

Cf. also Gomme (HCT, II.
R.G.Buxton (1982,58-63).

the

Persuasion in the Greek Theatre Buxton argues

(3ia in Greece.36 In Isocrates and Plato persuasion often characterises

the part

as

354-355).
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use

says

a

civilised

that: "It is not

violence; for to adopt such

a course

belongs to those who

brute force without intellect". The conclusion Buxton

possess

draws from this evidence is that it is
civilised world is connected with
violence. If
whether

we

as

equation in which the
connected with

are

the view of Greeks in general, the question arises
was not at

least negatively impressed by the

reaction shown by the Spartans judges to the Plataeans' appeal. The

judges behaved

as

"an intolerant and domineering majority",

attitude contrary to

negative judgement

the behaviour expected from

on

a

as

Buxton would

say37,

civilised society. Secondly, the

the behaviour of Sparta towards the Plataeans that Isocrates

in the Panathenaicus

expresses

an

peitho and the barbarians

potential public of the historian

a

absence of any

an

regard this

may

possible to postulate

seems to

be

very

much indebted to the influence of

Thucydides' narrative. His account of the facts follows the text of Thucydides. As
the Plataeans do in their

speech, Isocrates recalls the Plataeans' role during the

own

Persian Wars: these citizens had offered sacrifices to the deities
Lacedaemonians and p.ovoi
stake not

Boicoxodv (as in Thuc. III. 54) had

put their lives at

only for the freedom of the Hellenes (f|A.eu0epc6aa|j.£v xcov EAAf|V00V),

but also for those who

ovq

worshipped by the

oi)

JtoAiav

©riPatoiq,

were

compelled to be

xP°vov

the side of the Persians

on

5iaAi7t6vx£q

8K7toA,iopKtjaavt£q

Aa,KESaip.6vicn,

ajtavxaq

a7t£KX£ivav

.

xaPlC°ftevca
jrA.fi v

djtoSpavat 5wt|0£vxgov.
"And

yet" Isocrates concludes, "after no great interval of time, the Lacedaemonians to
gratify Thebes [consideration often put forward in Thucydides], reduced the Plataeans
by siege and put them all to the sword with the exception of those who had been able
to escape through their lines "(92). (Compare the vivid picture of this escape in Thuc.
Ill 20-24).

Isocrates

proceeds to

allies, and

a

comparison with the policy adopted by Athens towards her

says: Jt£pi ovc,

"Little did Athens resemble

f) noXic, f|p.cibv ot>8£V op.oia

y£yov£v £K£ivoiq

Sparta in the treatment of these people"(94).

If it is

possible that Isocrates' judgement of the role of Sparta in the Plataean trial is
influenced

by reading Thucydides, this

does communicate

37

R.G.Buxton

a

means

negative effect.

(1982, 59).
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that the Plataean debate in the History

I should like to advance

impression

among

organised in this
such

create

an

a

last consideration. If

his intended audience,

could

we

effect.

But this

chapter. If,

Plataeans deliver such

a

considered reliable from
trial still be considered
It

seems

a

as we can see,

is similar to the question

are

historical

can

the text of the historian be

point of view? Ought Thucydides' account of the

of evidence for

that the arguments

a

modern historian?

used by the Plataeans in Thucydides

appropriate to the occasion, but the

in which the oration has

way

a

further consideration in favour of this

all the references to Plataea in the work, we
a

interpretation. When

sacrifices conducted in Plataean

gave

in the

read

to servitude

discourse in Book Three.

Plataean trial which is

a

against Persia, the Panhellenic

plea to the Spartans not to reduce them
same arguments, as we

persuasive speech.

a

have

short form in Book Two, becomes

Why did Thucydides choose to present

close

decision to press

seen, are

parallel to

an

a

a very

However,

an

was

long

speech from the

earlier speech? The explanation probably

all appropriate topics into service in order to create

the Plataean Trial

alternative explanation is also possible.
originally

an autonomous

unit, the possibility of creating repetitions within
at that time.

brief, but it includes

speech the Plataeans make in Book Three. The main difference is in

length: what is expounded in

on

a

just for the sake of Thebes. These

the heart of the

war

very

territory and the promise Sparta thus made to them

regarding their security; and concludes with

a

we

lengthy exposition, in direct form, repeating all the topics already covered in

Pausanias, the help the Plataeans

section

from

find that this speech in Book Three is

plea to Archidamus in Book Two. That earlier speech is

lies in

comes

in which the historian deals with the subject.

There is

simply

are

topics likely to have been covered during their actual

organised and the emphasis that has been given to certain elements

the way

raised

moving speech in order to show the cold reaction of the

consistent with the kinds of

speech and they

we

might object, Thucydides has deliberately made the

as one

as a source

to me

was to

hypothesis raises the problem of the historical

Spartans to these kinds of appeals, to what extent

the

that the narrative has been

potential artistic aims of Thucydides when composing the trial which

earlier in this

been

say

negative

a

precisely because the main intention of the historian

way

reliability of the history itself. The problem,
of the

Thucydides aimed to create

a

If the

self-contained narrative

surrounding context did not exist

Only the reader of a continuous text might, in fact, be able to
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a very

assess

the

presence

of parallelisms between different sections of the full work. These repetitions

would have been created at the time when

Thucydides decided to connect the Plataean

trial section to the rest of his continuous narrative.
unconcerned about the resultant

inconsistency is
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a

Whether the historian

was

question that has to remain open.

CHAPTER SIX

The

Corcyrean stasis
Thuc. Ill 70-84

Thucydides' account of the stasis in Corcyra is the third of the three major narrative
sections

making

up

Book Three, the others being those

on

and the Trial of the Plataeans. Those two narratives have
earlier

chapters, where the hypothesis

capable of functioning
or

publication.

account

Trial shows

advanced that they could be regarded

was

as

self-contained reports suitable for separate performance
as a

dramatic

Thucydides shares with the tragedians the ability to organise his

view to

a

a

already been analysed in

While the Mytilenaean debate might be considered

in which

material with

as two

the Mytilenaean Debate

historian

creating false expectations and dramatic tension, the Plataean
vying with the orators and attempting to write

piece of oratory.1 In the latter
readers took the Plataeans'
have tried to show that

case

Thucydides has succeeded

speech of defence

as a

so

an

well that

perfect specimen of the

exemplary
many

later

genre.

We

Thucydides gives the impression of having composed the

Mytilenaean and Plataean sections with the intention of creating two narratives with
distinctive

character, each satisfying

different artistic aim.

a

a

My analysis of

Thucydides' account of the stasis in Corcyra will attempt to define the particular
features present
in the

case

in this piece of Thucydidean exposition and to determine whether

of the two

preceding sections

character that marks out this section

The account of the stasis in

as a

-

we are

able to recognise

a

-

as

peculiar

whole.

Corcyra extends from chapter 70 to chapter 81 in Book

Three, and in the following chapters, 82 and 83

2, Thucydides offers

interpretation of the events. Two distinct sections

are

a

personal

thus identifiable: the factual

report of the situation and the interpretation of it. The presence of a long explanatory
'

For

a

discussion

on

the

subject confer the chapters

on

the Mytilenean Debate and the Plataean Trial

ad loc.
2

Concerning the authenticity of chapter 84 many commentators have raised substantial objections, and
popular view seems to be in favour of a non-Thucydidean composition of the piece. Among
the reasons most frequently given is the fact that the ideas expressed appear to be a repetition of
concepts already present in the previous chapters. Bloomfield (1830, 87) speaks of a cento of
Thucydidean sentences. Cf. also A.W.Gomme (HCT, II. 382-3), S.Hornblower (1991, 488 ff.) and
the most

E.C.Marchant (1962, 194-5).
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following

excursus

case

the

a report

explanation

of events is unusual in the work of

appears to

conflict and

as a

paradigm

case

as

our

course

of the Peloponnesian War.

of the kind of excesses caused by that

constantly recurring thereafter (Thuc. Ill 82.1-2).

generalisation in these final chapters, noted by

explained

In

be motivated by two main factors. First, the stasis in

Corcyra is the first of many to break out during the
Secondly, it is treated here

Thucydides.3

The tendency to

scholars, could therefore be

many

in accordance with the exemplary value assigned to this first

stasis.4

Thucydides' account of the upheaval begins at chapter 70: the Corcyrean
prisoners held by the Corinthians after the battle at Epidamnus
back to

democratic party,
an

offence.

released and sent

Corcyra with the objective of persuading their fellow-citizens to favour

alliance with Corinth and

brings

are

his opponents

Some of these

prosecute a leader of the

men

Peithias, but he is acquitted and released.

action against
At this

Sparta.

some

of his

accusers

and they

point the confrontation becomes

more

an

are

Subsequently, Peithias

convicted of

a

religious

serious: Peithias is killed and

gain control of Corcyra. After the arrival of Corinthian ships in their

support the ex-prisoners move against the democratic party, which in turn seeks
Athenian intervention.

The stasis

now

involves the two main powers,

Athens, and will lead to two major naval battles.

approaches, having been sent by the Athenians
leave the island while the
of civilised

by

society

a commentary

are

on

After

further reinforcement

a

learning of the stasis, the Spartans

population is still involved in

a

civil

war

in which the rules

completely abandoned. The account of the stasis is followed

by the author.

crcdCTiq, Thuc. Ill 82. 1) seemed

example of stasis in the

course

so

The cruelties of this civil

war

hard to believe because Corcyra

of the present conflict. From

now on

by civil strife will undergo

many

disasters. The

war

(cbp.fl

was

<fi>

the first

in Greece the

oligarchs will be supporters of Sparta and the democrats of Athens.
affected

Sparta and

The cities

itself will provoke

a

change and inversion in the values practised by human beings. At chapters 82 and 83
Thucydides in general terms describes the different kinds of wrongdoing that took
place

3

Corcyra and will later be spread widely in the Greek world. Edmunds has

A.W.Gomme (1951,

own
4

on

70-80) analyses four passages of the History where Thucydides expresses his

commentary on the events. On this subject see also D. Gribble (1998, 41-67).

Many studies have been published on the Corcyrean stasis in Thucydides. See in particular A.Fuks
(1971, 48 ff.), J.A.F.Bruce (1971, 108-117), J.Wilson (1987), J.Wilson (1982, 18-20), C.Macleod
(1983, 123-139), J.T.Hogan (1980,139-149).
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pointed out how this section of the Corcyrean narrative corresponds to Hesiod's

prophecy of later events in the Iron Age and to his picture of
occurring in human behaviour at that time.
view that human

and

sons

Both Thucydides and Hesiod share the

(3.82.2) will always

recur.

a

Discord reigns between fathers

(Hes. WD 182-8 and Thuc. Ill 3.81.5) and piety has vanished (Hes. WD 187

and Thuc. Ill

82.8). Those who keep their oaths

who commit evils
and

inversion of values

wrongdoing is inherent in man's present nature and "be it in

milder form"

severer or

an

are not

honoured, but rather those

(Hes. WD 190-2 and Thuc. Ill 82. 4-5). The

sense

of shame is lost

justice is replaced by its opposite (Hes. WD 192-4 and Thuc. Ill 82.8). Hesiod

concludes

by foretelling the rise of

Evil Eris (Hes. WD 195-201), which finds

an

a

parallel in the 7tpo0\)(J.ov mentioned by Thucydides (Thuc. Ill 82.8). According to
Edmunds

this

correspondence shows

a

link between Thucydides and archaic

pessimism:
"The ethical inversions

experienced in stasis are a particular expression of a general
tendency of human nature to invert the established and proper way of
things. Stasis, as the expression of such a tendency, is inevitable and will recur".6
ineluctable

Edmunds

points out that the

same

notion is found in earlier authors such

Archilochus, Theognis and Pindar, and also in contemporaries

such

as

Euripides

Aristophanes. His study has the great merit of showing the extent to which
innovative historian, as
share values

Thucydides has often been considered to be,

belonging to traditional Greek thinking. It

that the audience would have

seems

may

or

even an

be found to

reasonable to

recognised the parallel between the

as

suppose

excesses

of the

present generation and those that, according to Hesiod,

will

whole Iron Age.

intentional and meant to be

However, if this parallel

was

understood, I wonder what could have motivated such

along with

a

scholars most

commonly call wisdom literature. It is

concerned with
on a

the end of the

choice. The Works and Days,

few other surviving examples, belong to the kind of literature that

usually seek to instruct

passing

a

accompany

an

audience about

a

so

called because these works

particular subject: the authors

explaining nautical techniques, how to cultivate the fields

or

can

be

with the

knowledge of the myths of ancient Greece. The instructive character

5

See L.Edmunds (1975, 72-92),
Rosenmeyer (1957, 257-85).
6
Cf.L.Edmunds (1975, 88).

on

the relationship between Hesiod and history see also T. G.
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gives to these texts

a

serious setting:

instructor who addresses
includes the

are

feature is the

or

or

presence

an

as

suitable for oral

example of the

a

single

instructive fables. These texts often
from the other

one

performance.7 Hesiod's Works and Days

genre

aloud.8 Other possible examples

of

audience and his teaching often

of different sections, which could be separated

normally viewed

is considered to be

reading

specific addressee

exposition of ainoi, explanatory

reveal the presence

and

a

a common

are

and the text

the

poems

seems to

be suitable for

of Theognis and Solon. Like

Hesiod, these authors write with the avowed intention of giving advice after having

personally witnessed evil deeds and conduct. The folly and wrongdoing of Perses
leads Hesiod to compose

for him the Works and Days, and likewise the experience of

political turmoil leads Solon to
about the life of

compose verses

of advice.9 We

Theognis, but it is probable that he himself,

are not
as a

well informed

member of the

aristocracy, suffered the effects of a change of government in his city and
into

exile.10

The meditations of these poets

wrongdoing in their

own

involving

presented

as

misdeeds

now

was

forced

spring from their personal experience of

generation. As in Hesiod's poetry, such wrongdoing is

a process

of inversion of values.

perpetrated by people belonging to his

own

Solon complains of the

generation.

Aircot Se

(|)0eip£iv (j.£ydAr|v tt6A.iv d(j)paSir|atv
pa6A.ovxai xpfliracn. 7iei06p.evoi,
Sfniot) 01 riyep-ovcov ocSikcn; vooq, oiaiv £xoi|xov
\){3ptoQ 8K |T£ydAm|Q aA.y£a ttoAAd tta0£tv
of) yap ETtiaxavxat Kax£x,£iv Kopov ouSe 7tapot>ar|<;
aaxoi

7

On wisdom literature in antiquity and its characteristics see in particular: P.Toohey (1996), H.Frankel
(1975), G.B.Walsh (1984), C.O.Pavese (1972) and G.P.Edwards (1971).
8
A number of scholars now consider didactic poetry to have been suitable for performance. As for the
oral techniques employed in the Works and Days see P.Toohey (1996,21-34). Toohey notes the use of
repeated sentences, paratactic constructions and explicative similes. The poem is formed by different
ainoi kept together by the: "scolding voice of Hesiod as he attempts to set right the conduct of his
errant brother, Perses" (32-3). B.Peabody (1975, in particular 9-14 and 236-272) analyses the
technique of ancient Greek oral composition through Hesiod's Works and Days. He writes in his
introduction: " As for the Works and Days, the proof that it is a product of oral tradition rests not only
on the fact that it has patently served in every way as an exemplar of oral style but also on the fact that
time after time it has unexpectedly shown surprising patterns that cast light further illuminating
everything we know of oral composition, both contemporary and of the utmost antiquity" (p. 13).
P.Mazon (1947, 82) argues that the length of the Works and Days would make the text suitable to be
performed in its entirety in a single recital. Compare also the introduction of M.L.West to Hesiod's
Works and Days (1978, 24 ff.) for parallels between Hesiod and Near Eastern examples of wisdom
literature. For an analysis of the relationship between the Homeric and the Hesiodic style see
G.P.Edwards (1971,23-100).
9
For Solon's life and political context see C.M.Bowra (1938, 71-104) and also M.R.Lefkowitz (1981,
40-48).
10
For the life of Theognis see J.Carriere (1948, 5-13).
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Saixoq ev riaaxiTI [• •]
TtA-ODxeauaiv S1 aS'tKOiq epypxxai rtei06p.evoi [. .]
otB1 tepoov Kxeavoov cuts xt Sruxoaioov
(|)8i86(_ievoi KX,e7ixo\)aiv a^apjrayfi aAA.o0ev olXXoc,
oitSe (jmAdaaovxai aep.va A'iktiq 0ep.e0A.a [. .]
xodx' tj8r| 7icxc7T| TcoXei epxexai eXkoq a^DKxov, v. 17
eq Se KaKT|v xaxecoQ fi?a>0e So-oA,oai)vr|v,
f) axacriv ep.(tn)A.ov 7t6A,8|i6v 01 eijSovx1 eTteyeipei,
oq todAAcdv epaxf]v cbXeoev t|A.iKir|v
ei^pocuvaq

Koap-eiv

•

.

.

"But it is the citizens themselves who

by their acts of foolishness and subservience to
money are willing to destroy a great city, and the mind of the people's leaders is
unjust; they are certain to suffer much pain as a result of their great arrogance. For
they do not know how to restrain excess or to conduct in an orderly and peaceful
manner the festivities of the banquet that are at hand... they grow wealthy, yielding to
unjust deeds...sparing neither sacred nor private property, they steal with
rapaciousness, one from one source, one from another, and they have no regard for
the august foundations of justice, [...] this is now coming upon the whole city as an
inescapable wound and the city has quickly approached wretched slavery which
arouses civil strife and slumbering war, the loss for many of their lovely youth".
(Solon 4, v. 5 ff.)"

Here

wrongdoing is manifested in disregard for

leads

naturally to stasis.

same,

one

neither of the bad

.Kai

.

Kod

are

rule, sacred

or

profane, and

expressed by Theognis. The city is the

but her people are other men, who of old knew neither judgements nor laws,

they deceive

.

Similar ideas

every

another
nor

8K KCCKcro

even

of the

while they smile at each other knowing the marks

good (vv. 53-60).

8CT0A.OV eyevxo

eS, dya0oir Kai xe ttevtxpoq avfip
aivya p.aAf 87tA.of)xr|CTe, Kai oq p.aA.a noXXa jtercaxai,
e^attivriq and rtavx1 auv cb^eae vdkxi p. try
Kai acb(j)pcov fpapxe, Kai d())povi 7toAAaKi So^a
soTcsxo, Kai xip.f|q Kai KaKoq cbv eA.axev.
kcxkov

"[...] Good

from bad and bad from good; a poor man suddenly gets very rich,
acquired a great deal suddenly loses it all in one night; a sensible man
fame often accompanies the fool, and even a base man wins honour." (Theogn.
comes

and he who has
errs,
vv.

11

661-6)

Text and translation from d.e.Gerber

(1999).
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These

changes in society lead to

greed and
the

arrogance

disruption of traditional values. Violence,

a

((3tr| avSpobv KOti SstZa Kai i)(3piQ Theog.
,

city into ruin (e'lQ KaKOxr|T' £|3aA,£V

,

v.

v.

835) plunge

836). Inversion of values naturally

follows:

Kfipv', o'l ttpoaS' ayaBoi vbv at) KaKoi, 01 5e KaKoi Ttpiv
vvv ayaBoi. tic, kev xa"bx2 avexoix1 saopoov,
xauq ayaBoix; p.ev axip-oxepotx;, KaKiouq 5e Zaxovxai;
xtp.f|Q; p.vr|axet)8i 5' ek KaKot) egBA,6<; avfipdA.X.fiA.oxx; 51 oataxcovxEi; stf aXA/pA-otai ysXcnatv,
abx1 ayaBobv |_tvnp.r|v e'iSoxeq otjxe Kaxcov.
"Cyrnus, those who

base, and those who were base
sight of this, the noble dishonoured and the
base honoured? A man who is noble seeks marriage with the daughter of one who is
base. They deceive one another and mock one another, with no recollection of what
is noble or base". (Theogn. vv. 1109-14).12
before

are now

Both Solon and

change

causes

formerly noble

were

noble. Who

Theognis

can

see a

are now

endure the

negative change in the present generation and such

political turmoil. Theognis

warns

looking for possible explanations. The ultimate

of the impending dangers

195f.) while Solon speaks of folly (d(j)paS'ta frag. 4

principal
Days

arrogance

causes

may

man's

myth of the succession of races
For

a

solution to such

the favour of the Gods. The power

depends

on

recognisable in Theognis. It
Text and translation from

a

reflects

comes

13

a

growing political

The poet played

a

appears
are

seem

merely to rely

as
on

of the gods pervades Hesiod, Solon admits that the

the will of Zeus (frag. 4

Theognis

from the ancient Near East,

problem these poets

v.

1-2), and the

same

spirit is

that behind authors of didactic poetry there lies

from D.E.Gerber (1999).

Cf. T.A.Sinclair (1932,
Cf. T.A.Sinclair (1932,
Cf. M.L. West

poem

to Hesiod's presentation of the fifth race,

believes.13

15

as

it".14 This is still applicable

West

14

835)

higher conception of justice and of every

if the basic

12

v.

a

even

13

6) and Theognis of violence,

myth of the Five Ages.

educating public opinion towards

fate of Athens

v.

v.

of disruption. The historical background behind Hesiod's Works and

have been similar. Sinclair writes that the

right to

as

found to be in

(P'ir| dvSpodv Kai KEpSsa S£iA,a Kai aPptQ,

discontent which is also revealed in the
role "in

are

well

speaks of envy that delights in evil (ZfiA.OQ...KaK6xapxo<;,

human nature: Hesiod

greed and

of decline

causes

as

a

XVII).
XIX).
(1978, 172-177).
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a

traditional cultural

background from which

Edmunds has discovered between
which link Hesiod with other

common

ideas

are

derived. The parallel

Thucydides and Hesiod and the

features,

common

representatives of wisdom literature, naturally raise the

question of the precise relationship between Thucydides' account and these different
poems.
mere

or

In other words, should

element of minor

importance in his overall description of the stasis

might it rather hint at

literature in

consider the echo of the myth of the Five Ages

we

a

on

as a

Corcyra,

deeper interrelationship between that account and didactic

general?

A didactic purpose
In the first book

does not

be outside the overall plan of the History.

seem to

Thucydides, referring to his work writes:

8e (3oi)A,fiaovxai xoov xe yevop.£vcov xo aacfieq

cnccmeiv kai xcov
(ieA,X.6vxcov 7toxe aaBtq Kaxa xo avBpcbTtivov xoiofixcov Kai 7tapa7tA,r|aicov
eaeaBai. cb([)eXip.a Kpiveiv afixa apKofivxax; e^ei.
octol

"... whoever shall wish to have
or a

similar way

-

clear view both of the events which have

happened
day, in all human probability, happen again in the same
for these to adjudge my history profitable will be enough for me."

and of those which will

a

some

(Thuc. 122. 4)

The events
that

on

Corcyra

are

actually presented

"might happen again in the

commentaries in c.82 and 83.

dangers and the

same

exemption of one kind of situation

similar way",

same or a

That section is intended to

search for

here. Like Hesiod and his

as an

causes

that

we

warn

as

is clear from the

the audience of such

found in the older poets is present

colleagues, Thucydides looks to human nature for possible

explanations, and teaches similar lessons. According to him greed (TtXeove^ia) and
ambition
the

((|)iXoxip.ia)

are

the main

causes

of disruption (Thuc. Ill 82). As in Solon,

wrongdoing generates stasis and disrespect for

82). As in the archaic poets, disruption has
inversion of values.

a

every

law, human

or

political basis and involves

All these considerations

sacred (III
a

negative

spring from the author's personal

experience and knowledge of Greek society in his

own

time just

as

in the

case

of

Hesiod, Solon and Theognis. Viewed against this background, the link with Hesiod

acquires

a new

significance: Thucydides' description of the stasis not only reveals the

influence of archaic pessimism, as
accordance with the range

of ideas

Edmunds

proper to
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says,

but has in fact been composed in

didactic works.

Bearing these considerations in mind, it is
Thucydides himself in Plato.
society
process

Considerations

useful to look at

on

the

a

later echo of

of degeneration of

process

found in Book Eight of the Republic (560 D ff). Plato describes the

are

by which the democratic

strife arise in the soul of the

an

oligarchic

|adx,tT Plato. Rep. 560 A) and the

develops from the oligarchic type. This

man

development is negative and involves

young

now

new

inversion of values: faction and internal

man

(axdaic; 5f| Kod avxiaxaait; Kod

democratic elements seize the citadel of the

man's soul:

Afixoi

Kai xr\v p.ev a'i5oo f|A,i0ioxr|xa
6vop.a^ovxe<; <x>0otxjiv e^oo axi|.ico<; (jmyaSa, aco^poaduriv 8e avavSpiav
KaXo-uvxec; xe Kai 7ipo7tr|A,aKi£ovx£<; eK(3dX.A.o\>ai, p.expioxr|xa Se Kai
Koapxav Sarcavriv ooq aypotKiav Kai aveA.e"u0epiav auaav iteifiovxec;
xe

Kpaxauai

p.axop,£voi,

imepopi^oaai p.exa 7ioXA,cov Kai avoobeXobv e7ii0Dp.iobv.
xo p.exa xodxo
r|5r| i)(3piv Kai avapx'iav Kai aacoxiav Kai avaiSetav X,ap.7tpd<; p.exa
tuoA.A.o'o
x°P°^ Kaxayoaaiv eaxe(j)avcop.evac;, eYKoop.ia^ovxeq Kai
-bnoKopi^op-evoi, i)(3piv |uev ei)7iai8ei)aiav KaXodvxec;, avapxiav 8e
eA,ea0epiav, aaooxiav 5e p-eyaXoTtpeTteiav, avaiSeiav 5e avSpeiav.
.

.

"they themselves", Plato writes, "prevail in the conflict, and naming reverence and
awe "folly" thrust it, a dishonoured fugitive. And temperance they call "want of
manhood" and banish it with contumely, and they teach that moderation and orderly
expenditure are rusticity and illiberality, and they combine with a gang of unprofitable
and harmful appetites to drive them over the border.[...] They proceed to lead home
from exile insolence and anarchy and prodigality and shamelessness, resplendent in a
great attendant choir and crowned with garlands, and in celebration of their praises
they euphemistically denominate insolence "good breeding", licence "liberty",
prodigality "magnificence", and shamelessness "manly spirit"(Plato, Rep. 560 D-E).

Both Wasserman and Hornblower have

chapters

on

the Corcyrean stasis in

sections of the

Thucydides.16

Thucydides'

passages.

the different forms of governments

myth of the five

op.ab 5e

However,

a

an

echo of the final

closer look at other

Republic might also help to outline the possible interrelationship

between Plato's and
on

recognised in these words

In Republic Book Eight, the discussion

also begins with

an

echo of Hesiod and the

ages:

atSppau apyfipcp Kai xa^K°^ X-P^tp avop.oioxr|<;
eyyevfiaexai Kai avoop.a?ua avappaaxoc;, a yevop.eva, au av eyyevr|xai,
16

p-iyevxot;

Cf.F.M.Wasserman (1954, 46-54) and S.Hornblower (1991, 483).
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del x'ikxsi
crxaaiv,

7ioX.8|iov Kai ex,0pav. Tamr|<;
otcod av yiyvrixai aei.

yevedq

xoi

xPfi

<t>dvai

eivai

"And this intermixture of the iron with the silver and the bronze with the

gold will
engender unlikeness and an inharmonious unevenness, things that always beget war
and enmity wherever they arise. Of this lineage we must aver dissension to be,
wherever it occurs and always" {Rep. VIII 547 A).
1 n

There is thus

an

interesting twofold parallel between Plato's Republic and the

description of the stasis at Corcyra in Thucydides. Moreover, these echoes
fortuitous.

They

appear to

be generated by

a

are not

similar approach to the understanding of

reality. Plato aims to expound the different kinds of government: it is in the present
generation that
and the

occurs,

deterioration similar to that of the Iron Age

a

process

prophesied by Hesiod

of inversion applies to the democratic form of government,

and thus to the contemporary

successive stages

as

institution. Book Eight of the Republic analyses the

of decline of society and of the soul. Nettleship notes that each of

the constitutions of the
dominion of a certain

society that Plato describes reveals

an

expression of the

psychological tendency which, if unchecked, will lead to certain

results, often negative. "In each picture," Nettleship writes, "all the traits described
are

symptoms of a psychological change going on within and all the details are worth
i

studying".
construct a

laws

or

o

As

a

result the Republic is interpreted by Nettleship

"philosophy of history" and this implies that: "the historian

principles of which human history exhibits the

of Book

as a

Eight

comes

close to what

seems to

first attempt to
can see

working".19 This interpretation

be the aim of Thucydides in writing his

History ofthe Peloponnesian War, and in particular in the commentary

on

the stasis at

Corcyra. In both Thucydides and Plato the negative picture derives from

judgement passed

on

certain

a

negative

their societies in their political aspect and apparently both

authors, in expressing their concerns, had recourse to the earlier remonstrative attitude
found in Hesiod.

We

might further infer that, in alluding to Thucydides, Plato also

intended to echo the didactic tone that he must have
stasis.

17
18
19

Text and translation from Plato

are

from

P.Shorey (1956).

Cf.

R.L.Nettleship (1925, 299).
Cf.R.L.Nettleship (1925, 299).
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recognised in the Corcyrean

This

similarity in content between authors of wisdom literature and Thucydides, leads

to consider

us

apparently,

we

whether the

style of their compositions is also comparable. Yet here,

lose sight of any connection.

Didactic poems

conformed to particular stylistic criteria apparently intended to

facilitate the audience's

comprehension. The

use

of repeated sentences helped the

listener to follow the

development of the narrative: often the beginning and the end of

the whole section

marked

are

define the self-contained
and to

listeners.

words
70

by the

occurrence

of similar sentences, which helped to

exposition. Preference is given to paratactic constructions

belonging to the traditional cultural background shared by the

The

.....

didactic

intention

is

particularly evident in the final part of

Thucydides' account of the stasis in Corcyra, and the content of that part is consistent
with the range
account

is

of ideas to be formed in didactic poetry. Yet that particular part of the

written

in

very

difficult Greek. The ancient critic Dionysius of

Halicarnassus writes:

ofiv if\ xpixri [3fi(3X.cp too Ttepi KepKupav cbp.a Kai avoata epya
xfiv axaatv e'i<; xau<; Sovaxcoxaxooq 8K too Sfpov yevop.eva Ste^tobv,
eoo<; |xev ev too koivco Kai auvfi0ei xf|<; SiaXeKxoo xpottco too rtpaxQevxa
5r|Xoi, aa(j)coQ xe Kai ai)vx6p.co<; Kai Sovaxcoq otTtavxa etpr|Kev
ap£,ap.evo<; 5e etuxpaycpSeiv xat; Koivat; xoov EA.^fivcov aop^opaq Kai
xfiv Stavotav e^aA-A-axxetv sk tcov ev 80ei paKpop xtvt yiyvexat %Eip<x>v
abide, eaoxod.
ev

p.ev

Sta

"In the third book, when he
atrocities committed against

is describing the Corcyrean revolution and the inhuman
the leading democrats, so long as he tells the story in
normal, familiar language, he says everything clearly, concisely and forcefully. But
when he begins to dramatise the sufferings of the Greeks in general, and to divert his
thoughts from his accustomed channels, he falls far below his own standards" (De
Thuc. 28).

Dionysius then offers what could be called

a

and 83, with a view to

intelligible to the reader. He thus regards

making them

more

syntactical reconstruction of chapters 82

Thucydides:
CTKoAxa

SucntapaKo?io<)0r|Ta Kai xat;
aoA.oiKO())avei<; exovxa Kai ofixe xdiq Kax'

20

Kai

For the oral

techniques employed in didactic poetry,
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see

xoov

axTip.axiap.oov

eKetvov xov

piov

P.Toohey (1996,21-34).

7tA.oKaq

yevopevotc;

e7iixri8e\)0evxa
8t>vap.i<;

ficrxepov,

cane xoi<;

oxe

p.dA.iaxa fiKjaaaev

tcoAxxikti

r\

"he is tortuous and difficult to follow,

containing combinations of figures that verge
upon solecism. Such a style was not employed either by his own or by succeeding
generations, who wrote when politicians were at the height of their professional
influence" (De Thuc. 29).21

The process

of reshaping Thucydides' commentary

on events

during the stasis in

Corcyra occupies four chapters. In the judgement of Dionysius the whole structure of
the text is here
notes

incomprehensible without further explanation.

between the

style used for recounting the stasis itself and that employed in the

subsequent commentary, is the
vocabulary become unclear and

It is worth

having

way

even

different from other

annoying (De Thuc.

30).22

The account of the revolt itself does not

Corcyra. Preliminary information is given

the revolt. Connor notes that here
a summary

excursus,

on

the

causes

a

of

9-3

analyse".

might also be intended to give preliminary information to
case

of

Plataea.24

both the fictitious and the true

Thucydides then describes in
their

be very

of events between his last discussion of Corcyra, at the

already suggested in the

we

to

Thucydides "departs from his usual annalistic form

outbreak of the war, and the events of 427 BC that he will soon
summary

seem

comparable accounts in Thucydides. The narrative begins with

view of the situation in

provide

in which the sentence-structures and the

closer look at the account of the stasis and verifying the reliability

a

of these observations.

to

One difference he

a

As in the

reason

case

an

This

audience,

as

of the Pausanias

for disagreement

are

stated.23

clear narrative style the different parties in the city and

opposite designs. Closer views of the development of the events follow. The

killing of Peithias and other members of the assembly signals the beginning of the
revolt, the development of which is then followed in detail. The different stages of
the conflict between the two

21
22

Text and translation

are

opposite

from S.Usher

groups are

interrupted by the intervention of

(1974).

See, however, the arguments raised by C. MacLeod (1983, 131-135) in defence of Thucydides' style

and

against the criticism levelled against this section by Dionysius of Halicarnassus. MacLeod argues
spite of Dionysius' criticism, the peculiar Thucydidean features of the language of this section

that in

reinforce its message.
23
Cf. W.R.Connor (1984, 96).
24
Cf. our discussion in chapter
25

Cf.

our

discussion in

chapter

five

on

one on

the Plataean Trial.
the Pausanians and Themistocles
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excursus.

Nicostratos, who persuades the parties to come to an agreement, but the situation
The arrival of

remains critical.

ships from Sparta leads to

a

naval engagement: the

Spartans win, but instead of attacking the city, they set fire to the countryside. In the
meantime, 60 ships from Athens arrive in support of Corcyra and the Spartans decide
to withdraw.

The

Corcyreans proceed to kill

democracy. The various events
no

focuses

on

and these

a

often, what

a

among
seems

persuasion and the violation of widely accepted restraints;

the major characteristics developed in the following events. "As
minor

or

of passing interest in the first element in a ring26

Moreover, the

gives the impression that violence and cruelty intensify in the
recounted. This crescendo reaches

events

summary

a

climax with the

killing of all the presumed enemies of

conclusion of the

ndcra

xe

opposed to

narrative style that presents

composition, returns in the last element with renewed significance".
account

was

parallel structure: the episode of Peithias narrated at the beginning

the attempt at

are

reported in detail in

they thought

Connor notes that this account has been organised

particular difficulties.

according to

are

everyone

description of the stasis is

'iSea

yiyv£a0ai, ofiSev

Kaxeaxri

as

a

course

of the

description of the

democratic government.

27

The

follows:

Bavaxou, Kai
^xive(3r| Kai exi

oiov

(|)iA.et

sv

xcp

xoiofixcp

Kal yap Ttaxip
raxiSa arteKxeive Kai and xobv tepcov a7tea7i:cSvxo Kai ttpoc; afixotQ
eKxeivovxo, of 5e xivec, Kai 7tepioiKo8op.r|0evx£<; ev xau Aiovfiaoo xcp
fepcp a7t£0avov.
o xt ox>

7tepaixepco.

"Death in every

form ensued, and whatever horrors are wont to be perpetrated at such
happened then- aye, and even worse. For father slew son, men were dragged
from the temples and slain near them, and some were even walled up in the temple of
Dionysus and perished there." (Thuc. Ill 81.5)

time all

At this

point, Thucydides'

O-uxooq cbp,f| f|
"To such

own

interpretation and explanation of the events follows:

CTxacrn; 7tpo"ox,obpr|G£
of savagery did the revolution

an excess

26

go..."(Thuc. Ill 82)

Cf. W.R.Connor (1984, 96). Connor also notes that the story is presented as a series of attempts to
persuasion: "there are over a dozen occurrences of the verb "to persuade" and its compounds in half as
many pages of text. But the theme is ironic: discussion, argument, persuasion produce no
conciliation"(p.97-8).
27
Cf. also S.Hornblower (1991,468-69), who notes that the "escalation" in the account of Corcyrarya
stasis is very carefully managed.
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The reflection

phrase
are

o\)TCOQ

begins by pointing out the cruel character of the revolt. The descriptive

cb|lf] occupies first position in the sentence: violence and its effects

precisely the main subject of the commentary.

Thucydides

says,

times

during the

87tei

fiaxepov

What happened at Corcyra,

is also the first example of the atrocities that will happen

course

of that

EAAevikov 8Kivf|0r|, 8ia(j)opcbv
Sfuaoov 7tpoCTTdxai<; tovc, ABrivaioxx;

cbe; e'lTteiv

to

abaobv eKaaxaxov)

xolc;

ert:dyea0ai Kai

oAxyoic; xolx; AaKeSaip.ovioac;.

"For afterwards

xe xcov

convulsed, since in each
oligarchs, the
seeking to bring in the Athenians, the latter the Lacedaemonians." (Ill c. 82.1)
practically the whole Hellenic world

state the leaders of the democratic factions

former

Events in

Corcyra

behaviour that
men

had

verb

ev

interpreted

are

for

first

was

at variance with the

occurrence

of the kind of political

making such political choices, in time of

While in

war every

might be considered legitimate. This idea is expressed through

p.ev

peace

kind of

a sentence

eipf|VT| plus participle is followed by 7roA,ep.o\)p.8V00V Se plus finite

(Thuc. Ill 82.1).

This syntactical association creates what Marchant calls "the

extraordinary anacoluthon in

most

as a

were

constantly occurred during the Peloponnesian War.

no excuse

association
where

other

war.

ye kcxi tcccv

xoi<;

many

Thucydides".28 With the

changes that human nature undergoes

seem to

affect

even

use

of variatio, the

the language.

From the

present war the narrative moves to a consideration of what is usually like human
behaviour in

a case

of stasis.

Kai knknecje noXXa Kai

xocXejta Kotxd axaaiv Talc; TtoXeai, yiyv6p,eva
p.ev Kai aiei ea6p.eva, eco<; av r| aim) (jnxnc; av0pdmcov fj, jiaAAov Se
Kai r)GX)Xai'i:ePa Kai
eiSeai 5ir|^Xayp,eva, doc; av eKaaxai aT
p.8xa(3oX.ai xcov ^wxuxtoov e^iaxoovxat.

"And

there fell upon

the cities on account of revolutions many grievous calamities,
happen and always will happen while human nature is the same, but which are
severer or milder, and different in their manifestations, according as the variations in
circumstances present themselves in each case." (Thuc. Ill 82.2)
such

so

as

Neuter

adjectives and participles

directed at the historical
28

Cf. E.C.Marchant

are

widely used in this section: attention is

no

longer

situation, but at human behaviour in general. The neuter

(1962, 189).
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stresses the absence of any

specific referent.

The change of perspective is

clearer in the

following period.

7t6A,e|ao<;

have found in the preceding lines, but his attention is

centred
war or

we

on

the

peace

case

of

Thucydides

Corcyra, but

on

resumes

even

the opposition e'tpf|vr| /
no

longer

how human beings generally tend to react to

a

situation.

e'ipfivr| Kai ayaBoiq Ttpdyjiaatv at xe TtoXetQ Kai o't 'tSicbxat
djaeivovx; xac; yvcbp.a<; £%cnxTt 5ia to (ii) eg aKauaiauQ avayKaq
JtiTtTBtv o 8e 7tbA,ep,o<; ix|)£^c6v xfiv emopiav xof) Kalf f|p.£pav ffiatoq
8i8daKaA.o^ Kai 7upo<; xa Ttapovxa xaq opyat; xebv tcoA.A.oov op,oioi.
ev

|j,ev yap

"For in peace and prosperity both states and individuals have gentler feelings, because
men are not then forced to face conditions of dire necessity; but war, which robs men
of the easy

people

The

supply of their daily wants, is a rough schoolmaster and creates in most
that matches their conditions."(Thuc., III. 82.2)

a temper

wrongdoing prevalent during the Peloponnesian War is part of

process

of disruption, for which

Attention is centred
words which start the

on

stasis

as

war
a

is responsible,

now

a

universal

figuratively personified.

transforming force: eaxaatd^e xe

....

are

the

following period with the verb axaatd^co in positio princeps

(III. 82, 3). The description of the

process

of inversion of values follows:

Kai

xfiv e'tcoBmav a^icoatv xcbv ovop-dxcov eq too spya av^rikXatpxv xfj
ToX,p.a p.£v yap dA,bytaxo<; avSpfiia (fn-XexocxpOQ £VO|fta0r|,
(isA-A-riaiQ 5e rcpopiriBriq 8eiA.ia ebTtpetrfit;, xo 5e aoddpov too avav8pou
7tpoaxrip.a, Kai xo ttpoQ attav ^uvexov krti ttav apyov xo 51 £H7tA,t)ktcq<;
ot,i) avSpoq p.oipa ttpoaexeBri, aaba^eia 8e xo eTttPaoA-edcraaBai
aTcoxpotxriQ 7rpb(|xxat<; cuX.oyo?.
SiKaicoaei.

"The

ordinary meaning of words in their relation to things was changed as men
thought fit. Reckless audacity came to be regarded as courageous loyalty to party,
prudent hesitation as specious cowardice, moderation as a cloak for unmanly
weakness, and to be clever in everything was to do naught in anything. Frantic
impulsiveness was accounted a true man's part, but caution in deliberation a specious
pretext for shirking."(Thuc. III. 82. 4)

Thucydides here exploits the theme of inversion of values,
by earlier poets in their

29

Cf. Solon

frag. 4, Theogn.

own

v.

time

29
,

a

thing already lamented

and creates strong juxtapositions. This

660 ff.
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very

long

analysis of

wrong

behaviour develops in

a very

articulate structure.

While in the

quoted above Thucydides elaborates his thought resorting to

passage

substantives and

many

adjectives often disposed in chiastic order, in the next sentence

participles and compound verbs prevail.
Kod

x,aA.£7t;aivoov ttkttoq aiei, o 81 avxiAEycov amen vnonioc,.
E7tiPo\)A.8f)aa<; 5e ziq tu^cou ^uvetoq Kai imovoficrac; sxi SEivoxspo^Ttpo(3o\)A.E\>aa!; 5e ojicoq p-pSsv aiixcov Sergei, xfj? xe sxaipiaq SiaArnxfit;
Kai

o

p.ev

xoi)Q Evavxiaoq £K7t;£7tA.r|Yp,£vo<;.

"The hot-headed

always trusted, his opponent suspected. He who succeeded
clever, and he who had detected one was even shrewder; on the other
hand, he who made its aim to have no need of such things was a disrupter of party and
scared of his opponents." (Thuc. Ill 82.5)
in

plot

a

man was

was

Again antithetical constructions, but here attention is focused not
of inversion itself, but rather

process

such

on

so

much

the

on

the individuals principally responsible for

degeneration, Thucydides' contemporaries. The traditional topic of inversion is

applied, here again, to
the usual words

given

a

a

are no

particular historical situation, but this event is

so extreme

that

longer adequate for expressing what has happened. Verbs

are

prefix which helps to clarify the idea (cf. avxiAEycov, £7ti(3oi)A.£\)aaq,

xmovofiaaq, 7tpo(3ox)A.£f)Gaq and -in the next part of the text- Siavobpai,
7iapavop.f)aai etc.).

Many words

occur

in Thucydides only in these chapters

(5iaA,"oxf|q, y£vvaibxr|Q, KaKOxpcmia, etc.).j0 The particular inversion of values
taking place in Thucydides'

own

but at the

far beyond that. Thucydides

the

same

time it goes

committed

excesses

time is the latest

during the present

happened in the past and that such
use

of

a

new

structure

and

a new

occurrence

war surpass

situation

can

of an old phenomenon,

seems to

be suggesting that

anything that could have

only be illustrated through the

vocabulary. This suggestion

appears to

Thucydides' overall interpretation of the Peloponnesian War

as

be in line with

the greatest

war ever

fought (Thuc.I 1). It is worth noting that, looking at Thesaurus Linguae Graecae,
find that words like
in
j0

EcJruaxEpi^oo,

chapters 82 and 83
Seven words

occur

are

7c£pixE%vr|giq,

8iaA."uxfiQ,

KaKOXportia

we

used

further attested almost exclusively in texts of post-classical

in c.82-83 which

are not

found elsewhere in

Thucydides (k(|)uatepi^8iv,

Koavotriq, Jteprcexyr|cri<;, kK7tVnKT00<^ SuxXuTpq, yevvaioxpq, KaKoxportia) this is a clear
indication of the peculiarity of these chapters. For Thucydides' vocabulary here see also P.Huart

(1968,30-32).
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"5 1

authors.
a

In

process

Thucydides' chapters 82 and 83 the structure of the sentences undergoes

of dramatic changes, the participial constructions and anacolutha make the

periods difficult to follow, the syntax mirrors the extreme character of this historical
situation.

The

vocabulary itself

Positive terms like
to a

seems

also to be drawn into this

auppa^ia, sbaepeia, opKOi,

opKor

and CTt>|4p.a%iai

the usual way as

negative context
content.

are

safety-measures (III.82.1 and 7).

conveys

uses

C.Macleod has pointed out.

The

use

of positive terms in

expresses

traditional topics in his commentary, the
new

Sophistic of his

writing. It has been noted that there

are

descriptions of the plague and the stasis in

(III.82.1), for example, is

a

be carried

of avoiding

on

by the

same process

of enquiry

it, but it is possible to gain

The search for symptoms
causes

occurrence

revenge

has
31

also

occurs

a

are

33

Thucydides.34 ITp6(t)aai<;

as

as a

causes

of stasis

that already followed in the

natural disaster:

man

has

no

better understanding of the symptoms.

in the account of the stasis in Corcyra and the

hypothesised might help to avoid further

TtXeove^ia

time.

word that according to the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae is

description of the plague. The disease is understood
means

own

similarities in language

commonly used in medical treatises. Moreover, the search for the
to

a

Sophists another contemporary influence affecting the style of this

section is medical

seems

32

through the structure the kind of inversion described in the

reflects the involved style of the

In addition to the

between the

as

connected with damage to the state and do not function in

Although Thucydides

language he

used to signify actions that lead

are

negative effect and have lost their normal value,

of change.

process

occurrences:

if (j)iA.oxi|i.ia and

the major factors, then avoiding them might help to limit the

of stasis.

Moreover, the extreme and unprecedented way of taking

(axoTTia, Thuc. Ill 82.3),

one

of the

reasons

why the usual value of words

changed, is reminiscent of the axonia by which everything is also modified

Cf. the Thesaurus

Linguae Graecae ad loc.
ff.) points out that the same elements usually acting to facilitate the
process towards civilisation, lead during stasis to a contrary effect.
Cf. also the introductory note to Corcyra in Marchant (1962, p. XXXVII): "The digression on party
strife in the Greek states must be reckoned along with the speeches. It is written in the same tortuous,
artificial style in which large parts of the speeches are written; and we may surmise that if any speaker
had been available for the purpose, the author would have attributed these reflections to him instead of
giving them in his own character".
34
On the occurrence of medical terms see S.Hornblower's commentary (1991, 479 ff.). C.N.Cochrane
(1929, 133) affirms that the description of the plague follows the medical approach, starting with a
32

Cf. C.Macleod (1983, 126

Katdcrxaau; and following with a description of symptoms and prognosis. See also W.R.Connor
(1984,99-105).
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during the plague (aT07tia....o\)5ev xoov eicoBoxcov, Thuc. II 51). This rationalistic
mode of

enquiry might also be motivated by the change of religious perspective that

separates Thucydides from the earlier poets. Hesiod, Theognis and Solon, who were
able to

recognise the faults in their society, they could also expect that Gods would
This kind of resolution does not

resolve matters.

of the

stasis:

intervention.
a

process

for him

35

human

wrongdoing

The first effect of this

"

apply to Thucydides' interpretation
only be dealt with by human

can

approach is that archaic wisdom is subjected to

Faith in traditional values and condemnation of

of rationalisation.

wrongdoing retain their importance, but these features

investigation in
It

the

a

seems

rational enquiry from which gods

to

me

that

are

matters

now

for

excluded.

are

Thucydides' intention here is to let his audience recognise

parallel between the values expressed in his commentary

didactic poems,

whilst at the

describing these

excesses

same

calls for

on events

and in earlier

time stressing the differences.

a new

vocabulary and

a new

The task of

style if it is to be

expressed effectively. In place of the simple structure characteristic of the archaic
poets, a new and complex style is adopted in order to convey the enormity of the
crimes that have arisen.

And

contemporary science.

In placing himself alongside Hesiod, Thucydides

here the

a

process

of enquiry is followed, analogous to those of

poet's role of wise adviser, but he does it

achieved

new

as a

assumes

modern historian, who has also

approaches to reality. The text evidences the change of perspective that

separates Thucydides from Hesiod. As a whole, the section on the stasis is a piece
modernised wisdom literature: that
the archaic poets

by

means

of a

renews

new,

Modern critics do not appear to

the

of

appeal to traditional values shared by

rational method of enquiry.

be the only

ones to

attach

a

didactic character to the

episode of the Corcyrean stasis. Poppo in his commentary points out that Tacitus
recalls the motif of eternal

recurrence

of human

wrongdoing found in Thucydides

(Hist. IV 74 vitia erunt donee homines et similia complura,
historians of the

reign of Justinian (ad 527-65) such

model, and echo the Corcyrean narrative.

as

a

351

agree

Cf.

Moreover,

Procopius look to Thucydides

The ideas

on

the immutability of

with C.MacLeod (1983, 127) when he writes that: "for Thucydides, there is not even
Zevq 5 oXeoe i kcci xotko yevoq pepottcov dtvBpcbjtoov (W.D. 180)".

Hesiod's crumb of comfort:
36

as

etc.).36

E.F.Poppo's commentary (1834) ad c. 82-83).
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human behaviour, as
be recalled in

found

Even

expressed at the beginning of Thucydides' chapter 82,

Procopius 132.22 and the inversion in the evaluation of good politicians

at c. 82.7 recurs

more

seem to

interesting

in

Procopius.

are

(293.36).37

the borrowings in Agathias. Agathias composed his history
His work is thus later than that of

during the reign of Justin II and Tiberius.
Procopius, and although he is not
closer to their

one

of the ecclesiastical historians, his ideas

move

interpretation of historical causation. "Agathias' main preoccupation in
io

writing history,"
this

concern

A. Cameron affirms, "is not with truth, but with moral utility"

as

seems

to lead him to

adapt historical events to his

morality. He knows the work of Thucydides,

as many

his moral attitude makes him inclined to pay more

the

own concept

;

of

of his contemporaries did, but

attention to particular sections of

Peloponnesian War to which moral considerations could be attached. The Sicilian

Expedition

recounted by Thucydides is

as

"He makes defeat in

cite

goes on to

adiKia

to

by definition the result of aSiKia and after saying this he
example the Sicilian expedition; but here he has to extend

folly".39

In view of these considerations

regarded

passages

recurrence

of

we

might

assume

that Agathias might also have

direct example of morality applied to history, the commentary

as a

events occurred at

Many

of these:

war

as an

include

one

Corcyra in Thucydides.

from

c.

82 and 83

are

And this indeed

be the

the

case.

echoed in Agathias: the idea of eternal

wrongdoing is recalled in two different

those found in

proves to

on

passages

with words similar to

Thucydides:

Thuc. Ill 82 .2

Kai

noXXd Kai

xotA,e7id Kaxa axaaiv xai<; rcoA-eai, yiYvOEeva
(lev Kai aiei ea6p.eva, eooc; av f| aim) (jruaif; dv0poo7ioov fj, (idAAov 5e
Kai fiaaxaixepa
Kai xoiq eiSeai 8vr|A.AaYp.eva, cot; av eKaaxai ai
p.exa|3oA,ai xcnv ^tivxuxicov etjnaxcovxai.

37

etteTteae

For the classical influences found in these historians

A.Cameron

(1985). P.Carolla (1997, 157-176) finds

see

some

in particular: J.A.Evans (1976, 353-58),
Thucydidean echoes in the letters of

Procopius.

38
39

Cf. A.Cameron (1970, 33); see
A.Cameron

also K. Adshead (1983, 82-87).

(1970, 55).
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Agath. I 1.2

Oipai yap oi)5e £7riA,ei\)/eiv kote xov aioova rip.cov xa xoiaSe, ixeveiv 8e
ec; aei Kai aKjia^eiv, ecoq av r\ amp (Jnxjic; av0pcb7tac>v fj, 87181 Kai
avcoBev r|p.iv, cb<; ercoq e'lTteiv, a\)veicf|X.0e xcp (3icp.
"I

convinced, for my part, that our generation shall see no end to such ills, since,
being what it is, they are a permanent and ever increasing phenomenon
and, indeed, one which is practically as old as man himself."
am

human nature

Agath. V 3.9

7trj 5e aXXa

^ptKcoSeaxepa ^uve[3aive, yev6p.eva p.ev TtoAAaKiq
Ttpoxepov, koci del ea6p.eva, eax1 av yf| xe p Kai (jnicrecoq apapxppaxa,
xoxe 5e Kaxa xo p.a>Aov ot7tavxa a pa attvevriypeva.
axxa

"In other

places there were other still more horrifying things happening, and, though
an oft-repeated pattern which will recur time and again as long as this
imperfect world of ours remains, yet their impact was on that occasion more shocking
because they all occurred simultaneously".40

these followed

These echoes

like

seem

to

confirm that the difficult Greek criticised

by later commentators

Dionysius of Halicarnassus did not prevent the text from being understood and

recalled

by much later historians.

In this respect we

should also add that, while it is true that the account of the

Corcyraean stasis in Thucydides is difficult to read, nonetheless,

verify if

an

audience would have encountered the

read aloud.

Obscure

performance

was

speeches that

essential for understanding

work

a

problems when the text

a

was

tragic text and that orators like

good delivery could help to gain

pronounced in front of

by F. De Martino has shown

work and the
40

were

unable to

language might, in fact, call for performance. We know that

Demosthenes believed that

of

same

we are now

techniques employed

us

an

a

better comprehension

audience.41 Recently,

a

valuable

how for ancient authors the recitation of their

were a matter

Text from

of

importance.42

In

our case,

it

Agathias is from R.Keydell (1967) and translation from J.D.Frendo (1975). The
Thucydidean echo at I 1.2 appears at the beginning of Agathias' history. At V 3.9 Agathias describes a
terrible earthquake that razed Constantinople to the ground between the 14th and the 23rd December AD
557. As a result of this disaster the ordered structure of society was thrown into wild confusion.
41
Cf. Cicero (Orator, 7.56), Quintilian (I.O. XI 3.6), Valerius Maximus (VIII 10). See also the view of
Lavency (1958) reported in the introduction.
42
Cf. F.De Martino (1995, 17-59). De Martino notes the "tours de force" used by tragedians in order to
please their audiences. "Vocal acrobatics" and some particular strategies used by the sophists to
improve their performances are also studied.
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seems

feasible to suppose

and nominal

that precisely the syntactical density, the

constructions present

appropriate oral delivery

so as to

syntactical density requires in fact

a

use

of participles

from chapter 82 onward, might require

make the section understandable.

an

Here, the

lot of vocal strikes to help to clarify the syntax

good "bTCOKpixfiq could, through the performance, point the attention to the

itself. A

antitheses present

in the text. The inversion of values creates

the voice of the actor could

paradoxical situation:

a

emphatically point to the subjects of inversion and

promote the irony supplying the inverted commas and the italics not brought out

normally in modern translations. Although the question whether the stasis section
could have been delivered

orally does not find

that this unit would be better understood,

effective if read aloud

as a

any

conclusive

answer,

it

seems to me

especially in its final part, and

contemporary example of didactic

more

literature.43

The

Corcyrean stasis and the historical view of Thucydides

After

considering the structure and style of the Corcyra section in Thucydides, it

seems

to

me

in order to

useful to have

gain

In the

the Athenian

a

a

general look at the historical background of these events

better understanding of the situation described.

course

of Book One

assembly the Corcyreans and Corinthians each make

ambassadors of

Corcyra

say

they have

and remind the Athenians that

35).

Thucydides mentions Corcyra for the first time: at

no

a

speech. The

intention of turning to Corinth for alliance,

they have always maintained

a

position of neutrality (I

In their reply the Corinthians try to persuade Athens not to give help to the

Corcyreans, though they do not deny the neutrality claimed by their adversaries (I
37.2).

The Corinthians' proposal does not gain approval and Athens decides

defensive alliance with
conflict

other.

prisoners and retain
43

Corcyra. The following chapters describe the outbreak of the

involving Athens and Corcyra

At the battle at
a

on one

Sybota the Corinthians

side and Corinth and its allies
manage to

or

take

a

on

drinking clubs.
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the

thousand Corcyrean

significant number of them:

Cf.S.Hornblower (1987, 29) advances the idea that the section 82-83

symposia

on a

might have been recited at

KepKupaicov OKxaKocfto-ug p.£v 01 fjaav SoaAca cctieSovxo,
TievxriKovxa 8e Kai SiaKoaioaq SfiaavxEq E(|)uAacrGov Kai ev Bepajteia
eixov
7ioXA.fi, onooq
ocvxoig
xfiv
KspKapav
avaxoopricravxEq
TtpooTroifiaeiav Exfiyxavov Se Kai 5\)vd(xei afixcov 01 7iA£io-uq TtpcSxot
ovxeq xfjq 7c6Aeco<;.
Kai

xcov

"Of their

Corcyrean prisoners they sold eight hundred who were slaves, but two
fifty they kept in custody and treated them with much consideration,
their motive being that when they returned to Corcyra they might win it over to their
side; and it so happened that most of these were among the most influential men of
the city." (Thuc. I. 55)
hundred and

The way

in which the situation is presented in the first book shows the absence of a

pro-Corinthian movement in Corcyra at that time.
these events is resumed in Book III, the
island is consistent with the

When Thucydides' account of

image given of the political situation in the

interpretation of the facts already presented in Book I.

O't yap

KepKDpatot eaxaaia^ov, E7t8t8fi 01 atxftocAcoxoi rjABov afixoiq 01
ek xoov Ttspi E7n.Sap.v0v va-up.axt.c5v vnd KopivBicov dcfisBEvxEt;, xcp p.Ev
Aoycp oKxaKoaicov xaAavxoov xolq npo^evoic, 8ir|yy-ur|p.£voi, spycp Ss
7t£7t;£iap.£Voi KoptvBiotq KEpKttpav TtpoaTtotriaat.
"The

Corcyreans had been in a state of revolution ever since the home-coming of the
captives who had been taken in the two sea-fights off Epidamnus and had been
released by the Corinthians. They had nominally been set free on bail in the sum of
eight hundred talents pledged by their proxeni, but in fact they had been bribed to
bring Corcyra over the Corinthians side." (Thuc. Ill 70.1)

Again Thucydides makes clear that the Corcyreans in general did not want to
to

the Corinthians. The

people who took the side of Corinth at that time

ex-prisoners bribed by their enemies and these
influence
the

city,

on

as

Corcyreans

the

population because they

men were

were among

were

able to exert

the most influential

go over

actually

a

certain

persons

in

Thucydides has already said in the first book. But the great majority of the
seem to

We know from

share hostility towards the Corinthians and favour the Athenians.

Thucydides about the pro-Athenian policy conducted during the first

part of the hostilities by Peithias, a man who will subsequently be assassinated by the

conspirators. Peithias is said to be "a volunteer
of the

proxenus

of the Athenians and leader

popular party" (rjv yap IlEiBfai; eBeAotipo^evoi; xe xchv ABrivaicov Kai

xofi Sf|p.ou TtpoEiaxfiKEi, Thuc. Ill 70. 3). He
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seems to

have been just

one

of the

leaders of the

popular party at that time and not the only

At chapter 75

one.

Thucydides speaks of other TipoGxdxai xab 8f]p.o"o who persuade the Athenian
general Nicostratos to leave them five of his ships, "that their opponents might be
somewhat less inclined to disturbance"
made

by

many

(Thuc. Ill 75.

I).44 The

scholars is that at the outbreak of the stasis the demos

the Athenian and therefore democratic side whilst the
towards Corinth and the
us

common

Spartan

side.45

But it does not

as

any support

in Corcyra.

Peithias ends with their conviction, so that

temples

as

on

seem to me

that the text gives

a group

of wealthy

prisoners by the Corinthians and then probably bribed, but they do not

have gained

appear to

actually

wealthy people inclined

enough evidence to support this view. Thucydides refers to

people kept

was

assumption

suppliants. After that, these

The trial initiated against them by

they

are

seize the

men

forced to find refuge in the

power

in the city through

an act

of violence:

^-uvicrxavxo

xe

eaeABovxeq

xov

Kai iSiooxcbv eq

Kai A,a[36vxeq eyxeipiSia e^atttvaiax; eq xf)v pox>A,f]v
xe fleiGiav Kxeivovai Kai aXXovc, xcbv xe PcnAeuxcov

e^BKOvxa

"They banded together and suddenly rushing into the senate with daggers in their
hands killed Peithias and others, both senators and private persons, to the number of
sixty" (Thuc. Ill 70. 6).

Not

a

word is said about any movement

of opinion in their favour, not

attempt made by them to bring the Corcyreans round to their side.
described
men

as a

whose

coup

previous behaviour. Thucydides does not

plotters

are

The plot is

d 'etat carried out without the consent of the population by

position in the island had become difficult in

members of the

even an

oligarchic party.

addressed

as ovxoi

seem

consequence

few

of their

keen to refer to the conspirators

The terms used

are,

7tpdy|iaxa (Thuc. Ill 72. 1 ), o'l Se (Thuc. Ill 72. 3 ),

as

in fact, non-political: the

o'l avSpeq (Thuc. Ill 70. 3), o'l
xcov

e%ovxeq xa

avSpcov (Thuc. Ill 76.

1), xcov ex,0pcov (Thuc. Ill 81. 2). The only reference to them
44

a

as

members of

an

On the role of the prostatai see in particular O.Reverdin (1945,201-12) and also a note in Marchant
(1962, 186). On the political atmosphere in Greece during the war see L.Whibley (1889).
45
Cf. A.Fuks (1971, 49 ff.) interprets the stasis as a political strife between the oligarchic and the
democratic faction in Corcyra. See also J. De Romilly (1963, 84) and De St.Croix (1981, 547 n.6). A
different view is expressed by I.A.F.Bruce (1971, 112) who is not convinced that an oligarchic
revolution is taking place in Corcyra.
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oligarchy could be the words o'l oX.iyoi (Thuc. Ill 74. 2) used in the

course

description of the stasis, but I wonder if the term could be intended in this
reference to the actual number of persons

involved rather than to

a

of the

case as a

political party

or

ideology. When the account of events in Corcyra is resumed in the fourth book, the
tone

of the

exposition does not change. Thucydides refers to those of the Corcyreans

who after the civil

war

fled in the mountains and made

damaging raids

on

the city,

and, who, after surrendering under terms to the Athenians, were slaughtered by the

people of Corcyra. No further identification is offered (Thuc. IV 46-47; cf. IV 2.3).
On the other

side, the demos of Corcyra is often referred to generally as "the

Corcyreans" (oi KepKupotioi Thuc. Ill 78.1, 79.1,81.2, 81.4). The population
whole thus

seems

to

be

firmly resolved to stay

could be said of Book Four where

as

any

Corcyrean

sees

the

persons

crew

who went

over to

ones

fundamentally

an

coup

the Spartans and took their side in the conflict
seems

possible to postulate that the

d' etat against the population carried out by

a

class, perhaps corrupted by the Spartans. Because these

belonged to the wealthy class, the conflict might have been viewed

as a

of

does not

popular opposition to

a group

as

front

one

it is presented by Thucydides, should be interpreted

attempted

members of the upper

-

share the other. No mention is made of

(Thuc. Ill 77). In view of these considerations, it
as

co¬

who took refuge in the mountains

Corcyrean and Athenian ships sharing

the Corinthian and the Spartan

Corcyrean stasis,

same

Moreover, the naval battle that occurred during the stasis

described in Book Three-

just

the side of the Athenians. The

Thucydides speaks of "the Corcyreans" who

operated with the Athenians and killed the
(Thuc. IV 47).

on

as a

of wealthy people, but

our text

as

few
men

manifestation
seem to

suggest the idea of a conflict between political groups.
If the words used
to

different

come

from?

by Thucydides to describe the stasis in Corcyra do not refer

political parties, where does this
It is

common

interpretation of the events

actually in the commentary following the report that the historian

speaks for the first time of opposition between parties:

OfixcoQ dbp.fi f| axaaic, 7tpouxcbpr|CT£, Kai e8o^e p.aA.A.ov, Sioxi ev xoiq
7tpcbxr| eyevexo, ertel -baxepov ye Kai nav doq e'ltteiv xo E^ApviKov
eKivfiBr) Sia^opobv crbacbv eKaaxaxob xoiq xe xcbv Sfipxov rtpoaxaxau;
xcnix; AGrivaioug ercayeaGai Kai xoig oXiyoig xobg AaKe5aip.oviov<;.
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"To such

excesses

because it

was

of savagery

among

Hellenic world

did the revolution go; and it seemed the more savage,
the first that occurred; for afterwards practically the whole

convulsed, since in each state the leaders of the democratic
oligarchs, the former seeking to bring in the
Athenians, the latter the Lacedaemonians" (Thuc. III.82. 1).
factions

What

at variance with the

were

one can

was

possibly infer from these words is that the Corcyrean stasis is the first

example of vicious internal conflict occurring during the present
the

other staseis will take

war

parties will indeed be involved,
the

one

some

members of the

subsequently interpreted

parties4

though the historical facts

not

It

to

seem

seems

in

even

be

can

be applied to the stasis at

as a

wealthy class who

point to

chapters 82 and 83.

pay

were

pro-

pro-Spartan, the

first example of conflict between political

as

recounted in the preceding narrative do

completely consistent with such

useful at this

of

favouring the Athenians and the other favouring

stasis could be
,

course

Because the account of the events involves mention of a

say.

Athenian demos and

In the

place in which democratic and oligarchic political

Spartans. How much of this political interpretation

Corcyra is hard to

war.

attention to

an

explanation.

some

historical information contained

We have said that through this commentary Thucydides

presents the stasis in Corcyra as an example of the evils always recurring in the world.
The inversions of values mentioned
in

are

therefore meant to describe human behaviour

general terms, not just what happened during that particular upheaval.

also

seen

echoes of archaic

pessimism in this interpretation. However,

we

We have

have not

yet considered from the historical point of view how much of this vivid description of
human
a

wrongdoing is actually applicable to the Corcyrean stasis itself. Because such

picture has

a

generalising character

earlier narrative.

Some of the

connection with the events in
At

chapter 82.6 Thucydides

we

do not expect perfect consistency with the

topics covered

Corcyra itself. Let

us

seem

to have only a marginal

therefore return to these chapters.

says:

^uyysvei;

ocA.X.oxpicbxepov eyevexo 5ia to
exotp-oxepov etvai attpo^aaiaxcoi; xoX.(xdv ov yap p.exd xcov Keijaevcov
vo(icov cb(()eX.iaQ at xoiatrcat ^fivoSoi, aXXa raxpa xofig KaGeaxcoxaQ
Kai

46

|_tfiv kcd

to

too exaipiKau

See for

example M.Cogan (1981, 1-21). Cogan's theory that the stasis at Corcyra was of political
on the assumption
derived from 111.82.1, that at Corcyra the Athenians were called in by
leaders of the demos, the Spartans by the oligarchs.

nature

the

relies

,
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rcXeovE^ia. Kai

acjtaq afixoix; rciaxEiQ oft xcb 0eicp vopcp ptaAAov

xaq eq

8Kpax\)vovxo r\ xop

Koivrj

xi

rcapavop.f|CTai.

"Furthermore, the tie of blood was weaker than the tie of party, because the partisan
ready to dare without demur; for such associations are not entered into for
the public good in conformity with the prescribed laws, but for selfish aggrandisement
contrary to the established laws. Their pledges to one another were confirmed not so
much by divine law as by common transgression of the law " (Thuc. Ill 82. 6).
was more

Here there appears to

be

a

reference to the exaipeiai, political associations often

pursuing subversive aims. It does not
case

of

Corcyra. However, these

seem

appropriate to speak of exatpeiai in the

groups were to

constitute

a

serious threat to the

stability of the democratic government of Athens in the following
Peloponnesian
seems

of the

War.47 Alkibiades, together with other members of the aristocracy,

have been connected with the groups

to

years

responsible for the Hermae scandal

4.8

reported by Thucydides in Book Six.
associations had

through

a

religious character: the members formalised their membership

oath often involving the participation to

an

challenged the social order, just
order in

a

There is evidence for the view that these

wider

sense".49

as

the

group may

Andokides calls this

an

awe-inspiring act "which

have wanted to challenge the social

pledge rciaxiq

arciaxoxaxr|

{And.

61). The account of the affair of the Hermae in Thucydides' Book Six stresses these
elements

as

belonged to
"Thinking

linked to the
some

now

oligarchic associations.

Alkibiades, who supposedly

exaipeTai, is considered dangerous by the Athenians:

that they had the truth about the Hermae, they were far more
profanation of the mysteries also, in which he was implicated, had
by him with the same intent, that is of conspiring against the people

convinced that the
been committed

(Kai xrjq ^avoojaoaiaQ krci

xcp

Sfpco arc'

ekeivou

eSokei rcpa%0fivai)"

(Thuc. VI 61. 1).

In the

previous chapter Thucydides had already mentioned the fact that the population

was

suspicious (fircorcxriQ, Thuc. VI 60) in

that

a

47

consequence

^uvcop-oaia could be organised by these

of the scandal and afraid

groups:

that would be another

kxatpetca and their subversive character see the recent work of W.D.Furley (1996). For
history of the Athenian clubs see G.M.Calhoun (1964).

48

49

On the

On the mutilation of the ttermae in relation to the exatpetat see
Cf.

W.D.Furley (1996, 59).
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O.Murray (1990, 149-161).

a

dA.oytc'toc; xoX|j.a like the killing of Hipparchus just described by Thucydides in
chapter 59.1.
These words

changes

as

seem

to

consistent with the

me

description of the political

presented in the commentary appended to the Corcyrean stasis in chapter

82. The power

of association of exatpot (to exaiptKOV) has proved to be

more

powerful than family loyalty. This perfectly matches the character of the exaipeioti,
the

7tiatiq and the subversive elements

suspicion is mentioned at 82.5 and it is worth noting that the
the

same

tyrannicides (dX-oyiatOQ x6A.p,a, III 82.4) figure here

values.50

elements of inversion of

The atmosphere of

also recorded.

are

Thus the events

on

words later used of

among

Corcyra,

the dangerous

as

presented and

interpreted by Thucydides, with their echoes of the words of earlier poets
already familiar type of disruption,
forward to the future and
Hesiod's

account

one

BC

that

events

is

only be looking back at the past but also

might be said to allude to later events. After all, the part of

of the Iron Race he echoes is

Further considerations
of 411

may not

give strength to such

an

idea. The oligarchic revolution
was

the

The account of the

Eight shows similarities with the description of the stasis in Book

in various cities; and

companions succeed in abolishing the democratic institutions

coming to Athens, they find that most of the business had

already been accomplished by the

exatpeioci

Androcles, Ttpoaxaxrit; xol> 8f|p,ou for two
t8

prophecy.

might have caused the fall of democracy in Athens.

Three. Pisander and his

Tfjq

a

generally considered to be the outstanding example of stasis. It

in Book

on an

Sruxaycoyiac;

eveica

(Thuc. VIII 65). They proceed to kill

reasons:

Kai o'i6p.evoi

too

AA.ki[3idSr|.

"on account of his

.

.

xotpteicrBai

being a popular leader, and somewhat the
thought it would gratify Alkibiades" (Thuc. VIII 65).

more

This

a

killing is reminiscent of the assassination of Peithias, also

5f|p.O"U in Corcyra, which

was

7tpo(TTdTr|<; xod

also carried out for political and personal

Other

killings follow in 411 BC, which

the

purpose

of

because they

eliminating

are

reasons.31

often motivated by personal enmities, with

people

50

who

might

prove

inconvenient

The fact that the xokpa akoytGTOt; is found in relation to the assassination of Hipparchus in
Thucydides 6.59.1 is also noted by L.Edmunds (1975, 75).
51
Cf. L.Canfora( 1996, 1299).
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(&ve7UTr|5eioD<;, Thuc. VIII 65) and
in

Corcyra political motivations

carried out in secret. At the end of the stasis

are

were

also taken to justify assassinations that

were

actually private acts of revenge. In chapter 82 Thucydides describes the full effect of
that
run

tendency. The oligarchs present their program for the institution of a government
by five thousand

"This

specious pretext intended for the masses, (eajrcpeTxriQ npoc; xoi)Q
TtXe'touQ )", Thucydides says. "For the very same men who were endeavouring to
change the government were going to have control of the state" (Thuc. VIII 66.1).
was

only

men.

a

The words used in

chapter 82 by Thucydides could be regarded

as a

perfect

commentary on such a policy:
"For those who

emerged as party leaders in the several cities, by assuming on either
side a fair-sounding name ((-tex' 6v6|iaxoq eicdxepoi eimperro'UQ ), the one using
as its catch-word "political equality for the masses under law", the other "temperate
aristocracy" while they pretended to be devoted to the common weal, in reality made
it their prize (a0X,a ertoio'ovxo)." (Thuc. Ill 82.8)

The

conspiracy that took place in the 411

carefully executed than the
are

said to be

one

kcxi

word used in chapter 82 in

same

of inversion by which "he who succeeded in

clever, and he who had detected

x\)Xo6v S.'ouexoq,

as more

in Corcyra. No force will be involved and the plotters

^uvexo'l (Thuc. VIII 68. 4), the

reference to the process

of the

in Athens could be regarded

BC

one was

-UTtovoijaaq

exi

a

plot

was

still shrewder" (87TiPo\)X.e\)aac; xiq

Setvoxepoq, Thuc. Ill 82. 5). As

conspiracy the population of Athens lives in

an

a

result

atmosphere of mutual suspicion

(Thuc. VIII 67), comparable with that described at the end of chapter 82 in Book III,
because

liberty,

nobody knew who
a

was

actually part of the plot. Athens is deprived of its

hard thing to be accepted by

a

people who: "for

had themselves been accustomed to rule

over

others"

more

than half of that period

(aAAcov

apx,Eiv

e'tooBoxa)

(Thuc. VIII 68. 4).
The process
will

cause

the

of inversion and wrongdoing begun in Corcyra will continue and

change of fortune and destruction of Athens itself. It is arguable that

parts of the commentary attached to the account of the stasis are also applicable as an

interpretation of later events,

so

that

we

have
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a

further indication of the exemplary

function of this

portion of the

work.32 Overall, the stasis section offers

kind of human misbehaviour which had been

a

whose
use

description is analysed with

of

a new

the present
be

a new

example of

an

recognised by earlier authors, but

rational attitude and conveyed through the

language. The human tendency to wrongdoing will reach its climax in

generation: the stasis in Corcyra offers indications of tendencies that will

brought to

an extreme

in the

years to

follow, and

are

destined to be the

cause

of the

decline of Athens itself.

Following this

range

of thoughts,

some

implications

as

regards the

process

of

composition of the History might be advanced. The hypothesis that sections 82 and
83 allude to events that took

leads
411

to suppose

us

BC

for the

when he

place after 427 BC, when the Corcyrean stasis occurred,

that Thucydides might have already experienced the revolution of

composed this narrative. Several scholars have suggested

composition of chapters 82-83.

Grundy

supposes

a

late date

that these chapters

were

c->

written after the fall of Athens"

BC.34

and Gomme also argues

that 82

Because it is difficult to isolate the commentary

was

from the main narrative

concerning Corcyra, it also

seems

have been first

presented at

a

views

through the medium of earlier events in Corcyra at

on

stasis

reasonable to suggest that the whole account might

later date. Thucydides might have chosen to present his

difficult, if not dangerous, for him (or
more

52

recent events

Cf. also

written after 413

some

a

time when it

was

of his potential audience) to speak about

in Athens, either in 411 BC or after the final defeat.

H.R.Rawlings III (1981, 178 ff.). In line with his theory of the correspondences between
Rawlings demonstrates a similarity between the stasis in Corcyra (III.

different sections of Thucydides,

70-84) and the revolt in Athens (VIII. 63-98).
Cf. G.B. Grundy (1948, 474).
54
Cf. A. W.Gomme (HCT, II. 372).
53
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CHAPTER SEVEN

The Melian

Dialogue
Thucydides V 84-116

After the account of the defeat of Cleon, the fifth book of

Thucydides includes only

piece of direct speech: the so-called Melian Dialogue. With the exception of the

one

exchanges between Archidamus and the Plataeans in Book IV, this is the only section
in

Thucydides considered by Dionysius of Halicarnassus to be

the

a

dialogue.' Owing

peculiarities of both its structure and its content the Melian Dialogue has been

of the favourite
central

position within the work

as a

on

Athenian

that it reads like the
life

as a

Most

a

whole. Furthermore, scholars have viewed the

circumstances and have concluded that this
reflections

one

subjects of discussion for Thucydidean scholars. The Dialogue has

arguments presented in it as reaching beyond the requirements of the actual

own

to

composition is

a

historical

vehicle for the author's

imperialism.2 The exchange is articulated in such

a way

script of a play; and Westlake has supposed that this piece began

"separate minor work" and

was

subsequently inserted in the fuller oeuvre,3

recently, Canfora has supposed that the dialogue is detachable from the narrative

context of the book in which it is set and is structured

That these scholars should have
indication of their

unease

in

recourse

to such

a

as a

radical

dramatic

performance.4

hypothesis is surely

an

dealing with this section. The aim of this Chapter is to

identify the peculiarities of this text by analysing it from the point of view of its
structure
an

subject-matter and to

see

whether there

originally autonomous composition and perhaps

as a

'

and its

are

even

indeed elements indicating

delivery of that composition

quasi dramatic performance.

Cf.

Dionysius of Halicarnassus De Thuc. 37.1/388. Hudson-Williams (1950, 166 ff.), among other
dialogue must be considered a unicum in the History.
2
On this theme see in particular J.De Romilly (1963, 273-310, esp. p.274).
3
Cf. H. D. Westlake (1968, 317 n. 1). See also Westlake (1971, 315-325) where he says bluntly that the
Melian Dialogue could be better defined: "as a fiction than as a fact".
4
Cf. L.Canfora (1979, 27-44).
modern commentators, remarks that the
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STRUCTURE AND FRAME

In

considering the structure of the Melian Dialogue it is worth looking at the ideas put

forward

by Canfora in 1979. Canfora analysed the structure of the Melian Dialogue

and detected
ancient

structural characteristics, which link our text with

some

dialogues in

He suggested that the expression efiGix; \)7toXot|ipdvovT8<;

tragedy.5

Kp'tvexe at chapter 85 is meant to indicate that the text following will not give
stage directions or indication of speakers'

Athenian envoys

accordingly spoke

the first appearance
xcov

of the Melians

Canfora

follows",(84). A corresponding sentence marks

as

speakers at the beginning of chapter 86: Ol Se
"The commissioners of the Melians

supposed that in the first transmission of the following dialogue,

the next interventions

began without

speakers' indications

further

were

any

indication of the speakers'

name

and that the

added to the text by later commentators.

suggested that these later attempts at identification of the speakers

without controversy.
traditions

are

not

"The

as

Mr|A.toov ^fiveSpoi otTteKpivavTO

answered".

other

names.6 The first time the Athenians take

by o't 5e xobv A0r|vaicov 7ipea|3£i<; eleyov xoiaSe

the floor is indicated

any

Canfora
were

not

He pointed out that Dionysius, the scholia, and the manuscript

always in agreement

on

who

says

what. Thus Dionysius (De Thuc.

38) attributes V 88 to the Athenians whereas in the printed texts it is attributed to the
Melians, in accordance with Codex Laurentianus 69.2 and the manuscript
Canfora supposes
rather

as a

that this is not to be considered

reflection of

considers V 88 to be the

interventions not
this form of
86 and 87

a

different distribution of

speaker-parts. Moreover, Dionysius

name,

exposition begins at V 87. Canfora
as

"mistake" by Dionysius, but

beginning of the "dramatic dialogue", that is, the part with the

preceded by the speaker's

together

as a

tradition.7

making

up one

although in

supposes

our text

the change to

that Dionysius thought of V

intervention spoken by the Melians and that is

why V 88 is attributed by Dionysius to the Athenians in this

way

of dividing

up

text.

5

Cf. L.Canfora (1979, 27-44). A similar idea is advanced

by M. Cagnetta (1990, 159-62), who notes
dialogue resembles a prompt-book for the theatre.
6
For the practice followed for the indication of speakers in Greek dialogue texts see N.G. Wilson
(1970,305).
7
Cf. Canfora (1979, 29).

that the
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the

"Dionysius and the manuscript tradition" Canfora concludes in summing up his
arguments, "provide evidence of a way of dividing the parts between the different
speakers which is widely attested and internally consistent, but which is different from
the more correct division reflected by speaker attributions in the form of names in the
manuscript tradition. However, these speaker attributions in that tradition, in their turn,
precisely because they are later, do not correspond to the divisions implied by the text
in which they appear! Moreover, these indications do not simply commence at the
point where there are no further stage directions (that is from V 87 onwards), as we
would expect, but as early as V 85-86, where they are obviously superfluous. This
confirms their nature as editorial aids for the reader. And it is possible to go even
further. The person who introduced the speaker names that are transmitted by our
manuscripts, corrected a traditional, erroneous, distribution of interventions.
Originally, the text of the Melian Dialogue was presented without the names of the
speakers, and only with diacritical signs according to the practice followed in texts of
drama".8

Canfora then concludes that

original text because it
indications would

listening to

was

only be

a

Thucydides did not indicate the speakers'

names

in the

written to be performed by actors. This absence of such
problem for

a

reader, and not for

an

audience who

were

live performance of the dialogue by two different interpreters. Canfora

a

thus supposes

that the Melian Dialogue

Book Five, and

was

originally independent of the context of

accordingly tries to find where the dialogue could have been inserted

in the overall narrative.

Analysing the last sentence of chapter 84, which

concerns

the

sending of ambassadors to Melos, and the opening of chapter 114, at the conclusion of
the

dialogue, he concludes that two sentences originally belonged together and

later

split

up to

allow the insertion of the dialogue into the narrative:

"The Athenian commanders Cleomedes and

aStKEtv

(Aoyotx;

Tl

were

xfjQ

YfiG)

84.3) at first sent

Teisias, 'before ravaging the land (Ttpiv

envoys to

make proposals to the Melians

7tpea(3eiQ, 84.3) as the Melians
yield, they immediately commenced hostilities'(do<; ot)5ev imfiKOOOV o'l
MfiAtot, TtpoQ 7t6A.ep.ov evQvc, expeTtovxo, 114.1).
The simple sentences
reporting the sending of Athenian emissaries to meet the Melian magistrates and their
return after the meeting are, as one can see, closely linked with the dialogue. The fact
TtpcoTOV

ttoiriaop.evotx;

e7tep\|/av

would not

8

ff.): "Dionigi e la tradizione manoscritta attestano una suddivisione degli
e ampiamente diffusa, ma diversa da quella piu corretta, rispecchiata
dalle sigle nominali tramandate. Queste a loro volta proprio perche seriori, non corrispondono alia
suddivisione che il testo presso cui figurano implicherebbe! Anzi, queste sigle non compaiono soltanto,
come ci si aspetterebbe, a partire da la dove non ci sono piu didascalie narrative (cioe da V 87), ma gia
da V 85 e 86, dove sono evidentemente superflue. Questo conferma la loro natura di sussidi scolastici
per la lettura. E si puo andare oltre: chi introdusse le sigle nominali tramandate dai nostri manoscritti
corresse una tradizionale, erronea, distribuzione degli interventi.
Dunque in origine il testo del dialogo
si presentava senza sigle nominali, ma con essenziali segni diacritici, secondo le consuetudini dei testi
Cf. Canfora (1979, 29

interventi internamente coerente

scenici."
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that

they can be easily left out, leaving undamaged a context that can be so easily
reconstructed, is perhaps further confirmation that the dialogue was inserted, without
much effort, into the overall narrative (and the insertion took place where it was most
possible, where the sending of the representatives is mentioned). However, it is worth
noting that the insertion of the dialogue into the narrative created a small
inconvenience: two phrases that were originally meant to be correlated are separated
and left very

\)7tfiKO\)ov etc.
,

87te|J.\)/av...do(;<5'>oi)5ev
In this way ttpooxov becomes absolute and jars next to Ttpiv".9

far apart by this arrangement

Ttpcoxov

However, this procedure of isolating and conjecturally reconnecting two pieces of

Moreover, according to this

Thucydides' narrative looks pretty mechanical.
reconstruction the

only section to be performed would have been the dramatic

exchange, and that would imply that
event

was

that when

provided for
an

a

background historical explanations

no

We have argued in previous chapters,

potential audience.

originally independent section

the

on

comes to

be part of

a

larger narrative

unity, the insertion quite often contains historical information, which is already present
in the fuller work, but which would have been necessary

audience's
at

a

understanding of a single event

separate performance of that one

or to

in order to facilitate

an

make clear the author's point of view

section.10 On

some

occasions,

as

in the

case

of a

contemporary Athenian audience, the public would already have known that historical

background through direct knowledge of the events, but it is difficult to
that would

always have been the

case

with

imagine that such self-contained accounts
before audiences in

a

example,

necessary.

9

Cf.Canfora

d5iK£iv

more

were

composed with

variety of places and at different times,

with the Homeric poems or
for

audience. It

every

a

seems

suppose

reasonable to

view to performance

as must

have happened

the Aoyot of Herodotus. For audiences outside Athens,

information

on

the historical background might have been

As background information of this kind is given at the beginning of

(1979, 34-5): "<<Gli strateghi Cleomede

xfj<; yrji; 84.3) in

that

e

our

Tisia, prima di saccheggiare il territorio (Ttptv

primo momento mandarono legati per trattare (koyouq rtpcoxov
7tovr|aop,evou<; encp,\|/av Jipec(3EK; 84.3), poiche pero i Meli non si piegavano (coq <8'>ob5ev
brrfiKO-uov 01 Mpkioi 114.1) subito aprirono le ostilita.» Le semplici frasi che riguardano
l'ammissione dei legati ateniesi al cospetto dei magistrati di Melo (fine di V 84) e il loro rientro sono,
come e chiaro, strettamente legate al dialogo: che possano essere omesse lasciando in piedi un contesto
che cosi agevolmente si ricompone e forse un'ulteriore conferma del fatto che il dialogo fu immesso,
senza molto sforzo, nel racconto (e lo fu nel punto piu ovvio, la dove si parla dell'invio dei legati).
Semmai si puo rilevare che l'immissione del dialogo nel racconto ha determinato un lieve
inconveniente: ha fatto risultare lontanissimi e non piu collegati due termini che dovevano essere
correlati : Jtpooxov etrep,v|/av ...cb«g <5'> obSev bjrqKOUOV etc... E cosi Ttpabxov e rimasto assoluto
xi

un

,

e
10

stride accanto
Cf.

our

a

npiv".

discussion at chapter four on the Mytilenean debate in
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Thucydides 111 35-50.

account, it is conceivable that at least some of this information could have been
connected at
In

an

earlier stage to an

originally independent piece

on

Melos.

chapter 84 Thucydides reports that the Athenians made

against the island. He states the number of
and islanders
returns to

taking part, and offers

the actual

expedition

and ships involved, with both allies

explanation of how the conflict began. He then

an

campaign and

men

an

names

the strategoi holding command in the

present occasion. Connor has noticed that the practice of piling up reports of
events

in

a

few sentences is

in Book Five."
an

a

However, in

characteristic of
our case one

a

different

compressed style which is widespread

might also add that the compression creates

exposition that is difficult to follow, something that is contrary to the author's

normal

practice. Looking at chapter 84.2

colonists of the

we

find that it is said that the Melians

are

Spartans and unwilling to obey the Athenians like the other islanders.

The text then follows:

aAA,d

to

TtpcSxov ofiSexepcov ovtbq ricnbxa^ov,
of A0r|vaiot Stp-ovxet; xf|v

(lev

f|vdyKa^ov

etteixa ooq avxovq

Tc6A.ep.ov

(fiavepov

Kaxeaxriaav.

"At

first, they remained quiet as neutrals; then when the Athenians tried to force them
by ravaging their land, they went to war openly" (Thuc. V 84.2).
This sentence has raised
bc

Melos

Melians

was

at open war

with Athens contrasts with the position taken by the

during the dialogue, when they defend their right to remain neutral. Gomme

and Graves advance
events of

in 426

problems of interpretation because the statement that in 416

a

logical explanation: V 84.2 would not be related to the present

416, but rather to the previous expedition against Melos conducted by Nicias

bc,

which has already been recounted in III

91.12

If

we

accept this

dismiss the idea of any inconsistency between different parts of

interpretation,

we can

the account.

Moreover,

we

would find that the background historical information

given at the beginning of the narrative

was

not essential for the comprehension of the

following story, though it could be useful in order to give

explanation. The Melians' link with the Spartans

was

an

audience

an

advance

known from Herodotus, who

11

Cf.W.R.Connor

12

Cf. A.W.Gomme-A.Andrewes (HCT, IV. 156-158) and C.E.Graves (1908, 224). R.

(1984,147).

Meiggs (1972,
regards V 84.2 writes: "Thucydides is not here referring to operations in 416 BC because open
hostilities are then preceded by a debate behind closed doors".
386)

as
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calls the

Melians

stock"

"Lacedaemonian

(Mf]?aoi

AaKeSaijiovoq, Hdt. VIII 48) and the further reference
completes this brief background

ykvoc,

p.ev

eovxeq

octco

to the previous expedition

of the Melian events worth mentioning.

survey

Nevertheless, V 84.2 remains awkwardly joined to the context and it is possible that, if
a

further revision of the section had occurred,

modify

or

Thucydides would have decided to

omit this sentence.

However, that is not the only part of this introduction, that raises difficulties.

Chapter 84 begins with

a

reference to Alcibiades' campaign of March 416 BC against

Argos. Thucydides gives in

a very

reports the forces deployed.
Kai £7ti

introduced:

few lines

overall view of the expedition and

an

The events occurring

Melos in 416

on

MrjA-ov Tijv vrjaov A0r|va1oi

are

eaxpaxexiaav

then

vauaiv

eaoxcbv (lev xpidcKOVxa...("the Athenians also made an expedition against the
island of Melos with

thirty ships of their own",....Thuc. V 84.1). As
special introduction of its

campaign is not provided with

a

preceding narrative with the

of Kai. As in the

use

case

The facts

concerning Melos

on

stylistically presented

are

episode, forming part of a series of events occurring during that
briefly mentions in order to maintain
The reader of
fifth book

a

an accurate report

continuous text knows that

the Athenian conquests

on

it is linked to the

the military forces
as one more

year,

the full

sentence

of what happened at the time.

Thucydides has just briefly touched in the

of Torone and Scione13 and nothing in these

negotiations preceding it
receive any more

this

might well be traced back to

History, at which

a

were

self-contained account

account to the work.

early stage of composition of

on

the conquest of Melos and

a

later time to insert the Melian logos in the

And in fact, a

as

the natural point for connecting

connection would be

more

our

likely to have been

point. However, this routine narrative is immediately followed by the
on

13

Cf. Thuc. V 3.3

14

See W.R.Connor

atrocities in

an

attention than other similar Athenian campaigns conducted during

History, these words might have been viewed

information

any more

still not part of the overall work, and this event did not

period. If the historian decided at

made at this

military

which the author

introductory words would lead him to expect that Melos would receive
attention.14 This

the Melos

of the reference to Alcibiades'

expedition just above, information is immediately given
involved.

own;

we see,

war

what is taken to be the

previous military campaign against Melos

(Torone) and V 32 (Scione).
(1984, 147-8), who notes that Thucydides' account of one of the most notorious
begins in a "routine way".
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conducted

by Nicias, material which,

have argued, is not at all at

as we

ease

with the

surrounding context.
I therefore offer another
passage may

explanation for the difficulties posed by V 84.2. This

have been part of the original beginning, which

was

necessarily brief, of

independent exposition and been later inserted at this point inside the overall work.

an

The two sections V 84.1 and V 84.2,
would then have been
arose

from

an

belonging to two different stages of composition,

joined together and it is possible that the difficulties

may

narrative at the end of the

dialogue. The introductory words at chapter 84

an

face

incomplete revision by Thucydides of this part of his work.

Analogous considerations

by

we

follow from

an

analysis of the structure of Thucydides'
are

followed

dyobv between the representatives of Melos and Athens. The exchange exhibits

highly dramatic elements, which will be studied later in this chapter. The Athenian
warning that Melos will be destroyed is the climax of the episode and concludes the
dialogue. But such

a

possible to

that if this text had

suppose

dramatic flavour ends with the conclusion of this debate. It is

the curtain would have

in

fallen,

so to

ever

been performed

as a

dramatic dialogue,

speak, at the end of the exchange.15 As sometimes

tragedy, the coming ruin is foretold, rather than being brought directly

on

the stage.

Moreover, the following narrative presents once again a routine manner of exposition
that clashes with the

tragic atmosphere that has been created through the debate. It is

said that "as the Melians would not

commenced the
contrast

hostilities"(Thuc. V. 114.1) and

with the

large

space

the direct consequence
not

presented

as a

practice of giving
Melos with
84.

a

Melos is

a

wall

was

built around the city. In

devoted to the Melian Dialogue, the conquest of Melos,

of the position taken

up

by the islanders during the debate, is

particularly noteworthy event. Moreover, Thucydides reverts to the
a

chronological report and intertwines the account of the events at

report of Alcibiades' campaign at Argos as he previously did in chapter
no

longer

status it had had in

15

yield" the Athenian generals "immediately

a

central theme deserving special attention, and returns to the

chapter 84 when it

was

at first mentioned together with another

Cf. the last book of the Iliad (XXIV, v. 725

lament

over

the

ff.): during the Funeral Rites, Andromache makes a
body of Flector and prophesies the impending fall of Troy: Jtpiv yap Jtokn; r|8e

KOtT' apxriq trepuexai...,
forecast enhances the tragic
similar to the

"for ere that shall this city be wasted utterly..."(v.728). The dramatic
atmosphere of the concluding part of the Iliad. This overall picture seems
atmosphere created at the end of the Melian dialogue.
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military campaign.

The siege itself is not described in

chapter 116, the final act of conquest is finally reported in
O'l 5e

many

very

words and then, at

few words:

Mr|Xicov ogoxk; r|[3c5vxa<; eXapov, raxtSa*; 5e Kai
f|vSpa7t65iaav xo 8e x,oopiov afixoi cpKiaav, artoiKO-oq fiaxepoy

oureKxetvav

yovatKai;

TtEvxaKoatoxx; 7t;ep.\j/ayxe<;.
"The Athenians

thereupon slew all the adult males whom they had taken and made
women.
But the place they then peopled with new settlers
Athens, sending thither at a later time five hundred colonists." (Thuc. V. 116.4)

slaves of the children and
from

These words

are

Scione and the

similar to the

expressions used

as

regards the Athenian conquest of

Spartan occupation of Hysiae, actions that both

are

noticed quasi

incidentally in the History}6

ITepi 5e xofiq ccbxofit; xP°vol)?
0epox><; xofixou Zkioovocio'uq ptev
ABrivaioi 8K7ioX,iopk,ncjayx8c; aneKxeivav xcuq pPcovxaq, itaiSaQ 8e Kai
yuyatKac; f|v8pa7t65iaav, Kai xpv yf|y nA-axaiefiaiv eSoaay vep.ea0ai
"About the

time

during this summer, the Athenians reduced the Scionaeans by
siege, slew the adult males, made slaves of the women and children, and gave the land
to the Plataeans to occupy" ( Thuc. V 32.1)
xai
ovc,

same

Taiaq x°°Plov tfi? Apyeia^ A.a(3ovxe<; Kai xofiq eA-evPepaoc; artavxac;
eA.a(3ov artoKxeivavxeq dvexcopr|Gav Kai SielfiOriaay Kaxa 7t6A,et<;.

"And

they (the Spartans) also seized Hysiae, a place in Argive territory, slew all the
whom they caught, and then withdrew and dispersed to their several cities"
(Thuc. V 83.2)

free

men

This brief but detailed way

of reporting the sack of

a

city is reminiscent of the

generalising description employed in the appeal to Meleager by his wife Cleopatra in
the

16

exemplum narrated by Phoenix in Iliad IX.17

See also

It is possible that the intervening

Dionysus of Haliearnassus (On Thuc., c. 15) who criticises Thucydides for referring in very
some acts of conquests like Scione: "He touches lightly on human sufferings and by sheer
brevity reduces them to insignificance".
few words to
17

See Homer Iliad IX 590-94.

Kai

81) MeAeaypov eu^coyoq JtapaKOixn;
bSupopevp, Kai o't KaxeAs^ev a7tavxa
Ki)5e', oa' avBpdmotcxi Ttekst xcov acjxv aAcbry
avSpat; pcv KtEtvouat, JtoA.iv Se xe 7ti>p apaBuvei,
xeKva 8e x' aAAot. ayovcn. PaOo^cbvouq xe yovaiKaq.
tote

AicraEx'
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chapter 115

was

written at

a

time when the Melian dialogue had not yet been inserted

in the overall work and Melos had not yet

received

any more

attention than Scione

or

Hysiae. The routine form of exposition in chapter 115 would then be attributable to
earlier stage

of composition

these two passages

as we

a

supposed for the beginning of chapter 84. Together

might represent the original frame in which the dialogue itself

would later be inserted.

If

Thucydides had carried out

perhaps these inconsistencies would not

a

further revision of his work,

longer have been visible.

any

THE SUBJECT

After

presenting evidence in favour of the possible earlier independence of the Melian

Dialogue from the body of Book Five, the next task is to study the dialogue itself. First
we

shall

highlight the motifs touched

on

in the

course

of the exchange and their

arrangement and see whether any relation can be detected with Greek texts meant to be

performed.

Secondly,

we

shall try to understand the

exchange might have been chosen for
interest to

an

a

reasons

why this particular

performance and have offered

any

special

audience.

One of the features most often noticed in the

dialogue is its dramatic setting.18 Most

commonly it is said that the contrast between the two opposing positions expressed by
the

speakers creates

dramatic

a

dramatic impact.19

irony: the attack

on

Melos is presented

out in order to defend and assert her
warn

the Athenians of the

Liebeschuetz and Cornford20 notice
as an

action that Athens must

a

carry

hegemonic role in Greece. In vain, the Melians

dangers that might arise from such crude imperialistic

"Then

verily his fair-girdled wife besought Meleager with wailing, and told him all the woes that come
whose city is taken; the men are slain and the city is wasted by fire, and their children and lowgirdled women are led captive of strangers" (Text and translation from A.T.Murray (1924)). For other
parallels proposed between our dialogue and the Homeric texts see also S.Nannini (1989, 21-31), who
argues for a similarity between the Melian Dialogue and the fight between Hector and Achilles in the
on men

Iliad.
18

See in

particular the articles of C.W.Macleod (1983, 140-158); J.H.Finley (1967, 1-54);
(1960, 216 ff.); B.L.Ullman (1942, 25-53), L.Canfora (1995, 181-192). For the tragic
character of Thucydides' history in general see F.W.Walbank (1960, 216 ff.), B.L.Ulmann (1942, 2553), L.Canfora (1995,181 -92), G. Cajani (1980, 21 -28).
19
Cf. F.M.Wasserman (1947, 18-36); G.Ferrara (1956, 335-346); M.A.Levi (1953, 5-16) and
M.Cagnetta (1990, 159-62).
20
W. Liebeschuetz (1968, 73-77); F.M. Cornford (1907, 174-87).
F.W.Walbank
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behaviour.

As

a

matter of

fact, history will prove the Melians right, and not many

after the destruction of their island Athens will experience defeat and its

years

consequences.

Regenbogen and Rawlings21

might have had

an eye

the Melian
central

a

go

further and suggest that Thucydides

to the overall structure of his work when he decided to insert

Dialogue in Book Five; he might have wanted to set this tragic exchange in

position within the whole work

that another

as

it

now

stands. It has also been speculated

tragic exchange related to the fall of Athens itself at the end of the work

might have been originally intended to counterbalance
Another line of
in the

course

of the

our account.

interpretation points out the abstract nature of ideas expounded

dialogue. Hudson Williams, Amit and De Romilly22 note that the

arguments raised during the exchange are not always strictly consistent with the
historical context; parts

of this discussion would be

home in

sophistic

a

This view usually leads to the conclusion that the debate cannot be

dialogue.

considered reliable historical evidence: "The
much

more at

Thucydides'

own

work

as one

dialogue itself," De Romilly writes, "is

of Plato's dialogues is

one

of his

own

as

works".23

Macleod, too, stresses the sophistic motifs in the dialogue and argues that the words

pronounced by the Athenians

analysis.24 These ideas

historical
assess

are
may

the main characteristics of the

generated by Thucydides'
sound

more or

dialogue it

own

consummate

less convincing, but in order to
better to look directly at the

seems

text.

At

Melians

chapters 85 and 86 the Athenian

are

introduced to

Thucydides mentions the
be

to

imagined

as a

possible that this

speak. As

presence

have noticed

of various speakers

on

on

was

the

way

other occasions, although

both sides, the exchange has
one

from each party.25 It is

in which the discussion took place at the time,

only two interlocutors who,

opposing ideological views, lays the foundation for

dramatic

a

as we

will

see,

embody

tragic confrontation

as

in

a

dyobv.26 Moreover, right from the beginning of the discussion it is clear that

21

O.

22

Hudson-Williams (1950, 156-170),
Cf. J.De Romilly (1963, 274).

23

and the commissioners of the

dialogue between only two spokesmen,

nonetheless the decision to present
two

we

envoys

Regenbogen (1933, 9 n.13); H.R. Rawlings III (1981, 243-9).
M.Amit (1968, 216-35), J.De Romilly (1963, 273-310).

24

Cf. C.MacLeod (1983, 52-67, esp. 62-3).
For this way of introducing the speakers see our discussion on Thucydides' presentation
Plataean trial (III 52-68) in chapter five. S.Hornblower (1987, 52) notes that mentioning

25

.

the
26

representatives increases

in the report as authentic.
ctyobv see J.Duchemin (1968), C.Collard (1975, 58-71) and J. Myres

our trust

On the structure of the ancient

of the
the names of

(1948, 199-231).
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both sides do not have
you are come to

equal

an

"We see", the Melians

say.

say at

be yourselves judges of what is to be said here [...] if

yield there will be

war

for

us,

whereas if we

are

Melians will have to

presented

speak

as

if they

were

the Athenian stage:

on

a

fair discussion, the

of the two characters engaged in

one

position of superiority

opponent makes it more difficult for the opposing party to succeed.

dominant

position

comes

either make

any statement

a

as

up

now

they

of ours that

each point", they

say to

seems to

the choice of the

the Melians, "and do
once to

be unsatisfactory..."(Thuc. V 85). The Melians had
from Athens before the popular assembly

envoys

the Athenians remind them: "that the people

are

result, the

single speech, but conduct the enquiry by replying at

uninterrupted speech, arguments that
So

a

his

over

from the fact that it is they who determine the form the

already chosen not to bring the
alleging,

As

tragic

a

A further confirmation that the Athenians have the

ensuing discussion will take. "Take
not you

refuse to

defending themselves. A similar situation is

debate is also the arbiter of the decision and his

dramatic effect is enhanced.27

we

persuaded servitude". In other words,

the Athenians have the dominant role and, in the absence of

often

chapter 86, "that

are

may not

seductive and untested, and

denied the possibility of pronouncing

a

so

hear, in

an

be deceived".

long prjaiq. It is clear that

dialogue form is to the disadvantage of the Melians. Because

long

a

speech is ruled out, they do not have the chance of carefully selecting and arranging
the arguments
will later

in their favour. Moreover, they cannot make

point out how

Protagoras Socrates
things at such
want to

hear

shorten his

a

me

a

accuses

long speech is inimical to

answers

appeal to pity.28 Plato

proper

discussion. In the

Protagoras of "teaching others to speak about the

length that words
and

any

never seem to

same

fail" (Plato, Prot\ 334. E). "If

you

Protagoras discoursing", Socrates remarks, "you must ask him to
and keep to the point,

as

he did at first: if not, how can there be

any

discussion? For discussion is

my

humble opinion." (Plato, Prot. 336. B). Again, in the

the art of rhetoric in the

one

thing, and making

Phaedrus, [3pax,uA,OYia

an

oration is quite another, in

course

of the discussion

on

is said to be in opposition to

8A.88ivoA.OYia, "pitiful speech" (Plato, Phaed., 272 A).

27

Cf. J. Duchemin(1968, 128).

28

For

to

contrary view see the interpretation of Wassermann (1947, 20): "Thucydides expects his readers
why he introduces a dialogue instead of a pair of speeches. This is the reason for his presenting it
suggestion from the Athenians".
a

ask

as a
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The Athenian

proposal to state the points does not lead to

parties have diametrically opposed views

on

a

real discussion. The two

the interpretation of the issues raised. At

first, the Athenians claim to speak according to the criterion ofjustice:

e'iSoxocq oxt 5'tKaia p.ev ev xcp dvBpameicp X.oy<x> and
dvayKric; Kpivexai, 8x>vaxd Se 01 TtpodxovxEQ Trpdaao-oai koci 01

etttaxaiaevoix; TcpoQ

xfji;

iar|Q

da0Eveit; ^dyx^P0^11^
"You know
when the
while the

well

know that what is just

is arrived at in human arguments only
necessity on both sides is equal, and that the powerful exact what they can,
weak yield what they must."(V 89)
as

as we

It is clear that the Athenians

are

speaking of what they think is just from their

own

point of view and that according to this view the Melians ought to act purely in
accordance with

in

appears

a

mere

speech by Pericles (I 76)

hegemony needs to
with

necessity and yield to the stronger party. The

use

its

power.

as part

same concept

of his explanation of why

But the point is that such

an

a state

also

holding

idea has nothing to do

"justice" and in fact the Melians recognise that this argument is 7tapd xo

StKatov and linked rather

disagreement

on

to

expediency (xo H,u|J.(|)£pov, V 90). As

a

result of this

the idea of S'lKOttov, the Melians proceed to speak of expediency. To

£,U|l(j)£pov, they

say,

involves facing dangers in the defence of the

common

good

(Xpticnpof ...xo Koivov dyaBov ...xcp a'lei ev KtvSdvcp YtYvop,£vcp, V 90). But
even on

them

the concept

of expediency the Athenians do not share this view. According to

cb())£?da needs

only valid

reason

to be related to the

preservation of their Empire, and this is the

for taking risks (KivSttvEdaOou ...etc' cb(j)£X.t.a, V. 91). As the

exchange proceeds, it is made clear that the two contenders speak from different

ideological standpoints. Aiicaiov is for the Melians
Athenians it is

a

moral value, while for the

equated with what is safe (oca())dA.£ta) for their

own

city (V. 92-7).

Persuading the Athenians to change their opinion is not possible, and the Melians
therefore claim to

Melos, they
never

have

Athens'

people

say,

speak from the point of view of Athens'

own

interest. An attack

on

might provoke other cities to revolt against Athens, cities that would

thought of becoming her enemies before, and this would act against

security (dc(j)dA.£tav, V 98). Again, the Athenian reply is negative: these

are not

islands (V

99).

dangerous to the Empire, but rather those who dwell in
Since acting

as

some

of the

advocates of the Athenians' best interest evidently
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positive effect, the Melians take the contrast back to the realm of ideals.

produces

no

"For us",

they

every

say,

expedient before submitting to servitude" (TtoX,X,f| kcxk6tt|Q, V 100).

Melians' argument
for with you
avoid

to

as

"it would be the height of baseness and cowardice not to resort to

is again rejected: "No, not if you take

it is not

a contest on

a

equal terms to determine

sensible view of the matter;
a

point of manly honour,

incurring disgrace...rather the question before

av5paya0ia<;

fiv

(Ook,

preservation..."
o

aycbv and

acoTTpiaq pa>Aov

r|

is

you

(3ouA,ef)r|a0e-

acobpovcoc;

ye

left in Pandora's box:

The last

resource

for the Melians is to

7tepi

an

erect"(V 102). "Hope is indeed

a

raised by the

once to

effort, there is still hope (eAm£) that

give

solace in danger", the Athenians reply, "and

so

irrational because they

standing their ground against people who

are

unjust" and they

receiving help from Sparta (V 104). Once again their arguments
declares her

own

confidence in divine favour and

convince the Melians that

point

no

utterance: if

space

are

"god fearing

are

confident in

rejected. Athens

is devoted to

ground for defence is left and the Melians therefore resort to
Sparta will not directly intervene, there

got at by Brasidas (V 110.2).
are

some

are

determination to resist.

are

are

an attempt

an extreme

others whom they might send.

or try to get at any

of the allies not already

But the Athenians deny this possibility and affirm that

merely "cherished hopes" (V.111.2).

dialogue. The Melians

on

Sparta will not intervene in their support (V 105-109). At

They could also attack Athenian territories

these

up

we may

lead to true destruction people who trust her" (V 103.1). The Melians insist

men

this

yap

appeal to all that

hope. "For us", they declare, "to yield is at

defending this point: their confidence is not

to

of self-

fijiiv, p/i) ato%fivr|v o(t>A,eiv, rcepi 8e

too taou

hope (dveAmaxov); but if we make

may

so

PodX-T],... V 101).

other side in their defence.

stand

one

of)

So far the Athenians have dismantled all the different arguments

was

The

A final pair of speeches ends the

invited to reconsider their position but they confirm their

Their attitude is the

same

as

it

was

at

chapter 86, at the

beginning of the exchange:
Ofixe aXXa Soxei ripiv

noXecoq
a<|)aipriG6p.e0a...
Xpovco

f] cbtep Kai
knxaKoaia err)

A0r|vaioi, out' ev oA.tycp
o'lKoajievriQ xijv eA,8\)0epiav

to Ttpcoxov, co

f]5r|
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"Men of Athens, our opinion is no other than it was at first, nor will we in a short
moment rob of its liberty a city which has been inhabited already seven hundreds

years"(V 112)

The

reply of the Athenian ambassador could not be

more

eloquent. As

the last word

pronounced in the dialogue is a(])aA.f|aEa08 (V 113).

As emerges

from this report of the Melian dialogue, the

expound their

own arguments

way

enhances the dramatic character. Setting

speakers embodying two contrasting ideological views would not be

both

parties had been able to articulate their arguments at length.

are

ideological basis and

one

in

seen,

on

so

the stage

dramatic if

Instead, the

point the Melians have raised in their defence; words

expressions advanced by the islanders

enhanced

have

in which both sides

two

Athenians attack each

we

are

dismantled

repeated and considered from
by

by the fact that the Athenians' replies

opposite

This opposition is stylistically

one.
are

an

or

couched in negative terms, except

chapter 113. Even their belief that they share the favour of the Gods is introduced

with

an

adversative

particle: 6|uco<; Se

%f\

7UGT£\)0|U£V

|-t£V xi)X,TI

'EK

Qe'iou

|lf| £X.aCTCTcba£G0at (V 104).

We should notice that the

exposed to

they have to resort to arguments of defence that

a

close attack, the

more

more

the Melians

are

are

extreme and therefore also less

convincing and effective. Some critics have pointed

out that the Melians' claim that

Sparta will intervene in their favour (V.104 ff.)

seems

historically improbable: it is difficult to imagine that, at that time, Sparta would have
committed herself to engage

in

open

conflict against Athens for the sake of Melos.29

Moreover, the Spartans had not shown any sign of intervening when the Melians were
first attacked in 426
not

well founded,

is difficult to
at least

the

29

BC.

From the historical

and, in fact, it is immediately rejected by the other side (V.105). It

imagine that the Melians

improbable. We

may

therefore

subject is rather because they

Cf. A.W. Gomme

-

point of view this argument is certainly

A. Andrewes

This claim has roused not

a

were not aware

suppose

were

that the

left with

no

that

a

Spartan intervention

reason

was

why they chose to raise

other suitable arguments. Their

(HCT, IV. 175). The Melians declare that Sparta is their "ally".
problems because it seems to be in contrast with their claim to

few critical

be "neutral". Gomme notes that the presence of the word ^v>|i|icxxia does not prove
formal alliance. L.Canfora (1996, 1342-46) favours the idea that an alliance between

the existence of a
Sparta and Melos
could have existed at that time. But he also notes that in 416 BC during the peace, the idea that Sparta
might intervene in favour of Melos is completely outside reality (p. 1346). Canfora points out that
Thucydides did not refer to this alliance in his own presentation of the facts and in this way succeeds in
putting the Melians in a good light (p. 1346).
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trust

in

help from Sparta must be regarded

some

coming after their
After

proper

to groundless assertion

points of defence have all been rejected.

Sparta, the Melians predict

(V.llO).30

a

mortal threat to Athens and her remaining

Many scholars have considered these words

imperial

power

eventum

Thucydidean consideration,

not

as a resort

a sort

as a post

of forecast inserted into the dialogue and

arising from the actual occasion. This would entail supposing that the section

composed after the actual fall of Athens and obviously this would cast doubt
historicity of the whole Dialogue.31

This suspicion could be avoided if

explain the sentence in its context and

were

now

explicable

prediction follows

a

series of desperate

by the Melians to persuade their opponents. The dialogue is

as

recourse

to

threats:

a

future defeat of Athens is

the climax of a tragic a/yobv.

performed either after the Sicilian disaster
certainly have been taken

as a

a

prediction would sound like
context

appropriate

or

was

the fall of Athens, these words would

tragic forecast, but

we

simply do not know whether
a

time when the

prophecy ignored. However, considered within its

a true

and without reference to later historical events,

as an extreme

threat, perfectly

On the hypothesis that this dialogue

Thucydides wrote these words after Athens' defeat and thus at

urge

could

moving towards its tragic finale: having failed to persuade the Athenians, the

Melians have

own

the

able to show it to be something that the

Melians themselves could have said then. The
and unsuccessful attempts

we

on

was

they

are

dramatically

and desperate attempt at defence. In reply the Athenians

the Melians to stick to the point and not indulge in "vain speculations": the

argument does not either convince or frighten them. Their response is also appropriate,
since in 416

BC

Athens is still too far away

persuaded by such

an

A declaration that they will

argument.

resistance ends the Melians' last

adversary, the defenders

go

end is identical with the

beginning

from the idea of a future final defeat to be
persevere

speech (V. 112): not being able to

back to what
as

was

in their

move

the

their original position in chapter 84. The

if the exchange had not taken place at all.

30

Compare the situation at the end of Euripides' Hecuba (v. 1259 ff.). Polymestor will be soon
punished by Agamennon for being a guest-murder. Polymestor confronts Hecuba in a final dramatic
stichomythia, where he prophesies the terrible fate that awaits her and Agamennon. Here, as in the
Melian Dialogue, the person who is going to be punished provokes the opponents with a final and
desperate threat.
31
For opinions in favour of a late date of composition for the dialogue see J.De Ronrilly (1963, 274 ff.),
V.Bartoletti (1939, 302), H.Rawlings III (1981, 243 ff.), F.M.Wasserman (1947, 35). Against,
A.Andrewes (1960, 3 ff.), R. Meiggs (1972, 387) and C.MacLeod (1983, 64): who find the arguments
advanced in support of a late date inconclusive.
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Discussion of Athenian

imperialism is not

the first time with the Melian

a

topic that Thucydides has introduced for

Dialogue. The Athenian representatives' speech at the

Spartan assembly, in Book One (73-8), and Pericles' last speech in Book Two (60-4),
both deal with Athenian claims to

hegemony. The rule that the weaker is held down

by the stronger implied in V 89, is also expounded in I 76.2. The idea that it is better
to

risk

been

power

had

One of the closest parallels to

our

attracting hatred rather than to be merciful in order to retain one's

already advanced by Pericles at II 64.2.

dialogue is the Mytilenean debate in Book III chapters 35-50, where
discussion is conducted

pronounced by Cleon
Athenians

on

on

the concepts

that occasion

of justice and expediency.

are

a

similar

The words

consistent with the position held by the

during the Melian Dialogue.

nei06(j.evoi (lev ejioi xa xe 5'iKata £<; MoxiA,r|vaiot)<; Kai xa ^fip^opa
d(xa Ttoitjaexe, ...ei yap crGxoi op066<; dtteaxriaav, i)|i£ic; av of) XP8C^V
apxotx£. Ei 8£ Sij Kai oft 7tpoaf|Kov op-coQ a^icruxE xomo Spav, 7tapa xo
e'ikoq xoi xai xoiogSe ^up,([)6pco<; Sei KoX,a^£a0ai, r\ navecQai xrjq apxri?
Kai

ocKivStvao

ek xau

av8paya0i^£a0ai.

will do not only what is just (xa S'lKaia) to the
Mytileneans but also, at the same time, what is expedient (xa ^"U|_L(|)opa) for us...for if
this people had a right to secede, it would follow that you are wrong in exercising
dominion. But if, right or wrong, you are still resolved to maintain it, then you must
punish these people in defiance of equity as your interest require; or else you must
give up your empire and in discreet safety practice the virtues you preach" (III 40.4).
"If you

take

my

Athens' interest

advice,

comes

you

before any

appeal to justice and

may

well conflict with the

possibility of behaving honestly (av5paya0ia). Cleon's position
to

what will be said at Melos, but the outcome will be different. '2 At the time

Mytilenaean affair,
not

undergo the

Cleon's harsh

allies.

even

severe

a

an act

even

on

close
of the

of revolt against Athens, it did

punishment at first proposed. The matter

public debate

Melos had not

W.R.Connor

if Mytilene committed

proposal failed to gain the vote. Eleven

possible to hold

32

seems very

years

was

reconsidered and

after that, it is

no

longer

the position that Athens should take towards her

revolted from Athens, she claims the

right to retain her

(1984, 255-6) notes the similarities in the form chosen by Thucydides for arranging the

arguments expounded in the course of the Plataean Trial, Mytilenaean Debate and Melian Dialogue.
F.M. Cornford (1907, 174 ff.), on the other hand, argues that
the Melos debate because he did not want to create a parallel
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Thucydides chose the dialogue form for
with the Mytilenaean debate.

neutral role, but that

debate with

a

reason

now out

of the question.

why

open

debate at the

agenda is

view to

a

considering

discussion is replaced by

assembly in Athens

now set

an

a

alternative

longer

was no

a concrete

exchange at

a

our

Let

text.

seem

But

We have
as

consider

of the dialogue

now

based

fair and

a

open

historical possibility. The

about.

come

able to detect other dramatic

retrospectively

seen

years to come.

an

audience listening to the

not

were

in

no

knowledge of

This public could not have

confirmed forecast of the defeat of Athens,

as a

do, but they

to

the words of the Athenians

choice

us

are

we

experience in the

some parts

modern critics

defend.

of action. A further

time close to that of the actual event and therefore with

what Athens would

interpreted

possibility to

by the Athenians and the choice of the dialogue form helps to

Bearing this perspective in mind
characteristics in

course

dialogue, is therefore that

highlight the drastic change of general policy that has to

as

Although harsh

had been advocated before, in 416 BC Athens does not have the

measures

hold

neutrality itself is

were

surely already able to

see to

what extent

keeping with the traditional values they used to

that at V 101 the Athenian emissaries dismiss the Melians'

on a sense

avSpayotBia itself is

of honour

(otvSpaYCtBia), which will lead them

to ruin.

not a negative attitude; it is a virtue. It is the merit shown

by those Athenians who died in battle and whom Pericles celebrates in his Funeral
Oration

(II 43.3) and it is the policy followed by the people of Athens when they reject

Cleon's advice

against ocvSpayaGi^eaBai (III 40.4) and

save

the Mytilenaeans from

complete destruction. The Melians' mistake lies not in defending
that is wrong

in itself, but in advocating honour in

a

a

line of behaviour

dispute with the Athenians. In

other words, their mistake is to claim for themselves values that were
Athenian at
and

of
are

a

time when Athens itself is

no

traditionally

longer able to keep faith with her promises

practice honourable conduct.33 Other parts of the dialogue further confirm this line

interpretation. We have
weaker than Athens

that the Athenians advise the Melians to yield: they

seen

(the contest is not between equals) and it would be wiser to

accept Athens' proposal rather than be destroyed. In reply, the Melians state their firm
intention to resist:

they will not

run away

gods and in hope. Athens herself had
33

from danger and will keep their trust in the

once

been engaged in

F.M. Cornford

a

similar debate

on

the

(1907, 183) points out the double occurrence at V 111.3 of the word oao'X'Uvri once
being used in the moral sense of dishonour and once referred to the disgrace of being beaten. Cornford
comments: "The speaker is not conscious of any change of meaning; he has lost all sense of the
difference between honour and

success,

dishonour and defeat".
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necessity,

or

otherwise, of yielding to the stronger during the Persian Wars,

Eight; but here her position is different.34 Alexander of

Herodotus recounts in Book
Macedon

brings

his offer of

becoming allies of Persia; because they
Athens should be wise and not

Alexander supports
the

from the King of Persia. The king invites Athens to accept

a message

be able to resist.

this suggestion and

argues

are

they

say,

says,

they will not

imagine she is equal to the King.

that it is in Athens' best interest. When

accepting the offer. It would not be right

for those who started the

war

as

long

as

they

to desist

calling

on

the Athenians to act unjustly. This

Athens

as

and the oppressed
But now,

BC.

the Melians, not the Athenians.

They

confident of the Gods' support,

Athens' shift to

as a

in Athens'

a

position

reflects what must have

it

was

still celebrated by Pericles in

the defence of high values is undertaken by

are

who

as

the

are

ones

who claim to act righteously, who

willing to fight to the point of their

so

distant from the

one

own

she had maintained during the

opposition to the past must have been viewed

result this
now

passage

public contemporary with the events must have been struck by

Persian Wars. This

itself;

them: Athens

propaganda during the Persian Wars: it presents that image of

his Funeral Oration in 431

A

reassures

They trust the Gods and the heroes and advise Alexander

can.

defender of justice

destruction.35

honourable,

offer coming from Persia, they will rather fight with all their

strength

been the Athenians'

or

and claim to be the liberators of Greece to reach

understanding with the Persians. But Athens' reply firmly

will not accept any

are

weaker, he

Spartans hear of the King's proposal, they send ambassadors to Athens, who try to

dissuade the Athenians from

an

as

very

as a

sign of decay in

exchange of roles is highly tragic and dramatic. The irony

adopting such

a

view

emerges

clearly from the reaction of Dionysius

of Halicarnassus:

eyed (lev yap ouk oi.op.ai xoiq ek xf|<; £fivop.coxaxr|<; ndXemq em xaq e^oo
TtoXeiq a7rocn;e>Ao|j.evoiQ r|yep,6cji xama 7tpoaijK£iv A,eyea0ai, ofiS' av
a^iobaaip.i xovc, p,ev p.iKpo7uo>axa<; Kai (iriSev epyov em^aveq
aTtoSei^airevovq Mr|A.iouq nXeova. xov kclXov troieiaBai ttpovoiav f) too
aa^aA.auQ Kai navxa exoifiouQ eivat xa Seiva imo(j)ep£iv, iva |ar|5ev
aaxTH-t°v avayKaa0doai 7tpaxxeiv, xofiq Se TcpoeA-oiievouQ xtjv xe x<^Pav
34

Cf. Hdt. viii

c.

142 ff.

35

The Athenians also say they are confident of having the favour of the Gods (v 105.1-2), but God's
favour is here needed in order to support an act of destruction. Gomme (HCT, iv. 173) associates this

passage with Hdt. viii 143 and comments: "You
the almost irresistible might of Persia or advising
Athens. Herodotus' world

was

indeed very

have the Gods on your side whether you are resisting
the Melians of the folly of resisting the might of
different from that of Thucydides".
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Koci

xf)v 7c6A.iv skAitcbiv Kaxd xov nepcnxov 7t6Aep.ov A0r|vaio\)<;, iva
|xr|5ev aia^pov i)7cop.eivcoatv e7cixayp.a, xcibv xcdna Ttpoaipoojievcov ooq
dvof|xcov Kaxpyopeiv.
oiop.ai §', oxi Kav ei xivet; aAAoi Tcapovxcov
A0r|vaicov xadxa eTiexe'ipoov Aeyeiv, e7rax0oo<; f]veyKav av 01 xov koivov
(3iov e^r|p.8pcoaavx8(;.
"I do not think that such arguments as these would be fittingly used by the leaders of
the city with the best laws in the world when they are on mission abroad, nor should I

expect the inhabitants of a tiny state like Melos, who never did anything to distinguish

themselves, to prefer the nobler to the safer policy and to be prepared to undergo every
kind of

suffering in order to avoid the necessity of a discreditable course of action;
Athenians, who during the Persian War chose to leave their land and their
city rather than submit to any base imposition, accuse them of being senseless when
they follow the same principles. I think that if anyone else had attempted to express
these views in the presence of the Athenians, the latter, who had civilised the life of all
mankind, would have been offended." (De Thuc., c.41)36
while the

Thus the Athenians would have been
now

their

that

they themselves

empire,

a

were

greatly embarrassed by the Melians' arguments

assuming the role of the

oppressor

position traditionally disavowed by the Greeks.

often associated with

an

act

of

in order to defend

Oppression is quite

f)(3piq, which normally calls for retribution. '7 Let

us

consider, for example, the words pronounced by Darius in Aeschylus' Persians.
Darius'

ghost is informed by Atossa that the Persians have been utterly destroyed at

Salamis and he forecasts that Xerxes' whole army
their retreat because in their act of conquest

Of) ct())iv

87rap.p,evei

many

they have offended the Gods

difficulties in
:

7ta0efv,

Koc0ecov c|)povrip.dxcov [...]
KaKobq Spaaavxeq ot>K eAaaaova

\)|3peco<;
xotyap

KotKcbv f)\|/iax'

will encounter

aTtoiva

v.813

Se (leAAouai, Koi)5e7tco kockcov
KpriviQ atteaPriK', aAA' ex' 8K7ti5f)exai. [...]
f)(3ptq yap e^av0of)a' 8Kdp7tcoaev
v.821
axr|Q, 60ev 7tdyKAat)xov e^ajia 08poq.
Trdaxpuai,

xa

"Here it awaits them to suffer their
in

36

crowning disaster
requital for their presumptuous pride and impious thoughts [...]

Text and translation from S.Usher

(1974). Cf. the different view expressed by Isocrates, who defends
policy towards Melos and Scione. He argues that the states who remained loyal subjects did
not experience these disasters and that it is not possible to keep under control many different states
without disciplining those who commit offences (Panegyricus, 101-102).
37
Cf. also the considerations advanced by F. M. Cornford (1907, 182) and W.Liebeschuetz (1968, 73
ff.) on the hybristic attitude shown by the Athenians at Melos.
Athenian
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Wherefore

having evil wrought, evil they suffer in no less measure;
are still in store; not yet quenched is the spring
of their woes but it still wells forth. [...]
For presumptuous pride, when it has burgeoned, bears as its fruit a crop of calamity,
whence it reaps a plenteous harvest of tears". (Aesch. Pers. vv.807 ff.)38
and other evils

Thucydides does not
towards the

pass any

Melians, but creates

direct judgement about the Athenians' behaviour
a

dialogue in which Athens

contrary to traditional Athenian values.

warnings of

a

Athens will

our

be

seen as

knowledge of later events

already suffer in Sicily will

same
we

prove

role of

warner as

Darius in the

could also add that the defeat that

the Melians to be right, just

Persians' defeat at Plataea will confirm Darius' forecast. However, as we have
seen,

in

as

the

already

the idea of an interrelationship between the Melians' warning and Athens' defeat

Sicily, often formulated by critics, entails

knew the events

an

course, an

of the Melian warning. It

that when arranging his material at

reflection to

way

necessary.

Of

the situation and

campaign

was

In 416

BC

Thucydides tells

also quite reasonable to

later time, Thucydides decided

on

our

we

take into

we

might be able to detect the

provenance

of

narrative.

expedition, although not yet begun,

that during the

of Melos

of History. On the other hand, if

atmosphere directly connected with the time when the

the Sicilian

us

course

actually fought,

certain other elements in

destruction

a

seems

the consequential train of these events would have highlighted

tragic interpretation of the

Melian

be completely

place the Melian dialogue just before the account of the Sicilian

expedition: in this

account

appear to

audience hearing or reading this text after that event would have seen in that

disaster the true consequence
suppose

assumption that Thucydides already

following the conquest of Melos at the time when he composed the

dialogue. Though that is possible, it does not

his

acting

On the other side, the Melians, in uttering

future fall of Athens, play the

With

Persians.

can

same

was

in the air:

winter when Athenian forces concluded the

(V. 116.2), in Athens the population

was

discussing the

possibility of subduing Sicily (VI. 1). Because of the dangers involved in this
campaign

many

opposing views must have been put forward at the time.

Besides

Thucydides' work39, Euripides' Trojan Women, performed at the Great Dionysia of
415 BC,

the

year

after the Melos campaign and in that March when the Athenian

38

Text and translation from H. Weir

39

Cf.

Smyth (1946).
Thucydides' report ofNicias and Alcibiades' speeches (VI. 9-14, 20-24 and 16-19).
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assembly took the final and fatal decision to undertake the Sicilian enterprise, might
give

indications of the atmosphere in Athens during these months.40 The play

us some

deals with the events

following the destruction of Troy and relates the fate awaiting the

victims of the conflict.

Through the description of the pitiful death of Astyanax, killed

by the victor because he
women,

was a son

of Hector, and the slavery imposed

Euripides narrates the horrors provoked by

war

on

the Trojan

and destruction of cities. L.

Parmentier and H.

Gregoire note that the recent campaigns against Torone, Scione and

Melos

assez

"expliquent

Women does not pay

sympathy

1'esprit et la tendance de la trilogie troyenne".41 The Trojan

tribute to the victor: the humanitarian

the fate of the victims:

on

Gregoire wrote, "a la fois
the victims cannot be

un

a

of Euripides looks with

"Une tragedie qui est",

gloria victis et

separated from

eye

un vae

as

Parmentier and

victoribus",42 However, pity for

negative judgement passed

on

the

oppressor.

Poseidon, announcing the ruin that awaits the Achaeans, exclaims:

podpoq 5e 0vr|xodv

eK7top0Ei koXeic,,
vacnbg xe xf)p.pao<; 0','tepd xcov K£K|tt|k6xcov,
eprnTta Soioc; ocbxot; dbXe0' ioaxepov.
"The

ocm<;

who sacks cities,

temples and graves, the
places of the dead, is a fool. Having given
over to devastation, he himself perishes later" (vv. 95-98)
man

sacred
them

This idea is

one

different form

of the main themes of the

by Hecuba later

Trojan Women and will be recalled in

on:

0vr|xoov 5e p.cSpoQ ogxiq ev tipaaaeiv 5okgov
(38(3aia %aip£v xol<; xpo7tot<; yap at x\)xai>
ep.7tXr|Kxo<; ooq &v0pco7to<;, aXXox' aXXoae
ttriScoat, KcrbSetQ abxoQ emuxet ttoxe.
"That

and

man

who

imagines he is

secure

in his prosperity

a fool. For our fortunes have a habit of leaping
in different directions like a capricious man, and no one is
ever

rejoices is

happy of his

40

For the date of the

at

the end of March

own

accord"(vv.l203-6)43

Trojan Women (Dionysia 415) see K.H.Lee (1976.X). For the date of the Dionysia
Oxford Classical Dictionary (1996, 3rd. ed.) s.v. "Dionysia". For the date of the
Athenian deliberation, see K.J.Dover (1965, 13).
41
Cf. L.Parmentier and H. Gregoire (1925, 16).
42
Cf. L.Parmentier and H.Gregoire (1925, 17).
43
Text and translation from the Trojan Women are from the Loeb edition.
see
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Cassandra
of

man

warns

sense

destruction of
wealth of

that

(fjefiyeiv

should avoid

7toA,e|j.ov

|iev cuv x,Pfi

efi (j)povei: "The

octck;

war"(v.400). Helen is accused of having caused the

Troy through her desire to satisfy her luxurious tastes and enjoy the

Troy (vv.996 ff). I wonder if these words, pronounced

spring of 415, at
against Sicily,

a

a

time when the Athenians

deliberating

were

land blessed with extraordinary opulence

Euripides also affirms in this

same

as

on

on

the stage in the

the proposal to sail

Thucydides notes and

play44, might be intended

as an

as

indirect warning

against this enterprise.
The

Trojan Women appeals to the traditional values rooted in Athenian culture.

The ideas that conquest
that

and destruction, although

wrongdoing will lead to retribution

go

act of barbarity and

back to Homer, and

expounded in tragedy. However, encouraging
415 BC,

necessary, are an

a

are

motifs widely

discussion of this kind at Athens in

after the Athenians had utterly destroyed small cities and before they started

the Sicilian

expedition, might have sounded like

serious warning. P. G. Maxwell-

a

Stuart, in his study of the interrelationship between the dramatic poets and the

expedition to Sicily,

argues

fears about the Sicilian
anxieties for
satiric

that in writing the Trojan trilogy, Euripides indicates his

expedition. It is not only linked to Melos, but also to the

possible disasters which might happen to those who dare too much. The

play Sisyphus, which ends the trilogy, is said to be

an

"interesting choice of

subject" because the story of the vain effort made by Sisyphus who rolls
will

be

completed".45

Trojan Women

covers most

of the topics

we

have found in the Melian Dialogue

Thucydides. Finley had already noted parallels between these two texts and

more

could be advanced.46 The Melians, like the

defenders of

justice against

a

domineering

the Melians,
an

act of

power.

The speech of Cassandra (vv.352
own country.

Like

they chose to sacrifice their lives for their city. The killing of Astyanax is

unjustified violence against

having forgotten their

own

an

innocent.

Hecuba

values and of being afraid of

44

Cf. Thuc. VI 8 and Eur. Troad.

45

Cf. P.G.Maxwell-Stuart (1973, 398).
Cf. J.H.Finley (1967, 38 ff.) Finley parallels

vv.

accuses

a person

the Greeks of

who could not do

205-29.

the attitude expressed in the prologue of the Trojan
(esp. 95-97) with the atmosphere of impending calamity present in the Melian dialogue. And
Thuc. V 100 and Tro, v. 728 ff, V 93 and Tro. vv.729-739, V 105.1-2 and Tro. 886.

Women

also

some

Trojan captives, play the role of the

ff.) celebrates the fate of those Trojans who died in defence of their

46

which

always fall down again, is "a symbol of a ponderous and useless task which will

never

in

a stone
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them any

harm (v.l 161 ff.),

of perpetrating an
more

invites

us

to

a

position

very

unjustified attack against

close to the Melian charges against Athens
a

neutral and innocent city. But what still

associate the two texts is the presence

of the

same

appeal to idealism

against the brutality of war, the pity inspired for the oppressed and the fears they instil
for the fate of the oppressor.
that her

Euripides

seems to

policy of expansion will lead his

the historical context of these years

Athenians' confidence of future
fortune is

subject to changes and

could not have had any

the insistence

of

own

war.

success

city to ruin. His anxiety springs from
It is rooted in his recognition that the

seems

excess may

allude to Athens' decay and to fear

ignore the real possibility that

to

lead to disaster. In 415 BC the tragedian

knowledge of what would eventually happen in the
the idea that

the victors

years to

might be vanquished cannot be

a

prophecy of the disaster at Syracuse (or the much later fall of Athens), but invokes

a

come:

on

even

concept deeply rooted in Athenian culture which should function as a warning.

Thucydides
the

seems to

be conveying the

in the Melian Dialogue. Besides

correspondence between Euripides' and Thucydides' texts, both authors stress

similar motifs and fears that
the

same message

Sicilian

expedition.47

spring from the political context of the
Both these accounts

are

years

preceding

perfectly understandable

as

composed and performed at this time.
One of the

questions that could follow from

importance of the Melian campaign itself.
considered

so

important

as to arouse so

our

interpretation

concerns

the

Could this military action have been

much attention

among

contemporaries?

Cornford, for example, thinks that the Melian dialogue is extraordinary because the
action

against Melos ought not to be considered

event.48

On the other

islanders to

particularly important military

hand, the fact that the Athenians called

on a

large number of

join in the campaign (V.84.1) might suggest that the action itself was not

considered to be
famine"

a

a

minor event at the time.

Moreover, the reference to the "Melian

(^ijacp Mr|/ficp, Birds,186) in Aristophanes

seems to

allude to

conquest whose harshness was sufficiently well known to become
47

an act

of

proverbial.49

As

regards the motifs in the Melian Dialogue, L. Canfora in his commentary on Thucydides (1996,
ff.) has drawn attention to an interesting parallel between this text and the account in the Book of
Kings (II 18. 13-37) on the siege of Jerusalem in 701 BC. The arguments in both accounts present
interesting correspondences and develop typical motifs. On possible parallels between the Bible and
Thucydides see also our discussion on the description of the plagues in Thucydides and in Scripture at
chapter three.
1337

48

Cf. F. M. Cornford

(1907, 174).

49A. Sommerstein (1987, 210) argues that this reference to Melos in Birds implies that Aristophanes
expects his audience to feel no moral qualms despite the fact that the campaign had be so cruel. A
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Canfora and before him

Jaeger drew attention to

which reference is made to the Melian

becomes

more

and

more

afraid of

a passage

in Xenophon's Hellenica in

campaign.50 As final defeat looms, Athens

experiencing in retaliation the

same wrongs as

she

herself had done to other cities:

eKeivric; xfjq vdkxoq ooSeiq EKOippGri, oft povov xoftt; d7toA.coA.6xaQ
TtevGabvxeQ, aA.A,a 7toA.ft paAAov exi aftxoi EaoxoftQ, 7t£iaea0ai
coax'

S7toir|aav Mr^'iotx; xe AaK£5aipovicov otTtotKooQ ovxaq,
Kpaxpaavxeq TtoA-topida [...]
AftaavSpoQ 5e acJnicopEVOQ e'iq Avytvav
d7te§coK£ xf]v 7toA.iv AVyivfixaiQ, oaocx; sSftvaxo TtA^Eiaxooc; aftxobv
aGpotaaQ, coq 8' aftxcog Kai MtjAAotQ Kai xoiq aA.A,oiQ oaot xf|Q adxcov
£ax£povxo. ...£vop.t^ov 8e oi)S£p.iav £tvai acoxripfav e'i p-f] 7ta0£tv a of)
xtpcopoapEvot £7toir|aav, aA.A,a 5ta xf]v opptv fiS'tKow dv0pcb7to\)Q
piKpo7to?axaQ of)8' ETtt pta a'txta EXEpa f\ oxi ekeivoiq aovEpaxoov.

vopi^ovxEQ

oia

"(After Aegospotami)
the dead, but much

in the city slept that night, and they mourned not only for
still for themselves, thinking that they would suffer what they

no one

more

had done to the Melians, colonists of the
"

Lacaedaemonians..."(//e/., 2.2.3)
back the city to the Aeginetans, as many of them

Lysander went to Aegina and

as

gave
he could collect, and did the same for the Melians and whoever else had been

deprived of their land. (...) (The Athenians) thought that there was no safety, but they
would suffer what they have done themselves, not in retaliation, but through Hybris
when they wronged men of small cities for no other reason that they were allies with
the Peloponnesians". (Hel. 2.2. 9-10)

If

Xenophon, who

Aegina

as

Athenians

and

when Athens fell, singles out Melos along with

notorious crimes for which the Athenians fear reprisal after defeat, then the
are

time and these
war

was a young man

likely to have been
acts

aware

of the moral

would remain present

wrong

and political risk at the

in the minds of all Greeks throughout the

long afterwards.

similar view is

expressed by N.Dunbar (1995, 195-6). Also in Acharnians (vv. 729-835) the starving
Megarian is made object of a joke by Aristophanes although Athenian forces had invaded and ravaged
the Megarid twice a year since 431 BC. It is often a problem to decide when a comic passage is to be
interpreted as a mere and blunt boast and when it might reflect or seek to excite feelings of misgiving
among the audience.
50
Cf. L.Canfora (1996, 1307), who also refers to W.Jaeger (1939, 204, n. 12).
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In the

of this

course

study I have been trying to advance

a new

approach to the

understanding of Thucydides. While the mainstream of scholars engaged in studying
Thucydides' text focus

on

the innovative character of his work, I have attempted to

demonstrate to what extent the
and in part

backward- than

more

of

dependent

Thucydides

those lines

by

may

still be viewed

acknowledgement that he also

approach is

contradiction of the view

was

in

many ways a

History

as

traditionalist.

it is well exemplified,

example, by his description of the plague in Athens (Chapter Three).
Looking back,

we can see

great predecessor Herodotus.

spread in the History and
text may presuppose
on

as a

my

innovator, but rather to counterbalance interpretations along

New attitudes and old schemes often coexist in the

for

work permeated by,

as a

the cultural context of his time. Although

forward-looking, it is not intended

as an

an

on,

History

we

that Thucydides could not avoid contacts with his

We have

have dealt with

excursus

parts of the History.
would be worth

how widely Herodotean touches

a

whole

examining from the

logos in the

excursus on

of influences identifiable in

Plague,

topics with

a

on

character of the

time

Harmodius and Aristogeiton,

Chapters point to different kinds

genre,

and

the other hand, shows how Thucydides is able to combine traditional
of writing. There, Thucydides captures

public by exploiting the astounding and emotive

disease, while at the

common

way

same

time he develops

with orally delivered works

(Chapter Three). Rhetorical features

Debate

also be at work in other

in it of Tragic and Pindaric motifs (Chapter Two). The description

rationalistic and innovative

points in

may

of the Pausanias and

Thucydides' History. Our study of the Funeral Oration

and holds the attention of his

many

case

affinity of this speech with other classical examples of the

also the presence
of the

analysis has only focused

point of view.

same

As the reader will have noticed the different

has revealed the

our

(Chapter One), similar influences
For example, the

are

instances in which Thucydides'

some

the work of Herodotus. Although

the actual Herodotean character of

Themistocles

seen

on

are most

an

exposition that has

medicine produced in his

own

in evidence in the Mytilenaean

(Chapter Four) and the Plataean Trial (Chapter Five). The speeches of Cleon

and Diodotus

are

constructed in

a manner

that agrees

209

with rhetorical precepts attested

in the fourth century,

and they

which the encouragement
same

time

then set within

are

an

immediate narrative context in

of false expectations creates emotion and

suspense.

enough information is provided within the episode to enable

At the

audience of

an

independent recital of it to follow the developments of events (Chapter Four).

an

Similar

techniques of composition

are

employed in the Plataean Trial.

dramatic effect arises from the contrast between the

perfect specimen of

Here the
a

defensive

plea offered by the Plataeans and the implacable indifference of the Spartan judges
(Chapter Five). There is

a

different tone, again, in his account of the Corcyrean stasis.

This

upheaval gives him another opportunity to combine traditional

with

a new

form of

(Chapter Six).

willing to

exposition

so as to create a

ways

of thinking

piece of modernised wisdom literature

Finally in the Melian Dialogue

we

have

seen

how Thucydides is

into direct competition with tragic drama (Chapter Seven).

go

Throughout this study I have tried to highlight how Thucydides'

way

of

writing is capable of variations and attests the influence of several different literary
Our study does not pretend to be exhaustive but simply suggests

genres.

a

kind of

interpretation that could find further applications in his work.
One

question that might be raised at this point is whether the

presence

literary influences undermines the overall historical value of Thucydides'
History. My

own answer

have known any
and

even

other

is that

way

thought

were

do not know, just

of composing

Lucian's little treatise

Thucydides set out to write

we

a

on

a

as

Thucydides himself may not

how to write

history

were

still in the distant future,

work of history in accordance with what he must have
own

personal approach, but

inevitably rooted in the time in which these had been formulated. If

of

ouevre as

work of history. When modern theories

the best criteria, criteria suggested by his

thesis that the various

of

we accept

the

literary influences detectable in his work and the performability

single self-contained units within it

conscious intentions, we have

are not

fortuitous, but rather reflect his

recognised at least part of the cultural heritage that

helped to shape his work.
One

question that arises from this study and awaits

where it would have been
how

they

were

travelled after his failure to
was an

full

answer

is when and

possible to perform self-contained parts of the History and

eventually incorporated in

fin.), he probably

a

save

exile,

a

overall work.

Amphipolis and,

as

pace

Thucydides certainly

Canfora (see Introduction ad

he himself affirms at V.26, from Athens. During
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these travels he says

he had the opportunity to collect information from people with

very

different points of view. While he

earn

hospitality by recitals of any of these self-standing pieces, it is surely likely that

the first

presentations

Herodotus had had.

analysed

were an

oral

have needed to support himself

may not

if before

one even

more

select audiences than

It is further conceivable that the different

each treated in accordance with the potential for

are

treatment, these
that would be

being within the

sympathetic to

or

or

episodes

we

have

particular literary

a

of the literary culture of the sort of audience

range

attracted by his underlined attitude to the events he

recording. Hornblower has already hypothesised that the account of the stasis at

was

Corcyra could have been performed at symposia and the structural characteristics
together with the links
idea

(Chapter Six).

wisdom literature
audience and

we

have found with wisdom literature would confirm such

Similarly the Funeral Oration in which Pindaric elements and

are

associated

can

be conceived

as

not

only appropriate to Pericles'

perhaps also reflecting much of that original speech, but also, within its

immediate narrative and

descriptive setting,

of Greece. However, it is not

hypothesis

an

on

possible in

the possible occasions

on

of interest to audiences in other parts

as

any

single

which

a

case to

form

a

properly grounded

piece might have been performed.

Although other individual units with peculiar characteristics might be singled
out

in the overall work, our

point to

of the work that

The Funeral Oration, the

familiar

as

far

as we

further consideration. The sections

one

coincide with parts

are

enquiry,

as

are

have been able to take it,
we

have

self-contained units

seen as

normally excerpted for teaching

Melian Dialogue

or

or

universities. I suggest that this

is not fortuitous, but reflects a convenient self-contained character

If

such

or

self-contained

units

did

once

exist,

Thucydides

detectable in

have

up

with the rest of the

study I have argued that precisely these signs of inconsistencies

particular sections

may

be evidence of imperfect revision. At the

time, while the absence of such structural imperfections in
appear to

must

This must have involved

eliminating inconsistencies and repetitions and linking them
In my

originating from

publication.

subsequently made them integral parts of his final text.

text.

purposes.

the Mytilenaean Debate, for example,

pieces read by themselves in schools

independent performance

appears to

speak in favour of a continuous composition, it

the author had been

more

successful

or

may

had chosen to devote
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many

same

other places might

be that in those places

more

effort to

perfecting

his revision.

Sometimes, however, it is possible to observe what seem to have been

originally independent pieces brought together
significant and effective

I

way.

am

themes in the overall work in

an

original self-contained structure and

integration within the overall work coexist with striking and

obviously conscious links with other parts of the full
and the Athenians' conduct
and with their

own

over

later conduct

oeuvre.

Cleon echoes Pericles

Mytilene contrasts with the Spartans'

over

over

Plataea

Melos.

Throughout this study I have regarded the History
Whatever the role

a

thinking in particular of the episode of the

Mytilenaean Debate, where clear traces of
inconsistencies in its

as

posthumous editing

may

as

the work of Thucydides.

have played cannot be discussed in

study which is speculative enough already, and would in

any case not

affect

a

my

arguments as regards inconsistencies in an integration of the individual parts into the
final work.
The

History of the Peloponnesian War that Thucydides left behind must thus

be considered not
work of art

only

as a

record of events and

a survey

of information, but also

exhibiting great versatility. The present study suggests

that

versatility

own

lifetime.

may

one way

as a

in which

have found expression and been developed during the author's
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